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SPECIAL NOTES
A P I publications necessarily address problems of a general nature. With respect to particbe reviewed.
ular circumstances, local, state, and federal laws and regulations should
A P I is not undertaking to meet the duties of employers, manufacturers, or suppliers to
warn and properly train and equip their employees, and others exposed, concerning health
and safety risks and precautions. nor undertaking their obligations under
local, state, or federal laws.
Information concerning safety and health risks and proper precautions with respect to particular materials and conditions shouldbe obtained from the employer,
the manufacturer or
supplier of that material,
or the material safetydata sheet.
Nothing contained in any A P I publication is to be construed as granting any right, by
apparatus, or prodimplication or otherwise, for the manufacture, sale, or use of any method,
uct covered by letten patent. Neither should anything contained in the publicationbe construed as insuring anyone against liability
for infringement of letters patent.
Generally, API standards are reviewed andrevised, reaffùmed,or withdrawn at least every
five years. Sometimesa one-time extension of up to two years will be added to this review
cycle, This publication will no longer be in effect five years afterits publication date as an
operative API standard or, where an extension has been granted, upon republication. Status
of the publication can
be ascertained from the Exploration and Production Department [telephone (202) 682-8000]. A catalog of A P I publications and materials is published annually
and updated quarterly by API, 1220 L Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.
This document was produced underA P I standardization procedures that ensure appropriate notification and participation in the developmentalprocess and is designated as an A P I
standard. Questions Concerning the interpretation of the content of this standard or comments and questions concerning the p d u r e s under which this standard was developed
should be directed in writing to the directorof the Exploration and Production Department
(shown on the title page of this document), American Petroleum Institute, 1220 L Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005. Requests for permission to reproduce
or translate all or any
part of the material published herein should also
be addressed to the director.
A P I standards are published to facilitate the broad availability of proven, sound engineering and operatingpractices. These standards are not intended to obviate the need for applyingsoundengineeringjudgmentregardingwhenandwhere
these standardsshould be
utilized. The formulation and publication of API standards is not intended in any way to
inhibit anyone from using any other practices.
Any manufacturer marking equipment or materials in conformance with the marking
requirements of an A P I standard is solely responsiblefor complying with all the applicable
requirements of that standard.M I does not represent, warrant,
or guarantee that such prodto the applicableAPI standard.
ucts do in fact conform

All rights reserved No part of this work may be reprwluced. stored in a retrieval system,
or
transmitted by any means,electronic,mechanical, photocopying,recoding, or otherwise,
without prior written permissionfrom the publisher: Contact the Publishe<
API Publishing Services, I220 L Street, N.W, Washington,D.C. 20005.
Copyright 8 1998 American ktmleum Institute
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FOREWORD
API Subcommittee 2 (Floating Systems) formed a task group in 1992 to draft a production system riser W.The RP was divided into eight sections. Volunteers were distributed
of the RP. A leader
among seven groups, with each
group responsible for one or two sections
was appointed for each of the section groups. The draft
fìrst of the RP was written
at a three
day workshop November16 through 18,1992.The workshop was attended by
25 specialists
and includedthree attendees fromEurope. This first draft was published in January,
1993. A
second draft was published in January 1994, and a third draft was published in November
1994. Between 55 and 60 specialists contributed to thesedrafts.Further refinementsof the
RP continued in1995, including a major revision
of the section on materials.
To speed up the
work, in November 1995 the DeepStar JIP was asked to fund a contractor to completethe
RP. A contractor washired for this work in April1996.
The l
W Task Group isnow underAPI Committee 2 (Offshore and Arctic Structures), Subcommittee 2 (Offshore Structures), Resource Group10 (Risers).
API publications maybe used by anyone desiring
to do so. Every effort has been made by
of the data contained in them; however, the
the Instituteto assure the accuracy and reliability
in connection withthis publication
Institute makes no representation, warranty, guarantee
or
and hereby expressly disclaims any liability or responsibility for loss or damage resulting
from its useor for the violation of any federal, state,
or municipal regulation with which
this
publication may conflict.
Suggested revisionsa e invited and should be submitted the
to director of the Exploration
and Production Department, American Petroleum Institute,1220 L Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.
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The design of risers for Floating Production Systems(FPSs) and Tension-Leg Platforms
(TLPs) requires recognition that risers form a subsystem thatis an integral part of the total
system. The presenceof riser systems within anFPS has a direct and often significant effect
on the design of all other major subsystems. Their presence and influence generates load
case conditions that must form
part of the basis of design and load case matrixof the W S .
just as the characteristics and behaviorof the other FPS subsystems influence the basis of
design and load casematrix for the riser systems. The relationship between riser design and
W S global designis particularly close. Therefore, the designer should
recognize the need to
interact with engineersfor the other major subsystems, such that mutual needs and conflicts
can be accommodated to ensure the designof a safe, practicalFPS.
The reader should note that for the purposes
of this document TLPs are considered a type
of noating Production System thatis characterized by a heave-and-pitch restraining mooring system. Therefore, unlessa specific reference is required to clarify a feature unique to
the termFPS should be read as covering W s .
Section 1 presents introductory materialon the contents of this W.Section 2 provides an
overview of risers functions, configurations and components. Section 3 presents general
design considerations. Design loads and conditions arising from environmental and functional causes are defined in Section 4. Design criteria, in t e m of allowable stresses and
deflections, are described in Section5. A detailed description of design analysis methods and
p d u r e s is given in Section6. Finally, Section7 presents an overview of materialsconsiderations in riser design.

TLPs.
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Design of Risers for Floating ProductionSystems (FPSs)
and Tension-Leg PlatForms (TLPs)
1 General

1.2.2 Figure 3 introduces some aspects of the complexity
that may evolve when implementing a specific riser design.
be complicated by intermediate conThe simple conduit may
nections, changes in material or form of cross-section construction, couplings, attachments (e.g., buoyancy modules),
and multiple flowpaths.

1.1 SCOPE ANDMETHOD
1.1.1 This documentaddressesstructuralanalysisprocedures, design guidelines, component selection criteria, and
typical designs forall new riser systems used on
FPSs. Guidance is also given for developing load information for the
equipment attached to the ends
of the risers. The recommended practice forstructural design of risers, as reflected in
this document, is generally based on the principles
of limiting
stresses in the risers and related components under normal,
extreme,andaccidentalconditions. This approach is often
referred toas “working stress” design.

1.2.3 Risers may perform the following specific functions:

a. Convey fluids between the wells and the
FPS (i.e., production, injection, or circulated fluids).
b. Import, export, or circulate fluids between the FPS and
remote equipmentor pipeline systems.
c. Guide drilling or workover tools and tubulars to and into
the
wells.
1.1.2 This document assumes that the risers will be made
d
Support
auxiliary lines.
of steel or titanium pipe or unbonded flexible pipe. However,
e. Serve as, or be incorporatedin a mooring element.
other materials, suchas aluminum, are not excluded if risers
as wellboreannulus
to be fit for purpose. f.Otherspecializedfunctionssuch
built using these materials can be shown
access for monitoring or fluids injection.
Design
considerations
for
unbonded
flexible
pipe
are
to A P I RP 17B and A P I Spec
included primarily by reference
1.2.4 This documentisintendedtoprovideguidancefor
175. Steel and titanium pipe will be called “metal” pipe and
design of risers that may be categorized according to these
unbonded flexible pipe will be called “flexible” pipe.
functions.
1.1.3 Future development of these guidelines for riser system design will need to take account
of the international focus 1.3CONFIGURATIONSOF
RISERS
on statistical methods to address uncertainties in creating and
1.3.1 Risers, regardless of function, have a wide range of
operatingsafe,functional,risersystems.Therefore,future
possible
confìgurations.It is possible to differentiate between
release as an intemational standard should eventually incorof:
porate statistical load and resistance factor design methodolo-various riser configurations on the basis
gies. Reliability-based limit state design principles may be
a. Cross-section complexity (a singlevs. multiple tubes).
applied provided that all relevant ultimate and serviceability b. Global geometry or behavior (small
vs. large deflection).
limit states are considered. All relevant uncertainty in loads
c. Structural integration (integral vs. non-integral risers).
and load resistance shouldbe considered and sufficient statisd. Means of support (top tensioned with tensioners or hard
tical data should be available
for adequate characterizationof
mountings vs. concentrated or distributed buoyancy).
those uncertainties.132
e. Structural rigidity (metal vs. flexible risers).
1.1.4 A list of referencedpublicationsmay be foundin
f. Continuity (sectionally jointed vs. continuous tube).
Annex E. Annex A presents a glossary of terms used in this
g.Materials.

W.

1.3.2 The designer may refer to Section 2 for a catalog of
riser
and riser system confìgurations are
that(or have been)in
1.2GENERALFUNCTIONSOFRISERS
service, as well as some concepts (proposed for imminent
1.2.1 FPS risers are fluid conduits between subsea quipuse) that serveas examples of the range of possible configurament and the surface platform. Figures1 and 2 introduce the
tions. The designer should find guidance within this docuessential functional elements (or features) of risers and riser ment for establishing the viability of specific systems and
systems. An FI’S respondsdynamicallytoenvironmental
components indicated by those figures.
forces. The riser system is the interface between
a static structure on the ocean floor and the dynamic
FF’S structure at the
1.4 WHAT IS NOT (FULLY) COVERED
ocean’s surface. Riser system integrity includes not only fluid
There are many topics, materials and concepts for riser
and pressure containment, but structural and global stability
applications that are of interest and evolving toward potenas well.
1
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tially advantageous applications.This RP is intendedto cover
only such issues thatare considered established through practice or operator commitment. This section tries to identify
topics that are not intended to be fully covered in this first
release of the RP. The following headings, of course, cannot
be a completely comprehensive listing of the possible riser
system topics thatare not covered bythis document. One reason for noting these issues or options here
is to highlight that
theremaybeneed
for future efforts to provide necessary
guidance for future releases of the RP as new concepts gain
acceptance.
This document covers new risers not reuse
of existing risers.
1.4.1Risers

as MooringElements

This document does not provide comprehensive coverage
for applications of risers for service as (or part of) the FPS
mooring system. For example, when
a riser or riser systemis
intended to function as a tendon to provide direct mooring
restraint of an W S , structural design must also consider the
recommendations outlinedfor tendons inA P I RP 2T.Further,
to anchor leg structureof, for examplea
piping that is integral
Single Anchor Leg Mooring, is not addressed in this RP. In
such cases, the designer should find suitable guidanceA PinI
RP 2% (for FPS mooring systems) and API RP 1111 (for
risers on fixed structures).

1.4.4BondedFlexiblePipe
Bonded flexible pipe is not specifically considered in this

W.Where such is intended to be used, a level of safety comparable to other riser systems shouldbe documented
1.4.5Composite(Fiber-reinforced)Materials

This document does not provide comprehensive coverage
for the designof risers of composite (fiber-resin matrix)conis provided in Annex D.
struction. Introductory information
1.5 STATUS OF TECHNOLOGY

The reader should be aware that riser systems technology
(i.e., concepts, design and analysis methodologies and criteria, components manufactwing and testing, operational roles
and demands, maintenance and inspection, etc.)is in a state
of rapid and continuing evolution.
This evolutionary status
means that the technology relatingto any given riser system
or component is not likelyto be well-proven byyears of practical, successful application. Therefore, designersare advised
to ensurethattheirpractice
totakeappropriatemeasures
incorporatessuitablequalitycontrol
to avoid errors of
unquestioning, unfounded confidence in the results of any
phase of the complex design process. This advice is particularly applicable when evaluating the vast quantities of numericalresultsthatcanbefacilitatedbymodemhigh
speed
computational methods and tools.

1.4.2 Control Lines or Umbilicals
Control lines or umbilicals fit some of the functional definition of a riser in that theymay provide a conduit for fluids
between the FPS and subsea equipment. This RP does not
addresstheirdesignspecifically,althoughtheymaybe
attached to risers and thereby influence the riser’s design and
analysis. The designer
may refer toAPI RF’ 17A for guidance
on umbilicals.
1.4.3

1.6 QUALITYASSURANCE

1.6.1 The integrity of a riser system should be improved by
the application of quality systems. These systems should be
applied to the design, procurement, construction, testing,
operating, and maintenance activities in the applications
of this RF!
1.6.2 When these systems are applied, refemnce shall be
(IS0 9OOO
made to therelevantqualitysystemsstandard
series).

Low Pressure Fluid TransferHoses

This RP is not intended to provide guidancefor the design
oflowpressurehoses
forsuchservice as cargotransfer.
Appropriateguidance is availablethroughdocumentation
prepared by the Oil Companies International MarineFonun
(OCIMF).
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2 Description of System and
Components
2.1
GENERAL
containing
supplementary
elements,
2.1.1 This section,
further deiìnes the essential features and functions of riser
systems forFPS applications and describes riser components
and their primary functions.
2.1.2 Risers on FPSs cover the full range of production,
injection, drilling, completion, workover and exporting operations. Mobile offshore drilling units(MODU) normally use
risers in single-well situations.
Risers for FPS systems, on the
otherhand,haveadditionalrequirementsassociatedwith
operating multiple risersof potentially different typesin relatively close proximity. Section
3 discusses the unique requirements of riser design and operations
that can be imposed by
concurrent drilling and production operations. Riser components associated with these requirements
are the focusof this
section.
2.2ESSENTIALSYSTEMFEATURES
2.2.1 Riser Body
The primary function of W S risers is to convey fluids to
and fromthevessel.Dependingonsite-specificconsiderations, these risersare either metalor flexible pipe.
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required to achieve the riser length required. End fittings are
required at both endsof each pipe segment. Flexible pipe can
be segmented, for example, to accommodate a change over
from a dynamic section to a less expensive static section. The
pipe can be segmented when there is a reel capacity problem
or when it is more economic
to do so.
2.2.2SystemInterfaces
2.2.2.1 In addition to thedesign of theriserbody,the
designer must consider interface requirements at the top and
bottom of the riser. At the
top, equipment on the vessel must
be designed to accommodate
the range of riser loads, motion,
and ancillary equipment needed to maintain riser integrity
(e.g. tensioners) andto enable necessary operations
to be conducted(e.g.drilling,completion,workover,supportequipment).At thebottom,interfacecomponentsmustalso
be
designed to accommodate riser loads and maintain fluid conduit and pressure integrity.
2.2.2.2 Conduits for fluid transport, control or monitoring
system umbilicals and load paths for structural support must
be provided and their continuous operation maintained. Components necessary for connection, installation, maintenance,
and disconnection may have
to be providedat the top and bottom interfaces foreach of these essential riser features.
2.3FPSRISERSYSTEMDESCRIPTIONS

2.3.1

2.2.1.1MetalPipe
2.2.1.1.1
Segmented
Limitations on the maximum continuous length of metal
pipe that can be reasonably manufactured, transported, handled, installed, retrieved and replaced offshore often require
that metal pipe conduits be segmented. These segments can
be joined onsite by mechanical connectors
or welding.
2.2.1.1.2
Continuous
Risers can be towed, dragged, or floated out in one piece
on a reel
and upended on location, or they can be transported
to the site. The reel method consists
of assembling a length of
or a drum.
pipe on shore.This pipe is then coiled onto a reel
The coiled pipe is then transported to the site and unreeled.
The coiling and uncoiling of the pipe involves plastic deformation that reduces its impact resistance. Welding at the site
is only required for joining reels, hence installation proceeds
much more quickly than segmented pipe.

Productionhnjection Risers

2.3.1.1 Productionriserstransportfluidsproducedfrom
the reservoir. Injection risers transport fluids to the producing
reservoir or a convenient disposal or storage formation. The
systems can be designed to operate interchangeably. They
consist of an apparatus to hang the riser at the surface and
attach it to surface valves and piping. The sea bed portion
contains an apparatus that connects the riser
to a wellhead or
receptacle. Includedare also methoddequipment to space out
the riser and to account for bending loads at the bottom and/
or top of the system. The riser mayalso have bumpers, voras buoytex-suppression devices and other attachments such
ancy modules.
2.3.1.2 The cross sections of productiodinjection risers are
often complex, as they can contain multiple parallel or concentric tubing strings. They also may contain special equipment like slip joints, packers, and control lines. Required
pressureratingistiedtothereservoircharacteristicsand
anticipated well performance.
2.3.1.3 Top-tensioned TLP risers (see Figure 4) have been
developedtoprovide surface access to wells in a manner
analogoustofixedplatforms.
This canbeaccomplished
these
because of the minimal heave and pitchkoll motions
of
platform types. Such risers comprise metal pipe cross sections which may be thought of as a continuation of the well

2.2.1.2FlexiblePipe
Flexible pipe is usually stored and transported on reels,
limits themaximum
baskets or carrousels.Thereelsize
length of flexible pipe of a given pipe diameter that can be
fabricatedwithoutconnectors.Severalsectionsmaybe
5
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bore to the ocean's surface. Similar risers, using buoyancyto
create top tension have been used
as SPAR production risers
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2.3.1.4 Flexible-pipe production risers are associated with
subsea trees. A large number of flexible-riser configurations
are possible, two of which are shown inFigure 5. In all cases,
flexible risers hangfrom the FPS under their own weight, but
external buoyancy modules may be attached to achieve the
required riser shape
or curvature.
2.3.2

H 0732290 ObLOb27 T59 H

Export Risers

2.3.2.1 Exportrisersystemswillusuallyinclude
quip
ment similar to productiodinjection risers. The riser diameters may be larger so as to accommodate total production
through the FPS. Pressure ratings are determined by export
pipeline and flow conditions. Typically,a pig launcher will be
required. Because bending loads in larger diameter risers are
higher, the designer must pay particular attention
to stress
joints or flex joints. The system's cross section is usually a
single pipe forming the
flow path comparedto production risers which mayhave multiple pipes and multiple
paths.
2.3.2.2 Figure 6 shows onepipelineriseroption, a steel
export pipeline laid in a simple catenary and connected at
pontoon level to the surface platform. Moment relief at the
top end may be provided by a stress joint or an elastomeric
flex joint.
2.3.2.3 TLPs have used toptensioned export risers that are
analogoustothetop-tensionedproductionrisers
described
earlier, but with a single flow path compared to production
risers' multiple paths.
2.3.3

Drilling Risers

2.3.3.1 Themajorfunctions of drillingrisersystems for
mobile offshore drilling units (MODU) are to provide fluid
transportation to and from the well; support auxiliary lines,
as a runningand
guidetools,anddrillingstrings;serve
retrieving string for theBO€?Low pressure drilling risersystems used on FPSs perform the same functions as riser systems on drilling vessels.

2.3.3.2 Most TLP systemshavebeendesignedwiththe
drilling BOP at the top of the riser
(see Figure 7). In such
be designed for the added
cases,thedrillingrisermust
requirement of containing maximum formation pressure.
2.3.3.3

Whenused

h m a MODU, the drillingriser is

almost always deployed alone. When used
h m FPSs the
drilling riser may be deployedamongstproductionrisers.

Consequently it mustbe treated as just one elementof a system of risers, with appropriate safety and potential interference considerations for each riser.
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2.3.4

CompletionMlorkover Risers

2.3.4.1 Completiodworkover risers (seeFigure 8) are used
to provide full bore, unrestricted access to a well for the purposes of completing or workingover the well. '&pically,
these are customdesigned, but some standardization maybe
implemented to reduce costs.
2.3.4.2 A form of compliant riser that has been proposed for
providing well bore access for workovershown
is in Figure 9.
2.3.5

Multibore Hybrid Risers

Hybrid risers suchas the one shown in Figure 10 provide
multiple flowpaths from the seabed to an ITS by a combination of vertical metal piping over most of its water column
and flexible piping between its top and the FPS. There are
many possible variations. The key Components of the hybrid
riser in Figure10 are as follows:

a. Structural member-steel tubularproviding
structural
backbone to the vertical metal piping and buoyancy modules,
support for the top assembly and providing reaction pathto
the riser base. The structural member
may also provide buoyancy and contain fluid conduits
for import or export.
in
b. Buoyancy modules-syntactic foam buoyancy formed
two or more segments around the riser circumference providing guide tubes for the peripheral lines and attached to the
structural member by strapping.
c. Peripheral lines-vertical steel pipe flowlines running full
length of metal riser section.
d Flexible jumper hoses-flexible pipes conne~tedfrom the
goosenecks at the top assembly
of the metal riserto the s u p
port points on theFPS providing compliancy needed
to allow
relative motion between vessel and riser top assembly.
e. Top assembly or upper riser connector package (LJRCP)"
isoupper termination point for metal peripheral lines having
lation valves and emergency disconnect package
PP).A
tether may be attachedfrom this point to the FPS to maintain
compatibility of lateral displacements in extreme conditions.
are provided to attach
Goosenecks and their support structure
flexible jumpers.
f. Air tanks-near surface buoyancy tanks attached to the
top of the riser providing fixed and variable components of
tension to the metal riser section.
g. Riser base-foundation to which the riser is attached bya
stress joint and hydraulic connector. The base provides resistance to riser tensioning forces, overturning moments, and
lateral loading. It may consist of an independent piled steel
structure. Flowline connection porches located on the periphery are hardpiped to a central location for connection to
peripherallines.Alternatively,therisermay
be connected
directly to a well template.
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DESIGNOF RISERSFOR FLOATING
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS (FPSS) AND TENSION-LEG
PLATFORMS (TLPS)

2.3.6 Multibore Top-Tensioned Metal Risers

7

2.4.1.1.2FlexiblePipeSegments

2.3.6.1 A multibore top-tensioned metal riser (see Figure
Non-bonded flexible pipes consist of several individual and
11) pierces the water surface and extends its rigid geometry
separate layers having no adhesion between them (see Figure
all the way up to a deck of the vessel. At
the top, standard ten- 12). Each succeeding layer is wrapped or extruded over the
sioning equipment provides support for the riser. Multibore
previous layer in a continuous process along the entire length.
toptensioned risers have been used for applications such as
are contained by a layer made of
Transported fluids and gases
import andlor export of fluids coming from subsea manifolds polymeric material. Flexible pipes rely on one
or more layers
or templates.
of metallic and/or synthetic strand
to provide axial and radial
structure to
strength. They may incorporate a spiral or helical
2.3.6.2 A top-tensioned metal riser can also support metal
provide for collapse resistance.
An outer sheath made
of polyfreestanding flowlines. The flowlines vary in functionality,
meric material protects the steel layers from the environment.
number, size, dry weight, submerged weight, fluid content,
The choiceand thickness of layers, the number and angle of
andpressurecharacteristics, as dictatedbydifferentfield
the reinforcement materials, and the order
of layers and reinrequirements suchas:
forcement in the pipe construction are governed by service
a. Satellite trees.
and installation requirements.
b. Subsea manifolds.
Because of environmental conditions and installation or
c. Rowlines coming from other platforms.
space limitation around theW S , it may be advantageous to
As shown in Figure13, an Intebundle several lines together.
2.3.6.3 The metal riser joints, stress joint, lower riser congratedServiceUmbilical@SU)consists
of wrappingthe
nector package (LRCP), and riser base follow the same patcontrol hydraulic hoses and electrical cables around the sertem as described for the hybrid riser.
vice line, instead of having a separate umbilical. It is also
possible to bundle several flexible pipes
or ISUs together,as
2.4 RISER COMPONENTDESCRIPTIONS
in a multi-bore flexible riser consisting of one production
2.4.1 Components for Fluid Transfer
line andan ISU that services more than one subsea well (see
Figure 14).
2.4.1.1RiserSegments
2.4.1.1.1Metal-PipeRiserSegments

2.4.1.2FluidConduitInterfaces

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

The main functionof the metal-pipe riser segment toisproA fluidconduitinterfaceisanymechanicalconnection
vide a fluid conduit between the adjoining riser sections or between
end
segments of the complete riser string from the seafrom theseabed
terminations.Thecompleteriserextends
bed to the surface at the
support vessel. Connections between
equipment to the supporting surface vessel. Structural require- riser sections will be referred to as riser couplings. Connecments of the riser segments are based on ensuring that the riser
seabed or surtions at interfaces of metal pipe risers to either
continues to meet the requirements of the fluid conduit for the face equipment are referred to as end connectors. Interfaces
service lifeof the FPS or its planned replacement cycle.
for flexible pipe risers
are referred toas end terminations.
are joined togetherto make upa
Metal-pipe riser segments
Hexible risers are connectedat the upper end to the FPS
complete riser. A metal-pipe riser segment is typically conand at the bottom end to either a flexible
or metal pipelineor
structed using a steel tube.
flowline, a subsea production tree,
or some other subsea hardIndividual riser segments may differ. The lowermost seg(PLEM)].
ware [e.g. pipe line end manifold
joint.
ment may contain atapered stress joint section or a flex
It may also have a different end connection designed
to trans2.4.1.2.1
Couplings
fer structural loads into the riser end termination rather than
Couplingdesignshavetakenmanyforms,including
have the same connection used to connect the intermediate
threaded types, dog types, and bolted flanges, depending on
segments. The uppermost joint n o d y contains an attachsurface completion and for a load ring for the riserthe type of riser. Couplings must provide aseal between the
ment for the
mating segments that is compatible with any of the fluids that
devices that tension or restrain the riser. Some intermediate
will be passed through the riser. The seal must maintain its
joints may contain buoyancy or have buoyancy components
of the riser string in water. Some integrity under all external and internal loading conditions.
attached to reduce the weight
Seal designs are either integral or non-integral. Integral seals
intermediatejoints may also be designed to accommodate
are built into the connector and are non-replaceable. Noninteraction with the vessel, e.g., keel
joints in SPAR risers.
integral seals use separate seal elements that can be removed
Riser joints may incorporate several tubulars, rigidly conand replaced.
nected. This is often referred to as an integral riser joint.An
for separate fluid
Couplings may provide attachment points
example is a conventional marine drilling riser joint used in
lines. These lines must also containseals at their connection
floating drilling.
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interfaces. The design of these seals depends on the type of
riser to which they are attached. There may bea requirement
to connect to the mating member at the same time the riser
segments are made up. If fluid lines are run independently,
they can be attached separately. Additionally, the coupling
type may vary along the length of the riser to accommodate
as in a
variationsintherisersegmentsthemselves,such
tapered bottom segment.
The break-away flowline coupling (see Figure
15) protects
templates, satellitetrees, and flowlines from stress caused by
external forces. It is preset to a desired breaking force. If a
drift-off, drive-off, or other emergency situation occurs, the
to
break-away flowline coupling separates without damage
other riser components.
2.4.1.2.2
End-Connectors

m 0732290

2.4.1.2.3 End Fittings for Flexible Pipe Conduits
End fittings are composed of:

a. An end-connector that connects the flexible pipe conduit
at a top, bottom or intermediate interface or a coupling that
couples segmentsof flexible pipe.
b. An end-temination that provides the connection between
the flexible pipe and the metal end-connector
or coupling.
The end-termination connects all ofthe strength members
in the pipe to the connector or coupling so that axial loads,
torques and bending moments can betransmitted to or from
the connector or coupling while maintaining the fluid conrestrictors can be used to
tainment functions of the pipe. Bend
limit the bending radius
(see 2.4.2.3).
Endfittingsshould be designed to withstand the loads
resultingfromtheflexibleriserinstallationandoperation.
These loads include tension, pressure, shear, thermal loads,
andbendingmoments.Theend-terminationshould
be
designed in sucha way that the flexible line, in no case, will
be divorced from the coupling or end-connector. Couplings
and end-connectors may be an integral part
of, or attached to,
the end-termination to complete the end fitting.
End fittings maybe installed on the pipeat the completion
of pipe manufactureor installed in the field.
The flexible pipe manufactum should be responsible for
the method and design ofthe end-termination so that it meets
or exceeds the performance requirements.
The typeof coupling or end-connector shouldbe specified
by the operator. A variety of couplings exist, such as bolted
flanges, clamp hubs,threaded connections, and welded joints.
A discussion of pertinent types of couplings and end-connectors can be found AinP I RP 17A andA P I Spec 17D.

Endconnectors for a metal pipe must provide an attachment to equipment that interfaces with the top and bottom
ends of the riser. This attachment must provide a means of
containing the riser fluid at this interface under all loading
conditions.
The top end-connector ofa metal pipe riser provides fluid
containmentintheconnectiontothesurfaceproduction
equipment. The top riser segment servesas part of the connection and contains the fluid seal. This segment also provides the attachment point for the tensioner system or hard
tie-off depending on the configuration
of the riser system.
The top end-connector sed. like those of the couplings,
may either be integral or non-integral. The integralseal forms
part of the top riser segment. The connection mates
to it and
is
non-replaceable.
The
non-integral
seal
configuration
involves a replaceable seal housed in the top end connector,
and is the type most commonly used.
2.4.1.3 Fluid Control and Fluid Isolation
The configuration of the top connector
is dependent on the
overall configuration of the riser system.
This includes the
2.4.1.3.1 A quick disconnect canbe used at the surface tertensioner or tie-off type, surface completion configuration,
mination of metal or flexible risers. This has been done in the
additional fluid line configuration, and handling equipment,
case where it was possible for extreme weather to force the
as well as the overall Configurationof the FPS.
vessel off location. The risers are evacuated of hydrocarbons
The bottom connector must provide the fluid containment and filled withsea water before the onset of extreme weather.
If a drift-off occurs, the risers can be disconnected. The risers
seal between the riser and sea-floor equipment. The bottom
d
suitableconditionshavebeen
connector differs from the other connectors (coupling and top can be r e ~ o ~ e c t ewhen
restored.
connector) in that it usually must provide for remote makeup
at the sea-floor. For this reason, the bottom connector usesa
2.4.1.3.2 Sales risers that connect the FPS to the subsea
replaceable seal assembly and a latching mechanism that is
pipelines have isolation valves in the surface equipment and
capable of being operated remotely via a control system or
may have them in the sea bed equipment. The surface isolaROV.
tion is usually a ball or gate valve
just upstream of the riseror
The bottom connector of a metal-pipe riser in an FPS is
a number of valves that isolate
a manifold that co-mingles the
in the riser from
subject to tension and bending loads induced
flow going into theriser. The subsea equipment can be
a ball
the motions of the structure and other environmental loads.
or gate valve or a check valve. Large check valves with pigging capability have been introducedas isolation equipment
The connector must have adequate strength and
rigidity to
in
subsea pipelines.
resist these loads while maintaining
seal integrity.
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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2.4.1.3.3 Deepwaterdrillingriserssometimeshaveriser
uously along a length of the production riser. The following
fill-up valves. These valvesare set to automatically allow sea
describes some methods and types ofbuoyancythathave
water to enter the drilling riser in the event the exterior water
been used with production risers.
pressure is above the internal fluid pressure and might collapse the riser. These valves usually consist
of a spring loaded
2.4.2.2.1DistributedBuoyancy
sliding sleeve on one
of the riser joints. The sleeve has interA commonly-used type of buoyancy material is syntactic
nal and external pressure areas that cause it to open when
foam.
Syntactic foam is a composite material
of small spheres
required. It closes automatically when the pressure imbalance
air
trapped
in
a
matrix
or
binder
that
surrounds
and protects
of
is corrected.
the spheres. The most common forms of syntactic foam consist of tiny glass microspheres in a matrixof thermo-setting
2.4.2 Components for Stability and External Load
This material is usually used for deep water applicaresin.
Control
tions due to its ability to withstand high external hydrostatic
2.4.2.1TensioningandHeaveMotion
pressure. See Section 7.7. Distributed syntactic foam is disCompensating Systems
crete modulesof syntactic foam (attached along the length
of
the
production
riser).
S
e
e
Figure
16.
2.4.2.1.1 Theuppersupportconnection of ametalriser
Closed cell foam
is a type of buoyancy material that
is usuprovides adequate axial tension supportof the riser while at
ally
produced
by
mixing
two
or
more
liquids
that
when mixed
the same time allowing motions of the riser with respect to
expand
and
fill
the
area
into
which
they
are
poured.
While
the W S . The tensioner connectionto the riser canbe adjustexpanding, the mixture creates vapor bubbles that gives it
able to conform to uncertainty in required riser length. The
This foamusuallycannotwithstandexternal
buoyancy.
tensioner’s centralizer system restricts lateral motion to prohydrostatic pressures as high as syntactic foams.
vide safe spacing between equipment during operation. The
Air cans are structures that provide a net buoyant force
by
tensioner system shouldbe designed so that it is dimensiondisplacing
water
with
a
gas
in
a
confined
reservoir
space
ally compatible with installation, operating, maintenance, and
attached to or surrounding the riser. Air cans can be either
inspection proceduresof the FPS design.
configuredwithopenbottomssuchthatthegaspressure
2.4.2.1.2 During drilling or workover operations, tubulars
equals the surrounding ambient pressure or be completely
may be hung off at the top of the riser. However, the added
pressure significantly different than
enclosed with an internal
weight of the tubulars below the mudline does not contribute the surrounding ambient pressure.
to global buckling of the riser. Therefore,
it isnot necessary to
Other buoyant materials can be used. The amount of buoyincrease the capacityof the tensioner for the below-mudline
ancyprovided,thelengthoftimethebuoyancymustbe
weight.Nevertheless,localstressesintherisershouldbe
present, the water depth and the cost usually determine the
load case.
checked for this
adequacy of the material chosen.
2.4.2.1.3 The tensioner system provides the full range of
tension required during inspection and maintenance program 2.4.2.2.2ConcentratedBuoyancy
activities. The tensioner system design must meet minimum
Concentrated buoyancy supports all or part of the riser at a
tension requirement in the event
of individual component fail- single point with abuoy. A surface buoy is a structure located
ure duringnormaloperationsandduringinspection
and
as an
at theair water interface. Such a buoy can be constructed
maintenance activities.
air chamberor of syntactic foam or
both.A submerged buoy is
2.4.2.1.4 Structural designof the tensioner follows the latto class
est editionof API Rp 16F. Electrical design conforms
and division requirements of the operating area on the FPS.
The tensioner design load considers the normal operating
load and any normal additional loads during operation that
are incurred in standard operations.(An example of a normal
additional operating load is additional load during drilling
or
workover operations.)
2.4.2.2SupplementalBuoyancy

A surface
a structure located below the air-water interface.
buoy provides a varying tension force to the riser becauseof
submerged
the change in the submerged volume of theA buoy.
to the riser system.
buoy provides a constant tension force
as a tensioner for
When concentrated buoyancy is used
of the buoyancy cans may
spars, stops to limit vertical motion
be provided.Thelowerstops
limit bucklingoftheriser
caused by excessive loss of buoyancy and the upper stops
protect the deck area from upward motion of the buoyancy
cans caused by a parted riser.

FPS production risers may require extemal methods for
2.4.2.3FlexureControllingDevices
tension andor configuration support. In many cases this is
Various devices are used to reduce riser bending moments
provided by buoyancy added to the production riser system.
Buoyancy force may be provided at discrete points or contin- or control curvature.
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2.4.2.3.2FlexiblePipe

2.4.2.3.1
Metal
pipe
2.4.2.3.1.1FlexJoint

To control or limit the bending radius in flexible pipe, flexure controlling devices may be required. Ether bend stiffenMetal-elastomer bearings, also referred toas flex bearings
ers or bend restrictom are used, depending the
on application.
or flex elements, are constructed of alternating layers of metal
of
the flexibleriser.
These are usually fitted on the end fittings
andelastomericmaterials.Theselayersaretypicallycontained between two metal interfacing rings or are integrally
2.4.2.3.2.1BendStiffeners
molded to a component member of the assembly that provides flexibility. Metal-elastomer bearings can support high
Bend stiffeners are used to increase and distributethe pipe
loads in compression, yet transfer relatively small bending
bending stiffness in localized areas (see Figure 18). When
moments.
subjected to anticipated bending moments that would otherOne or moremetal-elastomerbearingsareusedinflex
wise be unacceptable, the increased stiffness reduces curvajoints such that tension and pressure loads through the joint
ture and hence strain in the pipe layers.
A typical application
produce compression in the bearing. Angular offsets of the
of bend stiffeners is at the top of dynamic risers, where they
tubular ends of the joint, such as those induced by offset and
provide a continuoustransitionbetween the flexible pipe,
pitch and roll of the FPS vessel, produce minimal bending
with its inherent low bending stiffness, and the metal end fitmoments. Therefore, flex jointsare used to allow large anguting, which is very stif€. Bend stiffeners are often made of a
l a r deflectionsinriserswithoutproducinglargemoments
polymeric
molded material surrounding the pipe
and attached
near the end connector. Because
of the lackof parts that move
to
the
end
fitting.
relativetooneanotherbysliding,flexelementshave
an
inherent advantage of extendedservice life and require mini2.4.2.3.2.2BendRestrictors
mal maintenance when compared to ball joints.
2.4.2.3.1.2

Bend restrictors do not change the pipe bending stiffness.
They mechanically prevent the pipe from being bent below
a
given radius of curvature. One
type of bending restrictor consists of a series of interlocking steel or rigid polymeric vertebrae that limit the bending radius of the flexible pipe passing
through the vertebrae. This is not used in dynamic applications (see Figure 19).
Another type of bend restrictor consistsof a device with a
tapered conical inner surface through which the flexible pipe
passes. The bending radius
of the pipeis restricted by contact
with the surface.

Ball Joints

Ball joints consist of a ball and matching socket housing
that join two pipe segments. Where required, fluidflow can
be maintained throughthe ball jointby a sliding seal between
loads can be t r a n s f e d
the ball and socket. Shear and tension
across the joint with a minimal bending moment. Balljoints
have the disadvantage of sliding friction and wear between
internal parts and generally do not have a long service life
compared to the metal-elastomer type flexure elements. The
are usually not used for high pressure and high tension applications.

2.4.2.4StabilizingStructures

2.4.2.3.1.3TaperedStressJoint
Within production riser installations there is a need to p m
vide a transition member (tapered wall thickness) between rigidly k e d or stiffer sectionsof the production riser and less
stif€
sections of the production riser. One approach is through the
use of a transition member where the bending stiffness at one
end is closeto the stiffness characteristics of the more rigid section of the riser while the opposite end has a stiffness that is
stiff or moveable member of the riser.
lower than that of the less
This can be achieved by varying the wall thickness
of the transition memberto form a tapered stress joint (see Figure17).
2.4.2.3.1.4

Keel Joint

Where metal risers protrude through the
keel of spar hulls,a
strongback type of joint can be used to stiffen the riser in
also be provided on the
bending. Additional wear material can
keel joint and on its
guide to prevent wear on the net section.

Structural Support Members-Some risers have plates or
as supports for the riser durupsets along their length that act
ing running and retrieving, Some have plates or upsets that
act as attachmentpoints or supports for otherequipment
attached to the riser. These attachments are not part of the
structural portionof the riser that carries the primary working
loads. These supportmembers are referred to as load shoulders and reaction plates.
2.4.2.5CentralizingDevices
Centralizing devices are used at the support frame elevation on production risersor multibore risers with the purpose
of maintaining proper riser spacing during vessel offset. The
rollers of the centralizer frame restrict the lateral displacement of the riser only, thus imposing no constraint on the
of the riser.
axial displacements at the top
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2.4.2.6

Devices for Reduction of Hydrodynamic
Loading Effects

2.4.2.6.1 Waves and currents induce drag loads on risers.
Equipmentsuch as hydrofoilelements,fairingvanesand
other rotating equipment that can orient itself to the current
direction, reduces the drag effect.
2.4.2.6.2 Currents mayinducetheperiodicsheddingof
vortices in the wakeof the riser, which may induce a vibrationalresponseknown as vortex induced vibration (VIV).
Normally a fatigue assessment is madedetermine
to
if a vortex suppression device is required. Various types of vortex
suppression equipment have been used. Attaching fairings in
the shape of a hydrofoil have been used on some risers. The
foils must rotate to align with the current. The are
foilsmade
of metal or composite structural material.
2.4.2.6.3 Attachedstreamershavebeenusedonsome
small diameter risers. The width and length
of the streamers
determinetheireffectiveness.Thestreamersaremade
of
fibers that can withstand the sea water environment.

2.4.3.2 Sensorsandactuatorsmountedonthe
FPS or on
the risermay use hydraulic, electrical,or optical signals carried via appropriate umbilicals or may use acoustic signals
carried through the water. Subsea control systems available at
this time utilize direct hydraulic control, piloted hydraulic
control, electro-hydraulidmultiplex control,andacousticbe
hydraulidmultiplexcontrol.Umbilicalsmayneedto
attached to the riser for support and protection.
2.4.4FluidPurgeandContainment
2.4.4.1
Planned
Disconnect
The planned disconnect makes use
of the surface mounted
andseabedmountedequipmentinamanner
that enables
purging the risers of hydrocarbons prior to disconnect. This
uses the standard surface and seabed trees and manifolds to
circulate out hydrocarbons and replace them with sea water.
2.4.4.2UnplannedDisconnect

The unplanned disconnect makes useof the same surface
2.4.2.6.4 Flow disrupters have been used on all sizes of rismounted and seabed mounted equipment discussed above in
ers. The shape of the disrupter determines its effectiveness.
Locating smaller cylinders around the cylinder
to be proa manner that minimizes loss of hydrocarbons during discontected, wrapping the riser with helical Strakes, varying the
nect. This uses the standard surface and seabed trees and
outside diameterof the riser by adding material and changing manifolds to isolate the hydrocarbons in the risers and elimithe surface shape, i.e., dimples or bumps, have all been used nates the further flowof hydrocarbons into the risers. The folas flowdisrupters.Thespecificapplicationusuallydeterlowing isa short description (for an unplanned disconnect)
of
mines which flow disrupter is used.
the components that might be used.
2.4.2.6.5 Equipmentthatdisruptsthecoherence
of the
2.4.4.2.1QuickDisconnectConnectors
flow, such as helical Strakes, reduces theVIV effects. Figure
20 shows a typical strake pattern. Parameters governing the
These are connectors located in a position in a riser that
effectiveness of the Strakes to reduce VIV are strake height,
allow
for a quick or emergency disconnect ofthe riser from
usually specified as a fraction of the riser diameter, strake
the
surface
vessel. These connectors must be activated by perpitch, and numberof Strakes (typically three).
are hydraulically or pneumatically
sonnel on the vessel. They
2.4.2.6.6 Bothhybridproductionrisersand
SCRs have
operated andare similar in design to standard BOP-to-subsea
be
used Strakesas VIV suppression devices. Strakes can manwellhead connectors. Ideally there would be valves on both
ufactured using a variety of materials and shapes. The first
sides of the connector.
hybrid riser installed in the Gulf of Mexico used fiberglass
composite material reinforced with plastic and molded in a
‘T’cross section shape with a wide base and a raised center 2.4.4.2.2Break-awayFlowlineCouplings
leg. Fixation of the Strakes
is either to the outer surface of the These connectors release automatically when a designed-in
riser jointor to foam buoyancy material surrounding the riser. load limit is reached. The fail-safe closed valves on either
sideofthecouplingclosewithoutpermittinganyfurther
2.4.3MonitoringandControl
Systems
hydrocarbons flow.
2.4.3.1 Riser monitoring and control systems are used to
determine the operational state of the riser system and to
2.4.4.2.3LowerRiserPackages
make appropriate adjustments. Monitored parameters could
These are assemblies of valves and/or BOPS that permit
includeangles,tensions,strains,vibrations,positions,and
closing in well fluids at the seabed and containment
of fluids
actuator positions at various locations along the riser. The
in the riser string for disconnecting from the subsea wellhead
controlsystemcouldvarysomeoftheseparametersby
is little loss
changing the tension applied to the riser top or by changing or tree. With the proper valve arrangement, there
of riser fluid to the environment. The riserbecan
reconnected
the position of the riser top. It could also control wellhead
connector actuators and subsea valve actuators.
at a later time.
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conductedfromdynamicallypositionedvessels.However,
guidelineless systems have been used by moored vessels.

2.4.4.3 Quick Disconnect for Flexible Risers
2.4.4.3.1 Quick disconnect systems for flexible risers may
be required at the top of the riser on an W S , depending on
regulations or other technical requkments (risk of loss of
position of the platform due to a mooring failure). The function of the system is to disconnect the riser and isolate
the
fluid path in case of an emergency and to minimize the risk
and extentof pollution.

2.4.6Anti-foulingEquipment
2.4.6.1 Risers have been designed with provisionsadded to
enable anti-fouling equipmentto travel up and downthe riser
to remove marine growth. This equipment may need guidance or locomotive means attachedto the riser. The riser outside surface mustbe able to withstand the loads imposed by
the anti-fouling equipment.

2.4.4.3.2 Individual hydraulic controlled conduit and multiportsystems are currentlyavailable.Theyconsist
of: a
remote connector, an alignment frame and usually (depending on the application and the transported fluid) one or two
valves, oneon the flexible riser side,the other on the platform
piping si&. The control sequence allows
for automatically
closing thetwo valves priorto releasing the connector.

2.4.6.2 Coatings have beenused to reduce or eliminate certain types of marine growth. Manycoatings are being investigated to determinetheiroveralleffectonthemarine
environment. Coatingsare expected to remain a viable means
of reducing marine growth on risers if their interaction with
the environmentis minimal. See Section 7.8.

2.4.4.3.3 When released, the riseris dropped into the water
in a controlled or uncontrolled fashion, depending on the
project requirements and the type of emergency.

2.4.7DamageLimitationMeasures
2.4.7.1FirePmteiction

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

2.4.4.3.4 Alternative designs, known as quick connect/disconnect connectors(QCDC)provide a quicker wayto perform
the initial connection, or reconnection after abandonment of
the flexible pipe to the platform.
2.4.5Guidance

(Reentry) Equipment

at
2.4.5.1 Riserscanhaveguidanceequipmentattached
one or more locations along their length. For risers that are
not run in close proximity to other risers, it may suffice to
have guidance at the bottom only.This bottom only guidance
is usually sufficient to get the riser mated
to the sea bed
equipment. Risers thatare run in close proximity to otherrisers or a hull may require guidance equipment at various locations along their length. Sometimesthis guidance is attached
to running tools and retrieved with the tools.

2.4.5.2 The BOP system is generally not deployed untilthe
surface casing stringis set. Consequently the marine drilling
riser is not available as a means of guiding tools and equip
ment fromthe drilling vessel
to the ocean floor while theconductorandsurfacecasingstring
are set. 'Avo means of
guiding equipment from the vessel
to the ocean floor
are typically used:

a. Guidelinesystemsemploywireropes(guidelines)and
funnels or other guides to control the motion and position
of
sea floor.
equipment as it is run from the vessel to the
b. Guidelinelesssystemsemploytelevision,acoustics,
or
otherremotesensingsystems
to monitor the position of
equipment as it is deployed. Controlling vessel position and
or ROVs align the equipmentas necessary.
2.4.5.3 Guideline systems have traditionally been used for
moored operations and guidelineless systems for operations
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2.4.7.1.1 Fire prokction of the riser and its structural sup
port components should be reviewed in conjunction with the
overall operational safety plan designed to provide for the protection of personnel and equipment.To prevent small scale fire
hazards from spreading or contributing to personnelharm and
equipment failure, consideration shouldbe given to fire protection for the riser, the structure and the tensioning equipment.
2.4.7.1.2 Protection can be provided by active or passive
means. Active fire protection involves the extinguishing of
fires by dispensing proper fluids in sufficient
quantity. Passive
protection utilizes enclosures to impede the heat flow of the
fire to the equipmentto slow the tempe- rise. Fire protectionrequirementsforequipmentdependonindividual
requirements for maximum heat influx and temperalure rise
for a given time period. The safe structural and mechanical
operating temperatures shouldbe considered in selection and
design of the proper system.
2.4.7.2MechanicalDamageProtection
The objectiveof these devicesis to limit progressive damage to risers.Any technique that willaddress the problemcan
be considered. Some that have been useare: riser protection
nets,bumpers, frames, andcoveringsincludingbuoyancy
tanks/foams.
2.4.8
Insulation
The= may be a need to reduce heat loss from production
risers by creating a dead water or gas filled annular space,
as insulation, using
using thick protective coatings that double
coatings addedfor insulation reasons only, and reducing the
number of heat radiating components attached
to theriser.
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Figure 6-Steel Catenary Riser
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Figure M o m p l i a n t Vertical Access Riser (CVAR)
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evacuation procedures), and system interfacesat the top and
bottom of the riser. System deployment and retrieval procedures are also considered when assessing risk.

3.1
GENERAL
3.1.1 Designing a riser system for a FPS is a multi-disciplinary task. Since the riser is a part of a larger system, its
design is influencedbytheenvironmentandperformance
requirements as well as by interaction withboth the FPS and
the sea floor equipment.

3.2.4 The types of events tobe considered in a risk assessment should include leaks (especially hydrocarbon releases),
riserstructuralfailure,componentfunctionalfailure,and
major surface events:

a Riser system leaks can occur in any number of compo3.1.2 This section further develops material in Section
1 by
nents, from therisercjoints/couplings),downhole(casing/
describing general design parameters that should be considtubing, packers, seals, safety valves, etc.)
or external (leak in
ered by the riser designer. This section begins with safety,
neighboring riser, process area, etc.). Leaks can affect riser
risk, and reliability and continues with functional, operational
operability, riser structural integrity, and well control.
and structural considerations and materials standards. It also
b. Structural failure can result from excessive load, accidenidentifies some applicable design codes and standards. The
intent is to provide an introduction to the considerations that tal impact, corrosion,or fatigue.
c. Failure and/or inadvertent actuation of mechanical compogovern anFPS riser design.This section also gives designers
nents
can lead to undesirable events such
as dropping the
of other major FPS systems an appreciationof the interfaces
BOP
stack
andor
riser
or
disconnect
of
the
subsea wellhead
their systems may have with the riser system.
connector.
d.Majorsurfaceeventsincludeaccidentssuch
as &S,
3.2SAFETY,RISK,ANDRELIABILITY
explosions, blowouts,or vessel collisions that could
be a seri3.2.1 Designers of riser systems needto consider personous detriment to riser system integrity.
nel safety and protection the
of environment and equipment
3.2.5 All W S subsystems and interfaces should be considwithinaframework
of efficient,cost-effectivedesign.
of these eventsto the riser system.
Designers carefully assess the risks associated with operat- ered in assessing the risks
ing a riser system and strive to minimize the probability
3.2.6 The term “reliability” may have different connotaand consequences of an uncontrolled release of riser systions with reference to offshore structures. In its simplest
temcontents.Suchareleasecould
be caused by either
form, reliability is synonymouswithdependability(e.g.,
internal or external events. In addition, riser systems are
component reliability), and there are several databases that
often
non-redundant
structures
conveying
pressurized
catalog the reliability (e.g., number of expected failures per
hydrocarbonsbetweenseabedterminationsandsurface
year) of common components on offshore facilities. In forvessel. Therefore, risk assessment plays an essential role in mal risk assessment, reliability analysis focuses on estimatriser design. Riser systems should be designed recognizing ing
an event
(e.g.,
release
of
the
probability
of
that they are an integral element of the overall offshore pro- hydrocarbons, component failure, etc.). In structural engiduction system.
neering, structural reliability analysis assesses a structure’s
ability to accommodate loads in excess of its design loads
3.2.2 Although risk assessment is essential in the design
and estimates the likelihood of structural failure given anticprocess, the designer will have some latitude in selecting
ipatedloadingconditions(e.g.,determiningaplatform’s
among the various qualitative and quantitative risk assessreserve strength). Reliability is also the key word
in the reliment techniques, depending on a project’s specific regulaability-based structural design method, which differs from
tory environment. Whether qualitative or quantitative, risk
assessment fits well within the framework of developing anthe working stress design approach followed in this RP by
explicitly accounting for uncertainties in loading and in a
efficient, cost-effective design through the early identificastructure’s resistanceto loads. One application of reliabilitytionofhazards,assessmentoffailureconsequencesand
baseddesignmethodsistheloadandresistancefactor
frequencies of occurrence and identification of mitigation
design (LW)method that has been implemented for fixed
and prevention measures. Risk assessment is also particuplatforms inA P I RE’2A-LRFD.
larly useful in comparing relative risks among riser design
options.
3.2.7 Reliability, as usedhere,relatestoestimatingthe
likelihood that the riser system will fail because of compo3.2.3 Theconsequences of failure are oftenassessedin
nent failure, operator error, an external event,
or structural
terms of the possible hazards to personnel, effects on the
loading. Therefore, reliability assessment
is an integral partof
environment and potential financial
loss. Although the integevaluating risk, which by definition combines both the frerity of the riser system is the primary concern, a riser risk
quency of occurrence and the consequences of an undesirable
assessment should encompass a larger scope, including well
event. The validity of riser reliability assessments is a funcsystem operations, marine operations (including escape and
27
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tion of accumulated field experience. As more field data is
compiled, the accuracy of these assessments will improve.

3.4.2DesignCriteria

3.3FUNCTIONALCONSIDERATIONS

3.4.2.1.1 The following designlimits should be considered
where applicable:

3.4.2.1
Allowables

Functional requirementsfor risers associated with W S systemscan vary significantly,dependingontheapplication.
Functional requirements are also determined by the primary
duty or service of the riser. A riser fora single subsea well.
for
example, will typically have fewer functional requirements
than a riser handling produced fluids for multiple wells. The
number of functional requirements generally correlateswith
system complexity.
3.4STRUCTURALCONSIDERATIONS
Once functional and operational considerations are established, the structural components are designed to perform
their function and satisfy allowable stress limits and design
life requirements. In this RP, structural designis based on an
allowable stress approachthatdefinesacceptabilityonthe
basis that calculated stresses in the riser
are below allowables
established herein for all applicable loading conditions. With
such an approach, the designer shouldbe aware of the range
of external and internal loads to which a riser will be subjected (seeSection 4). These loads are combined to establish
extreme conditions used to verify that the riser design satisfies specific design acceptance criteria. The designer should
use thetypesof riser analyses
that provide sufficient riser
response information to comparepredicted riser stresses and
deflections with allowables.
This subsectionintroducestheprimaryissues
that the
structural designer and analyst should consider in designing
a
riser system. A more thorough and detailed description of
structural design loads and criteria for
FPS risers are contained in Sections 4 and 5 of this W.Section 6 gives additional guidance on how to analyze risers.

3.4.1LoadCombinationsForDesignCases
3.4.1.1 A design case is a combination of loads calculated
for a specific operational phase and particular system and
environmental conditions. The design cases to be evaluated
are outlined in Section 4. For each design case, appropriate
loadcombinationsoftheapplicableexternalandinternal
forces shouldbe developed. An example of the general components of a typical load combinationis shown in Figure 21.
3.4.1.2 Forextremeeventanalysis,therisershould
be
designed for the loading condition combinations(of reasonable probability of occurrence) that produce the most severe
effects on the riser. A sufficient number of load combinations
in
should be developedto represent all installation conditions,
situ conditions and unusual event conditions according
to the
guidance given in Section4.
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a. Allowable stress (include burst, tensile, and combined).
b. Allowable deflection.
C. Collapse.
d. Fatiguehervice life.
e. Inspectionheplacement interval.
f. Temperature limits.
g. Minimum bending radius.
h. Permeability of flexible pipe.
i. Abrasion andwear.
j. Interference.
3.4.2.1.2 The determination of appropriate allowable
stresses is addressed in Sections4 and 5 .
3.4.2.2
Interference
3.4.2.2.1 Therisersystemdesignshouldincludeevaluationoranalysisofpotentialriserinterference(including
hydrodynamic interaction) with other risers, mooring legs,
tendons,hull, the seabed, andwith any other obstruction.
Interference should be considered during all phases of the
riser designlife including installation, in-place, disconnected,
and unusual events.
3.4.2.2.2 If contact is to be permitted, resulting collision
to demonstratethatstructural
loadsshouldbedetermined
integrity is maintaind
3.4.2.2.3 Theestimatedaccuracyandsuitabilityofthe
selected analytical technique should be assessed when determining the probability and severityof contact.
3.4.2.3 Fatigue and

Service Life

3.4.2.3.1 Fatigue analysis of risers involves calculation of
the fatigue damage caused by waves, vortex induced vibration, vessel motions, and thermal and pressure cycles. The
goal is to ensure that a component’s calculated fatigue life
exceeds its servíce life multipliedby a safety factor(see 5.6).
3.4.2.3.2 Service life analysis requires thecalculationof
the long term effects of chemical, biological or ultraviolet
exposure on non-metallic riser components.
3.4.2.3.3 The following items should be included ainriser
fatigue analysis:

a. All causes of cyclic stress variations should be identified
including wave actions, VIV and vessel motions (low and
wave frequency), and thermal and pressure cycling.
b. The applicable set of hydrodynamic coefficients should be
developed for each flow condition.
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c. Thefatigueanalysisproceduremayuseafracture
required for serviceat greater depthsandor over longer peri(S-N) approach, as
mechanics or cumulative damage analysis
ods of time in service.
appropriate. Normally, the S-N approachis used for design,
3.4.2.4.3 Syntactic foam manufacturers maintain extensive
while fracture mechanics is used
to establish inspection critedata
on the performanceof specific materials in various denriaduringbothfabricationandin-serviceoperation
of
sities
at
variousdepths,
as well as extrapolationmethods
components in riser systems.
whichpermitthepredictionofdegradationof
lift over
d. If the cumulative damage approach is followed, an approextended time in service. Selection of a particular syntactic
priate S-N curve should be selected or generated for each
foam shouldbe based on test data.
component subjectto cyclic stress variations. The component
corrosive environment, fabrication method, and surface fìnish
3.5MATERIALCONSIDERATIONS
should be considered.
e. The designer should include a sufficient number of sea3.5.1 Factorstobeconsideredwhenselectingmaterials
states and approach directions to accurately predict the long
that are fit-for-purpose in a riser system include:
term distributionof stress ranges. Forspectral techniques, an
a. Yield and ultimate strength.
appropriate seastatespectrum type should be identified.
b. Material toughnessand fracture characteristics.
Factor (SCF)for
f. An appropriateStressConcentration
c. Young’s modulus.
each componentin the load path should be applied tocalthe
d. Shear modulus.
culated cyclicstress variations.
e. PoissonYs ratio;S-N fatigue curve.
g. Thefatiguedesignloadcasesforeachseastateshould
f.
Internal erosion or wear requirements based on the fluid
account for the appropriate functional loads based on their
properties
and flow rate.
statistical probability of occurrence during the given seastate;
g. H2S/CO, produced water salinity/acidity.
h. An appropriatemethodforcalculatingfatiguedamage
h. Internal corrosive effects.
should be established,
i. External corrosive effects.
i. If wear is a factor on any component in the load path, its
j.
Biofouling.
effects shouldbe included in the analysis.
j. Determination of riser fatigue life should take into account k. Operating temperature.
1. Welding; weldability and HAZ properties.
anyeffectsofinternalandexternalcorrosion,biofouling,
m.
Machining,
chemical deterioration and ultraviolet rays.
n.
Manufacturing
processes.
k. Safetyfactorsshouldreflectcomponentmaintenance,
o. Galvanic corrosion.
inspection and replacement program.
3.5.2 See Section 7 foramorein-depthdiscussionon
materials.

of Syntactic Foam Buoyancy

3.4.2.4.1 The designer should select the type and quantity
of materials to provide the required buoyant lift over the
intended service life while accounting forthe predicted degradationofbuoyancy. Factors whichmayaffectsyntactic
foam buoyancy performance relative to specific applications
include:

3.6OPERATIONALCONSIDERATIONS
3.6.1
General
3.6.1.1 This sectiondescribesconsiderationsthatariser
designer shouldbe aware of to produce a design thatis safe
and efficient to install, operate, and maintain. Safe operation
of a riser requires:

a. Hydrostatic pressure.
b. Duration of service.
c. Cycling of hydrostatic pressure.
d. Mechanical loads and load cycles; (buoyancy modules
are
usually designed and installed for service in a manner that
avoids or limits the impositionof bending or tensile loads).
e. Temperature.
f. Chemical or UV exposure.

a The designer to take into account all realistic conditions
under which the riser will
be operated.
b. Operations personnelto be awareof the riser’s safe operating limits. This information needs to be communicated to
operations personnel in a understandable manner.

3.4.2.4.2 Syntacticfoamexhibitsaprogressivebuoyancy
loss resulting from water absorption over time. The rate of
buoyancy loss (due to water absorption) is inversely proportional to the strength (and density)
of the syntactic foam.
ically, heavier or stronger syntactic foam materials will be

a. Risers installed and left for (many) years until subsequent
retrieval.
b. Risers run and retrieved many times during their service
life, which may also accommodate drilling and/or workover
operations.

m-
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3.6.1.2 FPS risers generally fit into two operationaltypes:
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3.6.1.3 Somegeneralconsiderationsapply for bothtypes
ofriser.Specificconsiderationsmayapply
to only one of
these two riser types.

3.6.5.2 Utilitysupportsuch as electricalpower,hydraulic
power, air and water may be required to operate a riser and
should be interfaced with the vessel systems.

3.6.1.4 A riser’s operational requirements should be distinguished from its functional requirements. Functional requirementsdefinehowtherisermustfunctiontoachieve
its
intended purpose. Operational requirements define how the
riser shouldbe operated to assurea safe operation.

3.6.5.3 Ancillary
support
equipment
such
as diving,
ROVs, videomonitoring,andsubseapositioningsystems
should be considered early and interfaced with the riser and
vessel systems.

3.6.1.5 Operational requirements are typically documented
in a Riser Installation and Opration Manual. The manual,
which should be prepared jointly by the designer and the
operator, defines how to safely install, operate and maintain
the riser andits component systems.

3.6.6 Riser Deployment and Retrieval

3.6.2OperatingPhilosophy
An operating philosophy should be developed early in the
are conducted in
design process to ensure that riser operations
a safe and efficient manner. Detailed procedures should be
developedandverifiedfor
all aspects of riseroperations.
They should consider:

a, Vessel motions and environmental limits.
b. Manning.
c. Control centers and ancillary support.
d. Riser deployment and retrieval.
e. In-service operations.
f. Inspection and maintenance philosophy.
3.6.3

Vessel Motions and Environmental Limits

Vessel motion and stationkeeping performance can have a
significanteffectontheriserdesignandoperation.For
d
instance, the riser can be designed to stay c o ~ e ~ t ewhen
subjected to the extreme environment or designed to be disconnected. Certain operations such as riser running or pulling, drilling, workover and through-bore operations may be
restrictedorrequireshutdown,dependinguponvessel
motions and environmental limits.

Step-by-step installation and retrieval sequences should
be
developed.Thesesequencesshouldidentifythepersonnel
and equipment thatis required and all critical considerations
for the operation. Shutdown sequences for both planned and
emergency disconnects shouldbe accounted for.
3.6.7 InService Operations
The risermay be used for more than onepurpose, in which

case the riser operating procedures should consider
the riser’s
other functions. For instance, the production riser
may be
used for minor and major well workovers, injection, completion, and other purposes. Drilling risers
may be used for well
completion and testing.
3.6.8InspectionandMaintenancePhilosophy
The type andfrequencyof in-service maintenance of a
riser needs to be balanced throughout the design process,
since increases in robustness of design, or material quality,
may lessen inspection and maintenance requirements.
3.7INSTALLATION,RETRIEVAL,AND
REINSTALLATION OF METAL RISERS

It is common to think of metal risers as being held in taut,
vertical configurations. However, it is important to recognize
that normally metal riser pipe sections maybe configured in
such a mannerwhereinherentcompliance is achieved. In
such cases, many of the following considerations would still
3.6.4
Manning
apply, but specialfeatures may leadto treatmentas other riser
The manning requirements for all operational phases of the types (see 3.9).
riser should be considered. Risers that are pulled frequently
The following sections refer to operations involved with
or require pulling during severe storm conditions may require the establishment of metal riser systems for floating producadditional trained personnel onboard.
tion developments. Metal risers include all riser types where
the riser sections are normally considered to be solid metal.
3.6.5VesselInterfaces
This includes risers for drilling, completiodworkover, production, injection, and export/import service. The special
fea3.6.5.1 Thevesselinterfacesforriseroperations,which
tures and service demandsfor metal risers involved in drilling
include the controlcenters,laydown areas, craneage, riser
and completiodworkover functions make it prudent for the
deployment equipment, weight and space restrictions, utility
designer to refer to guidance provided in M I RP 164 and
systems and ancillary support, should be considered early in
API RP 17G.
the design.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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Support

3.7.2.2 Requirements for protectingthe riser system during
shipment and handlingon the rig should be considered.Protective shrouds, end caps,
and other protective devices should
3.7.1.1 Trial runs of all installationstepsshould be perbe used if necessary.
formed, to the extent practical, prior to mobilization of a riser
offshore.
3.7.2.3 The means fortransportingriserandassociated
equipment to and from the site should be evaluated Motions
3.7.1.2 Tank testing ofROV, diving, and subsea interfaces
of the transportation vessels (barges or supply boats) should
should be considered.All ROV functions, including installabe considered in the design
of seafastenings and tiedowns.
tion and other operation and maintenance functions, should
be tested by actual equipment operation or by mockups
of the
3.7.2.4 Dependingupontheinstallationmethod,equipROV interfaces.
of hanment on theW S or support vessel should be capable
dling
the
riser.
Crane
capacities
and
reaches
at
load,
demck
3.7.1.3 Allutilitiesandinstallationsupportequipment
capacities,
and
clearances
must
be
considered.
should be checked and tested. Critical installation equipment
tested,if possible.
should be load

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

3.7.1.4 Step-by-stepinstallation procedures, from transporting equipment from the manufacturing facility to completing installationof all risers, shouldbe prepared. All risers
should be considered, as well as plausible combinations of
connected risers.
3.7.1.5 The following shouldbe considered in the installation and operational planning:

a. Space out requirements, where special segments may be

used in the riser string to achieve a specific overall length
between desired connection points.
b. Accessoriesthatmustbeattachedtotheriserduring
running.
c. The method(s) used to guide the riser to the sea floor. In
the case of multiple risers, there may be Merent guidance
means required during the
Werent stages of the installation.
d Interferencewithotherrisers,mooringlinesandother
obstructions during installation.
e. Motion compensation requirements for installation
of each
risersystem,duringtherunning,landing,anddisconnect
phases.
f. Support vessels, if any, used during riser deployment.
g. Contingency plans concerning actions required for suspending operations if there is riser damage or equipment
malfunction.
h. Whether the riseris installed empty or full of water.

3.7.2.5 Deck load and deck space requirements during
and
after installation, including installation tools, should be consideredintheinstallationprocedures.Adequatelaydown
areas shouldbe provided.
3.7.2.6 Moonpool areas and clearances for moving equipment into and outof restricted areas on the vessel shouldbe
considered.
3.7.3InstallationConsiderations
Metal risers may be installed by the FPS or from either a
floating drilling rig, a construction vessel (derrick barge), or
by a tow and upend procedure.
In this phase of the operation, safe riser deployment operating envelopesare needed.
Special running tools maybe required to deploy the riser.
These tools facilitate connecting, lifting, lowering, and riser
support. Other tools. such as those used for pressure testing
and inspection, maybe used as well.
The installation method must allow fora weather window
that is large enough to accomplish the work. Contingency
procedures mustbeconsideredtoincludesuspensionand
reversal ofthe installation.
3.7.3.1

FPS Deployed

3.7.3.1.1 Metal risersare normally deployed from theFPS,
utilizing ademck and pipe handling system, if available. The
3.7.1.6 Installation procedures should be designed to proriser is normally handled in joints between 40 to 75 fi. in
vide reversibility as far as possible. It should be possible to
length. Joint dimensions and weight limitations need to be
stop operations at any time and retrieve the riser or itabandon
considered
in handling the riser through the V-door and in
for later retrieval.
deployment through the
drill floor.
3.7.1.7 Installationprocedures(andscheduleddurations)
should allow for pigging, if appropriate, and hydrostatic test- 3.7.3.1.2 Specialtoolsmay be requiredtoassemblethe
riser component and to lift and lower the riser string. Also,
ing of the riser after installation.
special tools are normally needed
to handle the riser joints.
3.7.2TransportationandHandling
3.7.3.1.3 Specialappurtenances,such as largebuoyancy
modules or drag fairings, may be attached to the riser and
3.7.2.1 Structural designof lifting and handling equipment
deployed through the rig’s moonpool
area.
and rigging should follow
guidance in APIRp 2A.
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3.7.4DisconnectandRetrieval

3.7.3.1.4 During running, the riser may be
guided either by
guidelines, or by the vessel stationkeeping systemif it canbe
used to position the rig and the suspended riser during riser
deployment.

3.7.4.1 There are two levels of riser disconnection: normal
or planned disconnection and rapid or emergency disconnection.

3.7.3.1.5 Single bore risers and multibore risers that have
integral joints are normally deployed similar atodrilling riser
on a drilling rig (i.e.,joint by joint).

3.7.4.2 Rapid or emergency disconnection of the riser system may be necessary if vessel or well system emergencies
or the weather sudoccur, the FPS stationkeeping system fails
denly and unpredictably deteriorates beyond
the riser’s operating threshold.

3.7.3.1.6 Multibore risers that have non-integral joints are
deployed fìrst by running and landing the central structural
core and then running each bore separately.

3.7.4.3 If riserrecovery is required following anemergencydisconnectresponse,allwellheadvalvesshould
be
closed, the production fluids in the riser system flushed and
the riser vented before the riser system is recovered. Sufficient storage capacity needs tobe available to stack the riser,
otherwise it will need
to be off-loaded.

3.7.3.2OtherRiserDeploymentMethods
3.7.3.2.1 Other methods to deploy a metal riser, rather than
directly from handling equipment on the FPS, can be used.
Some of these methodsare descxibed below.

3.7.4.4 Some difficultiescan arise if workover/drilling activ3.7.3.2.2 Installation methods developed for pipelines can
be used to install the riser. These include the J-lay method, theities are being performed atthe time of an emergency. In such
cases all equipment should be designedto be fail safe to prereel methodandtheS-laymethod.
In these methods, the
vent the escape offluids from the wellboreto the environment.
flowline or pipeline is usually laid fìrst, followed by directly
attaching and running the riser.
3.7.4.5 The following items shouldbe considered for riser
retrieval:
3.7.3.2.3 In theJ-laymethod,riser
joints areassembled
vertically on a drilling rig or a derrick barge with a suitable
frame. The riser can be assembled while the installation vessel is moving toward or away from
the FPS with the top of the
assembled riser passed over to the W S at the appropriate
time.

a. Reverse installation procedures should be altered to suit
riser retrieval.
b. Related vessel ballast control operations should be anticipated and clarified inprocedures.
c. If mass hasbeen added orremovedfrom the riser by
adjusting ballastor any other means, the riser
mass may need
3.7.3.2.4 In the Reel method, the riser is assembled in a
to
be
altered
before
removal
of
the
riser.
continuous length and is coiled ontoa large diameter reel. A
special vessel then deploys the riser by paying the riser out ofd. Recoil after disconnect needsto be considered and tension
adjusted so that no riser or vessel damageis sustained.
the reeland passing the top end to Fps.
the
e. If the riser requires guidelines (or otherguidance systems)
3.7.3.2.5 For riser installationby the S-lay method,a pipefor removal and these are not present, then replacements or
lay vessel is used to assemble the riser joints andto lay them
alternatives shouldbe used.
off the stemof the vessel.
f. Rig offset control should be performed, if required (see
3.12.2).
3.7.3.2.6 Another method has the riser transported to the
site and installed by a tow and upend procedure. In this case
3.7.4.6 In some situations, it may not be desirable or safe
the riser is assembled on land (or in protected waters), then
to attempt to recover a riser to the surface as a temporary
towed out horizontally with one or more tugs to the site. At
response to an emergency situation. In such cases, alternative
the site, the riser is upendedby removing buoyancy tanks or
riserprotectionmeasuresshould
be taken. The designer
controlled flooding andis then attached to the seabed and the
should considerthe need for laying downthe riser or parking
FPS. This technique has been successfully used with
TLP
itvertically in an acceptablecon6guration. If theparking
tendons, although much careis requiredin the designof temoption is planned, the designer should providea secure conporary buoyancy and its attachment.
nection point for docking the lower riser connector andadequate buoyancy to ensurethattheriserdoesnotdamage
3.7.3.2.7 Some of these deployment and installationoperanearby equipment or itself during the temporary emergency
tions may involve “keelhauling.” Such an operation has
the
situation.
riser or riser system components passed from the installation
vessel to the FPS with handling lines attached in a manner
3.7.5ReinstallationConsiderations
that allows theFPS to pull the top end
of the riser underwater,
beneath part of the submerged FPS hull, toward the connecRiser reinstallation should follow the original installation
tion point.
method to the extent practical to make use of procedure and
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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personnel learning curves. In addition to the original installa- 3.8.2.3 The following shouldbe considered when handling
flexible pipe with reels:
tion considerations, the proximity of other risers and their
interaction with the riser to be reinstalled must be considered
a. The drum radiusshouldmeet or exceedtheminimum
as these risers may not have been present during the original
of the flexible pipe.
bending radius for storage
installation.
b. If usedforinstallation,thereeldimensions,structural
design,constructionandseafasteningshouldaccountfor
3.7.6HydrostaticTesting
installation and transportation loads, and the reel should be
Re-service or in-service pressure testing
of the riser should compatible with the winch system.
be done with inert
or non-environmentally damagingfluids in
c. The reel design should ensure that all surfaces in contact
q
u
i
r
e
d for
the riser. The methods, equipment and personnel
with the flexible pipe be compatible with
the outer jacketof
the hydrotest
purging and displacing the riser and performing
the flexible pipe. The reel should protect
the end fittings and
need to be considered.
other pipe accessories that may damage the outer of
layer
the
adjacent layerof pipe.
3.8INSTALLATION,RETRIEVAL,AND
d The flexible risers should be prerigged with any slings,
REINSTALLATION OF FLEXIBLE RISERS
holdbackwirerope,and“Chinesefingers”thatwillbe
required to install the riser.
3.8.1PreparationsandRequiredSupport
Equipment
3.8.2.4 Because of the inherent torque-balanced characteristics
of flexible pipes, a fixed basket should not be used for
3.8.1.1 In addition to the considerations in 3.7.1, the constoring
or deploying flexible risers. However, rotating baskets
siderations discussed below apply
to flexible risers.
or carrousels can be used. Since carrousels are not normally
3.8.1.2 Compatibility of theriserwithinstallationequipcapable of supporting significant pipe tension during installament, including winches, pipe tensioners and overboarding
is normally used in conjunction
tion, a pipe tensioning system
chutes, shouldbe checked to ensure that the riser under instal- with a carrousel. The design requirements for carrouselsare
lation tension is not damaged by crushing, bending or kinking.similar to those for reels.
3.8.1.3 If the flexible pipe is installed dry, the installation
equipment should be able to hold the riser should
it be accidentally flooded.

3.8.2.5 The flexible riser shouldbe stored under conditions
that are not detrimental to its performance:

3.8.1.6 Theequipmentarrangementson
the installation
vessel should consider weight, function, and the presenceof
all ancillary support equipment. Additional reloadings ofthe
installation vessel may be required due to space or stability
limitations.

3.8.2.6 Precautionsshould be takenduringhandlingand
transportation of flexible pipe to prevent damage. Dragging
on the floor or against equipment, or unacceptable torsional
from transfer of the riser should
or bending loading resulting
be avoided.

3.8.1.7 Installationproceduresshouldallowforpigging
and hydrostatic testingof the riser after installation.

3.8.3InstallationConsiderations

3.8.2TransportationandHandling

3.8.3.1 In certain applications, suchas deep water, the flexible riser configuration could be selected based on ease of
installation.

a. Maximum and minimum storage temperature should be
3.8.1.4 Installation
procedures
and
equipment
should
within allowable pipe operating temperature.
account for the installation of riser appurtenances such
as
b. Connections should be protected against damage of the
anades at intermediate couplings, bending stiffeners, bending seal area, threads and other areas susceptible to damage.
restricters, buoyancy modules, and end connectors.
c. pipe should be covered to prevent degradation by ultraviolet radiation.
3.8.1.5 The installation procedures and equipment that is
d
used should be ableinstall
to the risers and then check that the Anyfluidsleftinsidetheriser,e.g.pressuretestfluid,
should be compatible with pipe materials.
risers are within the installation tolerances.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

3.8.2.1 Flexible pipe canbe stored in either reelsor carrousels.
3.8.2.2 Reels with a horizontalaxis are commonly used for
storage of long lengths of flexible pipes. Reels, used in conjunction with a winch, can be used to maintain the riser tension during installation and recovery.
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3.8.3.2 Flexiblepipeinstallationmethodsandequipment
vary greatly, depending on the application and the environare:
mental conditions. The three most common methods
a. Winchkhute lay: The flexible pipe is paid out from
its
storage reel powered by a winch system and launched over
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the edgeof the vessel by an overboardingsteel chute having a
radius greater than the minimum bending
radius of the pipe.
b. Horizontal tensioner/sheave lay: The flexible pipe is on a
reel or carrousel, and
a tensioner is used to providethe laying
tension. A sheave is usedto overboard the flexible pipe from
the laying vessel
to minimize the contact pressure and friction
forces.
c. Vertical tensioner lay: The tensioneris installed vertically,
and the flexible pipe is overboarded directly over oneside of
the installation vessel or through
a moonpool.
3.8.3.3

m 0732290 0610655 913 m

Some of these applicationsare shown in Figure 22.

3.8.3.4 Flexible pipe is normally laid in a catenary shape,
with a small initial deflectionfrom the vertical axis. The pay
out rate of the flexible pipe should be coordinated with the
movements of the installation support vesselto prevent either
overtension or formation of loops or kinks. This is especially
important when laying multiple lines.

3.8.5
Reinstallation
Prior to reinstallation, the riser should be visually inspected
for external damage and rep& carried out where required.
The riser should alsobe drifted and hydrostatically tested at
its rated operating pressure.
3.8.6HydrostaticTesting
On-site testing during and after installation should
be carried out according to recommendations givenM
in
I RF' 17B.
Riser components should
be tested similarly.
3.9INSTALLATION,RETRIEVAL,AND
REINSTALLATION OF OTHER
RISERS

3.9.1 In general,theriserclassificationsaddressedinthe
preceding sections should cover the range
of riser system
types in current practice. Theremay be special features of a
given riser system that may lead the designer to consider it
3.8.3.5 Particular attention should be given to the passage
unique in terms of configuration and/or service. For example,
of intermediate connections over a sheave, chute, roller, or
the riser system may be a hybrid riser that combines both
drum to prevent excessive bending behind
the end fitting.
metal and flexible pipe elements,
or the riser may be considered as primary mooring element in addition to the role of
3.8.3.6 Theloadsimposedduringinstallation
can be an
important parameter for the design of the flexible riser strucconduit. In very deep waters, what may nonnally be considture and the selectionof the installation equipment and
accesered rigid metal riser pipe sections may be configured such
sories. The two primary installation loads
are the pipe tension
that the riser system has the inherent compliance more comand the crushing force on the pipe from the tensioning system
monly associated with flexible risers. Examples are catenary
and the overboarding chute.
risers, twisted pipe bundles
or pre-buckled verticalS risers.
or

3.9.2 In such cases, the designers mayhave to allow for
special features or demands associated with unique installation
or retrieval operations. Referenceto other guidance doca Crushing loads exerted on the pipe by the overboarding
umentation
may be requind For example, risers providing
chute, the installation reel, and/or the tensioner.
both production and mooring service as riserhendons would
b. The variationof pipe outer diameter along its length due to
need to meet all the requirements of performing as a producmanufacturing tolerances.
as a moortion riser and the additional requirements of acting
3.8.3.8 m i c a l installation proceduresfor Steep S,Lazy S,
ing element(API F
P 2T).
and Lazy Wave riser configurationsare shown in Figures 23,
24, and 25.
3.10IN-SERVICEOPERATIONS
3.8.3.9 After installation, the riser configuration should be
checked by diversor an ROV.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

3.8.3.7 The installation equipment should be designed
selected considering:

3.10.1SimultaneousDrillingandProduction
3.10.1.1 Safety Considerations

3.8.4DisconnectionandRetrieval
3.8.4.1 Theselectedriserconfiguration,riseraccessories
andappurtenancesshouldallowretrieving
a riserline.
whether singleor part of a multiple riser system.
3.8.4.2 Tension in the flexible pipe is usually significantly
higher during retrieval than during installation dueto friction
on overboarding chutes. Depending on the tension and the
riserconfiguration,itmay
be necessary to voidtheriser
before retrieval.

Copyright American Petroleum Institute
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3.10.1.1.1 This section is intended to define the basic philosophy and minimum operational requhments for the safe
conduct of simultaneous drilling and production operations
as
they relate to production risers. The success of each simultaneous operation depends on developing an operating plan and
following the practices outlined in thattoplan
limit the operational risk.
3.10.1.1.2 A Simultaneous Operation consists of any combination of two or more of the following activities executed
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independentlyandconcurrentlywhichmayinteractto
increase operational complexity and risk:
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ingsystemandventilationsystems,
or drain systemsthat
affect area integrity.
j. Whether well testing is performed.
k. Whether heavy jarring is performed.
1. Any flaring or gas venting to atmosphere.
m. Well unloading and swabbing.
n. Running or pulling other risers.
o. Repairs to process facilities which mayimpairnormal
operations.

a. Producing.
b. Drilling.
c. Workovers and completions.
d Wxeline work.
e.Testing,
f.Pigging.
g. Construction and major maintenance.
h. Supply operations.
Off-loading.
i.

3.10.1.3InterferenceConsiderations

3.10.1.3.1 If a guideline system is employed, the risk of
interfering withan adjacent riser during the deployment
of a
as long as
drilling or a production riser should be manageable
the guideline system remains intact. Maintaining acceptable
risks for interference (and the consequences
of contact) must
a. Incompatibleactivitiesifworkgroupshavedifferent
also
depend
on
field
personnel
carefully
monitoring
the
goals, skills and/or supervision.
changing
environmental
conditions
when
starting
and during
b. Hydrocarbon release potential, both controlled and unconto the
running
operations.
Consideration
needs
to
be
given
trolled, may increase.
hazards
associated
with
the
possibility
of
dropping
the
riser
c. More ignition sources may exist.
during
the
running
operation.
In
general,
operators
should
be ideal for cond. Facilities design and safeguards may not
considershutting-inadjacentwellsduringrunningand
ditionsexperiencedduringsimultaneousoperations,e.g.
retrieval
operations, based on the proximity
of those wells to
structural integrity, available work space, protection for prothese
hazardous
operations.
cessing equipment, etc.
3.10.1.1.3 Factorswhichcontributetoincreasedoperational complexity and risk during simultaneous operations
include:

3.1 0.1.1-4 Simultaneous operations require identification
of the specific hazards and taking steps
to limit therisk They
should only be conducted after thorough evaluation and risk
mitigation.

3.10.1.3.2 Ifaguidelinelesssystem
is employed, additional wells may need to be shut in to further ensure that a
failure of the positioning system during reentry operations is
not likely to damage
a flowing well.

3.10.1.2LimitationsandRestrictions

3.10.1.3.3 Consideration may be given to using ROVs or
tuggerlinestosteady
or guiderisers as theconnector
approaches the wellhead, whether guidelines are or
used
not.

3.10.1.2.1 Theseitemsshould be givencarefulconsideration to assess their possible application
to each specific operation. If anyoftheseitemscontributetoincreasedrisk,
mitigating measures should be more fully described in the
plan.
3.10.1.2.2 Limitations and restrictions on operating conditions and activities should consider:

a. The typeof production equipment on the platform.
b. Means for shutting-in wells.
c. The type of wells (oil or gas), shut-in and flowing tubing
pressures, and annular pressures.
gas production
d.Maximumandexpectedoil,waterand
rates for individual wells and for the total facility.
e. The presenceof H2S in the gas.
f. Gas lift and whether used for sustained production or only
to kick-off wells.
g. Controlledwellkilloperations used priortostartinga
workover or for reversing out a backsurge.
h. Drilling or workovers in close proximity to live wells.
i. Repair and maintenance on safety systems, including well
control system,ESD, fire or gas detection systems,fire fight-
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3.1 0.1.3.4 In the presence of deeply penetrating currents
that can cause significant horizontal riser deflections, particularly during deployment, riser running operations may have
to be curtailed to avoid potential damage to adjacent risers or
wellheads. In some cases, even with a lateral mooring system
or dynamic positioning system, it may be difficult
or impossible to safely guide the riser.
3.10.1.3.5 Disconnectsmust be carefullymade,with or
without current,to avoid damaging adjacent wellheads
or risers. As a general practice, the riser angle at the lower connector should be away from neighboring wells such that the riser
will swingfree immediately after the disconnect.
3.1 0.1.3.6 Interference can occur in the water column with
a connected riseras well as with a disconnected one. Careful
analyses of all anticipated conditions should be madeby the
design team prior to conducting operations. Interference in
the presence of deeply penetrating currents is very sensitive to
the tension distribution, contents and buoyancy in adjacent
risers. A drilling riser adjacent to production risers poses an
especially difficult situation due to major differences in the
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risers’ hydrodynamic dragas well as tension and weight.Risers with significantly different dynamic characteristics will
respond at different frequencies and phases during severe
current or storm conditions.

theriserfollowinganyoperationrequiringrotation
in the
to assess the significance of
riser. Analysis tools are available
this situation to planned operations.

3.10.4
Monitoring
3.10.1.3.7 In some cases, it is difficult to detect the possibility of riser interference or collision in the water column
3.10.4.1 A riser monitoring system is not mandatory, but it
without TV cameras or an ROV. When close approaches of
is useful for setting and maintaining precise tension, for monhardware are expected in the water column, some monitoringitoring riser dynamics, and for design verification. The riser
means is desirable.
monitoring system can also be used to estimate riser fatigue
3.10.2 Well Completions and Workovers
M I RP 17G provides design and operational guidelines
of
riser systems during well completions and workovers when
using a wireline BOP, riser and associated surface control
equipment and systems.
3.10.3Through-RiserOperations
3.10.3.1 Through-riser operations performed from an FPS
may include some or
all of the following:

a. Wireline operations.
b. Coiled tubing operations.
c. Major workover.
d. Drilling and sidetracking considerations.
e. Through flowline (TFL) operations.
f. Flushing.
g. Pigging and riser bore maintenance (scraping).

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

3.1 0.3.2 These operations may be performed through more
than one riser. For instance, a drilling riser may be used for
drilling and the production riser usedfor wireline and workovers. Pigging is normally performed through
a sales riser.
3.10.3.3 Well control functions must be designed to performproperlywiththevariousrisersand
in thevarious
modes of operation.
3.1 0.3.4 The riser bore should be adequately designed for
these through-bore operations.The size, tolerances, material,
curvatutes, and presence of dog-legs are primary considerations.
3.10.3.5 Usingtheproductionriserforworkoveroperations willrequk proper interfaceat the top. WorkoverBOPS,
and other equipment not normally used
in production operations may be attached.
3.10.3.6 Wireline or rotary drillingoperationsmayproduce severe tracking or keyseating when “dog-legs”(bends)
are present in the riser bore.
In this case, consideration should
be given to using a replaceable wear bushing and limiting
vessel offsets during these operations to mitigate this problem. Pipe rubbers and downhole motors can also be used to
minimize wear causedby rotation. Calipers shouldbe run in
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damage.
3.10.4.2 In somecases,such as closely-spacedrisersin
high current situations, careful riser monitoring of tension,
stroke, and pressuremay be used to minimizing the possibilities of riser-to-riser collisions. Each of these measurements
can be set up witha l a r m s for high or low limits.
3.1 0.4.3 Riser tension can be monitored by measuring the
pressure in the tensioner cylinders and applying correction
factors for riser angle, tensioner wire, and friction.
Strain
gages can beused in load pins, on the riser
body, on the tensioner structure or in special load cells connecting the tensioner systemto the riser.
3.10.4.4 Riseranglescan be measuredwithinclinometer
to the surge and sway
of
devices. Some units may be sensitive
the FPS and require motion corrections.
3.10.4.5 Tensioner or riser stroke measurementcan be
made with somethingas simple as a string potentiometer. The
inclination of the tensioner arm can be used to infer riser
stroke.
3.10.4.6 Standard pressure transducerscanbeused
to
monitor riser pressure if they are suitable for the hazardous
area classification of the areawhere theyare used.
3.10.5Operational

Support

Once the risersystem has beendeployedandfunction
tested,a series of pre-staftchecks should be performed before
Operations begin. Thetype of checks will depend on the riser
design but mayinclude the following:
a Ensure that all utilities required for riseroperationare
available.
b. Ensure that all r
e
q
& tensioner maintenance or repair
work has been performed.
c. Check the conditionof the tensioner wire ropes and ensure
that they set in their respective pulley grooves around
the
wireline tensioners and turndown sheaves.
d. Function check all alarm systems and indicator lamps.
e. Test any emergency disconnect systems.
f. Test any riser monitoring system.
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3.10.6
Control

3.11MAINTENANCEANDINSPECTIONS

3.10.6.1 Depending upon the type of riser and the operation performed, temporary control stations may be needed
during certain pitasesof riser operations. It may be advantageous or necessary to designate a numberof control centers,
each with its own area of control and monitoring which is
subordinate to the primary or main control station.

3.11.1GeneralConsiderations

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

3.10.6.2 Thevariouscontrolstationsmayneed
to be
manned and communication lines established before these
operations take place. Some of these control stations may
include the following:
Ballast control room.
Operations control room.
Production control room.
Moonpool control room.
ROV and diving control center.

3.1 1.2 Tensioner System Maintenance

3.10.6.3 The numkr, location, and manning requjrements
for the control centers will depend on theof type
riser and the
surface support facility.
3.10.7
Manning
Thenumber of operations staff thatwillbe
required
together with their responsibilities should be defined. This
manning list should reflect the duties of the operating staff
and theorganizationandreportingrelationshipsunder
all
modes of the riser operations.
3.10.8RiserLimitations

3.11.1.1 Regularmonitoring of the risersystemhelps to
provide a safe and trouble-free operation. Depending upon
the water depthof the installation, subsea equipment inspection and monitoring canbe carried out on a routine basis or
when trouble is detected using either divers, ROV system, or
guidewireruncamerasystems.Surfaceequipmentshould
also be regularlyinspectedandmonitoredand
a routine
inspectiodmonitoringprogram be established.
3.1 1.i.2 Planned or scheduled system maintenance and
early detection of problems may save a great deal of time,
especially in water depths beyond diver capability.

a The bridge of a ship.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
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3.1 1.2.1 Designers should ensure that inspection and renovation of tensioner components is facilitated by the system
design. For example,all tensioner wires shouldbe routinely
visually checked for broken strands. A regular slip and cut
program should be planned.
3.1 1.2.2 Riser tensions should be monitored on a regular
basis. Critical valve functions should be checked and locked
off, if possible, to prevent inadvertent operation.
3.1 1.2.3 Accumulator, cylinder, and system inspection and
maintenance should be performed routinely.
3.11.3RiserInspections
3.1 1.3.1 Routine riser inspections should be performed for
signs of leakage, corrosion or damage to the riser system and
control equipment. The type andfrequencyof i n s e o n s
should be establishedby the designer in consideration
of system and componentcriticality.

The riser operating limits are determined by the designer
3.1 1.3.2 The riser can be inspected visually by a diver or
andmay be presented as graphs of riser maximum offset
ROV-deployed video or still camera system.NDE ultrasonic
against seastate (or other important Metocean parameters). A inspections can be performed on critical areas of the riser
pipe. The useof this equipment andits interfacing to the riser
typical diagram for a latched steel tensioned drilling riser is
system components and the ROV or diver should be estabshown in Figure 26, which shows the range of acceptable
lished during the riser design.
riser excursions for a set of operating conditions. Factors
are:
which may influence the allowable offset
3.1 1.3.3 The riser cathodic protection (CP) system can be
inspected
by means of in-situ probes that measure the potena. Moonpool clearance range before impact.
tial voltagesof the surfaces to protect.
b. Lower flex joint limitations.
c. Upper flex joint limitations.
3.11.4MiscellaneousInspections
d. Riser tension.
3.1 1.4.1 The conditionof the riser jumper hoses shouldbe
e. Internal conditions (pressure, weight of internal strings or
visually inspected for any signs of wear and damage from
fluids, etc.).
contact with the moonpool or other hoses or umbilicals. A
f. Vesselheading.
method of replacement may need to be considered during
production
operations.
g. Current profile.
h. Water depth.
3.1 1.4.2 Riser control umbilicals should be inspected regularly, as they can become entangled with the riser system.
i. Flexible flowline('jumper) length.
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3.13 STORM AND CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS

3.11.5MarineGrowth

3.13.1RiserOperatingLimitations
3.1 1S.1 Routine inspections to ascertain the thickness and
type of marine organisms on marine risers should
be perWhen there are riser operating limitations due to weather
formed to identifyifandwhenremovalof
the fouling is
conditions,productionshould
be restricted to thenormal
needed. Visualor ROV camera inspectionis adequate to idenoperating envelopeof the riser system.
tify dimensions and trends. Length of time between inspecRiser operations can be divided into four main classifications will be determined by environment and the tolerance in tions as follows:
theriserdesign for increasedloadingduetothemarine
a Latched operations where the riser system is latched
to the
growth (see 6.3.5.3).
seabed equipment.
3.11S.2 Maintenance will consist of removing part or all
b. Hang-off, with riser detachedfrom the seabed.
of the marinegrowthwhendesigntolerance
is e x d e d .
c. Parking the riser by attaching the lower marine package to
Before selectinga marine growth removal procedure,
its coma parking stump locateda suitable distance away from critical
patibility with the riser corrosion pmtection system should
be
equipment and leaving the riser free-standing with appropridetermined. Candidate removal procedures include water
jetate topend buoyancy.
ting, mechanical brushingor scraping.
d Retrievdre-deploymentof the riser.
Operating limitations should be established for each
of the
selected riser operating modes.

3.12 RIG MOVEMENTSANDSTATIONKEEPING
3.12.1StationkeepingConsiderations

3.13.1.1.1 Latched operations of the riser system cover all
operations with the riser system
at operating tensionas set by
the riser design requhments. This is discussedin 3.10.8,
along witha sample latched operating envelope.
3.13.1.1.2 Theoperatingenvelopesshould be developed
based on realistic combinationsof various conditions of current, wellborefluids and Metocean conditions.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

3.13.1.1LatchedOperations

3.1 2.1.1 Active, adjustable stationkeeping is necessary for
making guidelineless reentriesor for the initial positioning
of
wells on the seafloor when
a template is not used. It may also
assist in making reentries with guideline systems in
the presence of Ocean currents. It can be useful for maintaining low
riser angles during drilling or workover operations to minimize wear. With some types of structures, adjustable stationkeeping may be necessary to limit riser angles or tensioner
strokeout during storms or when exposedhigh
to currents.
3.12.1.2 A lateralmooringsystem is the mostcommon
type
of
adjustable
stationkeeping
system.
However,
a
dynamic positioning system maybe a viable alternative.

3.13.1.1.3 Riseroperatinglimitsmay also be determined
by use ofa riser managementprogram, where anoperator can
inputactualcondition,andthe
program willdetermine
whether the conditionsare acceptable.

3.12.2 Strategy For Vessel Offset Control

3.13.1.2Riser

3.12.2.1 Forguidelinelesssystems,thevessel'smooring
system canbe used for subseaBOP or risedwellhead COM=tor and riser running operations when safe distances mustbe
maintained between the subsea packages and any adjacent
well or riser. It is desirable to keep the connector package
away from anywellheadsuntil the final approach for the
reentry is made.

3.13.1.2.1 For the hang-offmode, the riser is filled with
sea water, disconnected and picked up clear of the
seabed.
Riser hang-off curves should be generated for the range of
anticipated conditions. Figure 27 shows how guidelines for
riser hangoff limits as a function of wave height might be
constructed for an FTS riser system. Depending on the shape
of the hull, the limits might be sensitive to the weather and
current headingas well.

3.1 2.2.2 The movements should be carefully calculated in
advance of each adjustmentof the vessel's positioning system
(e.g., moorings). Avoiding overshooting the target is important in minimizing the possibility of impacting adjacent wellheads.
3.1 2.2.3 A safe disconnectfrom a well will require thatthe
diSCOMected package, when released, swingsa minimal distance away from the well and away from adjacent wells, if
possible. The lower riser angle must therefore
be biased in the
desired direction of motion by
a precalculated amount.

Copyright American Petroleum Institute
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H a n g 4 Mode

3.13.1.2.2 When the riser is disconnected and hanging-off,
vesseloffset is generallynot a governing criteria Riser
impact with the vessel hull is. The onset of impactis dependent on vessel heading and motions suchas roll, pitch, surge
and sway together with current profile. The length of riser
suspended beneath the hull is also
an important factor.
3.13.1.2.3 Operating conditionsforthehang-offmode
should be developedbased on realistic combinations of conditions thataf€ect riser performance.
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3.13.1.2.4 The hang-offconditionmaycauseincreased
3.14 SAFETY
A detailed
fatigue damageto the riser and should be assessed.
3.14.1PersonnelandPlatform
Safety
log should be kept on the length of time, sea state and configurationinwhichthe
riser ishung-off. This log can be
Marine riser safety issues should be integrated with the
reviewed regularlyto assess the need for riser joint inspection platform andor vessel safety manual and procedures.
Of parrequirements. Durations of and levels of exposure in any/all
ticular concernare the handlingof the large riser components
modes shouldbe logged for keeping track
of fatigue status.
and operating conditions that could lead to emergency disbe
connectsorcomponentfailures.Allpersonnelshould
3.1 3.1.3 Riser Deployment and Retrieval
made aware (by training and guidance provided in the safety
3.13.1.3.1 During unlatching of the riser, the applied tenmanual) of contingency measures and the consequences of
sion is reduced before disconnection. This reduction in tenriser system failures. The riser system designer should help
sion reduces the stability of the riser. A minimum tension
ensure that these issues are included in the operational safety
requirement should be determined during the riser design. documentation.
3.1 3.1.3.2 The following should be considered regarding
storm disconnection operations:

3.14.2PollutionSafety

a. The lower riser angle should be monitored to ensureit that
does not exceed maximum angle criteria.
be above minimum allowable tenb. The riser tension should
sion determined during the design.
or severestormconditions,extreme
c.Withhighcurrents
be carefully
care should be taken, and the riser tension should
maintained.

A two-independent barrier design should
be considered for
any riser whenit is operating with environmentally damaging
fluids inside.This could be two tubulars, one inside the other,
such that the inner tubular carries the working fluid, and the
annulus catches any leaks.This could also be BOP
a
or shear
valve type mechanism installed on the seabed to stop the flow
of working fluid should a riser leak develop. Other features
such as SCSSV or completion kill fluidin the riser may also
3.13.1.3.3 During deployment and retrieval, the riser will
be
considered as a barrier. Contingency plans would have to
be held alternately in the derrick and in the slips and the top
be made to purge, retrieve and repair the riser.
tension will increase as the deployed length goes up. This
causes changes in the top riser angle and bending moment
as
the deployment progresses. This could result in the genera3.15 TRAINING
tion of limits as suggested in Figure28, which showsthe sen3.15.1TrainingProgram
sitivity of safe operating limits to the length of the riser.
Risers on vessels with motion response that is very sensitive 3.15.1.1 In the case where the riser system needs
to be run
to heading will also require studies at a variety
of headings.
and retrieved frequently,a fully trained crew maybe needed
to safely and efficiently carry out the various riser operations
3.1 3.2 Disconnect Considerations
that are required.
3.13.2.1 A rapidoremergencydisconnect,ifrequired,
3.15.1.2 Requiredpersonnelshouldbeidentifiedduring
should consider the following:
theprojectconstructionphase.Qualificationsshouldbe
a. A complete production shutdownof all process equipment.
developed and placed in the job descriptions of those who
b. Closure of all subsea and riser valves.
will work the riser systems. Specialists with marine operac. An emergency riser unlatch which will unlock the riser. If tions or subsea and/or drilling backgrounds can be used or
warranted, when theriser is disconnected safety systems can
trained to carry out these duties.
be designed which will cause all of the subsea valves
to close
3.15.1.3 A strong effort should be made to involve operatand render the production system to a safe condition fully
Shut-in.
ing personnel in the design, construction, and commissioning
phases.
3.13.2.2 If possible, riser recovery after a rapid or emer-

be carried out in the normal manner,
gency disconnection can
according to developed operating procedures. Otherwise, the 3.15.2TrainingManuals
riser will have to remain hung-off until suchtime as it can be
The designer should develop a training manual for classrecovered.
room instruction.This document should provide a quick reference to the equipment and describe procedures that need to
3.13.2.3 See 3.7.4 and 3.8.4 forconsiderationsregarding
be followed and why they
are important.
riser disconnection.
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3.1
5.3
Operational
and

Safety Procedures

phases,
consideration
should
be given to making
available
experienceddesignengineerswhocanassistwithonsite
training of personnel.

A full set of operational and safety procedures should be
developed for all of the riser operations anticipated. These
procedures should be updated as required and be tested if
possible.
Maintenance
Training

3.15.5

Riser operations personnelmay have to be replaced or supplemented during the on-going production operation.
New
The training program should ensure a trouble freeand safe personnel should
be given the necessary training on the riser
operation.Duringthepre-commissioningandcommissioningoperationalandsafetyrequirements.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

3.15.4OffshoreCommissioningPhase

Functional loads

combination
LoadEnvironmental
Accidental
loads
loads

Weights,
pressures,
Buoyancy,

0..

I

+

etc.

e..

I

+

me.

+

Loadcase2

Figure 21-Example Load Combination Development
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ReeUtensioners/sheave lay
Pipe reel
[,-Winch
,-Sheave

r

h

Reel/vertical tensioner lay

Figure 22"Laying Methods and Associated Equipment
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o
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YMid-water arch

Lf

o

Deadweight

Figure 23"'Steep S Installation
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O

2

4

6

Seastate HS(m)

Figure 26-Latched Riser Operating Limits
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Caution
Average current over
upper 50 percent of water
column-0 to 0.5 knot

height

wave

Significant

Hang-off Limits

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

Figure 27-Riser

b

I

Deployed length

Figure 28-Riser Deployment Limits
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4.2.1PressureLoads

GENERAL
4.1
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The riser should be designed for the pressures exertedby
bothinternalandexternalfluids.Variouscombinations
of
This sectiondescribestheloadcombinationsusedto
internal and external pressures should be considered
to deterdesign an FPS riser. It first describes the different loads or
mine the appropriate design cases. The table on the following
actions. Then,it gives the loading conditions that the designer
page, Design for Internal Pressure, gives guidance for detershould consider. Finally,it tells how to combine various loads
mining internal pressuresfor different riser types.'Avo presto create design cases for metal risers and gives the design
sures are defined,designpressureandextremepressure.
in the allowable stress formula.
case factor to use
Design pressure is the maximum pressure that will be seen
for an extended time during normal operations. Extreme pres4.2LOADSANDLOADEFFECTS
sure is the pressure that is unlikely
to be exceeded during the
The following categorizes riser loads. Functional loads are life of the riser.
loads that are a consequence of the system's existence and
use withoutconsideration of environmental or accidental
4.2.2
Environmental
effects. Environmental loads are those imposed directly or
4.2.2.1SurfaceWaves
indirectly by the ocean environment.Accidentalloads are.
those resulting from unplanned occurrences.
driven
surface
waves
exert
significant
4.2.2.1.1 Wind

Environmental
Functional
Weight of riser

Waves

Small dropped
Jbjects

Weight of coatings, attach- k n t

Normal handling

ments, and tubing

unpacts

Weight of tubing contents

are irregoscillating forces directly on the risers. Such waves
ular in shape, can vary in length and height and can approach
the riser from one
or more directions simultaneously. Because
of the random nature
of the sea surface, the seastate is usually
described in terms of a few statistical wave parameters such
as significantwaveheight,
spectral peak period, spectral
shape, and directionality. Other parameters
of interest canbe
derived from these. Waves also induce steady and oscillatory
forces on theW S vessel to which risersare attached

Accidental

Vessel motions rensioner failure

and annulus fluid

Intemal pressure

Seismic

Partial loss of sta-

4.2.2.1.2 Wave data shouldgenerallybedeveloped
accordance with the requirements
of Section 6.

ionkeeping capabilty
External hydrostatic presSUre

ice

?low-induced

in

4.2.2.2
Current

mpact between

%ers

Currents exert lateral forces on the risers and offset
WS the
vessel. Currents can be caused by winds, tides,wean circuoff from a circulating current
lating currents, eddies that spin
and by internal waves. The designer should combine various
current profiles (current velocity vs. water depth) with waves
to get design loads.

Nominal top tension

Loads causedby internal
fluid flow, surges,slugs, or
Piss
Buoyancy
Soil interaction (catenary

4.2.2.3 Vessel Motions

risers)

4.2.2.3.1 The FF'S vessel transmits its response to the environmental loading directlyto the top end of the riser. Vessel
offsetandmotionsconstituteasourceofbothstaticand
dynamic loading on the riser. Vessel motions needed for riser
design are:

Inertia

Internally run tools
Thermal
Installation

a. Static offset (horizontal).
b. Wave frequency motions (horizontal and vertical).
c. Low frequency motions.
d. Setdown.

Vessel constraints
The effect of marine growth and tide on fluid and gravity
loads should be included. While not a load, consideration of
internal fluid composition and temperature
are important for
the designof risers, especially flexible pipe.

4.2.2.3.2 This information can be obtained by analysis or
by the useof model testing. See Section
6.
47
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1. Drilling riser above subsea BOP
stack

Zero

Maximum diverter lineback pressure.

2. Drilling riser with surfacestack

Zero (or if drilling underbalanced,
maximum underbalance pressure)

Design as an extension of the last casing string that
will be
drilled through. Use company approved burst design
criteria. This applies to both outer riser and inner riser,
if used.

3. Drilling riser with both surface
and subsea BOPstacks

Zero (or if drilling underbalanced,

Surface pressure thatwill handle most well control situa-

maximum underbalance pressure)

t i o n s . Assume subseaBOP will be closed before pressure
rises higher.

4. Production or injection riser used

of shut-in tubing
Maximum sustained pressure allowedPressure caused by near-surface leak
(maximum)
by regulation or company policy

as extension of production casing
5. Outer riserof dual casing production or injection riser
with surface

Pressure caused by near-surface or near-bottom leak
of
inner riser maximumoperating pressure

No requirement

tree

6. 'hbing (single pipe)riser or flowline from subsea satellite well

Surface shut-in pressure with subsea Maxitnum surge pressureor maximum wellkill pressure
valves open

7. Import riser from subsea manifold Surface shut-in pressure with subsea Maximum surface shut-in pressure withsubsea valves open
valves open unless pressure canbe
reliably limited to a lower value

unless pressurecan be reliably limited to a lower value

8. Export riser

Maximum export pressure

Maximum surge pressure

9. Other risertype

Highest pressure thatwill be seen for
an extended time

Pressure thatis unlikely to be exceeded during lifeof riser

Notes:
be seen for an extended time during normal operations.
'Design surface pressureis the maximum pressure that will
is unlikely to be exceeded duringthe life of the riser.
2Extreme surface pressureis the pressure that
3Local design pressure or local extreme pressure
is the surface designor extreme pressure plus the static head
of the riserfluid.
Comment: It is the operator's responsibility to determine design and extreme pressures based
on the guidelines givenin notes 1 and 2. The
1 are intended to be examples of howto accomplish this task.
descriptions of these pressures in "le

LOADING
CONDITIONS
4.3

Riser structural analysis should consider, as a minimum,
designcasescomprisingcombinations
ofconditions
for
checking:

a. Maximum stress.
b. Maximum deflectionor curvature.
c. Lifetime fatigueor service life.
d. Hydrostatic collapse.
e. Maximum loading on specific components.
The objective is to find the appropriate structural response
for comparison to the limits and allowables given in Section
5.
4.3.1MaximumOperatingConditions
The operator's plan of operation affects many of the design
for therisers.Environmentallimits
andoperatinglimits
should be set for each mode of operation, including normal

Copyright American Petroleum Institute
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connected
operation,
testing,
pressure
operation,
in-place
stress
inspection,maintenanceandrepair.Riserfunctions,
levels, angles, clearances and equipment handling methods
should be evaluated when setting design and operating
limits.
4.3.2

Extreme Conditions

Extremeevents
are thoseeventsthatproduceriser
responses having a low probability of being exceeded in the
lifetime of the riser, e.g. an event with
a return period of 100
years. There may bedifferentevents that give the worst
response for different parts ofthe structure. To findthe maximum or minimum responses, Werent combinations of wave
heights and periods, current profiles, internalpressure, minimum and maximum vessel offset, etc., shouldbe considered.
When waves and vessel motions in waves contribute to the
loads, the expected maximum response ina suitable duration
should be estimated.lJ See Section 6.
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4.4DESIGNCASES

Each riser component shouldbe designed for the loadsit
will see during transportation. This may involve a trade off
between design details of the component and design of the
transportation system.

Design loading casesare mated by combining functional,
environmental, and accidental loads
as shown in Figure 21.
4.4.1EnvironmentalConditions

4.3.3.2
Installation/Retrieval
The risers shouldbe analyzed for installation and retrieval
conditions with varyingamounts of riser deployed. The guidance system shouldbe modeled and clearances checked. Verbe anal~zed.~
tical dynamics may need to

Riser components should be designed for loads imposed
during testing.

(FPSS) AND TENSION-LEG
PLATFORMS (TLPS)

that the component does not fail. Some regulations require
this kind of check.5

4.3.3.1
Transportation

4.3.3.3
Testing

Ob10670 1 2 T W

4.4.1.1 The environmental conditions presented in Table 1
should be used
in analyzing the design cases outlined in Table
2 for the various loading conditions described 4.3.
in
4.4.1.2 Environmentalconditionsshouldbedeveloped
fromsite-specific data andshouldincludeinformationon
occurrence and persistence of conditions. In addition to the
information listed in Table
1, data on wind, air and water temperatureanddensity,andonmarine
growth will also be
needed.

4.4.1.3 Wave conditionswillgenerallybedescribedby
spectrum type and by spectrum parameters such
as significant
Lifetime installation and deployment and operating condi- waveheightandpeakperiod.Extremewaveheightand
tions should be developed to evaluate fatigue life. All loads
period should be varied to explore riser responses up to the
andloadcombinationsthatcancontributesignificantlyto
boundary of the extreme event conditions.To find the maxifatigue should be accounted for when establishing the long
mum response for some dynamically-sensitive riser configuterm distribution of stress or strain ranges. The effects of
rations, the designer may need to check various wave and
cyclic response to primary wave frequencies and to lowfreperiod combinations in the wave scatter diagram.6 Current
quency wave drift and low frequency wind force variations
conditions shouldbe described by a set
of current profiles and
should be combined. Fatigue damage caused by
VIV should
their associated probability
of occurrence, with profiles
specialso be evaluated and
combined! See Section6 for a descripfied by current speed and directionvs. elevation in the water
tion of fatigue analysis methods.
column. Wind speeds used for computing static and low-frequencyoffsetsshouldbeconsistentwiththewaveand
4.3.5 Accidental
current conditions with which they
are associated.
4.3.5.1 Designcasesassociatedwithpartialloss
of riser
4.4.1.4 Maximumoperatingconditions,whenlessthan
tension (or buoyancy) should
be checked.
extreme conditions, should be established
by the operator at a
of the riser
level
consistent
with
the
probability
of
occurrence
4.3.5.2 Design cases associated with partial lossof stationoperating
state
or
event
being
analyzed
and
should
cover all
keeping ability should be checked:
expected operating conditions. For example,if the riser sysa. Loss of one mooring lineor tendon.
temisdesigned
to bedisconnectedbeforereachingthe
or drift-off).
b. Dynamic positioning (dp) failure (drive-off
extreme condition, then the maximum connected case would
be analyzed for some lesser environmental
~ondition.~
4.3.5.3 Productionrisersthatserve
as productioncasing
should be designed for pressures caused by a tubing leak near
4.4.1.5 Severaltensionerfailureconditionsshouldgenerthesurfaceincombinationwithassociatedenvironmental
allybeexamined,includingonewherethereisreduced
conditions. The probability and consequences offire, explocapacity and one where there total
is collapse ofthe tensionsion, and collision should be evaluated and mitigating strate- ing system. In addition, the riser system should be analyzed
gies appropriateto the level of risk considered.
for the situation where one mooring line is broken, potentially
resulting in a larger offset
of the vessel.
4.3.6
Survival
4.4.1.6 Installationandtransportationenvironmentalconditions should be established by the operator but should genTo test the robustness of the design, the designer should
erally ensure that the required operations can be conducted
evaluateresponsetosurvivalconditionsthatexceedthe
withoutundueinterruptions or delays.A1-yearseasonal
extreme design events. For example, the response to events
storm level can be considered as a starting point. Different
with a longer return period could be checked to determine
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

4.3.4FatigueConditions
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Table1-EnvironmentalConditionsa

scriptionconditions
Environmental
Extreme

Wave

Associatedc
Associatedc

100 yrb H D p varied

Extreme wind

Associatedc

l o o yr?

Associatedc

Extreme current

Associatedc

Associatedc

l o o yr.b

See 4.3.1

See 4.3.1

see 4.3.1

Seasonald

Associated

Associated

WSDe

Associated

Associated Annual

conditions

InstallatiodRetrieval
Transportation
Temporary
Fatigue conditions

Distribution

Wave
VIV

urvival

Current profile

Extreme wave

MaximumRestricted
Operating

Fatigue

Wind

Survival

See 4.3.6

Associatedc

Associatedc

Notes:

The static vessel offset plus orminus the low frequency offset caused by wind and wave-driftforces should be included in the riser analysis.
bMay use less than 100-year event if risk consistent criteria are maintained.
cAssociated wind, current profile or wave tobe determined by considering joint wind, wave
and current probabilities.
wave and current conditions should
be based on the season during which the operation will take place, theduration of the operation,and
weather forecasting accuracy.
eWSD =wave scatter diagram.

4.4.1.8 Guidance onchoosingvesselquasi-staticoffsets
for riser dynamic analysis may be found in API RP 2Fp1.
When risers and vessel
are analyzed separately, offsets should
be selected to model the expected extreme positions
of the top
of the riser. These will be developed by vessel-motion analyses for eachDesign Environmental Casebeing studied. When
a coupled vessel-mooring-riser analysis is performed, offset
shouldbecomputedfrominputenvironmentalconditions,
rather than being specified. Care should be taken to ensure
that the simulation achieves tepresentative maximum offset
levels.

d Variations in hydrodynamic force coefficients and marine
growthe. Vessel offsets.
f. Wellhead location and inclination tolerances.

4.4.2.4 Theuserandmanufacturershould
agree onthe
plant teststo be performed ona riser component. The purpose
of these tests is to confirm the component’s integrity. Since
risk is limited in a plant test, Table 2 allows a higher design
case factor,Cf,for plant testing thanfor maximum operating
load cases.
4.4.3

4.4.2
4.4.2.1

Metal Risers

This sectionaddressesthedesignofmetal

Copyright American Petroleum Institute
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4.4.2.2 The design cases listed in Table 2 should be used
conditions may be selected for various stages in the operafor the requirements of
tion, depending on the duration
of the operations and the con- for metal riser design with allowance
2 includes cases that
a
particular
riser
configuration.
Table
sequences of exceeding theselected conditions.
investigate strength ofthe risers as well as cases that produce
4.4.1.7 Fatiguewaveconditionsshould
be specifiedby
loads for riser system design. System design loads include,
wave-scatter diagrams. For top-tensionedrisers, vessel offset
for example, loads on the well
and riser top attachment strucand currentare often takenas zero for the purposes
of fatiguetures.
conditionwavedynamicriseranalysis.Theeffectof
this
4.4.2.3 Riser Design Cases should be structured to explore
assumptionshould be checked.Anylow-frequencyvessel
system sensitivitiesto such parametersas:
offset contribution to fatigue is often checked in an analysis
separatefromthewave-frequencyriserdynamicanalysis.
a Density, temperature. and pressure of riser contents.
VIV-induced fatigue calculations shouldbe based on thesite
b. Top tension.
current profiles.
c.Corrosion.

Flexible Pipe Risers

The readeris referred to API RP 17B and API Spec 175 for
designcaseinformation on flexiblerisers.
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Table 2”Design Matrix for Rigid Risers
Reduced Tensioner

Environmental

Design
Case

Table
Load(from
Category

1)

1operating
Maximum
Operating

Line
Mooring
Pressure

Broken

Cpb

Design

No

1.o

Design

No

1.2

Extreme
2

Extreme

3

Extreme

Maximum operating

Extreme

No

1.2

4

Extreme

Maximum operating

Design

Yes

1.2

5

Temporary

Temporary

Associated

No

1.2

6

Tes@

Maximum operating

Tes@

No

1.35

7

Survival

survival

Associated

No

1.5

8

Survival

Extreme

Associated

Yes

1.5

9

Fatigue

Fatigue

Operating

No

Notec

Notes:
Anisotropic materials may require special consideration.
ause of c f is describedin Section 5: strength issuesare discussed in 5.2, deflections in 5.3,collapse issuesin 5.4 and 5.5, fatigue in 5.6.
hpeline codes may require lower C,for risers thatare part of a pipeline.
CNotapplicable.
be agreed between user and manufacturer.
dPlant testing for rigid risers should

4.5
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5 DesignCriteria

5.2.1.2 Noticethat a principal stress componentcan be
separated into more than one stress category. For example,
5.1
GENERAL
pipe in tension and bending. At the extreme
consider a simple
to the neutral axis, the axial stress is genfiber
perpendicular
5.1.1 The purpose of this section is to provide safe, practierally
the
sum
of
a
general primary membrane stress and a
cal design criteria consistent with the other recommendations
primary
bending
stress.'
However, the bending stressesin the
in this document. These criteria are applicable to the design
t
i
tanium)catenary riser are displacesagbend
of
a
steel
(or
4.
cases developed in Section
ment controlled and thus may be considered
as secondary
5.1.2 The definition of stresses, method of stress combinastresses. Bending stresses that exceed yieldthis
in case do not
tion and allowables used by this RP are explained. In addiin general causegross structural yielding and failure.
tion,criteria are discussedforother
failure mechanisms
including for example excessive deflection, hydrostatic col5.2.2 Combined Stresses
lapse, buckling, fatigue, wear, and deleterious effects
of tem5.2.2.1 Principal stress components at each critical section
perature extremes. Inspection criteria as they relate to the
should be combinedusingthevonMisesyieldcriterion
design are also coveredin this section.
defined by the following equation:
5.2ALLOWABLESTRESSES
1
2
6,= - J ( ( T , - ( T 2 ) 2 + ( < z 2 - c F 3 )
+ ( 6 3 - 6 * ) 2 (1)
This section applies to metal risers made of steel or tita-

n/z

nium. For flexiblerisers,refer to API Spec 17J.
where
5.2.1 Stresses To Consider

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

O, = von Mises equivalent stress.
5.2.1.1 The three principal stresses should be calculated at
q , q , 0 3 = principal stresses.
all critical locations in the riser. At locations with axisymmetric geometry such as plain pipe, the principal stresses will
5.2.2.2 Therewillbeanequivalentcombined
stress for
usually be in the axial, hoop and radial directions. For noneach categoryof stress that occurs at asection. For example,
be different. The
axisymmetric geometry, the directions may
if the primary membrane stress is the only stress at a section,
principal stress components should be classified
as one of the
then onlythe primary membrane equivalent stress will be calfollowing:
culated. However, if all three stress categories occur, there
will be three combinedstress values (see Equations 2,3, and
Any normal or shear stress that is necessary to have
4 below).
static equilibrium of the imposed forces and
moments. A primary stress is not self-limiting. Thus,
5.2.3 Allowable Stresses
if a primary stress substantially exceeds the yield
strength, eitherfailure or gross structural yielding
5.2.3.1 The vonMisesequivalentstressesshould
be less

will occur.

than the allowable stresses defined by the right hand side
of
the following inequalities.

Membrane opis the average valueacross the thickness of a solid section excluding the
effects of discontinuities andstress concentrations. For example, the general
primary membrane stress in a pipe
loaded in pure tension is the tension
divided by the cross-sectional area. op
may include global bending as in the
case of a simple pipe loaded by a bending moment.

Bending

(op),

Cf0,

(2)

+ (T& < 1.5Cf0a
(op+ C J +~
c 1.5Cpa (seeref. 1 andAnnex

(3)

(bp

C)

(4)

where

ob is the portionof primary stress pro-

a,

portional to the distance from the centroid of a cross section, excluding the
effects of discontinuities and stress con-

= Cao,, = basic allowable combined stress.

C, = allowable stress factor,C, = 2/3

centrations.

oy = material minimum yield strength, defined for

Secondary oq is any normal or shear stress that develops as a

steel or titanium
as the tensile stress required to
of 0.5 percent of the
produce a total elongation
test specimen gage length.

result of material restraint. This type of stress is self
limiting which means that local yielding can relieve
the conditions that cause the stress, and a single
application of load will not cause failure.

Cf = design case factor(see 4.4, Table 2).
53
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5.2.3.2 Annex C demonstrates how to use the above criteria fora simple cylindrical pipe with
a step changein outside
diameter.

where

5.2.4 Allowable Stress

and

in Plain Pipe

5.2.4.1 Forplainmundpipe,wheretransverseshearand
torsion are negligible, the three principal stress components
of primary membranestress (average stress across pipe wall)
are op?opeand opz,where r, 8, and z refer to radial, hoop,
and mal stresses. Thus,
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

5.2.4.2

Ai = XDFl4
A, =

5.2.4.4 Minimum wall thickness, after taking into account
manufacturing tolerances and wear and corrosion allowances,
should be used for t in Equation 7 and in the first bracket in
Equation 9. Otherwise, nominal dimensions may be used.

The riser pipe and other components in the primary load
path should meet minimum fracture toughness requirements
described in 7.1.2.2.

(POD, +
=-

D, + Di

5.2.6

=

mO2/4.

5.2.5MinimumMaterialToughness

Moreover, for a thick walled pipe,
G,,

l'& = T - Pdì + P&,

Differences From Other Codes

See AnnexG for a commentary on differences between the
methods of design by analysis utilized in this document and
those specified inASME Pressure Vessel C&, Section W,
Division 2 and in MI RP 164.

T M
f -(D,-t)
A 21

5.3ALLOWABLEDEFLECTIONS

where

5.3.1 Riser deflections may need to be limited to prevent
unacceptably high bendingstresses (see 5.2) or in the case of
flexible risers,a bend radius less thanthe manufacturer's recommended value. Even when riser
stress and bend radius are
within allowables, large riser curvatures may overstress tubing or other items constrained
to move withthe riser body.

Pi = internal pressure.
Po = external pressure.
D,,, Di = outside, inside diameters.

r = pipe wall thickness.

5.3.2 Riserdeflectionsmay also need to be controlled to
prevent multiple risers from interfering with each other
or
with other partsof the production system.

x
A = -(D,"D;).

4

T = true wall tension in pipeat section being analyzed.

M = global bending moment in pipe.
E
4
4
I = moment of inertia = - ( D , - Di ) .
64

Note thatthecriteriafor (op+
never controlling forthis case.

and (ap+ ob +

are

5.2.4.3 Substituting Equations 5 , 6, and 7 into Equation 5
gives, followinga little algebra,

5.3.3 The riser system may include tensioners, flex joints,
telescopic joints, or attached items such as jumper hoses.
Stroke and rotation requirementsof these components should
be the maximum of the values found by riser analysis in
extreme and accidental design cases multiplied byan appropriate safety factor.
5.4HYDROSTATICCOLLAPSE

This section appliesto metal risers.For flexible risers, refer
to API Spec 17J.
5.4.1CollapsePressure

5.4.1.1 Unless more accurate methods are used, the criteria
provided in this section shouldbe applied to demonstrate that
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metal tubulars used in FPS risers will not collapse under
external hydrostatic pressure.
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5.4.2.4 Wherethepipedesignissufficient
to meetthe
above propagation criterion, the collapse criterion is also met.

5.4.1.3 Thenetallowableexternaldesignpressure,
P,,
should be less than the predicted collapse pressure,
P,, times
the design factor, Df,where PC is calculated by the method
given in6.6.2.l .

where

5.5OVERALLCOLUMNBUCKLING
Prevention of overall column buckling, caused by excessive negative effective tension,is not in itself a design criterion for risers since the displacement
of the top is controlled.
It is essential that an appropriate tensioned-beam model
(see
6.4.3.6)be used for the analysis
of this case. The consequence
of a too-small effective tension is excessive curvature and
bending moment near the location of minimum effective tension. If curvature and bending stress meet recommendations
in this document, then the magnitude of effective tension is
in
usually irrelevant. The exception is when a small decrease
top tension of a top-tensioned metal riser could cause excessive stress. In that case, the designer should establish minia
mum tension that gives a margin above the tension that is
stress?
predicted to cause excessive

Df = 0.75 for seamlessor Electric Resistance Welded
(ERW) M I pipe.

5.6FATIGUE/SERVICELIFE

Df = 0.60 for (DSAW) internally cold expanded
API

5.6.1 Servicelifeisdefined as thelength of timethata
component will be in service. Design fatigue life is the life
predicted bycumulative fatigue damage ratio calculations.
See Section6.

Pipe.

5.4.2 CollapsePropagation
5.4.2.1 For a pipe designed to meet the external collapse
criteria outlined above, collapse may still be initiated at a
lower pressure by accidental means. Examples
of such means
would be impact or excessive bending due to tensioner failure. Once initiated, such a collapse may form a propagating
buckle that will travel along the pipe until the external pressuredropsbelowthepropagationpressure
or untilsome
change in properties arrests the buckle.
5.4.2.2 Theconsequences of suchafailureshould
be
examined, considering the amount
of pipe that can potentially
fail and the means available for repairor replacement. Features such as buckle arrestors may be incorporated into the
design to limit the extent of a propagating failure.If buckle
to fatigue, stress
arrestors are used in sections of pipe subject
concentrations dueto the presenceof the arrestors should be
addressed bythe analysis.
5.4.2.3 This may be done using the formula in 6.6.2.2.In
this case, the design pressure differential Pd should be less
than the predicted propagation pressure differential
PP times
Dp:
the design factor

where
Dp = 0.72.
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5.4.1.2 The tubulars should be adequate to withstand external pressures experienced at any period during installation or
operation. The effectof Co-existing loads suchas tension and
bending should be accounted for
in the analysis,as should the
effects of variation in pipe properties suchas ovality, eccenstress.
tricity, anisotropy, and residual

5.6.2 At locations that can and will be inspected or where
are low,thedesignfatiguelife
safetyandpollutionrisk
3 times the service life (SF= 3).
should be at least

5.6.3 At locations that cannot be inspected or where safety
andpollutionriskaresignificant,thedesignfatiguelife
should be at least
10 times the service life (SF
= 10).
5.6.4 Cumulativefatiguedamagefromtransportationand
installation and in-place operation should be accounted for.
The following equation should
be satisfied:

CSF,D,
c 1.0
I

where Di is the fatigue damage ratio for each of
phase
load(see API RP 2A).
ing andSFi is the associated safety factor
5.7INSPECTIONANDREPLACEMENT
5.7.1
General
5.7.1 -1 This section deals with post-installation inspection
of the riser. Risers should be inspectedas necessary to comply with statutory requirements and to confirm riser integrity.
Theyshouldalsobeinspectedafterpotentiallydamaging
incidents and to confirm that any repairs have been properly
perforlIled.
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5.7.1.2 Inspections relating to areas such as the following
may be necessary for risers and riser components:
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

a Cracking.
b. Leaks.
c.Damage.
d. Internal and external wear.
e. Internal and external pipe corrosion.
f. Anti-corrosiodabrasioncoatings.
g. Cathodic protection.
h. Marinegrowth.
5.7.1.3 The riser'sinternalandexternaloperatingcondition shouldbe monitored to reveal whether design conditions
have been exceeded. This monitoringshouldincludethe
as well as the
recording of severe storms and accidental loads
composition, pressure and temperature of the
riser contents.
5.7.1.4 Risers should be visually examined for factors such
as external damage, pipe distortion, excessive marine growth,
externalcorrosion,generalpipeconfiguration,slidingof
buoyancy modules, change in the location of subsea buoys,
and condition of flexible pipe bend restricters or stiffeners.
Defects should be documented with respect totype, size, and
location. The influence of defects on structural or pressure
integrity shouldbe assessed.
5.7.1.5 Corrosion of metallic components or aging of nonmetallic components can be checked by installing short test
pipes or coupons in the flow path. The test material can be
retrieved after a specified interval and non-destructively and
destructively tested to measure the amount of degradation.
This information can thenbe used to predict remaining life.
5.7.1.6 Inspection philosophy should be an integrd part of
the design. Criticality of components and ease of inspection
should be considered earlyto ensure that provisionsare made
are described in
for adequate inspection. Inspection methods
Section 3.
5.7.1.7 The designer should ensure that necessary inspection methods or replacement proceduresare available andare
scheduledanddescribedinadequatedetail
as partof the
operating and maintenance documentation for the facility.
5.7.1.8 The maximum interval between inspections should
be based on the component's predicted time
to failure divided
by a safety factor,For example, the recommended safety factorforfatigueinspections is 10. Thesafetyfactorshould
account for uncertaintiesin time-to-failure predictions, risks
of failure and ease of inspection. The designer should also
consider the time required for repairs or replacement when
determining maximum inspection intervals. Inspection intervals should be developed for each mode of failure such as
fatigue, abrasion, wear, aging, and corrosion.
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5.7.1.9 Equipment conswnables such as seals, lubrication,
periodically disconnected components and paint should generally be inspected or replaced on a scheduled basis. Moreover, the equipment should be designed to facilitate these
maintenance operations. Manufacturer supplied data should
include recommended maintenance operations and intervals.
Refer to A P I RF' 164.
5.7.1.10 If the maximum inspection interval is longer than
the intended servicelife, inspection is not expectedto be necessary and need notbe included in the operation and maintenance documents. However,if during operation the intended
service life is extended beyond the original maximum inspection interval of a component, then the component should be
inspected andremished if necessary or replaced.
5.7.2

Fatigue Inspections

5.7.2.1 Unless the design fatigue life is at least ten times
the intended service life, rim should be inspected periodically for fatigue cracks. The maximum inspection interval
should be established by a fatigue analysis based
on a cumulative damage theory or appropriate crack growth analysis as
addressed in 6.5.1. Theinspectionintervalshouldnot
be
more than one-fifth of
the time necessaryfor a reliably detectable crack to grow to failure or one-tenth the design fatigue
life (see7.9).
5.7.2.2 A through-wall crack ofan operating riser consti-

tutes failure. In-place NDT or removal of the riser
inspection are acceptable means of inspection.
5.7.3 Guidelines

for dry

For Inspection Intervals

5.7.3.1 The following factors should be taken into account
when determining inspection intervals:

a Consequences of failure to human life, propeq or the
environment.
b. Well parameters, e.g., naturally flowing, sour gas or high
pressure.
c. Specific intervals based on criteria discussed elsewhere in
this section.
d. Present condition and service history, e.g., age, results of
previous inspections, changesin design operating or loading
conditions, or prior damage and repairs.
e.Redundancy.
f. Operational criticality of the riser and component.
g. Riser type and location, e.g., deep water or new design
with few long term operating examples.
5.7.3.2 TheintervalsgivenintheTable
3 shouldnot be
exceeded unless experience or engineering analysis
justifies
longerintervals.Insuchcases,justificationforchanging
guideline inspection intervals, based
on the factors listed this
in
section, shouldbe documented and retained by the operator.
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Table 3-Guidelines for Inspection Intervals
Component

Inspection type

Interval

water Above
components

visual

1 year

water
Below
components

visual

3 to 5 years

AU components

NDT

As needed

Flexible pipe

visual

conafteror
1 year
nect or reconnect

Cathodicprotection

Visual orpotential

3 to 5 years

survey
Areas of known
As
or
appropriate

After exposure to

suspected damage

design event

Components
retrieved
to surface

As recommended
After
disconnect
by manufacturer

(FPSS) AND TENSION-LEG
PLATFORMS (TLPS)
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flexible pipe). For any part of a riser which is expected to
experience abrasion, the designer should show that expected
material loss is within design allowables
or that adequate
to protect the riser from excessive
measures have been taken
abrasion and wear.
5.9.2 In cases where material loss is predicted, for example
between drill string and drilling riser, the material loss should
be included in thestressanalysistoobtainconservative
results,
5.9.3 For catenary risers, design should address the abrasion causedby movement of the pipe touchdown point the
at
seabed. If the anti-corrosion coatingor weight coating on the
pipeline is to withstand abrasion, it should be designed with
suitable thickness and abrasion resistant characteristics. The
catenaryriseranalysisshouldconsiderthegeotechnical
description,topographyandanylocaldebrislikely
to be
found in the vicinity of the riser touchdown point.

5.8TEMPERATURELIMITS

5.10
INTERFERENCE

5.8.1 The operator should specify both the maximum and
minimum temperatures of the fluid transported by the riser
system during service and during installation. Any unusual
extremetemperaturessuch as thosecausedbyemergency
blowdown should also be
dehed.

5.10.1 Riserinterferenceisdefined as ariserouterwall
coming in contact with an object which the riser normally
would not touch.

5.8.2 Temperaturecriteriashouldbeusedtodetermine
riser material properties such
as the following:
a. Temperature derating factors.
b. Toughness and other metallurgical properties.
c. Mechanical characteristics of thermoplastics, resins, and
composite materials.
5.8.3

Temperature criteria shouldbe used in analyses like:

a. Metal pipe stress and expansion analyses.
b. Fatigudcracking analyses.
c. Corrosion and cathodic protection analyses.
d Chemical aging analyses for nonmetallic materials.

5.10.2 Interferencemay occur betweenariserandany
object sufficiently close to This
it. may bethe FPS hull, mooring line, or another riser. The latter may
be of a different size
ordifferinsuchproperties
as contents,extentofmarine
growth, top tension, tension distribution, or other boundary
conditions. It may also be a riser in a different flow fieldas
caused by wake effects.
5.10.3 Riser systems should be designed to limit interference because of potential damageto the risers or other parts
of the W S if interference occurs. Hydrodynamic interaction
of multiple risers (see6.3.3.4.2) and partial loss of riser tension should be considered.

5.10.4 Either of two designapproachesmaybetakento
limit the effects of riser interference. One approach requires
that the probability of “negative” clearance between a riser
and another objectbe less than a specified value during any
5.8.4 The designer should ensure and demonstrate that the
riser is suitable for operation at the specified temperatures in operationorenvironmentalcondition.Theotherapproach
permitscontactbetweentheriserandanotherobjectbut
conjunction with the associated chemical composition and
be analyzed and designed
pressure of the transported fluid. For steel, the yield strength requires that the effects of contact
for.
should be reduced by a factor above a certain temperature.
For example,NS3472E3 gives this factor as kt = 1.14 - PU
5.10.5 These two approaches may be combinedso that no
850 for temperatures above 120°C.
contact is permitted in the extreme storm with all riser tensioner elements intact, and contact is permitted but without
5.9ABRASIONANDWEAR
progressive collapseof the riser in the survival storm with all
tensioner elements intact or in the extreme storm with the loss
5.9.1 Abrasion, wear and erosion may be internal, external
of one of the tensioner elements?
of a
or between components
of the riser, (e.g., between layers
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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5.1 1 BOLTING

Bolting design criteria may be found in IS0 WD 13819
Part 2-P&NGI-aflshore
structures-Part 2: Fixed Steel
structures.
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6 AnalyticalConsiderations
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1. Description of the
environmental
conditions
to be
evaluated.
m. Definition of theFPS motions (i.e., static offset, slowdrift
offset and wave-frequency motionRAOs).
n. Cd and Cm values for usein analysis.

6.1
GENERAL

This sectiondescribesstructuralanalysisprocedures

m 0732290

for

FPS risers, including:
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Desigrdanalysis of top tensioned risers can be divided into
a. Overview of analyses required for different typesof risers
three
phases:
(see 6.2).
b. Hydrodynamic considerations for riser analyses(see 6.3).
6.2.1.1 Start-up Phase
c. procedures for global riser analysis, riser component analyses, service life (fatigue) analyses, and other special purpose
This phase includes all of the tasks which must be peranalyses (see 6.4).
of the riser
formed beforethe preliminary design and analysis
can be performed:
6.2 ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS BY RISER
a. Define service-The goal of this task is to define the riser
TYPE
mission. It depends on the
type of riser andFPS being consid6.2.1Top-TensionedRisers
ered. This task includes the evaluation of the riser design and
This section describes analytical considerations and proce- operational considerations as definedinSection 3 andthe
as
defìnition of the design loads and design criteria to be used
dures for top-tensioned risers suchas:
defined in Sections 4 and 5.
a. Drilling risers.
b.Definebasicconfiguration-Thegoalof
this taskisto
b. Production risers.
define the riser’s basic configuration. This includes definition
c. Completion/workover risers.
of the number of tubulars, definition of
the riser cross-section
d. Importlexport risers.
(i.e., arrangementof tubulars, etc.), definitionof the length of
the riser, definition of the location of the riser within the well
The Figure 29 flowchart outlines a typical procedure for
pattern, and with respect
to other equipment.
top tensioned risers. It provides a structure for the following
c.
Gather
data
and
build
the designmatrix-The goal of this
overview tasks that are consideredto be established practice.
task
is
to
gather
all
data
required
to perform the design and
It can also provide a basis for the design and analysis proceanalysis
of
the
riser
(i.e.,
description
of
the environmental
dures which may be developed for a specific riser/FPS comFPS
motions,
defìnition of the presloads,
definition
of
the
bination.
sure,
and
temperature
requirements,
etc.).
This task also
The following information is required for modeling topincludes
the
generation
of
the
design
matrix
be
to used for the
tensioned FPS risers:
riser as defined in Section 4.
a. Estimated riser length (water depth).
b. Number of tubulars required (e.g., main drilling riser tube,
6.2.1.2 Preliminary Design and Analysis Phase
choke and kill lines and booster line).
The goal of the preliminary design and analysis
phase is to
c. Minimum allowable inside diameters of the riser tubulars
generate
preliminary
sizes
and
designs
for
the
riser
tubulars
and wall thickness.
tasks
include
analyses
performed
to
and
components.
The
d. For the drilling riser, whether a surface BOP or subsea
generate
loads
used
in
sizing
riser
tubulars
and
designing
riser
BOP is to be used, and estimated weight and height of the
components.
The
preliminary
tubular
sizes
and
component
BOP or lower riser package(LW).
designs generated in this phase should be refined enough to
e. Estimated height above the mudline of the lower attachin the detaileddesigdanalyrequire
only minor modifications
ment point.
sis phase. Several iterations may be requiredfor some of the
f. Whether stressjoints, flexhall joints or some combination
tasks or group of tasks to generate the preliminary tubing
of these specialjoints are to be used.
sizes and component designs.
g.Estimateddensities,temperatures,andpressuresofthe
contents of the riser tubulars.
6.2.1.2.1PreliminaryRiserSizing
h. Size and weight of equipment attached to the top of the
riser for the different operating scenarios to be evaluated.
The goal of this task is to obtain the preliminary sizes of
i.Telescoping joint strokerequirements,if
a telescoping
the riser tubulars. In some cases, estimates of the sizes for
joint is used.
someof the riser components (i.e., stress joints, tensioner
j. Estimation of the riser tensioner limits (i.e., capacity and
joint, etc.) may also be generated in this task. The analyses
stroke).
included in this task would generally employ hand calculation methods.
k. ’&pe of external buoyancyto be used, if required.
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6.2.1.2.2PreliminaryGlobalRiserAnalysis
The goalof this task is to generate the riser response information required to evaluate the preliminary sizes of the riser
tubulars and to generate the preliminary design of the riser
components. The riser is idealized using an equivalent pipe
model of the riser. The methods used to generate thequivalent pipe modelare defined in6.4.4.l. The load cases used in
this task are obtained from the design
matrix.
Several iterations throughthis task in conjunction with the
tasks defined below will be required to refine the riser design.
The analyses performed during some of the initial iterations
through this task may be started using quasi-staticor regular
wave analyses.As the refinement ofthe riser design proceeds,
the refinement of the analysis increases.
are generallyperThepreliminaryglobalriseranalyses
formed using planar frequency domain solutions. If non-linearities(i.e.,tensionvariation,wavekinematics,etc.)are
deemed to be important for the preliminary sizing
of the riser
components, then they shouldbe incorporated into the analysis. Inclusion of these non-linearities may require the use of
time-domain solutions in this earlyphase. S e e 6.4.3.8 and
6.4.3.9.
6.2.1.2.3PreliminaryGlobalRiserResponse
Assessment

in determining the tensions in the tubulars. The following
activities should be included this
in task:

a. Compare the maximum stresses in each tubular with the
appropriate stress criteria.
b. Comparetheestimatedservicelivesobtained
for each
tubular with the appropriate service life criteria.
c: Determine the allowable stress amplification factors for
the riser components. The allowable stress amplification factors are the maximum stress amplification factors the riser
components may have and still
satisfy the service life criteria.
d. Determine the required centralizer spacing if centralizers
are needed.
The methods used to analyze the riser tubulars for risers
in 6.5.l.
with more than one tubular are described
6.2.1.2.6RiserComponentDesignlAnalyses
The analyses of the individual riser components should
be
performed using the loads and displacements obtainedfrom
the preliminary global riser analysis and
the preliminary analysis of the individualtubes. The riser components shouldbe
evaluated for the design event and service life criteria. The
riser components to be evaluated include special riserjoints
(e.g.,flex joint, lowerstress joint, specialtensionerjoint,
wave zone joint), riser connectors, and riser attachments (e.g.,
anodes and buoyancy).

This taskincludestheevaluation
of theglobalriser
response for all ofthedesign cases defined in the design
this task are:
matrix. Some ofthe activities included in

6.2.1.2.7 Assess Data and Mission

a. Optimize applied tension to achieve acceptable extreme

liminary design and analysis
of the riser. The suitability the
of

and dynamic stresses. Evaluate the need for buoyancy.
b. Evaluate riser clearances.
c. Evaluate tensioner stroke requirements.
d. Evaluate need for VIV suppression devices.If suppression
devices are required, the effectofthedevicesshould
be
evaluated.

b
e
m

6.2.1.2.4TensionerDesign
The information generated in preliminary analysis should
be used to design the riser tensioner. The tensioner capabilities and spring rates (load variation vs. stroke) should also
be
obtained inthis task.

This task includesan evaluation of the resultsfrom the preriser design should be assessed for the defined service. The
necessary design changes should be made before
the detailed design and analysis
of the riser.
6.2.1.3 Detailed Design and Analysis Phase

The goalof this phase is to obtain a final riser design. The
tasks include generating the loads used for the final sizing,
checking the riser tubular designs, checking the riser component designs, and modifying the designs if
requinxi Several
iterations may be required to generate the final riser design.
6.2.1.3.1GlobalRiserAnalysis

The goalof this task is to generate the riser response inforAs in the prelimmation requiredto evaluate the riser design.
6.2.1.2.5 Preliminary Analysis of the Individual
inaryglobalriseranalysis,theriser
is
idealizedusingan
lubes
equivalent pipe model ofthe riser. The load cases used
in this
task are obtained from the design matrix.
This task includes the evaluationof each of the riser tubuSeveraliterationsthrough this taskinconjunctionwith
lars. Each of the riser tubulars shouldbe analyzed using the
be requiredto obtain the
loads and displacements obtained from the preliminary global some of the tasks defined below may
final riser design. Allof the design modifications made since
riseranalysis.The
effects oftemperature,pressure,end
boundary conditions, riser installation sequence, relative axial the last preliminary global analysis was performed should be
incorporated into these analyses.
be included
stifhesses, and global riser displacements should
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The non-Iinearities (e.g., tension variation and wave kinematics) thatare considered tobe important to the riser design
should be evaluated and if found to be significant, incorporated into these analyses. Time-domain solutions should be
performed to determine the effect that these non-linearities
have on the riser response.
If significant, these non-linearities
of
may be incorporated into the analyses through the use
time-domain solutionsor through the useof a combinationof
time-domain and frequency-domain solutions. When using a
combination of time-domainandfrequency-domainsolutions, the time-domain solutionsare used to generate factors
which are applied to the frequency-domain solutions to correct for these effects.
This task includes generating the design event loads and
fatigue loads to be used for the design/analysis of the riser
tubulars, the riser components, and the riser foundation.

This taskincludestheevaluation

of theglobalriser
response for all of the design cases defìned in the design
matrix. Some of the activities includedin this task are listed
below:
a.Finalizetensionrequirements.Determinethetensioner
strokes and tension variations.
b. Evaluate the riser clearances.
c. Finalize any VIV suppression devices.
6.2.1.3.3 Verification of theTensioner Design
The goal of this task is to verify that the tensioner design
satisfies all of the tensioner design criteria. The information
generated in the globalriser analysis shouldbe used for this
task.
of the Individual RiserTubulars

This task repeats the activities from the corresponding
task
in the preliminary design phase.

Other results from the analysisof a top tensioned riser,in
addition to the final riser design, are required to determine
operating limits, to set the spacing between adjacent risers, to
set spacing between the risers and adjacent equipment, and to
design other equipment. Some of the other results required
from the analysis are given below:

a. Maximumstressesobtainedforthevariousdesignload
cases.
b. Expected service life.
c. Optimum and minimum allowable top tensions.
d. Expected tensioner strokes.
e. Loads at the top and bottom of the riser.
f. Displacements and rotations along the length of the riser.
6.2.1.4SpecialAnalyticalConsiderations
6.2.1.4.1ExternalDrillingRiserLines

6.2.1.3.2GlobalRiserResponseAssessment

6.2.1.3.4 Analysis

61

If externallines (e.g., chokeandkill,mudboost)are
attached to the drilling riser, then
it may benecessaryto
include them in the global analysis of the drilling
riser. In the
regions of the drilling riser which do not have external buoyancy covering the external lines, the lines should be considered when calculating the riser’s drag and inertial diameters.
If the combined bending stiffness
of the external lines is significant when compared to the main riser tube (greater than
10 percent of the main tube’s bending stiffness), then the
external lines should be considered when calculating glothe
bal stiffness. The massesof the external lines and their contents should always be included in the global analysis model.
Analyses of each of the external lines should be included in
the riser component analysis task. These analyses are needed
to evaluate the structural integrity of the lines and to determine the required distance between the supports tying the
external linesto the main riser tube.
6.2.1.4.2 MultipleTubes for Production, Workover/
Completion, andImport/Export Risers

All of the production riser tubularsare generally included
in the model used for the global analysis. The tubulars are
of an equivaincluded in the global analysis through the use
The goal of this task is to verify that the riser component
lent pipe model of the riser. The methods used to generate the
designs satisfy the design criteria using the loads and
disl.
equivalent pipe modelare dehed in 6.4.4.
placements obtained from the global riser analysis and the
Analyses
of
each
of
the
riser
tubulars
should
be included in
analysis of the individual tubes. The riser components should
the
riser
component
analysis
task.
These
analyses
should be
be evaluated for the design event and service life criteria.
performed to evaluatethe structural integrity and service life
distance
of thetubularsand
to determinetherequired
6.2.1.3.6DesignIteration
between the centralizers attached to the tubulars
if centralizAs stated above, the goalof the detailed design and analyers are required.
a final riser design.If any results do not
sis phase is to obtain
s a t i s f y the appropriatedesigncriteria,thenthenecessary
6.2.1.4.3SpecialRiserJoints
design modifications should be made. If these significantly
alter riser response, then re-evaluation
of the modified design
The special riser joints that may
be used in a top tensioned
FPS riser include telescoping joints, flexhall joints, stress
should begin with global riser analysis.
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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joints, tensionerjoints,keeljoints,centralizerjoints,and
wave zone joints. One or most of the special joints may be
includedin a particularriserconfiguration.Thesespecial
joints shouldbeappropriatelymodeledintheglobalriser
analysisandspecificallyevaluatedintherisercomponent
analysis.

be evaludrilling riser. The completiodworkover riser should
ated for displacements applied to it by the drilling riser.

6.2.1.4.4RiserClearance

riser are:

See 5.10.
6.2.1.4.5
Fatigue
Fatigue analyses performed on top-tensioned FPS risers
should include the effects of wave cycles, slow drift cycles,
and VIV.
6.2.1.4.6

BOP Installation

If a subsea BOP is to be installed within riser arrays, the
clearances between the disconnected drilling riser and the
adjacent risers shouldbe evaluated.

6.2.1.4.7ProductionRiserInstallation
The clearances between the disconnected production riser
and adjacent risers should be evaluated. The tubular pretensions generated during the riser installation operation should
also be determined and optimized. The tubular pretensions
significantly af€ect the loads and stresses generatedinthe
individual tubes.
6.2.1.4.8CompletionMlorkoverRiserInstallation
The completiodworkover riser
may be usedto run the subsea tree and other subsea equipment. Because these operations are performed in the open water, there is potential for
contact between the completiodworkover riser and adjacent
risers, particularly if the riseris being used in an array of risers.Theclearancesbetweenthedisconnected
completiod
workover riser and adjacent risers should be evaluated
for
these operations.
6.2.1.4.9WellCompletions
Some FPS production risers are used for well completion
operations. The analytical considerations
to be included in the
evaluation of these operations are the effects of the tubulars
and equipment being run inside the riser and the equipment
be given
attached to the topof the riser. Attention should also
to the changes in internal pressure and density associated
with the various operations.
6.2.1.4.10 Tubing Hanger Installation Operations
The completiodworkover riser
may be used to run the tubing hanger. This operation is usually performed through the

6.2.2Flexible

Pipe Risers

Foranalyticalconsiderationsofflexiblepiperisers,see

A P I RP 17B. The most common configurations fora flexible
a. Steep-S or buoy-tensioned catenary configuration.
b. Lazy-S or double catenary configuration.
C. Steep-wave configuration with distributed buoyancy.
d Lazy-wave configuration with distributed buoyancy.
e.
f. Single free-hanging catenary.
Double freehanging catenary.
g. Pliant wave.
h. “Chinese Lantern” coníìguration is also sometimes used,
especidy with single point mooring systems.

Examples of these common configurations are shown in
Figure 30. The selection of the configuration depends on the
requirewater depth, vessel excursion and motion, clearance
ment and other design factors.
6.2.3HybridRisers
The purpose of this section
is to describe design andanalysis of hybrid risers. AnnexF details design considerationsfor
hybrid risers.
6.2.3.1AnalysisApproach
6.2.3.1.1 Before modeling a hybrid riser, it is necessary to
obtain first the field requirements and carry out
a preliminary
sizing of the riser system to obtain
as a minimum the following information:

a. Number, size, dry weight, submerged weight, fluid content, pressure, and function of the
freestanding flowlines.
b. Distance below the water surface where the flexible
jump
ers attach tothe FPS.
c. Distance below the water surface of the upper riser connector package (URCP). For any storm condition, the FPS
and the top elevation
of the URCP should not interfere.
d. Dry weightandsubmergedweight
for the URCPand
goosenecks.
i e, dry weight, and net lift for the uppertanks
e. Number, sz
located belowthe URCP.
f. Dry weight,submergedweight,outsidediameter,and
characteristics of the typical riser joint with foam modules
and of the riserjoints that useVIV suppression devices, internal air chambers, or pressurized bore characteristicsif any.
g. Dry weight, submerged weight, outside diameter for the
lower stress joint, and for the bottom riser connector.
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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h. Qpe of material for lowerstress joint.
Elevation above the seabed where the riser bottom connector latches to the subsea template, manifold,
or monopile
foundation.
i.

6.2.3.1.2

Most riser analysis packages are geared towards

m
63

be properly modeled in frequency domain analyses; therefore, the frequency-domain analysis
of a hybrid riser can consideronlytheequivalenteffect
of theflexiblejumpers’
properties, such as: spring stiffness, mass, drag, and inertial
properties.

6.2.3.1.6 Irvinepresentsexpressionsthatcanbe
used to
hybrid riser may be modeled individually
compute the flexibility and stiffness matrices of extensible
this could resultin
cables based on the relative displacement between the two
an exceedingly complex model, with associated potential for
errors and analytical difficulties. It is more convenient to sim- jumper ends. These matrices, which can have linear or nonlinear behavior, have been used successfully to represent the
ulate the rigidmetalsection of the hybrid riser using an
stiffness propertiesof flexiblejumper systems.
equivalent single string model.Key properties for an equivalent single string
model are typically obtainedas follows:
6.2.3.1.7 Hybrid risers are likely to exhibit much greater
a. Mass-sum of all line weights, weight of foam buoyancy, levels of structural damping than typically found in single
air at pressure in central
weight of contained fluids, including
string risers due to the movement
of the peripheral lines in the
member or air can buoyancy, entrained water between buoy- guide tubes. This can either increase or decrease loading in
ancy modules, and structural member and in peripheral line
the riser, depending on loading conditions. Parametric analyguide tubes.
ses are needed to quantify the effects of structural damping
and determine the sensitivityof response to changes in modb. Bending stiffness-sum of the stiffnesses of all members.
elingassumptions.Dependingonthesignificance
of such
c. Axial stiffness-stiffness of the structural member.
results,
tank
testing
may
be
needed
in
order
to
define
dampd Buoyancy diameter-outside diameterofthebuoyancy
ing
levels
and
verify
predicted
response.
modules or projected diameterof all pipe sections on exposed
pipe sections.
6.2.3.1.8 Having equivalenced all lines into a single string
e. Effective tension-superimpose the effective tension
of
model for global analysis,it becomes necessary to de-equivathe flowlines onto the effective tension of the riser.
lence the model for the purpose of post-processing analysis
the modeling of single string risers. While all strings of the

results. Bending moments in individual lines can be obtained
according to the ratio of line bending stiffness to the sumof
stiffnesses forall metal lines. Calculationof effective tension
6.2.3.1.4 Modeling the top assembly may also be convein the peripheral lines can be readily achieved based on disniently achieved using single string riser model proper-ties.
of vertical support and weight of the line,
as
tance from points
Goosenecks, valves and tethering hardware may be modeled the inertia effectof the line is small. Effective tension in the
using pipe elements to simulate the relevant hydrodynamic
be calculated as the difference between the
structural can then
properties and weights. A spring element that simulates the
effective tension in the riser model at a given elevation and
appropriate levelof load variation with stroke may be used to sum of that in all peripheral lines. While such calculations are
model a tether. Modeling of flexible jumper hoses is somestraightforward, they add to the complexity of the analysis
what more complex. At the most simplistic level, all jumper
process and the interpretation of analysis output.
hoses may be modeled individually, thoughthis may result in
6.2.3.1.9 Whereperipherallines are topsupported,such
an unnecessarily complex model. The jumper hoses can be
more conveniently modeled by use
of just two or four jumper de-equivalencingmayshowregionswherethestructural
member is in compression. Unlike single string riser systems
hoses which simulate the mass, Stiffness and hydrodynamic
where compression is likely to be considered unacceptable,
loading contribution of all jumpers. Such an approach is far
compression in one or more lines need not be a problem promore conducive to the iterative natureof hybrid riser design
vided this is considered in the design. At peripheral line supdevelopment and further jumpers can be added in the later
port points, local buckling resistance
of the structural member
stages of analysis to verify the simplified approach and promust be checked and lateral restraint of the peripheral lines
duce flexible jumper hose termination loading for detailed
mustbecarefullydetailedtoensurethatEulerbuckling
design purposes. When modeling the top assembly for VIV
effects are adequately restrained.
analysis, free movement ofthe top assembly damped
is
by the
presence of the jumper hoses. The top of the riser may there6.2.3.1.1 O The top section of the riser inclines during the
fore be constrained laterally with a rotational spring stiffness
lateral motion and bending of the riser; therefore, the of
base
applied equivalent to the rotational resistance to movement
the goosenecks must clear any interference with the top riser
provided by the jumpers.
section, Freestanding flowlines must have an extra length at
the top to accommodate the relative displacement between
6.2.3.1.5 Due to their significant change in curvature during a storm, the structural behavior
of flexible jumpers cannot the flowlines and the structural riser.
6.2.3.1.3 Such an approach may be used for extreme load,
fatigue, andVIV analysis.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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The quantity of distributed buoyancy required depends on
many factors. One approach
is to design the riser section such
The principlesof hybrid riser design development
are simithat itis neutrally buoyantin production mode, with the overlar to those for any other riser system. The stages involved
pull at the riser base needed to provide resistance to current
and objectives of eachare as
follows:
loading provided byair cans at the top ofthe riser. Such cans
provide
anelementofvariablebuoyancy
to 8ccountfor
a. Sizingdetermine line sizes, develop a design that can
weight
tolerances,
absorption
of
seawater
into
the buoyancy
as selfweightand pressure
resistfunctionalloadingsuch
or line
with
time,
and
variation
in
production
fluid
densities
effects.
functions. This approach is convenient for tow-out installab. Preliminary analysidtermine minimumrequirements
tion, enabling a surface tow to be achieved by keeping the
for tension, tethering and
VIV suppression.
peripherallinesempty, or submergedtowbyflooding
the
c. Extremeload analysis-conduct stormanalysis,deterlines with seawater
or addition of drag chains. For installation
mineoptimumglobalarrangement,defineloadingonand
h m a drilling rig a similar approach could be adopted if
refine key componentsto resist extreme loading conditions.
peripheral lines are installed with each joint. If the lines are
fracture analysis-modifyglobal
design,
d.Fatigueand
run after installation of the main riser structure, the foam
define design details needed to meet service
life requirement,
to the
buoyancymust be sizedtosimplyprovidesupport
definemanufacturinginspectionrequirementsandverify
structural member, which could be flooded during running.
fatigue analysis with fracture analysis.
As the peripheral linesare installed, the structural member
or
Installation
e.
analysisdefine installation
equipment
air
t
a
n
k
s
can
be
evacuated
to
provide
some
or
all
of
buoyancy
requirements,ensuresatisfactoryweatherwindowscanbe
needed to support these lines.
as required.
achieved, and modify design
Preliminary design of the riser top terminations must next
The main difference between analytical development of a
be made. This may incorporate the valves forming part of the
hybrid riser and that of single string risers is that a p a t e r
emergency disconnect package, goosenecks
for connection of
d
e
pof iteration is required over all stages and at each stage
peripheral lines, the associated support structure and flexible
of development to optimize the design.
jumper hose lengths and weights. The jumper hose lengths
can be basedinitiallyontherelativeverticalmovement
6.2.3.2.1
Sizing
between the vessel and the riser at maximum drift-off posiThe steps involved in riser sizing
are as follows:
tion, assuming the riser moves with the vessel and considering the maximum expected heave amplitude.
a. Size peripheral lines.
b. Select can
diameter
and
determine
contribution
to
6.2.3.2.2 PreliminaryAnalysis
buoyancy.
c. Determine distributed buoyancy needed.
Preliminary extreme load analysis is used to provide an
d. Determine distribution between air-can and foam buoyindication of minimum required buoyancyand tension distriancy neededfor installation.
tenbution through the riser.As a starting point, the tethering
e. Lay out flowlines within the buoyancy modules.
sion, if needed, may be based on readily available tethering
f. Determine weight of
top assembly including emergency
equipment, distributed buoyancy equivalent
to that neededfor
disconnect package and make an estimate of jumper hose
neutral buoyancy in production mode and upperair cans suflengths and weights.
ficient to provide a nominal overpullat the riser base and with
to
g.Assessweighttolerancesandbuoyancyabsorption
sufficient reserve capacityto accommodate weight tolerances
determine minimum overpull required.
and buoyancy loss over the riser life. Preliminary analysis

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

6.2.3.2DesignApproach

The diameters of the peripheral lines are determined by
flowline sizes, and wall thicknesses are sized to provide adequateresistance to internalandexternalpressureloading.
as
Where high levels of bending may be experienced, such
along the length of the base stress joint, or axial compression
is experienced, peripheral flowlines may need to be designed
to resistcollapseandbucklepropagation.Elongation
of
peripherallinesdue
to temperatureandendcappressure
should be calculated and suitable support points for the lines
defined.Thecircumferentiallayout
of theperipherallines
must account for grouping and directional requirements at the
base, ballasting operations conducted during trimming prior
to
tow-out and symmetry of loadingon the structural member
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usingsuch a modelprovides a quickmeansofassessing
which way the starting point parameters shouldbe varied to
improve response. For example, excessive rotation of the riser
about the base or excessive lateral movements may indicate
too
that the riser has insufficient buoyancy, upper air are
cans
large or the top elevation should be lowered.
Too little movementrelative to vesselmay indicatetoomuchbuoyancy.
Hence, the preliminary results provide the basisdeterminfor
ing the direction in which parameters should be adjusted to
provide the optimum riser
codìguration.
Following preliminary extreme load analysis, preliminary
VIV analysis shouldbe conducted to determine whetherVIV
suppressiondevices
are needed. If so, thepreliminary
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extreme load riser model should be modified accordingly anddynamicloadingand the effectof jumperhosescan be
re-analyzed. The resulting riser arrangement forms a suitable reduced by lowering the elevationof the topof the riser and
basis for more detailed design optimization.
increasing the length
of flexiblejumper hoses, but both modifications will addto cost. Tethering effects, if present, can
be
lessened
by
reducing
tether
stiffness
though
this
will
also
add
6.2.3.2.3 Extreme Load Response
of reducing fatigue damage
to cost. Nonetheless, such means
Extremestormanalysisisused
to optimizedistributed
may be more suitable than alternatives suchas improvement
buoyancyrequirements,toptension,tetheringtension
(if
of fabrication details.
needed) and foundation loading based on riser performance,
Drift motions may cause significant levels of fatigue damjumper hose, riser and vessel interaction,stress joint perforage in the goosenecks where the flexible jumper hoses are
mance, and cost. Parametric analysis of the riser configuraattached to the riser and
in the base stress joint. Response can
tion resulting from preliminary analysis is carried out with
be calculated by global analysis of the riser in selective seavarying tether tension,air can buoyancy, distributed buoyancy
as Weibull used to
states and a statistical distribution such
and riser top elevation. The dependency
of response of differdetermine long term stress cycling. Mean
drift offsets mustbe
ent parts of the riser onMerent loading conditions requires
carefully selected when conducting such analyses
as a tether
that the full range of possible conditions including extreme
attached to the
FPS
may have a substantial nonlinear effect on
wave and extreme current conditions should be applied to
response.
each arrangement forming part of the parametric Assostudy.
are characterisThe low in-water weight and tension which
ciated extremesof vessel drift motions and the possibility of
tic of the hybrid riser makes the riser susceptible
to levhigh
high winds and currents fromWerent or opposite directions
elsoffatiguedamagefrom
VIV.
Theobjectiveof
VIV
should also be addressed. For the most suitable arrangements,
analysis is todeterminetheextenttowhichsuppression
stress joint profiles shouldbe developed from which extreme
devices are required.
loading on the riser base connector and foundation can be
As for other riser systems, VIV analysis of hybrid risers
obtained.
may consider current profiles of varying exceedence level, up
Many of the configurations analyzed as part of the parato and including100-yearreturncurrents.Thetotal
VIV
metricstudymaymeetextremeloaddesignrequirements.
induced fatigue damage may then be calculated using the
Selection of the optimum arrangement will be based on an
damage h m eachprofileandtheassociatedpercentage
ease of
assessment of hardwareavailabilityandcostand
be conducted assuming
occurrence. Preliminary analysis may
installation. Ease of operation should also be considered if
no suppression devices arefitted. The regions in which excisimultaneous drilling or workover are to be carried out and
tationoccursandthemagnitude
of unsuppressedfatigue
preliminary design of the foundation may be warranted to
damage can then be determined. Suitable devices must then
assist in the selection process.
be selected which provide the necessary level
of suppression.
Following global extreme load analysis of the riser, the
Helical strakes form a convenient solution as these may be
arrangement of design details should be developed, These
readily attached to the surface
of the syntactic foam buoyancy
may include heat loss analysis of peripheral lines to determodules.
mine temperature variation along the riser, analysis of riser
When determining the extent of such devices
it isoften sufbase piping and transition to peripheral lines, design of the
ficient to base suppression requirements on the more severe
uppergoosenecksandsupportstructure
to resistextreme
current profiles which, though of short duration, may produce
dynamic loading h m the jumper hoses and the structural
the greatest levels of fatigue damage. Over specification of
arrangement of supports for the peripheral lines. Any adjustsuppression devices should be avoided, as the higher drag
ments to preliminary estimationof loading from these comloading such devices can produce may have adverse effects
ponents can be updated in the global analysis model and the
on buoyancy requirements and riser base loading.
riser reanalyzed.
The fatigue damage distribution along the riser length is
given by thesum of the damage from first and second order
6.2.3.2.4 Fatigue and Fracture Analysis
effects, from VIV in service, and from damage accumulated
Fatigue analysis of the in-place riser must consider the
during installation. The fatigue lives of critical components
effects of fìrst order wave action, VIV due to steady current
should be verified using fracture analysis. Fracture analysis,
flow, and vessel drift motions. The installation process may
un-like fatigueanalysisbasedon
an S-N curveanalysis
to fatiguedamage
alsoproduceasignificantcontribution
approach, enables considerationof extreme loading in addifrom VIV or wave action during tow-out.
tion to long-term fluctuating loads. Extreme load levels used
to assess unstable fracture should
be based on extreme design
First order fatigue damage results from direct hydrodynamic loading onthe upper regionsof the riser, loadingfrom
loads.Fluctuatingloadingused
to compute crack growth
must be derived for each component
of loading. The damage
the jumper hoses, and fluctuating load and directionof load
application from a tether. Fatigue damage from direct hydro- incurred from each effect should be used to derive loading
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of the riserare properly accountedfor. This may include analyticaldevelopment ofnose andtailtowfairingswhich
improve response. If surface tow is used, free-surfaceeffects
must be accounted for which will require the use of timedomain analysis.
Long, neutrally buoyant bodies such
as the hybrid riser
at one or more
may experience severe oscillations during tow
of the risers’ natural frequencies.97 exhaustive set
ofwave
height, period, and direction combinations must thereforebe
applied to the riser to ensure that environmental conditions
6.2.3.3 Installation
are properlyidentified.The
whichprecludeoverstressing
effect of tow sped on apparent current velocity and wave
6.2.3.3.1 Towout Option
period must be accounted for and varying current directions
The controls andproceduresto be adopted for tow-out
must be considered to determine the relative position
of lead
installation (see Figure 32) are determined by riser analysis.
and tail vessels and associated back tension. Fatigue analysis
are as folThe fourmain operations which must be addressed
must also be conducted due to the potentially high levels of
lows:
damage which maybe i n c d , which in some designs,may
be a significant part of the total riser fatigue damage.
In view
a Launch-lifting off the beach site or launch froma bundle
of
the
importance
of
the
tow-out
operation,
model
testing
will
fabrication facility.
normally be required to ver@ analytical predictions of riser
b. Trimming-inshore ballasting of the riser.
response.
c. Tow-out-transfer from fabrication facility to operational
Upending of theriser may beachievedbyremovalof
site.
buoys
or flooding of some of the flowlines together with lowd. Up-ending-ballasting or lowering to the vertical.
ering or releasing the base of the riser. Analysisis required to
Transfer of the riser from a fabrication site into the water
determine suitable means ofharnessing the base to avoid
may be achieved by launch froma bundle fabrication facility
local oversttessing and the sequenceof operations needed to
by tug or tow vessel,or from a beach fabrication site by skidas intended without creating
airensure that ballast lines flood
ding on bogeysor lifting using cranes. Using either approach, locks. For example, this may consist of supporting the base,
the terminations mustbe attached at each end of the riser and removing base buoyancy, then lowering the basea short disStrakes may needto be fitted as the riser enters the water. For tance prior to flooding some of the peripheral lines. Suitable
be
launch from a beach site, limiting out-of-straightness must
contingency actions must be determined to account for riser
determined based onlateral bending response and methods
of
andbuoyancyweightvariationswhichmayinvolvethe
monitoring riser curvature shouldbe defined. If the riser isto
sequential flooding ofsmall diameter lines. Analysis may also
be lifted, spreader beams must be designed and the level of
be carried out to determine the controlsto be applied during
load a l m s to control differential lift rates must be calculowering,such as correlationofriserbaseelevationwith
lated. As the riser enters the water and the end terminations
upper end inclination. Once the riser becomes near vertical,
are attached, tolerable motions
are likely to be small. Analysis
similar analysesas those used to determine response aofriser
should be conductedto determine interaction between the wet during runningare
and dry sections of the riser, environmental limitations
for the
operation and the possible need for environmental protection 6.2.3.3.2RunningOption
from direct waveor current action.
If the riseris installed by running, the operation shouldbe
The riser should enter the water
in a positively buoyant
analyzed to determine limiting weather windows which prestate. Once fully launched, trimming
is carried out. Lines may
cludeoverstressing of theriser,overloadingofhandling
need to beflooded or chainsattached,dependingontow
equipment and interference with the vessel. The riser should
method, to ensure the riser takes
up its correct position in the
be analyzed with the base ata number of depths throughout
water. Where lines are to be flooded, a sequence should be
the water c o l u m n . One important difference between modeldeveloped to account for manufacturing weight tolerances,
which starts from the bottomof the riser working upwards to ing of the riser during installation and in-placeis the greater
are properly modcare requiredto ensure that axial dynamics
avoid rolling of the riser during tow.
eled. For the in-place riser such effectsare small, but during
The tow-out operation must be analyzed to determining
installation, responsemay be dominatedby surface drag and
limiting currents and wave heights in which
towtheoperation
inertia and loading on the riser base.
if required,
can be conducted and the amount of back tension,
to be applied to the riser. When modeling
the riser, care must
Ballasting may be required during running to control the
be taken to ensure that axial loading on the surface and ends
weight supportedh m the vessel. Rates of flooding and evac-

histograms, which must be developed ainsequence representative of riser installation and long term behavior.
Fracture analysisshould be conducted on the structural
member, particularly adjacent to the top assembly andstress
joint and welded connections between peripheral lines and
base connectors.This work will determine the level of inspection required following fabrication and may leadto the specification of improved post-weld heat treatment procedures to
alleviate residual stresses and improve fracture resistance.
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uation must be calculated and acceptable variations in ballastpolynomial for the bending and geometric stiffness matrix
usually yields satisfactory results.
atdifferentdepthsdetermined.Ballastingequipmentmay
This
then be specified and the speed of installation calculated.
b. The top tensioning system must be included in the global
may then be compared with the joint make-up procedureto
riser analysis, thus including the effect of tension and stiffdeterminewhichprocesscontrolsinstallation
speed and
ness
variation
during
the riser
motion.
One
way
to
design adjustments madeas necessary.
accomplish this objective isto use a spring element that joins
the riser elevation at the tensioning ring location with the elevation of the centralizers’ frame. Themass of the tensioning
6.2.4 MultiboreTop Tensioned Metal Risers
of the riser.
system mustalso be superimposed onto the mass
There m some Merences in the analytical modeling techniques used for hybrid and top tensioned multibore risers,
6.2.5 Steel Catenary Risers (SCRs)
since the hybrid riser does not pierce the water surface, thus
avoiding the direct impactof the surface environment that is
SCR design and analysis is concerned with both the insignificant for surface piercing risers.
place performance and installation of the riser. It has many
features in common with flexible riser static and dynamic
Before modeling a top tensioned metal riser,
it is necessary
analysis.
fìrst to obtain the specifications for the field requirements,
such as: satellite trees, subsea manifolds, flowlines, etc. and
Designinformation as describedin 4.2 shouldfirstbe
as
carry out a preliminary sizing
of the riser system to obtain
developed. When this is available, work can start on static
a minimum the following information:
design,whichlargelysizesthe
SCR. This isfollowed by
dynamic and fatigue analyses.
a. Number, size, dry weight, submerged weight, fluid content, pressure, and function of the freestanding flowlines.
6.2.5.1InitialSizingandStaticDesign
b. Estimatedrequiredtoptension.Size,weight,andmain
characteristics of the top tension equipment. Stiffness charac- 6.2.5.1.1 After collecting data and specifying coatings, use
teristics of the tensioning systemas a function of tension and spreadsheet or hand calculation methods to select SCR wall
stroke.
thickness 1) to satisfy requirements for burst and collapse,
and 2)the desired submerged weight.
c. Elevation above water level and vessel coordinates for the
tensioning ring and centralizer
frame.
6.2.5.1.2 A simple catenary solution can then be efficiently
d. Elevation of goosenecks. This elevation is often the point
used to estimate top angles and sagbend bending and direct
of connection between metal and flexible lines.
stresses. Although the unstiffened catenary solution can give
e. Dry weight, submerged weight, outside diameter, and gen- quite good results, a static finite element model can obviously
eral characteristics:
be used as well.
l. For the typical bare riser joint.
6.2.5.1.3 Onceacandidategeometryhasbeenselected,
2. Of the tensioning joint.
combined pressure and bending stresses should be used to
3. Of the riser joints that use
VIV suppression devices.
again check for burst and collapse resistance.
4. For the typical riser joint with buoyancy modules.
5. For the lower stress joint.
6.2.5.2 VIV Analysis and VIV Suppression
6. For the bottom riser connector.
Requirements
f. Material for lower stress joint.
g. Elevation above the seabed where the freestanding flow6.2.5.2.1 Usingcurrentprofilesappropriateforthesite,
lines are supported and stabbed into the flowline receptacles. conduct VIV analysis to determine fatigue life and whether
VIV suppression will be needed.
If so, select the suppression
h. Elevation above the seabed where the bottom connector
device and specify its dimensions.
latchestothesubseatemplate,manifold
or monopile
foundation.
6.2.5.2.2 The VIV modeling program should account for
The analpcal discretization for top tensioned riser models the effects of sheared as well as uniform current profiles and
should preferablybe calibrated with model test and full-scale
in
shouldfollowthegeneralrecommendationsprovided
6.3.3.1. Special considerations for top tensioned metal risers
&ta.
are:
6.2.5.2.3 Itisimportant
to takeintoconsiderationthe
directionality between a current and the
SCR. Since VIV
a. The rigid riser part of the top tensioned riser should be
occursmainly in thecross-flowdirection,corresponding
modeled using finite elements or finite difference methods
be used in the analstructural and current information should
that consider the coupled effects of tension and bending, thus
ysis. The SCRs in-plane and out-of-plane motions should
stanrepresenting the beam column behavior
of the riser. The
both be investigated
dard beam column finite element that uses the third degree
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and dynamic responses of the SCR.An SCR finite element
model can be created-which includes any VIV suppression
devices, upper-end boundary condition dehition (for example, flexible joint rotation stiffness) and a pipelseafloor interaction model. The model mustbe sufficiently detailedin the
criticalareas to reasonablestressrecovery. A fine-enough
a. Mode shapesfromfìnite-elementprogramsareusually
mesh must be provided over the expected range of motion of
expressedintheglobalsystem.When
SCRs out-of-plane
the touchdown point over the static and dynamic excursions
An
motion is studied,theseresultscanbedirectlyused.
of the WS.Several trials maybe necessary to obtain the right
SCRs in-plane motion is two-dimensional. The upper portion
mesh.
of the riser vibrates primarily in the horizontal plane. In-plane
sagbend motions are primarily vertical. Therefore, an
quiva6.2.5.3.2AnalysisConsiderations
lent mode shape sufficiently representing theSCR's in-plane
motion should be used since neither the global horizontal nor
To model the seafloor interaction, many programs utilize
the global vertical mode shape alone can represent the SCR's some form ofnon-linear or gapping elastic-foundation model
overall in-plane motion.
for the vertical support: the foundation only provides stiffb. If vibration modes excited by VIV are high, SCRs inness and reaction in one direction. Frictional models have
planemodalinformationmayalso
be developed from an
been used foraxial and lateral element local directions. Such
equivalentstraight beam model.Considerationshouldbe
non-linear foundation models can only be run in the timegiven to the boundary conditionat the lower end of thebeam
be used in the frequency
domain. One approach that can
(touchdown region) since this should accurately model the
domain is to compute the static solution for the specified
effect of the pipeline lying on the
seabed.
position of theFPS and use the resulting stiffness matrixin a
are likely to be
frequency domain solution. Such analyses
6.2.5.2.5 Fatigue damage rate due to VIV should be computed for eachof the currentstates specified for the site. Total conservative, since further changes in the touchdown point
damage can be obtained by adding the damage caused by
are not permitted. Consideration should
be given to exploring
each current. When evaluating the critical location along the
the effects of a range of seabed stiffnesses bracketing the
SCR, careful considerations should be given to the touchexpectedconditionsatthesite.
Both fatigue damage and
down region, where the pipe tension is low and to the other
maximum stresses in the touchdown region increase with
portions of the riser, where the vortex-shedding
is strong. The
increasing soil stiffness.
appropriate factorof safety (see 5.6) should be applied.
It may be necessary to account for velocity modifications
caused
by the nearby hull structure.This can be accomplished
6.2.5.2.6 In addition to the study on normal current states
drag coefficientsin the upper
by
appropriately
increasing
an extreme current
(those currents occurring year after year),
riser
model.
event (such as a 100-year eddy current) should alsobe evaluOnce the riser model has been established, it remains
to
ated. It is desirable thatin such a case the SCRs fatigue life
compute the dynamic responses and extreme values for the
be severaltimeslongerthantheexpecteddurationofthe
specified storm durations (generally 3 hours). This can be
extreme current event.
done by several methods:
6.2.5.2.7 When VIV suppression is required, selectthe
suppression device and specify its dimensions. Possible s u p
a. Frequencydomain solution for response m and T, with
pression devices includethe helical strakes, fairing, and peran extreme factor computed from the Rayleigh distribution.
forated shrouds.
b. Frequency-domainwithextremefactorcomputed
from
another distribution based on time-domain results.
6.2.5.3 Extreme Response and Strength Analysis
c. Tie-domain solutionusingregularwavesfollowedby
Extremeresponsesshould be computed for comparison
spectral analysis with Rayleigh-based extreme factor.
with design allowables in Section 5. The primary responses
d. Tune-domain solution using random waves with extreme
of interest are:
values computed from a distribution fitted to the time series
Peaks.
a. Tensions.
b. Stresses.
Thetime-domainapproach
is generallypreferred
for
c. Upper-end rotations.
extremeconditionswhile
the frequency-domainapproach

6.2.5.2.4 Carefulconsiderationshould
be given to the
modal information. ifa method based on mode superposition
is to be used in the VIV analysis. The modal information is
typically obtained from either finite-elementor other modeling methods:

6.2.5.3.1

SCR Model

Once the question of VIV suppression has been answered,
a detailed riser model canbe developed for computing static

may be adequate for fatigue analysis. Becauseof the various
nonlinearities, assuming that the peaks are Rayleigh distributed is probably not adequate for the touchdown region and
be checked.
is, in any case, an assumption that should
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isinvolved,then it will be necessary to compute the nns
To find the total responses, the dynamic values are then
FPSs quasi static posistress or transfer function by dynamic analysis.
added to mean values obtained for the
tion.
6.2.5.4.2DamageComputation
4, it isnecessarytocalculate
AsindicatedinSection
responses for a range of conditions. For each extreme wave
Once stress transfer function information is developed, calcondition forthree headings-near, far, andcross-and in the
culate weld fatigue damage rates for a full set of sea states
extreme current for at least one heading (probably the cross).
(wave scatter diagram), forat least three headings, andcomof stationDamaged condition cases, for example partial loss
bine
those (in correct proportion relative to the directional
keeping ability, shouldbe formulated if applicable.
distributions) to obtain a weld fatigue life estimate. Parent
After comparing the extremes to allowables,
it may be necmetal fatigue should also be checked at critical locations with
essary to adjust installed top angle
andor wall thickness and
appropriatestressconcentrationfactorsatlocationswhere
pipe grade to get satisfactory utilizations. Check whether the there are transitions in wall thickness
or arrestor rings.
upper end design is satisfactory, for example, whether the
Damage computation should be carried out for
both wave
flexible joint rotational stiffness
needs to be reduced and/or a
and low-frequency excitation and the damages, in principal,
tapered section of pipe is needed to control upper portion
combined with that from VIV. Achieving this combination
stresses. This is usually much more challenging
for semisubremainsproblematical.Simplyaddingupseparatelycommersiblesthanfor TLPs wherethelatter’slowrotational
puted damages based on narrow-banded assumptions appears
motions are distinctly beneficial.
nns stress,
to be unconservative, while that based on the total
computed assuming narrow bandedness, is overly conserva6.2.5.4FatigueAnalysis
tive. A bi-modal approach has been used that is less conservain the
tive.lo0Otherformulationshavebeenproposed
SCRfatigue-damagecomprisescontributionsfrom
FPS
literature.
motion, direct wave loading, andVIV excitation. FPS motion

SCRs can make either a first- or second-end connection
to
to be more commonly conthe FPS,although the latter seems
sidered. In any case analysis should be carried out covering
extreme stresses in these various operations. These usually
comprise a series of static analysis for the SCR in various
positions between the seabed and
FPS or lay-vessel.

6.2.5.4.1 Stress Responses for Fatigue Analysis

6.3HYDRODYNAMICCONSIDERATIONS

a. Wavefrequency-lnaddressingwave-inducedfatigue
damage,it is firstnecessary to compute SCR dynamic
responses to “mild” or “moderate” conditions. These canbe
developed in the form of either: a) stress transfer functions or
b) stress mand T‘ (for each seastate in the wave-scatter diagram) foreachfatiguecriticallocation.
FPS motionswill
generally lead to the most critical locations being near the
upper end ofthe SCR or in thetouchdown region. Such analor frequency domains, but
yses can becarried out in the time
the lattermay be sufficientif mild conditions govern fatigue.
b.Slowly-varying-FI’Ssurge/swaynaturalperiodsrange
from 50 to 300 seconds or longer, depending on structure
type and size. Ifit can be shown that the SCR does not have
significant modes inthis range, the stresses can be computed
quasi-statically. One procedure involves computing sagbend
stress range as a function of WS offset. A separate analysis
computes themFPS offset due to wave-drift and wind-gust
effects for each seastate to be considered. These offsets can
then be converted to SCR stress m ’ s fromtherelation
between stress and offset. Alternatively,if dynamic excitation

6.3.1 Waves

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

damage can be further split into that due to wave-frequency
and slowly-varying motions. The latter translate into potentially large, but less frequent, stress cycles in the sagbend
region. The balance between these damage contributions is
clearlysitedependent.
VIV fatiguedamageshouldhave
already been completed priorto this stage, butit may be necessary to revisit it if substantial changes in the SCR have
resulted from the extreme analysis.
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6.2.5.5InstallationAnalysis

6.3.1.1 Sea Stak
6.3.1.1.1 Sitespecificenvironmentaldatashouldbeused
for the design and analysis of a marine riser. The environmental conditions should be based on a suitable combination of
simultaneous wind, waves,and current profile likelyto occur
at various headings for a specified return period. In general,
the maximum values of wind, wave, and current do not occur
simultaneously during a storm(see API RP 2A-LRFD). The
return periods for waves and current should be specified. The
effectofwindonriserstressesanddisplacementmaybe
accountedforindirectlythroughthesimulation
of windinduced vessel offset and slow
drift movement.
6.3.1.1.2 For a fully developed sea, a common practice is
to represent the waves by the two-parameter Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum.* Forfetch-limited areas where the wave
energy is concentrated in a more narrow frequency band, the
JONSWAP spectrum should be considered?
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6.3.1.1.3 In the calculation of moments of the spectrum. a
cutoff frequency three times the spectral peak frequency is
recommended. This cutoff will substantially reducethe zerocrossing frequency defined as the square root of the ratio of
the second-and zeroth-moments of the spectrum. The results
using a cutoff frequency are in closer agreement with timedomain. zero-crossing analyses.
6.3.1.1.4 The joint probability of occurrence of the significant wave heightH, and the mean zero crossing periodTZ (or
peak period Tp) is typically presented in a wave scatter diagram. Corresponding to a significant wave height in the scatter diagram, one may identify
a number of sea states with
different TZ.Accordingly, a family of wave spectra can be
prescribed to determine the effect on riser response due
to the
variation of Tz. For riser fatigue analysis, the wave scatter
diagram also provides the source informationfor deriving the
total number of wave counts.
6.3.1.2WaveSpreading
6.3.1.2.1 Riser analysis has usually been conducted based
on assuming a unidirectional sea. The effect of directional
spreadingcan be considered as a sensitivitycheckinthe
design process. The directional spectrumis given by:
S (O,

e) = S (W) G (e)= S (O) c,,COS^ (e - e,)

(13)

where
S(O) = spectral density function.

e,

= main direction of the waves,

e = wave spreading angle.
r = gamma function.

Ie - e, I = x-2 '

c,, =
6.3.1.2.2 The value of n should be chosen in such a way
that Equation 13 will best fitthe areawise wavedata (see API
RP 2A).
6.3.1.3 Wave Profile and Kinematics
6.3.1.3.1 The wave profile of a random, 2-dimensional sea
can be represented by field measurementdata or by means of
synthesis of a wave spectrum. A common practice of modeling the waveprofileisbasedon
a combinationoflinear
(Airy) waves with random phases:

where
A,, = wave amplitude, obtainedfiom the wave spec-

-.

S(%).

w l = discretized frequency.
En=

random phase distributed betweenO and 2n.

k,, = wave number associated with frequencyR.
N = total number ofdiscretizedfrequency bands.
6.3.1.3.2 In realistic sea conditions, the wave amplitude as
a function of frequency is a random and variable quantity.
When attempting to match a target spectrum, each discrete
wave amplitude A, should be generated froma Rayleigh distribution with the expected value of [~S(@,JAO]'~and the
corresponding random phase E, h m a uniform distribution
between O and h 3 However, normal practice is to use the
expected value.
6.3.1.3.3 The waveprofileinEquation
14 is consistent
with the general approach used to simulate the motions of the
WS.The velocity field induced
by the incoming waves
Equation 14 is determined by the gradient of the associated velocity potential.Thepresenceofthe
FPS may lead to local
disturbances in the wave field Such disturbances are caused
by wave diffraction and radiation from the vessel.
The hydrodynamic forces acting on the vessel are usually obtained by
integrating the pressure of the combined wave field?
6.3.1.3.4 Thecalculationofhydrodynamicforceson
a
riser is in general based on the kinematics of the incoming
waves. Wave kinematics can include contributions from the
difhction and radiation wave potentials i n d u d by the vessel, but non-linear waves can only be handled wave-component by wave-component.
6.3.1.3.5 Nonlinear aspects of steep waves should be considered for calculatingthe impact velocity on theriser. Technology for modeling the higher-order dispersion of irregular
of the third order
waves in the time-domain includes the use
Stokeswavetheoryand
the Green-Naghdi theory of fluid

~heets.~,~;~
6.3.1.3.6 In practice the use of linear wave theory is sufficiently accurate in determining the kinematics (velocity and
acceleration field) of incoming waves. At
the free surface
level, simple techniques like the linear (Wheeler) stretching
be
of the Airy potential to theactualwaveelevationcan
applied ( N I RP 2A-WSD, "Commentary on Wave Forces").
6.3.1.4

Wave Spectrum Discretization

Since the flexural periodsof a riser may be located in the
wave frequency range, a sufficiently large number N of the
dimtized wave frequencies shouldbe used to generate sufficient wave energy at and around
the resonant frequencies.
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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6.3.1.5WaveDirectionality

force may be further expressedby two terms. One represents
the component which is a function of the square of incident
The effectof multi-directional waves should be accounted
flow velocity, and the other represents the resultant of presfor during the fatigue analysis of a riser. The operational wave
sure fluctuation dueto vortex shedding. These two terms repconditions should be specified on an annual basis in which
resent the loadings two
in different frequency ranges.
the probabilityof occurrence of the significant wave height is
A brief summary of the flow conditions is given
in the foldistributedatvariousheadings.Riserclearanceshouldbe
lowing:
determined by the most severe condition for each sector.

6.3.1.6RegularWaves

6.3.3.1 Oscillatory Flow Due To Waves and Vessel
Motions

A traditional approach for designing a shallow water riser 6.3.3.1.1 Condition 1: Stationary Vertical Riser In
is based on regular waves. The wave height is normally set
Waves
equal to the maximum height of the design sea state. The
This flow condition is characterized by unsteady flow in
types ofwaveprofileto
be chosen may range from
Airy
the wave field. The fluid particles follow cyclic orbital movewaves to higher order Stoke's waves. Such an approach
is
with depth.Theflow surmentsthatdecayexponentially
valid if the riser response to
the sea stateis quasi-static. More
roundingthe riser is three dimensional.Sincethewake
sophisticated analytical techniques such as spectral analysis
reverses its position relativeto the riser in each motion cycle,
inthefrequency-domainortime-domainsimulationwith
irregular waves should be considered if the natural periods of continuousvortexsheddingatanominalfrequencyis
unlikelybutpossible.Accordingly, the fluctuating lift and
of the wave spectrum.
the riser are within the frequency range
drag forces induced by vortex shedding are often ignored in
This is usually thecase with deepwater risers.
common practice, unless there is potential for lock-on. Referring to the definition in the nomenclature located at ofthe end
6.3.2
Current
Section 6, the fluid force per unit length is defined
by the fol6.3.2.1 Foraspecifiedseastate,theassociatedcurrent
lowing two components:
velocity profile should be used in the riser analysis. In some
areas, the current may include contributions from areawise
au
Initial Force FI = C,pA phenomena such as loop/eddy current and solitons, tide and
(15)
a
circulation of ocean ~ u r r e n t s .In
~ >general,
~
wind generated
top layer ofthe ocean. It can be reprecumnt is found in the
1
sented by a shearor slab profile; whereasthe loop/eddy curDragForce F D = - C , p O l u l u
(1 6)
2
rent and solitons penetrate deeply in the water column. The
corresponding velocity profile does not change rapidly with
Since the flow incident to the riser may be contaminated by
time. Because of this, the velocity profile may be treated as
the
reversalof the wake from the previous motion cycles, the
time invariant for
each seastate in riser analysis. Some current
fluid
forces may demonstrate a hysteretic phenomenon. Scatprofiles are shown in Figure33.
tered data is anticipated in model test experiments and field
6.3.2.2 In time-domain analysis, current profiles should be
measurements if the inertia and drag coefficients are comstretched to the free surfaceusingone of theapproaches
puted on a wave-by-wave basis. In
this regard, it is approprigiven inAPI RP 2A.
ate to determine the inertia and drag coefficients based on the
least-squared fitof the whole force measurement record.lolll
6.3.3 Loading Types and Flow Conditions
The coefficients c d and C, are governed by the geometry
of the riser cross sedion, the Keulegan-Carpenter number,
Hydrodynamic forces on risers can be classified by three
KC, the Reynolds number, Re.12, and the
surface roughness.
basic categories:
'Qpically, the valueof C , is in the rangeof 1.5 to 2.0 for a
a. Inertia forces dueto the accelerationof the fluid andor the
smooth circular cylinder. The value
of c d in the post-critical
riser body.
steady-state is about0.6 to 0.7.
b. Forces induced by flow separation and vortex formation.
c. Skin friction on the surface of the riser. (Forces in this
6.3.3.1.2 Condition 2: Riser Oscillating In Calm
category areof a higher order.In general, they are combined
Water
with the drag force in category b.)
The oscillatory flexural displacement of the riser can be
extended
well below the wave zone where the orbital moveForce vectors in category b can be decomposed into two
ments
of
the
water particlescease to exist. Under this condithe incident flow vector
components, a drag force in line with
and a lift force
orthogonal to the incidentflow. The drag or lift
tion, theflow condition is nearly two dimensional. The inertia
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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uniformity of the wave particle motions.In order to calculate
the hydrodynamic forces in terms of local coordinates, the
transformation of the incidentflow velocity andits derivatives
q u i r e s theinformationof the instantanmus position and
direction cosines ofthe riser's longitudinal axis.
Introducing the velocity components (u,v, W) of the inci(x,y, z) as
dent flow in the body-fìxed local coordinate system
shown inFigure 34, a higher-order convective term due the
to
interaction of the riser's rotational motions and the tangential
Added Mass Force = CdAX
(17)
(W) of
the
incident flow can be
velocitycomponent
expressed14 as (u- i ) &/& - W &/&. This high order term
1
is often omitted in riser analysis because its magnitude
is
Viscous Damping Forces = - C@D I i I x
(18)
2
within the error bound of the leading order term C&Ax.
Thus, unless a higher degree of accuracy is provided for the
where x and 2 are the velocity and acceleration of the riser.
added mass coefficient C,, the overall accuracyof the hydrodynamic forces may not be improved by including this tem
The values of C, and c d are governed by two dimensionin the computation.
less parameters, namely Re and KC, and the surface roughIn general, the diameter of a riser is small in comparison
ness. The value of C, for a smooth circular cylinder tendsto
with the displacement of wave particle motions, and it sufapproach the theoretical value
of 1.O if the motion amplitude
fices to evaluate the pressure force based on the acceleration
is deteris less than one diameter. The magnitude of damping
of the incident flow at the longitudinal axis of the riser.Care
mined by the loss of fluid momentum
due mainly to flow sepmust be taken if the riser diameteris large enough such that
aration
and
vortex
formation.
The
corresponding
flow
DulDt can no longer be treated as a constant over the riser
condition is sensitivetothesurfaceroughness.Forlarge
cross section. Underthis condition, DlJDt should be takenas
amplitude motion, the hydrodynamic forces may experience
an averaged value overthe cross section, at each time step.
hystereticeffectsdue to the reversal of the wakeineach
Within the context of viscous fluid flow, the perturbation
motion cycle.l 3
pressure force dueto the presence of a stationary cylinder in
waves is in general not equal to the added mass force of an
6.3.3.1.3 Condition 3: Riser Oscillating In Waves
oscillating cylinder incalm water; even though the respective
KC numbers are identical. Except for the following two limitIn this case, the riser oscillation maycaused
be by the exciing
cases, the principleof flow superposition is not applicable
tation of the wavesandor the movement transmitted from the
fluid forces.
for
evaluating the
surface vessel through the upper riser termination. The hydro--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

force exertedby the fluid is 180 degrees out of phase and linearly proportional to the body acceleration. The corresponding constant has a dimension of mass and is known as the
added mass of the fluid. The drag forceis due to the dissipation of kinetic energy of the fluid motion
in the wake and
thereforecan be treated as thedampingforce.The added
mass and drag coefficientare defined bythe following:

dynamic loading function may be expressed in terms of
a
pressure force actingon the volume occupied by the riser,an
added mass force due to the perturbation
of the flow field by
the motions of the riser and a drag force propohonal to the
square of the relative velocity of
the riser and the incident
flow. Thevelocityfieldoftheambientflow
is typically
expressedin a globalcoordinatesystem.Refemngtothe
Eulerian frame of reference, the acceleration of the ambient
flow is given by:

Dv
Dt

= ?+(V.,),
at

where DVDt denotes the material derivativesof the velocity
vector V(x1, xz, x3, t) and V denotes the gradient differential
operator.

&/a represents the accelerationof
The leading order term
the unsteady flow evaluated at a íìxed point in theflow field
The convective acceleration term ( V V)V, which produces
the second harmonicsof the pssure force, is due to the nonCopyright American Petroleum Institute
Reproduced by IHS under license with API

Case 1: At low KC number (KC < 5 or the relative displacethan one),thefluidmotion
can be
mentless
describedbypotentialflow.
The classical solution
indicates that the perturbation term of a stationary
tem of an oscilcylinder is equal to the added mass
lating cylinder.
.
.
Case 2: At high KC number (KC > 90, or the relative displacementgreater than 15), the flowcondition
reachespost-criticalsteady-state.Thefluidforces
would be practically the same regardless whether the
body or the fluidis moving.
to C, = CM- 1 and
For thesetwo limiting cases,it is valid set
the inertia and addedmass terms become p k D J D t + (CM- 1)
pA(DuDt - W), in which the coefficientCM can be referred to
the valuefor a stationary cylinder.
For theintermediate KC numbers,it is appropriate to
express the inertia and added mass terms in the following
form: CMpIDlJDt - C& X , where the coefficients CMand
C, are to be obtained in conjunction with the variation
four
of
R and u,
independent parameters: 1) the phase angle between
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2) the motion amplitude( A D ) , 3) the KC number based on
Table 4"Hydrodynamic Coefficients for a Circular
the maximum wave particle velocity normalto the riser axis
Cylinder at High andLow KC Numbers
(uT/D),4)the ratioof Re toKC numbers (RdKC =b). In
Smooth
Rough (WZ, = 0.02)
other words, the fluid forces
are determined by the history
of
the relative motions between the fluid and the riser. Until such
CM
Ca
cd CM Ca cd
a data base for the relative motions
of a cylinder in waves is
2.0
1.0
0.9
2.0
1.0
1.5
developed, the value
of C,, C,, and c d may be determined by Case(l)KC<5
linear interpolationof the coefficientsas obtained forthe two
1.3
0.3
1.1
1.5
0.5
0.7
Case (2) KC>W
limiting cases. See Table 4. Note that this will result inC, =
CM- 1 for allKCs. The KC number to be used for interpolaNote:
tion should be based on the maximum relative velocity and
Data is derived from j3.
Tp Such a crude approximation would not
lead to significant
error for thetotal loading of a drag dominant flow regimeat
high KC number.
tem is accompanied with a sizable steady
lift force.15 Outside
The actual added mass and drag coefficients may change
the critical flow regime, the steady
lift force is less significant,
from one cycle to another in a random sea because of the
and thereforeit is often neglectedin riser analysis.
rapid changeof the flow field. The use of time invariantCM,
C,, and c d to close-fit a force measurement record leads to
6.3.3.2.2EquivalentStaticLoad
the filtration of the time-varying componentsin these coeffiThe slow drift movement of the surface vessel can induce a
cients. As an engineering approximation, this approach prequasi-steady
currentloadontheattachedriser.Fortimeserves only the leading order quantities
of the hydrodynamic
drift movement should be
domain
simulation,
the vessel slow
lift forces are less
loads. In random waves, the vortex induced
as
the
boundary
condition
at the attachment point
prescribed
significant than those measured under two-dimensional sinuof
the
riser.
For
frequency-domain
simulation,
however, the
soidal flow conditions, and they are not correlated along the
effect
of
slow
drift
movement
is
approximated
by
an equivariser length. Because
of this nature, these forces
are neglected
lent
static
current
load
on
the
riser.
If
a
background
current is
in riser analysis.
also included in the frequency domain simulation, the combined static load should be computed based on the superposi6.3.3.2Non-oscillatoryIncidentFlow
drift
tion ofvelocityvectorsofthecurrentandslow
The subject is concerned with the hydrodynamic forces
movement at themean position of the riser.
due to flow separation over the cross sectionof the riser.
Since the incidentflow is non-oscillatory, the positionof the
6.3.3.2.3VortexInducedFluctuatingLoads
wake is not reversible to the up-stream side of the riser. The
In the subcriticalflow regime, the vortex induced hydrodycharacteristics of the flow may be classified by four different
namic
forces are concentrated in a narrow bandwidth offreregimes correspondingto the subcritical, critical, supercritical
quency. The
dominant
vortex
shedding
frequency
is
and transcriticalRe.15916 Boundary layer and flow separation
in the
represented by the Strouhal number (St) which
is range
theoryprovidethebackgroundregardingtherelationship
between the flow field and the hydrodynamic forces.17 Some of 0.18 to 0.2. The phenomenon of alternate shedding of vortices over the cross section of the riser, leads to the coupled
affect thehydrodynamicloads
are
factorswhichmay
dynamic lift and drag forces. One cycle lof
ift oscillation coraddressed in the following.
of the
responds to two cyclesof drag. The probability density
lift
fluctuation
should
be
approximated
by
a
Gaussian
disrri6.3.3.2.1StaticLoad
bution.19 The coefficients for the mean and fluctuating lift
Figure 35 shows the drag coefficient
of a stationary smooth
and drag forces are defined by the following relationship:
circular cylinder in four flow regimes
as a functionof the Re.
F D
The occurrenceof drag forceis a result of pressure deficit at
Cd =
(20)
the downstream sideof the riser cross section.In subcritical
p
u
n
Re flow,the drag coefficient is in the range
of 1 .O to 1.2. Scattered data had been found in the supercritical flow regime
in
which the flow field and pressure fluctuation are sensitive to
smallexternaldisturbance.
Accordingly,
conservative
a
approach should be takento estimate the drag force by using
the upper bound value
of c d . In the critical flow regime,
transition of boundary layer may occur on only one side of the
riser cross section. The corresponding asymmetric flow pat-

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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Insome references, the standard deviation a() is repsented by the root-mean-square value?OThe variationsof CL
and Cd for a smooth stationary circular cylinder are reproduced in Figure36.
In the criticalflow regime, vortex sheddingis dominant on
one sideof the riser cross section.The wake is less organized
after the occurrence of boundary layer transition. Scattered
values for the Strouhal number (see 6.9) were found in the
range of 0.2 to O.4Lz1
In supercritical Re flow, the fluctuation of pressure is stochastic innature.Thecharacteristicsofthenearwake
is
strongly dependent on the turbulent intensity
in the boundary
layer. Fora smooth circular cylinder, the wake
is disorganized
spectra of the lift
but not fully mixed with turbulence. The
anddragfluctuationmaydemonstratemultipledistinct
energy bands. Because ofthis nature, thelift and drag should
not be characterized by a single frequency.
In the high end of the supercritical flow regime,the boundary layer would have gone through another stage of transition.19 Itis believed thata hysteresis process may existin this
flow regime. Afterthis flow regime, the phenomenon of regular vortex shedding reappears in the turbulent wake.15
6.3.3.2.3.1SpanwiseCorrelation
The correlation of vortex formation in the spanwise (i.e.,
axial) direction is an important factor contributing to the low
frequency component of the hydrodynamic forces. For the
time being, the subject remains a research topic. Observed
data suggeststhatthespatial-temporalperturbationof
the
excitation forces would lead to the modulation of amplitude
a finite segand frequency (i.e.,beats)for the lift forces over
ment of a cylinder. l9 The coupled drag force consists
of both
a low frequency component corresponding to the beat frequency of the lift force and a high frequency component corresponding to the vortex excitation.
6.3.3.2.3.2 Effect

of Riser Oscillation

The oscillation of the riser has a tendency to change the
correlacharacteristics of the surrounding flow. The spanwise
tion of vortex formation canbe enhanced dueto small amplitude transverse oscillation of the riser. The phenomenon of
vortex formation in the nearwake, as well as the added mass
and damping coefficients of the riser cross section, are governed by three dimensionless parameters including
the amplitude ratio ( A P ) ) ,thereducedvelocity ( U m ) ,andRe?*
When the vortex shedding period is close to oneof the flexural bending periods of the riser, the lock-on condition is
likely to occur. Under this condition, the dynamic equilibrium
can be describedby a closed feedback loop in which the

hydrodynamicexcitation,addedmassanddampingare
dependent on the response amplitude of the riser. The oscillating amplitudetends to be self-limiting as a consequence of
the dynamic interplay of the fluid-structure interaction. The
vortex shedding frequency is locked onto the nearest modal
frequency of the riser. Corresponding to a non-uniform current profile, the vortex shedding frequency is not a constant
along the riser. Accordingly, the lock-on phenomenon may
not occur on the whole length
of the riser. Outside the lock-on
region, the oscillatory drag forces contribute to the viscous
damping.
The interactionof the riser oscillation and the near
wake is
imposed implicitly in the added mass and damping coefficients. It should be pointed out that the value of the added
massanddampingcoefficients
for in-lineandtransverse
oscillations may not be identical dueto the asymmetryof the
flow pattern. Fbrthermore, the transverse oscillation of the
riser can also change the mean drag forces. For the lock-on
drag is in the
condition, the augmentation of the mean in-line
range of 1 .O to 3.0 times or even higherin some cases in comparison with a stationary ~ylinder.2~
The mean in-line drag
coefficient of an oscillating cylinder should be deduced in
conjunction with either measucements or numerical simulation of the hydrodynamic forces.
6.3.3.2.4

Vortex Induced Loads On Flexible Risers

The effects of vortex-induced vibration on flexible risers
should be checked in a particular case. See API RP 17B for
further explanation.
6.3.3.3 Superposition

of Waves and Currents

The design events of a riser may include the presence of
waves and current. Under the extreme wave condition,
the
flow condition should be classified as oscillatory flow (i.e.,
UA,,
> 1). The effect of the associated current is represented by the meandrag and augmentation of viscous damping. The kinematics of the incident flow should be modeled
based on superposition of velocities of waves, current and
riser motions. In the event that the directionof the incoming
waves is not Co-planar with the current or a directional sea
state is prescribed,theflowfield
as well as theglobal
response ofthe riserare three dimensional.
In some areas suchas the Gulf of Mexico,the east coast of
continents or the outlet of major rivers (where strong currents
may occur without the presence of an extreme storm) or in
areassuch as the Andaman andSouthChina seas (where
internal waves i.e., solitons have been observed during the
operating condition) the design events may include a strong
currentprofilesuperimposedwith
a moderate sea state.
Under this condition, the current is the dominant factor for
the riser response. The effect of waves and vessel motions
should be regarded as a perturbation of the flow velocity.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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6.3.3.4 Hydrodynamic Interaction
Multiple Risers

6.3.3.4.1

Dual Risers

of Dual or

75

piles.33 Since the introduction of this formula, the offshore
industry has extended its applicability to moveable structures,
including risers.A modified formof the Morison formula is
given by:

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

This subject is concerned with the behavior of a trailing
riser in the wake of a leading riser. Measured data suggests
au
1
F=C@A--CCqA+-pC&
I ( u + U , - i ) ( (u+U,-X) (24)
that if the spacing of the risers is too close, adverse effects
at
2
due to a suction force maybe developed between the risers,
thereby increasing the possibility of physical contact of the
Theaboveformula is basedonthefollowingimplicit
two risers. In common practice, the mean clearance between
assumptions:
two risers is determined by the interference coefficients Cdl,
C a , CLI, CL^, where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the leada. For the inertia force
term,the diameter of the riser is small
cylining and trailing risers respectively. For two equal size
in comparison with the displacement of the relative motion
ders arranged in tandem, these coefficients are given as a
between the fluid flow and the riser. The acceleration of the
function of the longitudinal and transverses ~ a c i n g s . For
~ ~ 3 ~ ~fluid flowis evaluated at the centerline of the riser. The higher
of the two cylinders
unequal sizecylinders,the diameter ratio
order convective acceleration terms are neglected.
is another important parameter for the interference coeffib. Theinertia,addedmass,anddragcoefficients
are time
c i e n t ~ .In
~ general,
~ . ~ ~ the lift and drag coefficients for the
invariant. The time dependency of the hydrodynamic forces is
trailing cylinder are less sensitive with respect to the change
modeled by unsteadiness of the incident flow and the body
of the Re. The interference boundary is determined by the
motion.Thefluctuatingliftanddragforcesduetovortex
characteristics of the near wake of the leading riser. If the
shedding are neglected.
diameter of the leading riser is equal to or greater than the
trailing riser, thesuface roughness of the leading riser is the c. The hydrodynamic forces are determined by the acceleration and velocity components normal to the riser centerline.
dominant parameter which dictates the characteristicsof the
The three dimensional effect due
to the tangential component
near wake.
of
the
incident
flow
is
ignored.
The fluctuation pressure in the wake
of the leading cylinder
d. The riser responseis inline with the incidentflow. The lift
may lead to hydroelastic instability such as galloping on the
force isomitted.
trailing r i ~ e r . ~In~order
Z ~ toaddress this problem properly, a
thorough understandingof the wake flowis considered essential. The fluctuation force on the trailing riser is dependent on A more precise definitionof the inertia force can be made
based on a Eulerian frame of reference by re-placing
the
W&
the variationof the following parameters:
term in Equation 24 with óW& + u &&. However, if the
a. Longitudinal and transverse spacings
(x/ol, YD1).
hydrodynamic inertia force is evaluated by a coordinate sysb. Diameter ratio (Dl/D2).
tem which moves with the riser, the
¿U&tem should be
replaced byU&+ (u - i ) &&.
c. Transverse oscillation amplitude of the leading cylinder
Derivation of higher order terms for the loading function is
(Apl).
Morison
Since
available
the
the
formula
in
(kQ).
d. Surface roughness of the leading cylinder
can
be expressed in different forms, each form is associated
e. Re of the cross flow (Uplln).
with a set of coefficients for a specific flow condition. To
maintain the accuracy of hydrodynamic loads, the Morison
6.3.3.4.2MultipleRisers
be consistent
formula to be usedin computer simulation must
Wake synchronization withina riser array can be a design with that used for defining the hydrodynamic coefficients.
In this case, the dynamicsof the risers are couissue.30~31~32
pled with the wake flow within the boundary
of the array. The
6.3.4.1EquivalentLinearization
general practice for riser system designtoisavoid the wakeinduced instability problem by properly choosing the riser
In frequency domain simulation, the drag and damping
spacing.
term in Equation 24 can be linearized to facilitate computation.36937938998 With the presenceof waves, currents, and riser
6.3.4 Load Model
motions,
the
linearized
drag
and
damping
forces
are
expressed at the mean equilibrium position by the following
For the flow conditions addressed in 6.3.3.1, the general
formula:
practice for modeling the hydrodynamic forces is based on
the Morison formula. The formula was originally derived for
FD = Cl(C2C3 + 2UnC4)(u- i)
+ ClG(o,U,) (25)
calculating the hydrodynamic forces on shallow water fixed
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where

where C h and Cd are the normal and tangential force coefficient, respectively, andV, is the free stream current velocity.

Without the presence of the current U,,,Equation 25 is
reduced to the following form:

cd,= cd sin2 cc

(30)

cd,= cd (0.03 + 0.055 Sin a)Cos cc

(31)

In case the riser axis is not coplanar with the current, the
riser inclination angle a should be determined by the dot
product of the unit vectors z and I, where I defines the
direction of the current in the global coordinate system
[i.e., a = cos"(z
r)].The direction of the normal drag
force is defined by the resultant velocity on the x-y plane
of the local coordinate system.

6.3.4.3 Calculate the Hydrodynamic Forces
Outside the Locksn Region of the Riser

Note that the unknown iis imbedded in the standard deviation of the relative velocity(T.
In spectral analysis, the transfer functions of theriserresponse, x, are to be obtained
through an iterative procedure.
The linearized drag force in Equation26 can be expressed
in the following form if the excitation is caused by a single
sinusoidal wave train:

In this case, thewave particle velocity u vanished in Equation 24. The coefficientsC, and c d associated with the transverse oscillation, however,should be determined based on the
guideline as described in6.3.3.2.There is an ongoing effortin
the industry to study the nonlinear intemction of hydrodynamic loads resulting from the mixed mode oscillation of a
riser. As long as small amplitude motion is concerned, the
nonlinear modal interaction is assumed to be weak, and the
associated modal damping can be approximated by means of
linearization. Semi-empirical risercodes are available for calculating riser forces and responses.
6.3.4.4

where zdenotes the phase angle between 2 and u(?),x,, and
u, being the amplitudeof x and u, mspe&vely.

Calculate theVortex Induced Forces in the
Lockon Region of the Riser

For the time being, there
is no universally accepted method
forsolving this problem.Methodsavailableinthepublic
domain include:1) simulate thelift force by a wake oscillator
there arethree
For the flow conditions addressed 6.3.3.2,
in
and express thelift coefficient as a function of the riser mode
basic conditionsto be considered:
shapes,a~41~42~43*44
and 2) simulate the vortex induced
forces
basedonrandom
ex~itation.4~
Theapplicability of these
6.3.4.2 Calculate the Static Deflection of the Riser
been fullyestablished.
methods to riserdesignhasnot
Emerging
technology
for
calculating
the vortex induced lift
In this case, only the steady dragdue to the Un2 term is left
and
drag
forces
is
based
on
numerical
simulation of
flow sep
in Equation 24. The drag coefficient should be
prescribed as a
aration
and
vortex
formation.
Various
methods
were
pubfunction of Re. When the riser axis is inclined in space but
coplanar with the incident current, the normal and tangential lished for simulating the flow over two dimensional blunt
The in-line and transverse components
of
can be estimated by the following
drag forces per unit length
are
generally
presented
in
time
series.
The
the
fluid
forces
formulas:
validity of thosesolutionsmaydependonthenumerical
accuracy of the codes and how the physics of various flow
regimes are being modeled. Prior to the application of this
technology to riser analysis, validation
of computer codewith
measured data is recommended.
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The coefficientsC h and cd, can be expressed as a function
of the riserinchation angle cc, as follows:39
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6.3.5 Conditions That Affect Hydrodynamic Loads

Re = 6000/(WD)1’2

6.3.5.1 Free StreamTurbulence

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

6.3.5.1.1 Theeffect of free streamturbulenceshould be
identifiedfor the designeventswhich
are dominatedby
strongcurrent. The presence of turbulent cross flow can
induce early transition of the boundary layer at a lower Re
and a substantial reductionin spanwise correlationof vortex
induced loading^.^^?^^^^^ At pre-transition Re,free stream turbulence has little
or no effect on the hydrodynamic forces and
the Strouhal frequency. After the transition, high frequency
components in the fluctuating
lift and drag become more pronounced in comparison with the case of uniform incident
flow. This phenomenon of high-frequency random fluctuation
is called buffeting.54
6.3.5.1.2 The Re at which the transition of boundary layer
begins to occur is determind by the following empirical formda:52

77

(33)

6.3.5.2.3 BeyondthecriticalRe,theangleofboundary
layer separation tends
to decrease with the increase
of surface
roughness.However,duetotheincreaseoftheturbulent
intensity in the boundary layer and the near wake, the spectral
amplitudeofthefluctuating
lift forcedecreaseswiththe
increase of the surface roughness.57
6.3.5.2.4 When the surface roughnessprotrudesoutside
the boundary layer, a disruption of the flow pattern is likely to
occur. In thiscase,transitiontoturbulentboundarylayer
would occur upstream near the stagnation point, and the flow
field demonstratespost critical phenomenon. TheCd curve is
nearly flat, and its dependency on the Re is insignificant. A
brief summary ofthis subject is given 6.3.5.3,
in
6.3.5.3MarineGrowth

growth
includes
barnacles,
mussels,
6.3.5.3.1 Marine
hydroids, chama, kelps, anemones, and many other organTy
= 1.72 x l@
(32)
isms. Theyare found in the top layer
of the ocean where sun
light penetrates. The distribution of marine growth is depenwhere
dent on site specific factors including current, water temperature, nutrients, etc. For the purpose of riser analysis, it is
reasonable to assume that marine growths extend from the
Ty = (i2.KJ.=4(D/I,,)1’5denotes the Taylor number.
splash zone downward to a depth determined by the location.
6.3.5.1.3 The above formula is valid for
3.4 x 104 c Re < 1.5
In general, marine growth is concentrated near the sea surx 16. The net reduction of Re resulting from the effect of freeface.
stream turbulence dictates how far the original Caversus-Re
6.3.5.3.2 To evaluatetheloadmgeffectduetomarine
curve shouldbe shifted to the left.
are required
growths, the following parameters
6.3.5.1.4 For the purposeof riser analysis,it is appropriate
a The average thickness and specific gravity of thegrowth.
û/Uwin the range of
to setthe free stream turbulence intensity
Note thatit does not take a of
lotgrowth to change the surface
0.01 to 0.03. The fine structure in a Gulf Stream Ring was
condition
from
smooth
to
very
rough. The thickness of the
found to have a length scale ranging from centimeters
to
growth
is
dependent
on
the
time
exposure between each riser
are expected to have
meters.u The loop and eddy current
cleaning
cycle.
The
specific
gravity
of the growth is in the
similar characteristics. To evaluate the effect of free stream
of
1
.O
to
1.4
depending
on
the
type
of organism.
range
turbulence, the lower limitof Re should be set equalto 3.4 x
b.
The
attached
mass
and
the
effective
hydrodynamic diame104.
ter of the riser. In practice, these parameters can be derived
from
(a). The hydrodynamic inertia, added mass, drag, and
6.3.5.2SurfaceRoughness
damping forces should be evaluated based on the effective
diameter.
6.3.5.2.1 Long-termexposureofamarineriserinthe
ocean environment can lead to deterioration of the surface
c. Hydrodynamic coefficients obtained from model tests or
smoothness.
field measurements.Limited field measurement data for very
rough tubulars reveals that
c d and CMapproached the respec6.3.5.2.2 Surface roughness is defined by the dimensiontive value ofl.1 and 1.3 at high Kc.58759@>61
of the
less parameterk%D, where k denotes the average height
6.3.5.3.3 The state of practice for riser analysis does not
roughened surfaceand D the outer diameterof a bare cylinincludethesimulation of fluctuating lift and drag due to
der. For a lightly roughened cylinder (e.g., MD c 0.02), the
marine growths. In the very rough state, the turbulent inteneffect of surface roughnessis to induce early transition
of the
sity in the flow surrounding the riser is high, and secondary
boundary layer. The drag coefficientis in the rangeof 0.7 to
vortices may be formed behind local sharp edges. The near
1.0 after the transition, depending
on the roughness. The critical Re (at which theCd reaches the minimum value) may be wake would demonstrate a high level of turbulent mixing, and
its spectral density is wide-banded.In general, the effects of
determined by the following empirical formula:56
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marine growth are detrimental because of the augmentation
of the hydrodynamic loads and the attached weight of the
organisms. This design disadvantage translatesto higher riser
stresses,shorterfatigue
life andhigherrisertoptension
requirements.
6.3.5.4
6.3.5.4.1

Effect of Appendages
Satellite Lines

hydrodynamic coefficients. These coefficients are dependent
on the geometry of the connector and therefore can only be
obtained through model testing.Similar treatment is applicable for estimating the fluid forces induced
by anodes. In general,theeffects oflocalirregularitiesarenotamongthe
primary factors which govern the global response of a riser.
Because of this nature,they canbe neglected during thefeasibility or concept development stage
of the design.

6.3.5.5WaveKinematics
Appendages such as choke and kill lines, hydraulic lines,
and a mud booster line canbe found on the circumference
of
This subjectisconcernedwithcomputingwaveparticle
a bare drilling riser joint. These linesare not arranged in 90
velocities for design seastate conditions. Based on small perdegree spacing fora typical design (see Figure37). The presturbation theory, the domain
of definition for the
wave velocity
ence of these satellite lines on a bare riser joint can induce
potential is confined by the mean equilibrium (undisturbed)
significant changes for the hydrodynamic coefficients.
Morewater surface. In order to extrapolate the wave particle velocover, these coefficients are sensitive with respect
to the orienity
from the mean water line to the wave profile, a number of
tation of the incident flow. At certain orientations, the flow
stretching techniquesare a~ailable.62~~@
It shouldbe pointed
field is asymmetric, and a significant mean lift force can be
out
that
except
for
shallow
water
application,
the
riser
observed. In practice,thesecoefficients
are obtainedby
response is in general not sensitiveto the choice of a speciíïc
means of model testing at full scaleRe. Public disclosure of
stretching technique. Crest kinematicsin near breaking waves
this information is rare.Available data indicates that thetotal
may be important for local bending in some riser configuradrag force on the riser joint is not equal to the sum of the
or non-linear finite amplitions. In this case, either model tests
member forces which are computed without considering the
can be used to detefininetheriser
tude
kinematic
models
hydrodynamic interference. To estimate the maximum drag
response.
force on the riser, an equivalent pipe model which shares the
same c d of a slightly roughened cylinder can be used. The
6.3.5.6WaveAmplification
equivalent diameter should be takenas the pitch diameter as
shown in Figure 37. If the reference diameteris not based on
Due to the presenceof surface piercing columns of a TLP
the pitch diameter, the value
of cd should be adjusted so that
or a semisubmersible platform, wave interference between
the drag forceof the riser remains unchanged.
the columns may lead to noticeable amplification at discrete
For a high pressure drilling riser which
is designed to operfrequencies. The local wave field between the columns conate with a surface BOP, only one optional hydraulic line may
sists of both propagating waves and standing waves. In genbe needed to provide the control function of the bottom con- eral, the wave amplification transfer function can
be obtained
nector. The presence of
this satellite line on the circumference bymodel tests or numerical simulation. The three dimenof a bare riser would lead to asymmetrical flow conditions,
sional wave profile together with the wave particle velocity
except for two orientations at which the satellite line and the
can be derived based on the superposition of the incoming
riser are lined up in the same direction with the incident flow. waves, the diffracted waves and the waves generated by the
The steady lift force induced by the asymmetric flow field vessel m0tions.65
is given by:
In order to determine whether the effect of wave amplificationshouldbeincluded
in the design sea state, the wave
FL=1/2pCLD(u+Un-R)2
(34)
amplification
transfer
function
must
be established in
advance. If the peak period of the transfer functionis in the
feasible range of the wave spectral peak period, it should be
inwhichthe
lift coefficient C, should be determinedby
demonstrated that the design condition does include addithe
model testing or numerical simulation of the flow field. The
tional wave forces due
to wave amplification. Otherwise,this
sign ofthe lift force is imbedded inCL.
phenomenon canbe ignored in the designprocess.
6.3.5.4.2 Local Irregularities
6.3.5.7 Vortex SuppressionDevices
Due to the presenceof the riser connectors, the continuity
of the riser cross section is interruptedfromone joint to
Vortex suppression canbe achieved based on the following
another. For threaded connectors, the increase of hydrodytwo basic principles: 1) modification of the flow field by minnamic forces canbe accounted forby using the actual diameimizing the strength of the vortices and 2) disruption of the
ter. For bolted connectors, however, the
local addedmass and
spanwise correlation of the vortex formation. Since the flucdamping forces should be accounted for by modifying the
tuating lift and drag are coupled,
a suppression of one compo-
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nent may lead to the same effect for another. On the other
hand, a disruption of the spanwise coherence may in-crease
the three dimensionality of flow separation, thereby allowing
a partial cancellation of the exciting forces over a finite segment of the riser. For a specific design, the effectiveness of
thevortexsuppression device should be demonstratedby
means of credible testing.
There are number
a
of
vortex
suppression
devices
described inthe public d ~ m a i n .Among
~ . ~ ~ them, the following three concepts have been used for prototype deployment.

79

tions (e.g., when risers have appendages attached to them)
such as external buoyancy and weight elements, choke and
kill lines, or when a group of risers are in close proximity to
each other, determination of hydrodynamic coefficients may
require model testing. Both wind tunnels and wave basins or
flumes canbe used for the purpose, but the tests must be carefully planned to ensure that the appropriate Re are reached.
Wind tunnels can reach far higher Re than the best wave
basins can. However, even the best wind tunnel tests cannot
predict the effectof VIV on drag forces.
The hydrodynamic parameters are affected in a complex
6.3.5.7.1WakeFairing
way by Re,KC, surface roughness,steady or oscillating flow
This concept includes various configurations ranging from pattern, member inclination, etc. Each of these factors have to
hydrofoil section, splitter plate, and flag-type tail fairing. The be carefully studied before planning for a model testing promain functionof these devices is to delay the flow separation gram.
Interference effects between a group
of risers may increase
and minimize the strengthof the vortices. The mean drag is
or decrease the loadon the groupas a whole and on individalso minimized as a result of modifymg the flow field. One
design requirementof this concept is that the fairing must be ual members within a group. Flow interference and degree of
free to rotate about the axis of the riser. If the fairing is not
shielding are dependent primarily
on the spacingof the cylinfree to rotate, dynamic instability may occur the
on riser due
ders and their orientation relative to the flow. Model testing
to the unsteady lift forces onthe fairing.
may be the only meansof establishing proper hydrodynamic
coefficientsforsuchsystems.Informationfromprevious
6.3.5.7.2 HelicalStrake
model test results on groups of cylinders can be used for analysis, if appropriate.'
The main function of a helical strake is to alter the flow
Model testing on a complete riser
or riser system subjected
separation characteristics over the cross section
of the riseras
to
wave
and/or
current
forces
is
extremely
difficult
to perform
well as in the spanwise direction. Its effectiveness is depenbecause
of
scaling
problems
for
similitude.
The
KC
number
dent on the pitch length of the winding and the projected
may be achieved by matching Froude numbers, but the effect
height of the strake.a Despite the suppression of the vortex
of high Re is difficult to model at reduced scale because of
induced fluctuating lift and drag, a helical strake can also lead
roughness and turbulence.
to a significant increase of the mean drag as well as the c d
and C, as defined in the Morison formula.
6.4 GLOBALANALYSIS
6.3.5.7.3AlternateBuoyancyJoints
Previous sections havediscussed use of a riser analysis in
to applied
On a riserwhich is designed to use syntactic foam modules design, and modeling of environmental effects lead
or air cans for tensioning, one practical way to minimize the loads and vessel motions. The objective of this section is to
vortex induced vibrations
is to arrange the buoyancy
and bare
provide general guidanceon analyses techniques and modelriser joints in an alternate manner. Since the
flow separation
is
ingpracticestypicallyusedinindustry.Thetreatment
characteristics are entirely different over the bare riser joint
intentionally generic, because many techniques apply to
a
and the joint with buoyancy material, the lock-on condition
wide variety of riser configurations and can be used
to genermay only occur on either type of joints. The joints which do ate basic data from which further detailed results (e.g., comnotencounterthelock-onconditionprovidethedamping
ponent stress, tensionerstroke,riserclearance)canbe
In
requiredforminimizingthevortexinducedvibrations.
derived. Moredetailedguidanceforspecificanalysesand
practice, the alternate joint arrangement is applied on the riser
riser typesis provided in subsequent sections.
where strong current
is expected to
The following presents the basic equation
of motion fundamental to riser analysis and covers several key issues that
6.3.6 ModelTesting
need to be properly addressed in every riser analysis, including effective tension, stiffness, mass, buoyancy, and hydrodyAccuracy of results of analysis for risers subjected
to wave
loads.
Next,
discussion
a
of
typical
boundary
and current forces depends upon correctness of the estimationnamic
conditions
is
presented,
followed
by an introduction to variof the hydrodynamic parameters, i.e., drag, inertia, and lift
ous
solution
techniques.
Finally,
several
specialmodeling
coefficients. For tubular members, these parameters are well
established from previous research. However, in certain situa-considerations are discussed.
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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6.4.1

Equation of Motion

For simplicity in presentation, the following discussion is
restricted to the caseof planar, small angle, linear strain analysis of an initially straight riser modeled
as a tensioned beam.
The static equilibrium equation for lateral displacement
of
a tensioned beam is:
du
dz

(35)

c. Risers of any cross-section, not necessarily circular (e.g.,
oval).
d Risers with internal fluids of any density characteristics
(not necessarily constant density).
e. Risers of any materials (not necessarily elastic),with plane
sections not necessarily plane (e.g., flexibles).
f. Risers with tensioned guidelines threaded through multiple guides.
Effective tensioncan be formulated most clearlyas:

where

T,=

z = spatial coordinate along the beam axis.

c +c

u = transverse displacement in the directionof the
load.

(-Pi x Ai) - (-Po x A,,)],,

Tn

n

(37)

n

for a riser comprisingn distinct tubulars, where

EI = bending stiffnessof cross section.

r = applied lateral load, not including applied
hydrostatic and pressures.

T,

= effectivetension.

The beam’s resistance to deformationis provided by flexural stiffness and more significantly, geometric stiffness arising from axial tension.
The dynamic equation
of equilibrium can be obtained from
Equation 35 by incorporating inertiaforces and a mechanism
for energy loss (damping). Applying D’Alembert’s principle,
to:
assuming viscous damping, and simplifying leads
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

where
Ai(z) = internal area.
m = distributedmass.

c = viscous damping coefficient.

p = density of internal fluid.
This model is adequate for many riser analyses. Moreover,

the description ofthis model can beused to introduce most of
the fundamental concepts. Extensionsrequired to cover more
sophisticated modeling requirements are dealt with in subsequent sections.
In applying Equation 36 to riser analysis, the tensionto be
taken into accountin analyzing an immersed, fluidfilled tube
is known as effective tension, T,. Effective tension applies to
the global analysisof:

a All types of riser (metal, flexible, drilling, production, and
catenary).
b. Risers consisting of a singletube,multibore,
or tube
within tube (e.g., tieback risers).

Copyright American Petroleum Institute
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T“ = axial tensions in a structural element (pipe
wall).
Pdi = axial “tension”in an internal fluid column(Ai =
intemal sectionalarea, Pi = intemal pressure).
P d o = axial “tension” in a displaced fluid column (A,
= external or displaced cross-sectional
area,Po
= external pressure).
Lateral force at any cross section of
a riser is equal to shear
plus the effective tension times the slope.This calculation is
validonlybecause it is equivalent to integratingpressure
around the tube circumference and adding shear and the
lateral componentof tension.
Itmustbestressedhoweverthateffectivetensiononly
of risers. When calculating other
applies to the global analysis
effects of tension and pressure on tubes, such as axial strains
and the load combinations that lead to failure, the complete
stress field in the wall of a riser’s tube must be taken into
account.

6.4.1.1

DiscretizedEquation of Motion

Practical riser analysis requires numerical approximations
to the riser differential equationto generate a system of coupled algebraic equations, which can then be solvedby standard numerical solution techniques. Starting with Equation
36 and applying the finite element rnethod7l results
theinfollowing statement of lateral equilibrium for an individual element:

where [m], [c], and [k] are element mass, damping, and stif€ness matrices, respectively.Vectors [ r } and { q } represent
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[k]is

thereforethemostsignificantbuoyancyforceexperienced
directly by the riser is at the lower end and then only if not
connected to the seafloor (e.g., during riser deployment operations).
W1 = [g+ [kg1
(39)
Significant buoyancy forces occur on buoyancy modules,
which
are attachedto riser joints for that purpose. Buoyancy
[kg]is the geometric stiffness matrix and is a function of
modules
haveexposedhorizontalsurfacesandgeneratea
element length and effective tension.[k$ is the flexural stiffbuoyancy force greater than their gravitational force because
ness matrix
their mass density is less than seawater. Data on buoyancy
An equation similar to Equation 38 can be developed for
modules is typically given in terms of “net
lift,” which is the
the axial direction, the primary difference being the formof
difference
between
buoyancy
and
weight
(gravitational
A m versus EI). Solution of
the flexural stiffness terms (i.e.,
force).
the axial equations yields axial force in the riser, which is
Buoyancy forces also act on all other submerged material
required for the lateral equilibrium equation. Thus, the two
of the riser, including nonstrucequations are coupled through the tension term and are typi- that is attached to the outside
turd appurtenances, riser connectors, and coatings.isItoften
cally solvedby iteration. More discussion
of tension coupling
assumed that the nominal riser pipe is the only material which
is givenin 6.4.3.4.
is
continuous along a riser, thereforeall other items attached
The keys to building an accurate stiffness model
of the
to
the riserare assumed to have horizontal surfaces on which
riser system is to properly estimate the lateral bending stiffbuoyancy
forces act. The total buoyancy forceon any length
ness term,EZ(z) and to accurately determine the effective tenof
riser
can
then be taken to equal the difference between the
requires
siondistributionintherisersystem.Theformer
weight of water displaced by the riser and that displaced by
reasonable approximations for auxiliary lines, large appurtethe nominal riser tube, which is equal to the weight
of water
nancesandchangesinwallthickness.Thelatterrequires
displaced by all attached items.
approximating riser weight and buoyancy.
Finally, changes in riser diameter result in horizontal surfaces upon which pressure forces can act. Changes in outside
6.4.1.2 Mass Modeling
diameter can generate a buoyancy force from external pres6.4.1.2.1 Proper modeling of the riser mass distribution is
sure, and changes in inside diameter give rise to a buoyancy
required for an accurate solutionto the dynamic equilibrium
force from internal pressure.In fact, proper considerationof
as amassperunit
equation.Risermassisusuallytaken
diameter change handles the case where the riser terminates
length, distributed over regions of roughly equal properties.
above the seafloor, exposing itto pressure force. Pressure of
In finite element models, this distributed mass can be used
seawater is applied to the entire end (sealed
or unsealed), and
either to develop a consistent mass matrix
by the same meththe pressure of contents, acting in the opposite direction, is
ods used for developing the flexural stiffness matrix
or a simapplied to the inside area.
If the contained fluid is seawater at
ple lumped mass matrix. The riser tube, couplings, coatings,
the same pressureas the external fluid,as it would be for an
auxiliarylines,anodes,buoyancymodules,appurtenances,
unsealed end, the net force resultant is simply the product
of
andinternalcontentsallcontributemassthatmustbe
hydrostatic pressure and riser tube section area If the riseris
accounted for in the dynamic model. In addition, the hydroempty and at ambientair pressure, as it would be for a sealed
as describedin 6.3.3.1, must be
dynamicaddedmass,
end with no contained fluid, the net vertical force
is the prodincluded.
uct of hydrostatic pressure and cross-sectional area of the
sealed tube.
6.4.1.2.2 Each component of mass in the riser model contributes a gravity force at the location where the mass is
6.4.2RiserBoundaryConditions
attached to the riser, and all gravity forces contribute, along
with buoyancy and pressure forces, to the axial tension in a
6.4.2.1 Top End
riser. Riser contents exert a pressure force on internal diameter changes in the riser,as described in the followingsection.
6.4.2.1.1
Vessel
Motions
6.4.1.3BuoyancyandPressureForces
Buoyancyforcesarisefromtheverticalcomponentof
pressure integrated over the submerged area and arise only
for exposed horizontal surface. In the case of a completely
submerged body, buoyancy force can be shown to equal the
weight of the displaced fluid.For most metal riser analyses,
the top surface of the riser is above the water surface, and

Vessel motions are required perform
to
uncoupled dynamic
riser analysis. This type of analysis is valid for both column
stabilized and monohull vessels. Vessel motions important for
riser designare:

a. Wave-frequency motions.
b. Low-frequency motions at the surgdswaynatural periods.
c. Static offsets.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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The analysisrequired can be summarizedas follows:

a. Firstordermotionresponsesinthesix-degrees-offreedom.
b.Wind and current force coefficients and slowly varying
dynamic wind responses.
drift
c.Meanwavedriftforcesandslowlyvaryingwave
responses.
d. Maximum platform offset including
all motion response
contributions.

quency of the mooredvessel. In this casethehorizontal
motion of the vessel may be significant. The low frequency
responses are also highly dependent on the mooring stiffness
and the total damping included in the system. Both
the slowdrift oscillations and the wave-frequency motion are calculated about the mean offset position described above.
A simple one-degree-of freedom (surge) simulation of the vessel's
behavior can beused to calculate thelow frequency surge and
swaymotionsof
the
In this method, byknowing the
vessel mass, the mooring stiffness and surge damping, the
low frequency surge motion can be estimated.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

This section is intended to summarize themain features of
this type of analysis. Details may be found in API RP 2 FPI
and API Rp 2T.
6.4.2.1 -1.3 Combination of Motion Components
The calculationof first order vessel motions is usually perMaximum vessel offsetsare calculated as the superposition
formed in the frequency domainfor uncoupled riser analysis.
of
the mean offset and the maximum dynamic excursion. For
The motion responses and static offsets due to the first-order
are generally
riser
analysis, mean and low frequency motions
wave forces, second-order, wave-drift forces, and wind and
current forces are calculated separately. The maximum vessel added to get a quasi-static offset to determine a quasi-static
mean riser conlïguration. Wave frequency motions are then
offset and motionare estimated based on combination of the
calculated aboutthis point for by the riser analysis
program.
individual contributions.
The dynamic wind response of the vessel
is a combination
6.4.2.1.2TensionerModeling
of a steady component and a time varying component. The
steady component is calculated by summing the wind drag
Top tensioned risers are attached to the FPS by tensioners
forces and moments on each member above
the water line.
so that modeling of their response characteristics
is important
In addition to the steady wind forces, the vessel will exhibit
to accurately simulate the global riser response. In general,
a low frequency motion responses induced by wind dynamthe load-displacement curve of a riser tensioner may resemare treated as a constant or a combiics. The total wind forces
ble one ofthe following characteristics:
nation of a steady component anda time varying component.
The time varying componentis also known as low frequency
a. Flat curve close to constant tension with respect to tenwind force. The low frequency wind
force will induce low
sioner stroke. In the analysis, riser top tensionis maintained
frequency resonant surge, sway and yaw motion.
constant.
The frequency distribution of wind speed fluctuation can
b. Linear relation between riser top tension and tensioner
be described by a spectrum. A wind spectrum for use in this
be modeledby a linearspring
stroke.Thetensionercan
analysis is given inthe 19th edition of the API RF' 2A-WSD.
between the riser and the platform.
c. Nonlinear relation between riser top tension and tensioner
6.4.2.1.1.1WaveFrequencyMotionResponse
stroke. Top tension response and tensioner stiffness can
be
The vessel's fìrst order wave responses in six degrees of
modeled by a non-linear beam or truss elements. If the riser
freedom are generally calculated using 3D diffraction techto the tentop tension increases significantly with respect
niques. Theseare characterized by response amplitudeoperasioner stroke, the tension variation may changethe stiffness
tors (RAOs)and phase angles.W s require computation of a
In this case, the coupling
inflexuralbendingoftheriser.
wave frequency setdown resulting fromsurgdsway. Heavebetween the axial and bending response
may be important.
and roll/pitch"are usually negligible forTLP riser analysis.
6.4.2.2Bottom
End
6.4.2.1.1.2 Low Frequency Motion Response
6.4.2.2.1FlexJoints
A dynamic riser analysis is generally performed with the
Flex joints are often used at the lower end
of metal risers to
vessel offset to its mean position due to the steady environallow the riser to articulate with minimal bending resistance.
mental loads (wind, wave, and current) plus the maximum
A flex joint can be modeledas a beam element or preferably
lowfrequencyresponseof
the vessel. The lowfrequency
as a linear spring having the appropriate rotational stiffness
wave responses of the vesselare excited by the second order
wave drift forcesandmomentsandbywindgustforces.
pmperties.Stiffness is a functionofdeflectionmagnitude,
and this flex joint property can be important for fatigue. It
Although the magnitudeof these forcesis small compared to
should be ensured during the motion analysis that the design
the first order wave forces, the frequency of the oscillating
angular limits of the flex joints are not exceeded.
drift force may correspond very closely
to the natural fre
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6.4.2.2.2StressJoints

solved numerically. The riser must be discretized carefully to
avoid numerical errors from too coarse a mesh while producStress joints are special joints at the bottom or topof the
of
ing a model that can be analyzed with a reasonable amount
stress in
riser designedto control the curvature and hence the
computational effort. The level of discretization that is ultithe riser where it attaches stiff
to asupport structure. They
are
mately acceptable depends on the numerical representation
of
usuallytaperedfromathick-walledsectiontoathinnertension variation, the spatial variation in physical properties
walled section with constantID. A stress joint can be modof the riser and in the magnitude of applied load, frequency
eled for gross stiffnesspurposes as a number of straightcontent of the applied load and the accuracy of the desired
walled beam sections with decreasing wall thickness.
results. In general, coarser meshes are acceptable for determiningapproximatedisplacementsolutionstoproblems
6.4.3SolutionMethods
dominated by vessel motions, while finer meshes
are essential
stresses
in
the
splash
zone or at a
for
accurately
determining
A numerical solutionto the equilibrium equations istypically obtained by assembling equations for each region com- stressjoint for fatigue analysis.
prising the riser into a system of equations describing the
6.4.3.1.2 Finite element length is further controlled by the
force-displacement relationships for all degrees of freedom
following cons ide ration^^^:
for elements connected to a
(dof). By combining all equations
particular node, in a manner consistent with requirements for
C= equilibrium at the node and compatibility between elements, a. Near a boundary, element length should not exceed:
equations relating forcesat all global dof to displacementat
b. Away from boundaries, element length should not exceed
each dof at the nodeare obtained Assembling all such equaleads to a systemof N
tions forN global degrees of freedom
coupled
algebraic
equations.
These
equations
can
be
as:
expressed in matrix form
where o is the highest lateral frequency to be included in the
analysis.
[M{u 1 + [ c l { r i } + [KItu}=t w
(40)

E

c. The ratio of lengths of successive elements should not
exceed about1:2.

where

[M = N x N system mass matrix.
[Cl = N x N system damping matrix.
[ K j = N x N system stiffness matrix.
{ R } = N x 1 system load vector.
{ Ü } = N x 1 acceleration vector.

{ U } = N x 1 velocity vector.

6.4.3.2 Small Versus Large Angle Formulation
6.4.3.2.1 The "small angle" assumption is often used when
formulating riser analysis methods, particularly for vertical
risers. In practice, various operational constraints, or stress
limits for many types of risers are only met by keeping the
maximum angle change along the riser below ten
degrees.
This just happens to be a generally recognized limit for the
accuracy range of small angle beam theory.

6.4.3.2.2 Use of small angle theory simplifies the solution
through approximation of the curvature term, at the expense
where each row represents the equilibrium equation for a glo- of limiting its applicability. However, small angle approaches
of design appliwill generallybe sufficient for a wide variety
bal degree of freedom, obtained by adding contributions from
cations.Notethatsmallangletheorydoesnotlimitthe
each connected element. Matrix columns contain coefficients
approach to small displacements, as rather large displacespecifying mass, damping and stiffness coupling between the
various dof. The coupling terms arise from elements which are ments of a riser in moderate water depths can be achieved
without exceeding an angle change
of ten degrees.
connected between nodes at which the coupled dof are defined.
The following sections address various issues pertinent to the
6.4.3.2.3 Note also that small angle theory is not limited
numerical solutionof the global equilibrium equation.
to vertical risers. For example, any number of techniques
( e g , catenary equations) can be used
to calculate the initial
6.4.3.1
Discretization
configuration
of
catenary
a
riser,
whose
subsequent
dynamic response to environmental excitation can be cal6.4.3.1.1 Finite element or finite difference techniques are
culated by s m a l l angle theory, subject to the limitation
distypicallyemployed to reducethedifferentialequilibrium
cussed above. Large rotations must be modeled, however,
equations to a setof coupled algebraic equations that canbe
{ U } = N x 1 displacement vector.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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for certain analyses where angle changes will exceed ten
degrees. This can be the case for flexible risers in extreme
storms, particularly if the loading is n o d to the catenary
plane. Forthese situations, numerous approaches have been
developed to accommodate large rotation^.^^^^^
6.4.3.3 Planar Versus Three-dimensional Analysis
A common simplificationfor many riser analysesis the use
of planar (two-dimensional) analysis,in which vessel motion,
are all
waves, current and any initial displacement of the riser
assumed to be in the same plane. For many cases, especially
this is anadequate
forinitiallystraight(vertical)risers,
assumption
that
can
significantly
reduce
the
resources
required for analysis. Planar analysisis therefore particularly
useful for preliminary design work. Spread
seas and non-collinear wave and current loads cannot be solved directly with
two-dimensional techniques due to the coupling introduced
bythedrag force non-linearity.Inmany cases, reasonable
approximations will still permit the use of two-dimensional
formulations. However, ceflain problems
are inherently threedimensional and thereforerequire a three-dimensional analysis (e.g.,stresses near theseabed for a catenary riser subjected
to loading normal to the planethe
of riser).

ring and the vessel. Stroke
of other tensioner designs depends
on the particular geometry of their attachmentto the tensioning ring as well. In any case, vertical riser displacement due
to lateral motion and low frequency and wave frequency vessel displacements should be considered, as should nonlinear
setdown of a vertically-moored vessel (TLP).
6.4.3.5.2 In manycaseswheretensionchangesdueto
stroke are relatively small, modeling of the tensioner stiffness is not important. However, for detailed designthe
oftento
sioning ring or tensioning attachment hardware, forces due
stroke may be important. Also, in cases wherea tensioner is
a tensioner is stroked
relatively stiff, or in extreme cases when
out, accurate stiffness modeling of tensioners maybe important. In these cases, tensioners can be modeled as inclined
scalar springs with the appropriate stiffness characteristics.
Accurate prediction of forces local to the tensioning ring may
require considering large vessel rotations when formulating
the spring (i.e., stiffness changes with instantaneous vessel
position).75
6.4.3.6
Stability

Low, or even negative, effective tension over a portion of
the riser does not imply the riser
is unstable, nor does it cause
the riser to instantanmusly experience Euler buckling. The
6.4.3.4TensionCoupling
direct consequenceof low or negative effective tensionis low
Tension in the riser hasa significant influence onstiffness.
lateral stiffness, the result
of whichis adequately estimated by
For some riser designs, the temporal variation in tension rela- the standard global riser analysisif changes in effective tentive to the mean tension is naturally small and therefore will
sion are accounted for76
lateral displacement. However,risers with
have little effect on
relativelystifftensioningsystemsmayexperiencetension
6.4.3.7Nominal Forces and Stresses
variations that are significant relative to themeantension,
leading to appreciable changes in lateral stiffness. Analysis of 6.4.3.7.1 Nominal internal forces and stresses on the riser
these risers must account for the nonlinear coupling between cross section can be calculated directly from the dynamic
axial tension and lateral stiffness. The coupling comes from
equilibrium equation for a riser element using the results
the fact that as a riser displaces laterally, it must stretch axifrom global analysis. Such nominal forces and
stresses can
axial
allyand/ordisplacevertically.Thebalancebetween
then beused directly in design, where called
for by Section 5 ,
stretch and vertical displacement is a function of the conor they can be used as input to more detailed analysisof riser
straint typically provided byits attachment to a vessel, which
components as described in6.5.
is itself a function of vessel displacement.In the general case,
6.4.3.7.2 Local
equilibrium
of
a riser
element
leads
accurate determination of tension variation requires assessment of the coupling between lateral and axial riser displace- directly to the following expression gotten by solving Equaments,constraintsbetweentheriserandvessel,andthe
tion 38 for internal forces{ q } :
In somecases,pressure
associatedvesseldisplacement.
changes due to change in elevation of the free surface may
{ 4 } = [ m l { ~ } + [ c l I ~ } + [ ~ l I u } - I r } (41)
also contribute to tension variation.

6.4.3.7.3 Contributions to internalforce by inertia loads
are represented in the mass times accelerationtem. Similarly
damping contributions are represented in the damping tem,
stroke is necessary if
6.4.3.5.1 Calculationoftensioner
and curvature is the stiffness term. Note also that contribunonlinearities in the tensioner stiffness
are to be accounted for
tions by internal and extemal pressure terms are also in the
in the tension calculation. Stroke calculations are also often
stiffness term via the effective tension, as is the contribution
desired for tensioner design.Stroke of direct-acting tensioners is simply the relative displacement between the tensioning of axial tensionto shear and moment.
6.4.3.5

Stroke and Tensioner Stiffness

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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shore application^.^^*^^,^^ There are also several applications

6.4.3.8Frequency-DomainAnalysis
6.4.3.8.1 Frequency-domainanalysis is appropriatewhen
are knownto be small, and
the effects of tension coupling
other
nonlinearities
significantly
affecting
there are no
responses. Frequency-domain analysis
is often usedfor fatigue
analysiswiththeobjectiveofobtainingestimatesofrootmean-square (m)axialandbendingstresses.Frequencyto estimate nns stresses for use
domain analysis is also useful
in strength calculations of certain components as well as esti(see 6.6).
mating clearance between risers
6.4.3.8.2 Theprincipaladvantage
of frequency-domain
analysis is a reduction in computational effort for linear systems, coupled with very simple unambiguous output. Analysis of linear systemsis well understood, and the application of
is straightforward.
frequency-domain results to design criteria
The limitationof frequency-domain analysis is the difficulties
and added complexities associated with modeling nonlinear
behavior.
6.4.3.8.3 Waveandcurrentforces
as modeled by Morison’s equation are nonlinear in velocity. This is typically a
risers, but it can be successfully linsignificant force term for
earized as described in6.3.4.36,37,38,98 Witha linearized drag
term, the frequency-domain equilibrium equations become:

[Al { V = { R d

(42)

where
[A] = 4 n 2f2 [ M ]

85

+ i27~f[C7+ [a

of the method to riser analysis in the literature.80~81~82

6.4.3.8.6 In addition to properly linearizing the drag force,
careful selection of analysis frequencies is essential to adequately model riser response. Frequencies used in the analysis should result in adequate definition
of 1) the wave energy
spectrum, 2) vessel response characteristics, and 3) natural
frequencies of the riser.
6.4.3.9Time-DomainAnalysis

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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Time-domain analysis is typically used when accurate representation of nonlinear behavior is important
to meeting the
analysisobjective.Nonlineareffectsencounteredforsome
riser analyses such as tension coupling, large rotations, nonlinear loading or foundation stiffness can be directly modeled
in the t i m e - d ~ m a i n .In
~ ~addition,
* ~ ~ time-domain analysis is
used to analyze transient events such as disconnecting with
overpull on a drilling riser or lossof station keeping ability.
Finally, time-domain analysis canbe used to assess the relative accuracy of equivalent frequency-domain analyses and
in design.
calibrate them for use
Time-domain analysis requires defining the environment
as
a function of time, typically simulating wave time histories.
Vessel motions may be calculated from the simulated waves
and vessel frequency response functions (uncoupled vessel/
riser analysis) or they may be calculated in the time-domain
alongwithriserresponse(coupledvesseyriseranalysis).
Time-domain analysis is essentially satisfying static equilibrium, including inertial, damping, and applied loads, at particular points in time.

{ R ~ =} I r l F ~ j + & >
6.4.3.9.1IntegrationApproach
6.4.3.8.4 { R L }represents the linearized wave and current
load, f is the wave frequency in Hertz and is the relative
Direct integration methods integrate the equilibrium equaphase of the load at degree-of-freedom,
j . [ C l contains terms
tion in time, with the objective of satisfying dynamic equilibconstructed from the linearized damping force term.[A] is a
rium at discrete times. The general form for such methods is:
complex-valuedcoefficientmatrixthatmay
be solved
directly at each frequency by standard solution techniques for
[Al, U),+Af= { R h
(43)
transsimultaneousequations.Theequationmayalsobe
formed to modal coordinates, leading to response estimates
for explicit integration methods suchas central difference or
for each individual dynamic mode. In either the
case,
solution
as the Newmark method.
for
implicit methods, such
is in termsof displacement amplitude and phase
as functions
of frequency, linearizedto a particular seastate.
6.4.3.8.5 Whendisplacementamplitudes are dividedby
are
the wave amplitudes used
to generate the loads, the results
termedfrequencyresponsefunctions
(RAOs) or transfer
functions. The transfer functions can then
be used to generate
of environmental conditions,
response estimates for a variety
although frequently the analysis will be linearized
to a variety
of seastates of different intensities to keep the linearization
error reasonably small. There
are several good referencesthat
summarize the frequency-domain analysis method for off-
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where
A = coefficient matrix.

U = function of mass, stiffness, and damping.

R = function of load, mass, stiffness, damping, and
the solution at previous time
steps.
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The primary difference between the two classes of integration methods is that explicit methods are derived from the
equilibrium equation at timet and implicit methodsat t + dt.
This has implications on the numerical effort required
to perform the integration. Explicit methods typically require fewer
computationspertimestepbutoftenrequireshortertime
steps to achieve an accurate solution. Implicit methods often
require substantial numerical effort at each time step (like
decomposition of the coefficient matrix) but can often utilize
larger time steps. Selecting a method is usually a trade-off
between accuracy and economy. A variety of methods are
available from the literature.85986
Stability and accuracy of the time integration should be
carefully considered when setting up the time-domain analysis run.Most popular methods are conditionally stable, meane
&threshold
ing that the timestep size must be below a c
for the analysis to yield meaningful results. One
of the most
popular methodsis the Newmark Constant Average Acceleration method, which is stable for any time step (i.e., unconditionally stable). However, all methods require that the time
step be small enough to accurately reflect important frequencies in the loador response. This is analogous to properspatialdiscretizationofthemodelandcarefulselection
of
frequenciesinthefrequency-domainmethod.Largetime
steps may result in a quicker analysis that is accurate for the
frequencies represented but may m i s s important higher frequency contributions.
All methods have some degree of integration error that is
associated with frequency and amplitude of the integrated
response. In certainsituations,slighterrorsinfrequency
alone can accumulate and leadto numerical ‘bating” of the
response. It is important to recognize and understand these
errorswhenperformingtime-domainanalysis,particularly
for the purpose of simulating long time histories and
develop
ing statistics for extremes.

tubulars. The closer the riser system configuration is to the
compound section assumed for the global analysis,
the closer
the global displacements are to the actual displacements of
the tubulars.
6.4.4.2CoupledVesseVRiserAnalysis
6.4.4.2.1 Riser
simulations
are usually
conducted
as
Uncoupledanalyses ushg assumed quasi-static offsets and
wave-frequency motions computed from
RAOs from separate
moored-vessel analyses. Some programs permit solution of
the total vessel/riser/moorings problem wherein the latterare
represented byfinite elements. This is called coupled analysis
and it is usually done in the time-domain. isItuseful when:

a. Risers cansignificantlyinfluencetheresponseofthe
vessel.
is
b. A more completerepresentationofvesselmotions
desired that includes, for example, slowly varying motions or
more accurate setdown effects.
6.4.4.2.2 Coupled
analyses
are more
computationally
intensivesincemanymoredegreesoffreedom
are being
solved for at each time step.
6.4.4.3 Design Statistics and Transfer Functions
Riser analyzes are run either to: 1)’ determine maximum
values or 2) develop transfer functions, usually for fatigue
analyses or for spectral computation of extremes. Quite different techniquesare requiredin each case.
6.4.4.3.1FrequencyDomain
6.4.4.3.1.1Extreme

Values

Frequency-domainanalysisresults in root-mean-square,
X-, and zero-crossing pero
i d, Tu, for stresses and deflections fora particular seastate according to:

6.4.4SpecialModelingConsiderations
6.4.4.1Equivalent

Pipe Model

Global analyses of multiple tubular riser systemsare generally performed using
an equivalentpipe model. The equivalent pipe models are generated using the assumption thatthe
riser section properties can be calculated from a compound
section. Using this assumption, which ignores non-isometric
pperties, theriserpropertiesareobtainedby
adding the
areas, moments of inertia, effective tensions and masses all
of
of the tubulars together along the length of the riser. This
implies that the tubulars are in continuous contact with each
where
other and that the displacements (and thus thecurvatures) of
are identical. In
all of the tubularsalong the length of the riser
m,, = nth spectral moment.
reality the tubularsare not in constant contact with each other,
and therefore, the displacements
of the tubularsare not identif = frequency, Hz.
cal. As a result, the global displacements describe the general
or approximate displacements along the length of the riser
sy) = power spectrum of the response.
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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To predict the maximum values, these must be multiplied
peakofs.
by an extreme factor computed from the distribution
Many analyses have assumed Gaussian responses so that the
from:
extreme value is obtained
X-=X,,,+X,,~F
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where

m).

(49)
where
S,&)

P, = exceedenceprobability.
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be
Random wave simulation results in time series that can
post-processed to develop transfer functions via Fast Fourier
Transforms
One commonlyused definition is:

(48)

F = J2 In [ D / ( T,,P,)]

,,X

m O732290

= wave spectrumatf.

RA00 =

response amplitude operator, response per unit
wave amplitude at$

= mean value of response.

D = duration of condition (often3 or 6 hours).
While adequate for relatively mild conditions, such as for
fatigue analysis, drag dominated responses
are generally nongaussian and are not well represented this
by type of analysis
in extreme conditions. This is particularly true in the splash
zone, where the effectsof intermittent wetting are important
for the statistics.
6.4.4.3.1.2Transfer

Functions

Transfer functions can be obtained directly
h m frequency
domain analysis programs.

6.5COMPONENTANALYSIS

This section addresses the detailed analysis of the riser
components using the results obtained in the global analysis.
6.5.1IndividualRiserTubulars
6.5.1.1 The objective of analyzing individual tubularsis to
evaluate them with regard to the appropriate design criteria
and to generate loads and displacements required to evaluate
theircomponents.Theanalyses of theindividualtubulars
begins with the global analyses. Such analysis takes results
obtained in the global analysis and generates the information
required tosatisfy this objective.

6.4.4.3.2
Time-Domain

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

6.5.1.2 For riser systems which have one tubular that provides most of the riser stiffness (i.e., drilling risers, production
6.4.4.3.2.1
ExtremeValues
risers with small inner tubes, etc.) the global displacements
Regular (design) wave simulation. These results are relaprovide an accurate description of the predominant tubular’s
tively simple to interpret for finding maximum responses to
displacements. It may also be possible to determine the tenthatparticularwave,althoughrelatingthatcondition
to a
sions, bending moments and stresses in the predominant tubudesign seastate is problematical. Such an approach cannot be larwithoutadditionalanalysis.However,insomecases
to
recommended when there is substantial dynamic response
additional analyses are required to determine the loads and
frequencies near the design waves. The usespectral
of
analyIn theseriser system,
stressesinthepredominanttubular.
sis (based on transfer functions appropriate to the seastate
to
additional analyses may also
be required to determine the loads
analyze) described in the following,is therefore preferred.
and stresses in tubulars other than the predominant tubular. For
riser systems which do not have one predominant tubular, addiRandom-wave simulation. Time series from random-wave
simulations must be processed to obtain extreme values. One tional analyses are usually required to accurately estimate the
loads, stresses, and displacements in individual tubulars.
as the Weibull3-parameapproach isto fit a distribution, such
peak valuesandtocomputethe
terdistribution,tothe
6.5.1.3 The additional analyses are aimed at evaluating the
of interest. This method
extreme value for the storm duration
interaction
of the riser tubulars and determining the loads,
is particularly attractive for long simulations
up to the length
stresses, and displacements in each tubular. These may be
of thestorm’sduration.Whilecomputationallyintensive,
obtaineddirectlyfrom the additionalanalyses or may be
such an approach is well within today’s hardware capabilities.
obtained using a procedure derived from the results of the
Statistical uncertainty canbe reduced by increasing length
of
global analysis and the analysis of the individual tubular. In
simulation time.
most cases it is not practical to perform a specific analysis
of
each individual tubular for each
load case to be evaluated.For
6.4.4.3.2.2TransferFunctions
these situations a procedure may be developed which relates
the loads, stresses and displacementsin the individual tubes
Whendevelopingtransferfunctionsfromregularwave
in the gloanalysis, such results may contain unwanted higher harmon- to the loads, stresses and displacements generated
bal analyses.
ics that must be removed by filtering.
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6.5.1.8 Centralizersare used on tubulars inside larger
tubul a r ~to control the displacements of the inner tubulars. The
more centralizers that are used, the more closely the riser
behaves like the equivalentpipe riser model used for the global analysis. Centralizers are used to provide the inner tubul a r ~withadditionalstability,controlthelocationswhere
inter-tubular contact may occur and to protect other components. For such riser systems, optimization of the centralizer
spacing is generally one of the tasks to be performed. This
generally requires an iterative process in which a number of
6.5.1.5 Finiteelement or finitedifferencecomputerproresponses are evaluated to determine the optimum centralizer
grams are generally used to analyze the individual tubulars.
spacing.
Depending on the riser configuration and the particular objec6.5.1.9 Theresultswhichshould
be generatedfromthe
tive of the analysis, it may be desirable to include all of the
analyses will vary depending on the type of riser beinganatubulars in a solution with each tubular modeled individually,
lyzed and the objective of the analysis. Some of the results
or it may be desirable to model one tubularin a solution and
perform one solution for each tubular. For some riser systems,which may be generated include:
a combination of both methods may be required. For both
a. Estimation of the axial and transverse displacements
of the
methodsstaticsolutions are used to perform the analyses.
tubulars. The axial displacementscan be used to generate
Theseanalyses
are used to obtainfactorsrelatingthe
information on the relative sliding between tubulars and
to
responses of the individual tubulars
to the global responses
of
generate stroke information for tubulars with sliding (stab-in)
the riser system. These factors are then used in conjunction
are
connections or telescopingjoints.Thelateralanalyses
with the global analyses to estimate the loads, stresses and
used to generate the load distributions and to determine the
displacements of the individual tubulars.
clearances between tubulars.
b. Estimation of the load distributions along the length of
the
6.5.1.6 Because the lateralstifhess of an individual tubular
are used for the analysesof
is dependent on the tubular’s effective tension, along with the tubulars. These load distributions
the tubular connectors and
to determine thestresses along the
cross-sectional properties of the tubular, it
is important to
length of the tubulars. The loads obtained at the ends of the
accurately model the effective tension distribution. Some of
tubulars are used for the analyses of the components conthe factorswhich shouldbe considered when determining the
nected to the endsof the tubulars.
tubular’s effective tension distributionare listed below:
c. Estimation of the stresses alongthe length of the tubulars.
a. Weight of the tubular.
These stressesare used to evaluate the tubularswith regard to
b. Densities of the fluids inside and outside the tubular.
the allowable stress and fatigue criteria.
c. Internal and external tubularpressures.
d. Optimization of the centralizer and/or clamp spacing.
d. Temperature of the tubular.
e. Estimation of the contact loads between tubulars. These
e. Boundary conditionsat the endsof the tubular.
contact loads can be used to design centralizers and evaluate
f. Tubularinstallationprocedure
to determinetheinitial
wear.
tubular tensions.
g.Distancebetween the centerline ofthetubularand
the
6.5.2 Connectors and Stress Joints
assumed centerline of the global riser model.
6.5.2.1 The objective of these analyses is to assure struch. Special joints (i.e., sliding or telescoping joints).
tural integrity and performance of these components
as a part
i. Relative axial stifhesses of the riser tubulars.
of the overaU riser system. Analysis is intended to demon-

6.5.1.4 The tubulars interact with each other through contact loads which occur at discrete points along the lengthof
the riser. The frequency and size
of the contact loads between
the tubulars depends on the global riser displacements, the
clearances between the tubulars (and tubular components)
and the lateral stifhesses of the tubulars. These discrete contact loads may occur anywhere along the length of the tubulars. The most likely points of contactare at the locationsof
centralizers, clamps, connectors, etc.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

6.5.1.7 It is also very i m p o m t to accuratelymodelthe
free space or distance between thetubulars.Themodels
should include free space reductions which mayoccur at the
locations of centralizers, clamps, connectors,
or other components. Care must be taken when discretizing the model
of the
tubular to ensure that in critical areas, the response of the
tubularbetweenthecomponentscan
be accuratelydetermined. For top tensioned metal risers, these critical
areas generally occur at the top and bottom of the riser and inregions
where the effective tension of the tubular is low enough to
allow buckling of the tubular.
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strate that they are resistant to yielding and failure due to
fatigue.

6.5.2.2 The followinganalysis
mended:

procedures are recom-

a Global analysis: Determine the net loads by global analysis. In global analysis the stress joint should be modeled
appropriately with its varying stiffness.If flowlines and their
guide tubes share bending loads with the stressjoint, it may
be assumed that there
is a common radius ofcurvature for all
these tubes. The bending stiffnessof the guidetubes and the
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6.5.4 Effect of Appendages on Local Stress
flowlines are then added to that of the stress joint. Connectors are usually represented by adding the weight and mass
Examples of appendages that will have an effect on local
to the tubular distributed properties. Such global analyses
stresses and may need be
to analyzed are:
include all possible seastateand riser configurations, and the
worst riser response is then determined. From the global
a. Choke andkill lines.
analysis, determine loadings and displacements on the stress b.Anodes.
joint or connector, calculate stresses along various cross sec- c.Buoyancy.
tions of thestress joints and compare with allowable stresses
criteria.
6.5.5TensioningSystem
b. Finite element analysis: Detailed finite element analysis
Tensioner design requires information on maximum
loads,
(FEA) is then usually performed.
A two or three-dimenstroke, and angles. Loads comprise tensions in each composional modelmay be used. Symmetry of the component can
nent, for example: cylinder tensions and centralizing reacbe utilized in determining the stress state by using a twotions. Stroke information determines the overall dimensions
dimensionalaxisymmetric FEA model.Forsuchtwoof the tensioner unit and will generally be quite different for
dimensional analyses the equivalent tension concept (API
up anddown-stroke directions. Sincesuchresponsesare
Spec 16 R) can be used to account for the bending load in
likely to be non-gaussian in large seastates, care should be
element types which allow only axisymmetric loadings. Ele-taken in developing extreme values from time series.
mentformulationswhichallowaxisymmetricmodeling
with asymmetric loadingare also available and may provide
6.6SPECIALPURPOSEANALYSES
improved results. Depending on the finite element model,
Clearance
displacements and rotations rather than forces and moments 6.6.1
may be used to transfer the loadings from the global model
Clearance between risers, between a riser and a moving
to the local model.
obstruction (e.g., a FPS pontoon), or between a riser and a
c. Boundary conditions:A fixed boundary condition may be stationaryobstruction(e.g.,subseawellhead)istypically
used at the end of a stressjoint attached to a foundation that
assessed by performing a global riser analysis and calculating
is significantly stiffer than thestress joint. The flexibility of
mean clearance and relative motions. Statistics on minimum
either the riser base or the upper riser package should be
clearance and impact velocity can then be developed. Enviincluded using appropriate spring elements. Interface eleronmental conditions that are usually checked in clearance
ments can be used to model the interactions between the
analyses are storms and high currents.
stress joint and the lower connector package.
This provides a
method to determine the load
at whichseparationofthe
6.6.1.1
Waves
facesoftheconnectionbetweenthesetwocomponents
6.6.1-1.1 Clearancecan be estimatedforwave-induced
initiates.
motions
in the frequency domain by calculating mean cleard. Stresses: Once stresses are available from the FEA, they
ance
and
estimating relative displacements due to slow-drift
should be compared to the design allowables defined in Secand wave-frequency responses. Statistics for minimum cleartions 4 and 5.
ance, contact rate, and potential collision velocities can then
e. Fatigue: Connectors and stress joints are critical members
be estimated based on reasonable simplifymg assumptions
where fatige loading should be analyzed. Either
FEA based
and standard formulas for extreme values.
analysis or global analysis results may be used to calculate
the fatigue life. In the case where the global results are used, 6.6.1.1.2 Mean clearance can be estimated as the average
clear distance between risers with the vessel at its mean slowstress amplification factors(SAFs) should be used for localdriftoffset. If risernaturalfrequenciesarewellseparated
ized high stress regions.
from vessel drift frequencies, then the standard deviationof
relative displacement due to slow drift of the vessel can be
6.5.3FlexJoints
estimated as the change in clearance that occurs
as the vessel
Local analyses as outlined for the stress joint can be conmoves from its mean slow drift offset to the mean plus slow
ducted for the flex joint. The purpose
of the local analysis is
drift standard deviation position. This will often be an adeto determine high local stresses and life of the joint under
quate representation for connected risers. However, some risfluctuating loads. Therefore, the model should include stiffers may exhibit appreciable dynamic response to vesseldrift
ness of the elastomers between spherical shaped steel rings
during installationor retrieval operations (e.g., running a subsea BOP without guidelines). For these cases, a dynamic
and appropriate contact elements. Such models must include
analysis is appropriate to determine a relative displacement
highly non-linear behavior of the rubber layers and call for
spectrum due to slow-drift, using the vessel motion slow-drift
specialized analyses capabilities.
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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spectrum as a dynamic boundary condition. Finally, the standard deviation of relative displacements at wave frequencies
is estimated by differencingthe wave-frequency displacement
transfer functions of the two risers. These transfer functions
must be linearized about a particular vessel position, due to
the effectof vessel motion on riser tension.

u = U, exp(4.6930, I b)2)
(54)

where

6.6.1.1.3

A completedescriptionof clearance inthefrequency domain includes the mean clearance plus a relative
displacement response spectrum, which typically comprises
response
due
to vessel
slow-drift
and
wave-frequency
motions and loadings. Thereare no generally accepted procedures for calculating extreme response statistics for a combinedslow-driftandwave-frequencyrelativedisplacement
process. However,the general approach
is to develop an envelope function for the combined process and then estimate
extreme values of the envelope using classical level-crossing
techniques.87988*89There are no specific examples for riser
this time, but the
clearanceanalysisintheliteratureat
extreme response ofa vessel is an analogous problem that has
been studied extensively.90

6.6.1.1.4 Similarquantities may be calculatedviatimedisdomain analysis, in which case the calculation of relative
placement is straightforwardif both slow-drift and wave-hquencyvesselmotions
are included
inthesimulation.
Relative velocities are typically computed via numerical differentiation of the relative displacement.

6.6.1.2.1
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(53)

x = distance in flow directionfrom center of riser.

of wake.
Y = transverse distance from center-line

u, = wake velocityat y=O.
u = wake velocity at arbitrary downstream
coordinates x,y.

and k2 empirical constants having approximate valueskl =

0.25 and k2 = 1.0.

Because of potentially large static deflections in high currents, the risk of collisions in riser systems should be evaluated. Large static deflection of a riser does not necessarily
represent a problem as long as it is approximately equal for
allrisersinthearray.However,
for risers,evenrelatively
small difference in deflection can exceed the top and bottom
to mechanicalcontactorcollision
endspacingsandlead
between adjacent risers.
Thus it becomes necessary to calculate the deflection of
each riser in the array
to determine if any two will collide
or if
there will be collision with mooring lines, platform pontoons,
etc. In this calculation it is recommended to account for the
shielding effect of risers situated upstream
in the current field.
For calculating the shielding effect, the theoretical formulation for fully developed turbulent wakes
is recommended.
The wake field behind a cylinder in homogeneous flow
is: 94,95

U, = k 2 V ( C f l l ~ J ' ~

effective drag coefficient, any expectedVIV to
be takeninto accountby increasing its typical
stationary flow value91

D = diameter of riser generating the wake.

kl

BasicWake Formulae

(52)

cd =

V = inflow velocityto upstream riser.

Currents

b = kl(CdDn,)"

b = wake half-width(see Figure 38).

As an example ofthe practical consequences ofthis formulation consider two cylinders of equal diameter, one sitting
directly behindthe other inthe direction of the current.If the
center-to-center spacing is 5 diameters, thedrag force on the
downstream cylinder is reduced by 45 percent compared to
the upstream cylinder. If the spacing is 30 diameters the corresponding reduction will be 27 percent and at a spacing of
100 diameters the reductionis still as large as 16 percent. Itis
generally accepted that the potential flow field induced by a
cylinder is negligible at distances of the orderof 5 diameters
or more. However, as can be seen from the above examples,
the shielding effectproduced by the upstream cylinder is significant even at much larger distances.
The evaluation of risk of collision in toptensioned riser
arrays can be done in three phases as follows:
Phase 1: The static deflection dueto current drag is calculated for each riserin the array, neglecting any hydrodynamic
interaction between them, Le., assuming the i d o w velocity
If
for each riserto be equal to the current at the relevant level.
the riser deflectionsas calculated abovedo not exceed significantly the average of top and bottom spacings in the riser
array, one can safely conclude that there will
be no collisions
between the risers due tothe current, and no further analysis
is necessary. On the other hand, if the deflections as calculated are much larger thanthe spacings, more accurate
analysis is recommended as described in the following phase.
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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Phase 2: This calculation procedure takes wake interaction Table &Values of k3 for Different Velocity Profiles and
into account. The procedure consists in calculating the deflec- Different Riser Top Tensionto Bottom Tension Ratios
tion of each riser, starting with the far upstream riser, and
f
i
k
5.5
12.0
3.3
1.6
1 .o
continuing with each riser in the sequence of their position inT f l b h
downstream direction?6 The essential feature is that when
1.141.03 1.07
1.00
1.00
Rectangular
calculating the local inflow velocity, the wakes generated
by
h/H= 1.0
0.274
0.282
0.291
0.316
0.342
all upstream risers are taken into account by the formulae
shown above.
0.237
h/H =0.8
0.193
0.196
0.212
0,262
If the deflections determined by the Phase 2 calculations
h/H=0.6
0.121
0.128
0.136
0.157
0.178
show that no collisions will occur, then no further analysis
is
necessary. However, if the direction of the current varies for h/H=0.4
0.0622 0.0663 0.0717 0.0852 0.0991
different levels down the risers, or if the stiffness
of the ten0.0392 0.0423 0.0460 0.0555 0.0653
sioning devicesis such thatit significantly reduces the deflec- h/H = 0.3
tion, there is still hope that collisions will not occur,even if
h/H =0.2
0.0213
0.0231 0.0252 0.0307 0.0369
In this situathe Phase2 calculation showed that they would.
0.00893 0.00967 0.0106 0.0131 0.0160
h/H=O.l
tion it is recommended that one proceeds to the more complete analysisof Phase 3.
results of the calculations shouldbe judged with this limitaPhase 3: This more complete analysis accounts for variation in mind.
tions of current direction for different levels down the riser
the
Forflexiblerisersofarbitrary,wave-typegeometry
and for the stiffness
of the tensioning device
of each riser. The
riser curvature and deflectionsthe
intwo horizontal directions basic wake formulation is still applicable. Again there is no
(x and y)are determined accordingly. The drag force is calcu- experimental verification available, and practical experience
from this type of calculationsis still very limited.
lated, correcting the inflow for the wakes generated by all the
other risers, using the geometry
of the other risers determined
6.6.2Hydrostatic
Collapse
in the previous current step.
If the deflections of the different risers according to this
6.6.2.1 Collapse ofMetal Pipe
calculation procedure are such that they collide, the designer
6.6.2.1.1 The formulas given below may be usedtoanahas two options:
lyze collapse resistance. These formulas should be used with
a. Change the spacingsor other parametersof riser systemin
the criteria given in
5.4.1.
order to avoid collisions.
6.6.2.1.2 The collapse pressure for round pipe,P,, is given
b.Verify thatmechanicalcontactbetweenriserswillbe
by:
acceptable
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

If the second is chosen, one will haveto evaluate possible
damage due totwo effects:

P, = Pepy (P>

+ Py2>-lD

(57)

6.6.2.1.3 Theminimumcollapsepressureforimperfect
a. Risers at different angles making continuous mechanical
pipe, PC,including the effect
of bending strain,is given by:
contact, producing additional bending moments at the position of contact.
b. Risers vibrating due to VIV, producing dynamic impact
PC= P, (g - ds,)
(58)
forces at the points of collision, thus producing additional
bending moments as well as possible damage to the surface
where
of the risers.In this case a maximum possible impact velocity
will be 2wA, where o and A are the frequency and amplitude
D,t = nominal pipe outside diameter and wall thickof the VIV, respectively.
ness less any corrosion allowance.
6.6.1.2.2 Flexible Risers

D,,

of Arbitrary Geometry

The numerical procedures described above refer primarily
to a verticalor nearly vertical riser. Forthis type of riser, the
numerical procedures up to and including Phase 2 calculations have been verified expe~irnents?~
by
For conditionstypically referring to Phase 3 calculations, there is so far no
experimental verification available, and the reliability of the

Copyright American Petroleum Institute
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a = cross sectional area of wall=IC[I? - (D - 2t)2]/4.
T, = effective tension on tubular.
G = unitweightofwater.
H = waterdepth.
Pi = internalpressure.
P = net external pressure = GH - Pi.
S, = mean axial stress = (T, - PA) / U - Pi.

Y, = reduced yieldstress = ay{ [1- 3(S, / 2oYy]'" (S, 120,) 1.

Py = yield pressure with simultaneous tension =
2Y,t/D.

Pe = elastic buckling pressure= [2E/ (1 -v2)] (t / DY.
p = plastic to elastic collapse ratio= Py / P,.

O,= initial ovality = (D- - D,,&) / (D-

+ D&.

f = out-of-roundness function= [1 + (OiD/ f>2] ln OiD / t.
g

= imperfection function= (1 +&ln / @2 +fZ)ln.

b = strain reduction factor= 1.5 for API pipe.
so =
S

critical bending strain = r / 2bD.

= bending strain experienced by tubular.

6.6.2.1.4 Langnera provides more detailed information on
this section.
the analysis methods suggested in
6.6.2.2

Collapse Propagation

the net
6.6.2.2.1 An acceptablemethodofcalculating
PP
external pressure under which
a pipe buckle can propagate
is to use the following formula:

6.6.2.2.2
5.4.

This formula should be used with the criteria in

6.6.2.3
Commentary
The following points have been considered in developing
the criteriain 5.4 and 6.6.2.1:
a. Unless more accurate methods are used, the analysis procedures given in this section and the criteria provided in 5.4
should be applied to demonstrate that metal tubulars usedin
FPS risers will not collapse under external hydrostatic pressure. While based ona substantial amount of test data, these

as additional
criteria maybenefitfromfurtherrefinement
tests are performed. For example, additional
data may be beneficial to definetheperformance of DSAW pipe and the
effects of pipe eccentricity and residual stress. Sections 5.4
and 6.6.2 are intended to apply to metal tubulars of steel, aluminum, or titanium.
this
b. Little data exists to allow comparison of the results of
approach with experimental results for titanium. An alternative approach using the equations derived by Timoshenko and
considering ovality maybe used to venfy predxtions for this
material but may require higher safety factors to yield the
same degreeof conservatism.
c. The design factoris introduced to allow for variation in
the
as the following:
criteria based on factors such
1. Manufacturing methods, typeof pipe.
2. Consequences of failure.
3. Service conditions.
d. The reduced yieldstress is calculated basedon von Mises'
failure theory to allow the incorporation of tension into the
analysis. The reduced yield
stress is introduced in place
of the
yield stress in the hoop pressure formula to give the yield
pressure with simultaneously acting tension.
This approach is
conservative and results in predictions that agree well with
experimental results.
e. An alternative is to normalize the axialstress with the ultimate stress in the reduced yield stress formula. This approach
offers even closer agreement between predictions
and experiments performedto date but is not necessarily conservative.
f. The strain reduction factor, b, has been taken as 1.5 for
API grade pipe. Given a measured stress strain cuve that is
always inmasing, a smaller value may be appropriate. Likewise, for non-API pipe with high yield stress or large wall
thickness tolerances,a larger value ofb may be warranted.
6.6.3Vortex-InducedVibrations

as risers, the
6.6.3.1 Forlongcylindricalstructuressuch
following basic model typifies an analysis VTV:
for
a. Natural frequenciesandmode
shapes for bending are
determined as accurately as possible.
b.Vortexsheddingfrequencies
are determined(alongthe
riser span)from the Strouhal relationship&= V S m (where V
is the localfree stream velocity).
c. Vortex shedding muencies are compared with thefundamental natural frequencies to see if VIV is possible and to
estimate the highest mode
in the response (ifVIV is not possible, then no further analysis
is necessary).
d. If VIV is possible, then the VIV responses are determined
from an appropriate model.
e. VIV responses are used to compute the stress amplitudes
and corresponding fatigue damage.
f. If required, estimates of the mean drag coefficient for the
vibrating riserare obtained.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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then be combined with additional structural information, such
6.6.3.2 Forhighly-tensioned
risers,
tensioned
a
cable
approximation is usually sufficient and conservative for com-as weld types and locationsto produce fatigue life estimates.
Analysis of wear may also
be required for flexible pipe.
pletion of Stepa. Otherwise, bending rigidityof a riser must
be taken into consideration. Both Steps a and b can be per6.6.3.6 The predicted VIV amplitudes and frequencies can
formed for both the in-line (in-line with the flow) and
transbe used to obtain estimatesof the local meandrag coefficients
verse (normalto the flow) directions, however the transverse
by use of an empirical formula. Blevins reports someof the
directionusuallyexperiencessomewhathigherbending
more common formulas used to estimate these drag coeffistresses. Note that
St is a function of several variables, includcients." All of the formulas are in effect an empirical coeffifree stream turbuing Re, surface roughness and the level of
cient (which accounts for the vibration) that is multiplied by
lence.
stationary riser.
the local steady drag coefficient afor
6.6.3.3 Step c requires the comparison of the highest vor6.7 SERVICE LIFE
fretexsheddingfrequency,F,,withthelowestnatural
quency in bending, fnl.If FJfnl > 0.2, then in-line VIV is
6.7.1
Fitness-for-Service
possible. IfFs/fnl> 0.6,then transverse VIV
is possible. For
transverse VIV of a long tensioned riser,FJfnl
the ratio may
A fundamental requirementof any engineering structure is
be rounded upwards (to the nearest whole number) to estithat it should not fail during its service life. Depending on the
mate the highest transverse bending mode in the response.
operating environment and the nature
of the applied loading,
Note however, that higher harmonics have been observed in
a structure can fail by a number of different modes. In the
some experiments with test cylinders, but none to date are
case of FPS risers the failure modes
of most concernare fracknown to have been observed for a marine riser experiencture (brittle fracture, ductile fracture, plastic collapse, etc.),
ing VIV.
fatigue, and environmental cracking.
The flaw acceptance standards included in the majorityof
6.6.3.4 Step d is the most difficult step in a VIV analysis.
fabrication and construction codesare based on good workTheVIVresponsedepends
upon numerousparameters,
manshippractices. More recently,anumberof
fracture
including Re, mass ratio, structural and hydrodynamic damp
mechanics-based
assessment
procedures
have
been
develing,theshape
of thecurrentprofile,thespecificmodes
responding, the riser roughness, etc. Numerous models exist oped which enable the significanceof weld discontinuities to
be assessed on a "fitness-for-service" basis. Using this confor VIV amplitude prediction of risers experiencing VIV in
cept,
a structure is considered to be fit-for-service provided
it
uniform flows (uniform along the span) and for which the
can
be
operated
safely
throughout
its
design
life.
The
adop5. The bestof these
highest response mode is less than about
tion of fitness-for-serviceconceptsinseveralcodeshas
models are summarized byBlevins," who notes that the preresulted in the development
of more rational flaw acceptance
dicted amplitudesof the various models differ by only about
criteria
15 percent. For low mode response, the response frequency
Fitness-for-service assessment procedures can also be used
may be conservatively assumed to be equal to the natural
freto assess the significance offlaws or cracks in a structure
quencyofthehighestmodeexcited.Forhighermode
which may have escaped detection during original fabrication
response, and for situations in which the current is nonunior have developed in service (e.g., fatigue cracks
or environform or sheared along the riser span, the low mode models
only
are usually overly conservative and accurate prediction
the of mental cracks). These procedures enable operators not to
assess the significance of flaws in structures but determine
response is complex. While there is not an accepted way of
remaining life, inspections intervals, and inspection sensitivmodeling high modeor sheared flowVIV, several conceptual
ity requirements.
models have been proposed, including those by Wang and
Dalton50
These
models
andaccount
thefor
6.7.1.1FractureMechanicsAssessment
possibility of multiplebendingmodesbeingexcitedbya
Procedures
sheared current but require calibration with substantial model
or field data before they can be used to confidently make
6.7.1.1.1 Fracturemechanicsseekstorelatethethree
responsible predictions. These models also attempt to prop
parameters which combine to control the process
of fracture.
erly account for hydrodynamic damping; however, the user
These parameters are:
must also include the correct structural damping which, for
a. Size of discontinuity.
flexible pipe, can sometimes be substantial. The effects of
adjacent tubulars should also be considered.
b. Material toughness.
c. Applied stress.
6.6.3.5 OncetheVIVresponse
is known, thebending
6.7.1.1.2 If any two of the three parameters are known, it is
stresses can be easily and accurately determined using comthen possible (using the principlesof fracture mechanics) to
mon formulas for stress and strain. The bending stresses can
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component is virtually at the endof its useful life and would
normally be withdrawn from service.
In the case of welded joints, there is practicallynocrack
initiation period dueto the presenceof weld toe discontinuities which behave as preexisting cracks. As a result, the bulk
6.7.1.1.3 Figure 40 summarizes the different loading paths
of the fatiguelife of a welded joint can be attributed to fatigue
that can result in the failure of a statically loaded structure
crack propagation.
(assuming creep and corrosion effects are notsignificant).
The difference in the fatigue behavior of parent material
The loading paths range from brittle fracture under nominally
and welded joints (i.e., the Merence in the crack initiation
elastic loading (applied stresses well below yield) to plastic
phase) has significant effects on overall fatigue performance
collapse (overloadof remaining ligament).
In general,thefatiguestrength
of
andfatiguedesign.
unwelded
components
increases
with
material
tensile
strength
6.7.1.1.4 In caseswherebrittle
fracture occurs atlow
due to thein-creasedinitiation life associatedwithhigher
applied stresses, the concept
of linear elasticfracture mechanstrength
materials. In the case of welded joints however, the
ics (LEFT) can be applied, i.e., a stress intensity factor ( K )
fatiguestrength is relativelyunaffectedbymaterialtensile
approach. Atthe other extreme when the failure mechanism
is
bulk of the fatigue life aofwelded joint is
plastic overload, assessments should be performed using limit strength because the
spent in the propagation phase, and although crack propagaload or plastic collapse analyses.
tion rates can change from one material
to another thereis no
6.7.1 .1.5 Between these two extremes, elastic plastic fracconsistent trend with regard
to tensile strength.
ture mechanics (EPFM) methods canbe applied to assess the
integrity of structures.The two most common EPFMfracture
6.7.1.2.1 S N Curve Approach
characterizing parameters arethe crack-tip opening displace6.7.1.2.1.1 Parent MaterialS N Curves
ment (CTOD) and J-integral (J). Fitness-for-service methodologies have been developed using both these
of
parameters.
The S-N curve approach is probably the most widely
used

estimate the valueof the third parameter which will giverise
to failure of the structure. Alternatively,
if all threeparameters
are known, it is possible to predict if the structure is fit-forservice and,if so, the margin of safety.

approach to assess the fatigue performanceof parent material.
Since the fatigue behaviorof parent material components is
dependent on a number of parameters including parent material properties (e.g., strength), microstructure, environment,
mean stress, etc.,it is difficult to developgeneral fatigue
design guidelines to cover parent material components (e.g.,
castings, changes in section, threaded connections, etc.).
If
fatigue data daes not exist for the material and testing envi6.7.1.1.7 Fitness-for-servicedesignphilosophiescan
be.
ronment under consideration, then the designer must either
applied to welded structures in several different ways. The
develop fatigue data on a case by case basis or use a lower
first and most widely used approach
is to develop relaxed
bound design S-N curve (e.g., Class B S-N curve in theU.K.
are typically derived assuming
flaw acceptance criteria which
Department of Energy Guidance Notes, 1990).
a minimum toughness level which is incorporated in a weld
Parent material fatigue properties are influenced by mean
procedure qualification. Nevertheless, fitness-for-service con- stress. High mean stress will increase the fatigue damage and
cepts can also used
be to develop inspection criteria including reduce the fatigue life. Commonly accepted methodsused to
sensitivity and probability of detection. In addition, fitnessaccount forthe effect of the mean stress on the fatigue damage
for-service concepts can be used to demonstrate that flaws,
include the Goodman mean stress correction method and the
which may escape detection, will not impair overall structural Gerber mean stress correction method. Many fatigue curves
integrity even under accident
or overload conditions.
havebeenadjusted for or inherently include the effects of
mean stress and no further adjustmentis required when using
these curves. However, if the fatigue curve being used does
6.7.1.2FatigueDesign
not account for the effects of mean stress, then an adjustment
In general, the fatigue lifeof a component can be broken
of the mean stress effects should be included in the analysis.
In
down into two phases: Crack initiation and propagation.
the case of unwelded components (e.g., machined compo6.7.1.2.1.2 Welded Joint S N Curves
nents), the crack initiation period represents the bulk of the
This is particularly noticeableat high fatigue
Thefatiguebehaviorofweldedstructures
is reasonably
total fatigue life.
well understood and comprehensive fatigue design rules have
lives where the fatigue crack initiation periodmay exceed 95
been established. The majority of fatigue design codes present
percent of the fatigue life. In the case of machined compoa seriesof S-N curves for Merent weld joint geometries
nents, once a fatigue crackhas grown to a detectable size, the

6.7.1.1.6 A number of different fitness-for-service assessment methodologies for calculatingallowableorcritical
flaw sizes are currentlyin use throughout the world. Nevertheless, the most widely used assessment methodology for
offshore structures is
BSI PD6493. This document includes
detailedfractureandfatigueassessmentprocedures
for
welded structures.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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which have been derived from constant amplitude fatigue test
data.The designS-N curves incorporate the effect
of the stress
concentrationduetotheweld,and
as aresultthestress
adopted in a design assessment is the nominal far field stress.
A classificationsystemisused
to relatedetails of the
welded joint (i.e., weld joint geometry) and the appropriate
design S-N curve. In general, the classification depends on
the joint type, joint geometry, form of applied loading, and
the testing environment. Since these parameters will control
the local stress distributions at welded joints, the different
design S-N curves canbe viewed as a method of accounting
for local stress effects arising from weld joint geometry and
theform of appliedloading.Unlikeparentmaterial
S-N
curves, S-N curves for welded joints
are in general, not influenced by mean stress, because the bulkof the fatigue life is
In addition, weld residspent in the crack propagation phase.
ual stress always exists to some extent.

For designpurposes, it is sometimes necessary to estimate
the limiting flaw size which will not extend by fatigue during
service. The limiting crack sue below which fatigue crack
growth will not occur can be calculated using fatigue threshold concepts. This information can be useful in defining the
required sensitivity of NDT equipment and also drawing up
inspection criteria.
Fracture mechanics-based fatigue assessment procedures
can also be used to define inspection criteria and in particular
inspection intervals.This is achieved by assuming the maximum flaw size which may escape detection and specifying a
critical crack size which should
be detected to avoid unnecessary damage to the structure or the risk of failure.
6.7.1.2.3StressesForFatigueAssessment

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

For riser components, both the
S-N and fracture mechanics
design approaches require knowledge of the magnitude and
6.7.1.2.2 Fatigue Crack Growth Assessment
probability of occurrence of the expected loads applied durProcedures
ing either the riser’s
life or the recommended inspection interexpected
loads are generated from global riser
val.
These
Since the majority of the fatigue life of a welded joint is
analyses.
The
loads
used to estimate the fatigue damage genspent in the crack propagation phase, the analysisof fatigue
erated
by
the
primary
wave
frequencies are obtained from
cracking in welded joints is well suitedfracture
to mechanics.
the
dynamic
global
analyses
of riser for the seastates expected
It can be used to predict the fatigue strength of nominally
during
the
riser’s
life
or
the recommended inspection interval.
soundweldsbyconsideringthepropagationofafatigue
seastates,
along
with the probability of occurThe
expected
crack from the inherent discontinuities that existat the weld
rence
of
each,
form
the
‘Fatigue
Weather Scatter Diagram.”
toe and the weldroot. Although the sizeof these discontinuiThe loads used to estimate the fatigue damage generated
ties is not well defined,it is recommended that a discontinuity
depth of 0.2 mm is adopted unless there is a technical justifi- by the low frequency wave drift are obtained from global
cation to adopt a different value. One
of the advantages of a
analyses of the riser using the low frequency wave-induced
fracture mechanics approach is thatthis method can be used
motions ofthe W S .These loads can
be generated using static
to predict S-N curves for welded joints which do not readily or dynamic global analyses, depending on the frequency of
fit into the existing weld joint classifications. In such cases,
the motion. Dynamic analyses should be performed
if the
the user can predict fatigue performance by undertaking a
inertial loads generated by the low frequency wave-induced
finite element analysis of the welded joint under considermotions are significant Theloads generated byVIV must be
ation assuming an initial crack size and compute the anticiobtained from aVIV analysis of the riser.
pated fatigue life.
It is important to remember that all of the loads that conalso be
Fracturemechanicsassessmentprocedurescan
are cyclical
tribute to fatigue damage of the riser components
used to predict the of
lifea jointwith a weld discontinuity or a in nature.A number of cycles or probability
of Occurrencefor
parent material component (e.g., casting of forging) which
each type of load must be known to estimate the expected
contains a flaw. The most widely used fatigue crack growth
this
fatigue damage. For the primary wave cycle damage,
relationship is theParis Law:
information is usually given in the terms
of number of wave
cycles for a deterministic analysis and number
of storms for a
da/clN=C(K)m
spectral (stochastic) analysis.
or welded
Whenassessingparentmaterialcomponents
where:
joints in the post-weld heat-treated condition, the stress range
required fora fatigue assessmentis the total stress range
if the
K = applied stress intensity factor range.
stress range is entirely tensile. In situations where the stress
rangeispartlycompressive,thenthe
stress rangeforthe
a = crack size.
fatigue analysis should be taken as the entire tensile stress
N = number of cycles.
range plus 60 percent of the compressive stress range. For
Candm = constants which depend on the material and welded joints in the as-welded condition, the stress range to
be used in fatigue assessments should be based on the full
environment.
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stress range regardlessof whether the stress range
is partly or
wholly compressive.
In the S-N fatigue approach,peak stress ranges are calculated for eachbininthe
fatigue weather scatter diagram.
These peakstressranges are equalto the productof the
dynamic pipe wall stresses obtained
h m the globalriser
(SAFs) calculated
analysis and the stress amplification factors
for the riser components. The dynamic
pipe wall stresses are
calculatedfromthedynamicbendingmomentsandthe
dynamic tension variations. The SAFs are derived by local
finite element analysis of a structural component. The SAFs
representthestressincreasecaused
bygeometry, threedimensionaleffectsandload
paths throughthestructural
component.
In cases of variable amplitude loading, the Miner cumulative damage summationis used to sum the damage fromthe
different loads.As long as all of the load cycles are included
in the analysis, the total damage obtained using the cumulative damage summation is not af€ected by the sequence in
whichthe loads are applied to therisercomponent.The
method used to estimate the fatigue damage is different for
thedeterministicand spectral analysismethodologies. See
API W-2A for a description of the deterministic andspectral
fatigue analysis methodologies. The estimated fatigue lifeis
equal to the inverse of the annual damage generated by the
fatigue loads. The total fatigue damage is equal to the combined damage generated by the fatigue loads (i.e., combined
primary wave frequency, low frequency wave drift, and W S
offset-induced damage plus VIV damage) if the installation
damage is negligible. (See 6.2.5.4.)
Care must be takenin calculating thestresses and SAFs to
be used in the fatigue analysis. Relatively small changes in
the stresses andSAFs can result in large differences in fatigue
life. Fatigue lifeis proportional to the stress ranges andSAFs,
each raised to the power of the
S-N curve inverse slope (from
3 to 5). It can be demonstrated that, for an S-N slope of 5 ,
doubling of either the stress range, SAF, or any product of
these, decreases fatigue life
by a factor of 32. For example,if
the structural component had
a fatigue lifeof 100 years, doubling the product of the stress range and SAF would d u c e
the fatigue life to3 years.
6.7.1.3

0732290 06110736 054 9

EnvironmentalCracking

(including hardness), weld geometry, level of welding residual stresses, operating conditions, and environment.
When assessing environmentally-assisted cracking
on a fitness-for-semice basis, the user
must first idenufy the cause of
cracking or damageand assess thepossibilityof
further
growth or damage, i.e.,is the cracking associated with original fabrication defectsor previous operating conditions which
were more severe than current conditions (e.g., upset conditions or a change in operating conditions).
If the possibility of
further growth or damageexists.theusermustestimate
remaining life and determine appropriate inspection intervals
or develop an on-streammonitoringapproach.Thebasic
options for treatinga component which has experienced environmentally-assisted cracking areas follows:

a. Prevent further crackingor damage.
b. Predict remaining life using appropriate crackgrowth law
and determine appropriate inspection intervals.
However, before proceeding with any the
of above options,
the engineer must first assess the limiting crack or flaw size
which could result in failure of the component. The limiting
flaw size should then be compared with the cracks or flaws
that have been detectedto determine the maximum allowable
crack

growth.

6.7.1.3.1

Prevention of Further Cracking

Prevention of further crack growth can be addressed by
either changing the operating Conditions (e.g., downrating)
or
increasingtheresistance
to furtherenvironmentalattack
through the use of protective coatings, etc. One of the most
important assessment parameters for components operating
in aggressive environments is the threshold stress intensity
factor to prevent further crack growth, fîequently referred to
as KISCC. Assessments can be performed using KISCC to
predict acceptable combinations of crack
size and applied
stress, Le., combinations which will not give rise to subsequent crack growth inservice. This conceptcanalso be
applied in designto ensure that original fabrication flaws will
not extend in service. Unfortunately,KISCC is dependent on
both material and operating conditions and appropriate values
can be difficult to obtain.
be
The fatiguestress intensity factor threshold should also
consideredwhenassessingthepossibilityofsubsequent
crack growth. It should be noted that the fatigue stress intensity factor thresholdis also very sensitive to the environmental conditions.

Environmentally-assisted cracking is common in components which operate in aggressive (e.g., sour)environments.
Environmentally-assistedcracking or degradationcantake
6.7.1.3.2 Predict Remaining Life Using Crack
many forms ranging from local thinning caused by global
Growth Law and Determine Inspection
corrosion attack to stress corrosion cracking and hydrogenIntervals
induced cracking or hydrogen blistering. The form of cracking or degradationisdependenton
a numberof factors
If further crack growth in service cannot be ruled out, a
including the material, chemical composition and microstruc- remaining life assessment shouldbe performed. The first step
ture, weldmetalandpropertiesoftheheateffectedzone
in pedorming a remaining life assessment is to predict the
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limiting crack orflaw size which could result in failure of the 6. Pierson, W. J. (1993), “Third Order Oscillatory Perturbacomponent. The limiting flaw size
is then compared with the
tion Expansion for Sum of Interacting Long Crested Stokes
cracks or flaws that have been detected to determine the max- Waves,” J. of Ship Research.
imum allowable crack
growth.
7. Webster, W.C.,Kim, D. Y. (1991), “The Dispersion of
Depending on the material and the operating conditions,
Large-Amplitude GravityWaves in Deep Water,” 18th Symenvironmental crack growth relationships can takeseveral
Ann Arbor,Michigan,
posiumofNavalHydrodynamics,
of
forms. In most cases, the rate of crack growth is a function
U.S.A.
the applied stress intensity factor although there
are some
are simply a function
forms of environmental cracking which
8. Koch, S. P., Barker, J. W., Vermersch, J. A. (1991), “The
of time. With thisin mind, it is essential that the user selects Gulf of Mexico Loop Current and
Deep Water Drilling,”J. of
an appropriate crack growth relationship for the component
Petroleum Tech.,pp. 1046-1118.
and operating conditions under consideration.This can be a
9. Osborne, A. R., Burch, T. L., Scarlet, R. L. (1978), ‘Esso
major problem since crack growth rates can be very sensitive
Experience of Drilling in Soliton Environment,”J. of Petmto changes in the process environment. Nevertheless,
assuml e m Tech.,Vol. 30, p p . 1497.
ing an appropriate crack growth relationship
is available, the
user can calculate the numberof cycles or timerequired for
10. Koterayama, W., Masahiko, N. (1992), “Drag and Inertia
the existing cracks to increase to a critical This
size. @onnaForce Coefficients Derived from Field Tests,”
ZSOPE 2nd Znr.
tion can then be used to set inspection intervals to monitor
Ofshore & Polar Eng. Conference, San Francisco, Vol. III,
to take
crack growth and enable the user to decide when
PP. 398-405.
from service.
remedial actionor withdraw the component
11. Bishop, J. R. (1985), ‘Wave ForceData From the Second
Christchurch BayTower,” Proc. of 0jWzot-e Technology Con6.7.2 Wear
ference, Houston, Texas, OTC-4953.
Wearandfrictionmustbeconsideredtogether
as wear
12. Keulegan, G. H., Carpenter, L. H.(1958), Torces on Cylcauses surface damage which can act as initiation sites for
inders and Plates in an Oscillating Fluid,”J. of Res, on Nat.
fatigue cracks to develop. On its own, wear is not considered
Bureau of Standad, Vol. 60,No. 5.
as the lossof material is often insignifa problem structurally,
icant for stress considerations. However, its effecton fatigue
13. Rodenbusch, G., Kallstrom, C. (1986), “Forceson a
can be to greatly accelerate it, often causing fretting fatigue
Large Cylinder in Random W o Dimensional Flows,” P m .
failure.Frettingfatigue is particularlyimportantforrisers
of Offshore Technology Conference, Houston, Texas, oTC-having two metal armor layers in contact with
each other. All
5096.
calculationsforwear must be considered as approximate
14. Madsen, O. S. (1986), “Hydrodynamic Forceon Circular
since wear process is not fully understood. However, from
Cylinders,” Applied Ocean Research,Vol. 8, NO.3, PP. 151limited data available, it appears to be a strong function of
155.
of the
friction and the strengths of the material on either side
interface.
15. Roshko, A. (1961), “On the Flow Past a Circular Cylinder at Very High Reynolds Number,” J. of Fluid Mech., Vol.
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Mean lift coefficient.

Hydrodynamic inertia coefficient.

Riser outer diameteror drag diameter.
Material derivatives of =au/&
u:
+ uau/ax +
v
+

way

waZ.

Riser oscillating frequency.
Vortex shedding frequency.
Generalized loading function.
Hydrodynamic inertia and drag forces per
unit length.
Hydrodynamic lift force per unit length.
Wave s w n g function.
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%-

Tm) or

(i-T/D).

V = Wave particle velocity in global coordinates.
x = In-line displacementof the riser.
i,
x = Lagrangian velocity and accelerationof the

riser in local coordinates.

= Transverse length scaleof free stream tur-

bulence.

) (uRe = Reynolds number & J a bor
(i

D/v) or

Dh).

St = Strouhal number (f, D&).

S(o) = Wave spectraldensity.
T = Period of wave motion.
Tp = Peak periodof the wave spectrum.
T, = Zero crossing period.
íI = Root mean square of free stream turbulence

fluctuation.

X = Longitudinal centerline spacingof two risers.

Y

axis.

u, v, W = Wave particle velocity components in local
coordinates (Figure 34).
U,
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= Free stream current velocity.

= Transverse centerline spacing of two risers.

p = Mass density of the sea water.

a( ) = Standard deviationof ( ).

v = Kinematicviscosity.
8, = Main direction of the waves.

8 = Wave spreadingangle.

o
E

= Wavefrequency.
= Random phase distributed between O and

2n.

= Maximum value of u normal to the riser

,,u

1o1

Reduced
velocity,

U&D)

k, = Wave number associatedwith frequency

4

0 7 3 2 2 9 0 Ob10721 L)11m

U, = Normal component of free stream current.

k = Height of surface roughness.

KC = Keulegan-Carpenter number (u-

m

a = Inclination angleof the riser about the horizontal plane.

q = Waveprofile.

r

= Gammafunction.
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Double free hanging

Riser Applications
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Shear
current
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Figure 33-Current Profiles

Figure 34-Local Coordinate System (x,y,z)

vs. Global Coordinate System (x1 ,xz,x~)
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Figure 39-Definition of Current Profile Parameters
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7 Materials

7.1.2.3ServiceTemperature

7.1 SCOPE AND PURPOSE

The environmental conditions will determine the temperature ranges in which the material is expected to function. The
LASTwilldeterminethetoughnesscharacteristicsthat
should be specified for the material. Test loads should also be
considered when selecting material strengths.

7.1.2MaterialConsiderations

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

This section defines the materials, their processing, and
performance characteristics appropriate for use in FPS riser
design. Steel, titanium, and the material components
of flexible (non-bonded) pipe are covered. Other materials, such as
aluminum, are not excludedif risers built using these
materials canbe shown to be fit for purpose. Running and handling 7.1.2.4FatigueResistance
tools are not coveredin this section.
The fatigue resistance
of the material should
be compatible
with the expected fatigue stresses over the anticipated service
7.1.1
Specifications
life. The environmental loadings usually cause the greatest
fatigue related loading in a riser. It is important that good
7.1.1.1 Thematerialshouldconformtoanestablished
environmental information and surface vessel response data
specification and to the minimum strength level, group, and
are usedto predict the fatiguelife.
class in accordance with the design. In situations where an
appropriate ASTM, MI, ASME, AWS, or other equivalent
specification does not exist, a materials or fabrication specifi- 7.1.2.5 Internal Erosion or Wear
cation should be developed, subject to preproduction qualifiInternal erosion or wear can be caused by abrasive elecation and usedas appropriate for each situation.
ments (e.g., sand) in the produced fluid and passage or rota7.1.1.2 For metallic structures, certified m
litest reports or
tion of downhole equipment. It can also be caused
by a high
certified reports of tests made by the fabricator
or a testing lab- flow ratewithturbulentflowcharacteristicsatflowarea
oratory in accordance with DIN 50049 or equivalent constichanges in the riser.This should be taken into account when
tutesevidenceofconformitywiththespecification.Nonselecting materials that willbe in contact with theflow. API
metallic structures shouldbe certified to comparable standards.
RP 14E provides guidance on erosional velocity constraints.
7.1.2.6 HzS

Factors that shouldbe considered when selecting materials
include:

Sulfide stress cracking can cause many materials to fail
prematurely and catastrophically. IfH2S is present in the fluids, NACE MR0175 should be consulted to determine accept7.1.2.1TensileProperties
able materials for
use in these conditions.
The riser analysis will determine the tensile characteristics
that should be specified for the material. Tensile characteris- 7.1.2.7InternalCorrosion
tics can include yield strength, ultimate strength, modulus
of
Internal corrosion can be caused by the fluid chemically
elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, elongation, reduction of area, and
H2S, complereacting
with the material (e.g., chlorides, C@,
strain-to-failure.
tion or treatment fluids). This can be addressed in different
selecways including inhibitor injection in the flow, material
7.1.2.2FractureToughness
tion, or coating the surfaces that
are subjected to the corrosive
The minimum fracture toughnessof the material should be environment.
such that brittlefracture is avoided at the expected stress levels over the anticipated service life and at the lowest antici7.1.2.8ExternalCorrosion
pated service temperature (LAST). Fracture mechanics-based
flaw-tolerance considerationsare appropriate. Toughness and
External corrosion canbe caused by numerous conditions.
are usually more critical for Dependinguponthemodeofcorrosion,thepreventative
fracture avoidance considerations
highly-loaded members, at areas of stress concentration, at
action canvary. Possible solutions include: placement of sacregions of material inhomogeneities such
as welds, and at low rificial anodes, material selection, and coating the material.
service temperatures. Caution should be exercised
in comparing results from one method of fracture toughness testing
7.1.2.9
Welding
to another.
(Charpy, CTOD, dropweightteartests,etc.)
The final properties of welded areas should be taken into
Material (steel, titanium, etc.) and material
form (tubing, pipconsideration. Acceptance criteria should be established for
ing, forging, plate, etc.) maydictatethebesttestingtechall weld joints.
nique.
111
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7.1.2.10CodeRequirements
Materials which are to be used in components requiring
regulatory agency review may require certification in accorcode.
dance with the appropriate design

nent does not cause aninterruption in productionor the catastrophic failure of the riser system.
7.2.2.2 Materials that might normally be considered critical in application maybe identified as a Secondary classif the
design is determined to be sufficientlyrobust.

7.2MATERIALCLASSIFICATION

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

7.2.3TertiaryClass
This section defines and classifies materials appropriate for
Materials, riser components, or parts of components that
use in the design and construction of FPS riser systems. All
are not considered structurally critical should be designated
materials.
components
and
joints between
components
as Tertiary Class. This class may include attachments suchas
should be designated according to three design classes. The
anodes, temporary welds, etc.
design classes are: Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary. These
design classes form the basis for selection
of structural metalof
7.3MATERIALFORMS
licmaterialsandrisercomponentsandidentification
appropriate inspection and maintenance programs.
7.3.1
Tubulars
In addition, seals may forma separate class. Metalor elasGeneral
tomeric elements that maintain pressure integrity but serve no 7.3.1.1
other role in the riser system shouldbe designated as a Seal
7.3.1.1.1 This section coverssteeland titanium tubulars
Class. An example of such applicationsare the ring gaskets
in
and flexible (non-bonded) pipe. Tubulars should be procured
collet connectors and the O-rings in subsea wellhead systems.
in accordance witha written procurement specification which
clearly defines all performance criteria and required proper7.2.1PrimaryClass
ties of the tubulars. The general requirements of a Quality
AssuranceSystemshould be implemented by thetubular
7.2.1.1 Structuralmaterials or risercomponents(orparts
manufacturer. As a mn
im
i um, tubulars should be manufact h e m 0 for which failure may induce a complete failure in
t
u
r
e
d
and
tested
in
accordance
with the requirementsof A P I
the riser systemor intermption in production, shouldbe desSPEC X, API SPEC 5CT, or equivalent industry standards
ignated as a Primary Class.
175 or equivalent industry
for metallic tubulars and API Spec
7.2.1.2 Material fracture toughness characteristics for this
standard for flexible pipe.
class shouldbe suitable for the conditions
of service.
7.3.1.1.2 Manufacturing procedure specification and qual7.2.1.3 This classincludesmaterialssuitable
for use at
ity plan-It is recommended that tubulars be manufactured in
subfreezing temperatures and for critical applications involvaccordancewith a ManufacturingProcedureSpecification
ing adverse combinations, where cold work,
stress concentra(MPS) that has been reviewed and approvedboth
by the mantion, impact loading,or lack of redundancy indicate the need
ufacturer and operator. An M P S is defined as a detailed writfor improved material toughness characteristics.
tenstep-by-stepplan
for manufacture,describingspecifìc
methods,
materials,
equipment,
and activities which the man7.2.1.4 This class mayalso includematerialsinvolving
ufacturer shall use specific
to the particular order
of tubulars.
limitedthickness,moderateforming,
low restraint,and a
of
small or modest stress concentration factor, where the lack
7.3.1.1.3 It is recommendedthatqualitycontroltesting
redundancy of the riser system may causea catastrophic faila
and inspection of tubularsbe conducted in compliance with
ure due to an isolated fractureof the material.
Quality Plan (QP) that has been reviewed and approved by
A QP is defined as a writboth the manufacturer and operator.
7.2.1.5 Examples ofsuchapplications
are maincompoten document setting out specific quality practices, resources,
nents in subsea wellhead systems, stress joints, riser joints,
and sequence of activities relevant to quality control testing
and mechanical connection in tie-back production systems,
and inspectionof the tubulars. specificto the particular order
spools in surriser bottom connectors, casings and transition
of tubulars.
face wellhead systems and main components of tensioning
systems.
7.3.1.2 Materials Selection and Process of
Manufacture
7.2.2SecondaryClass
7.2.2.1 Structural materials, riser components, or parts of
components and welds ofr e d u d criticality shouldbe designated as a Secondary Class.This class includes materials for
components that have enough structural redundancy. In this
case the fracture of the material or the failure of the compo-
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Thespecificchemicalcompositionshould
be mutually
approved between the tubular
manufactum and operator after
thoroughreviewofperformancecriteria,manufacturing
method,requiredpropertiesandfabricationmethod(e.g.,
upsetand threaded, girth welded,etc.). For @-welded
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tubulars, special attention should be paid to control of eleHAZ properties,
ments affecting weldability and subsequent
Steel and titanium tubulars may be manufactured by either
a seamless or a seam-welded process.In case of seam-welded
processes, special attention should
be paid to both the process
controls and NDT employed for the seam weld in order to
reliably ensure required properties are met and that defects
are controlled to within specified levels.
7.3.1.2.1

Steel

113

mized via coatings during hot working. During pipe finishing,
this case layer must be removed either by chemical cleaning
or mechanical methods.
7.3.1.2.3Flexible(Non-Bonded)Pipe
A non-bonded flexible pipe is a multilayer structure composed of thermoplastic and structural steel layers
as described
in Section2.4.2.3.2.
7.3.1.2.3.1ThermoplasticMaterials

Steel tubulars should be manufactured by either the seamless process, electric-resistance welded (ERW), or doublesubmerged arc welded (DSAW) seam-welded processes.
It is recommended that tubulars
be manufactured by a steel
making processthat includes vacuum degassing resulting ina
fully-killed steel and a h e (ASTM 7or finer) grain structure.

Thermoplastic materials used in flexible pipe manufacture
are oftenmadeofhighdensitypolyethylene;cross-linked
polyethylene;nylons 6, 11, and 12; polyvinyldenefluoride
(PVDF) andpolypropylene.Selectionofmaterial
types,
grades and additives should beguided by functional requirements. Data on candidate grades should be reviewed for the
following:

7.3.1.2.2
Titanium

a IntemaVextemal fluid tightness.
litanium alloysmaybegenerallyclassified
as alpha,
b. Long term allowable strains.
alpha-beta, or beta type alloys, depending on the extent and
c. Wear resistance.
type of alloying elements added. Some examplesof commerd.
Fluid and chemical compatibility.
for marine
cial titanium alloys which are potential candidates
e.
Creep resistance under service conditions.
riser tubular service are given in Table 6.
f.Modulusstability.
Specificcompositionallimitsandtensileproperty
minig.
mums for these and other titanium alloy tubular products may Aging resistance and change in properties for anticipated
service conditionsover service life.
be found inASTM B-337 and ASTM B-338 tubular product
specifications.
In order to select the thermoplastic material, manufacturer
In general, titanium tubulars are produced via the same
and operator should review the following information:
methods utilized for steel tubulars, but special precautions
a. Fluid composition.
must be employed.During processing, titanium absorbs oxygen and hydrogen that will degrade mechanical properties.
b. Service
temperature
and
anticipated
temperature
Oxygen contamination is surface related and can be miniexcursions.

Alloys for Riser Use

Table &Titanium

I

Ti-0.3Mo-0.8Ni
Ti-3Al-2.5V

near-alpha

l
alpha-beta

I
I

~

ASTM grade
(UNS number)

Minimum yield strength
MPa (ksi)

12 (R53400)

345 (50)

9 (R56320)

483 (70)

~~

I

I

Ti-3Al-2.5V-0.05Pd
TI-3AL2.5V-O.

1RU

Ti-6M-W

I
I

18
-

5 (R5-1
~

I
beta

I

~~

759-827 (110-120)
~

Ti-6Al-4V ELI

23

T1-6Al4V-0.05Pd

24

Ti-6AMV-O.1Ru

Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr4Zr4Mo

I

I

-

19

793-1172 (115-170)
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c. Frequency and duration of exposure tofluids used for temporary operations
(e.g.,wellstimulationacids,oxygen
scavengers, inhibitors, etc.).
d. operating pressureanddepressurizationfrequencyand
rate.Qualificationtesting is advisablewherenewmaterial
grades are being usedor where the service conditionsare outsidetheexperiencebase.Qualificationtestrequirements
should be agreed upon by manufacturer and operator.
7.3.1.3MaterialsQualification
Qualificationofmaterialsused
in metallictubularsand
flexible pipe are outlined in this section. It is recommended
that tubular materialsbe qualified in accordance witha documentedqualificationplanthathasbeenreviewedand
approved by boththe manufacturer and operator.

m

2RD

7.3.1.3.2FlexiblePipe
7.3.1.3.2.1PolymericMaterials
The adequacy of polymers in relation to phenomena such

as aging, fatigue, creep, environmental
stress cracking, swelling due to water/oil absorption,UV light degradation, wear/
abrasion, and blistering shall be considered for qualification
testing.Samples for testingshall be takenfrommaterial
extruded on to a flexible pipe with representative dimensions
or an equivalent procedure.It is recommended that qualification test requirements forthe polymer sheath layers, antiwear
layers and tapes, and insulation be reviewed and approved by
both the manufacturer and operator.
7.3.1.3.2.2Metallic

Materials

7.3.1.3.1MetallicTubulars

As a minimum, thefollowingtensilepropertiesshould
comply withdesign requirements:

7.3.1.3.1.1 Qualification Test Samples (QTS)

a Yield strength.

This section refers to qualification test samples (QTS) for
metallic tubulars. QTS for tubulars should take the form of
testringswhich are suitable for subsequentextractionof
mechanical test specimens cutfrom tubulars in their finalasrolled or heat-treated condition. A QTS should be cut from
each production
one tubularat approximately the midpoint of
lot. For thesepurposes a production lot is definedas all tubul m heat vested together either as a batch or sequentially in
an uninterrupted continuous operation with the same
nomid
dimensions from the same heat.

b. Ultimate strength.
c. Percent elongation.
d Percent reduction of area

7.3.1.3.1.2MechanicalProperties

As a minimum all riser tubulars should be ultrasonically
examined over 1 0 0 percent of the pipe body in accordance
with A P I Spec 5CT SR2 (12l/2 percent reference notch), for
bothlongitudinalandtransversedefects.Dependingupon
design requirements (i.e., fiaclme mechanics fatigue predictions) a more severe reference notchor side-drilled hole may
be warranted. The endsof upset tubulars and coupling stock
should also be inspected with ultrasonics to equivalent criteria. In addition, the ends of all tubulars, whether upset or not,
and all coupling stock should be magnetic particleinspected
for both transverse and longitudinal defects.
For additional references regarding the ultrasonic inspection of titanium tubulars. the usermay refer to A M s 2236 or
MIL STD 2154. MIL STD 6866 is a common standard used
of titanium
whenperformingliquidpenetrantinspection
components.

Tensile test specimens shouldbe extracted andtested from
As a minimum, the
followingtensilepropertiesshouldcomplywithdesign
requirements:

QTS representing each production lot.

a. Yield strength.
b. Ultimate strength.
c. Percent elongation.
d Percent reduction ofarea
7.3.1.3.1.3FractumToughness(Tubulars)
Fracture toughness testingof production materialis recommended(e.g. as per ASTM E1290, ASTM E992, ASTM
E399.ASTM E813 or equivalent). Test temperaturesfor fracture toughness tests should be according to Table 7. Toughnessvalues
are to be specifiedbyowner
or operator
consistent with the design and fitness-for-purpose practices.
Fortitaniumalloys,theplane-strainfracturetoughness
tests @erASTM E-399 or equivalent) are recommended. (See
Table 7 for test temperatures.)
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In addition, the materialgrade designation, heat treatment,
surface treatment. and lubricator (where relevant) shall be
documented.
7.3.1.4
Inspections
7.3.1.4.1
Metallicmbulars

7.3.1.4.2FlexiblePipe
Inspection requirements for flexible pipe shallbe in accordance with A P I Spec 17J or as agreed upon by manufactum
and operator.
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Table 7-Toughness Testing Recommendations
Serviœ Class ->

Testing

Toughness
Material Form

Metallic Tubulats

Testing

Toughness

Recommended Recommended
Temperature
Test
Fracture Toughness

Titanium

Fracture Toughness

Fracture Toughness <=LAST
<=LAST

Fracture Toughness

Charpy V-notch Impact<=LAST
<=LAST
-18°F( 10°C)

Dropweight Tear

II

Test Temperature

Steel

Forgings and
Extrusions

castings

Secondary

primary

if not girthwelded
<=LAST -36°F(-20°C)
if girth welded

<=LAST -50°F (-28°C) Drop Weight Tear

<=LAST

Fracture Toughness

<=LAST
Fracture Toughness <=LAST

See Note5

Charpy V-notch Impact <=LAST -1 8°F (10°C)

steel
Titanium

Structural Shapes Steel
and Plates

Charpy V-notch <=LAST<=LAST -1 8°F ( 10°C)

Drop Weight Tear

<=LAST

Fracture Toughness

<=LAST

Fracture Toughness

<=LAST -36°F (20°C) Charpy V-notch Impact <=LAST -36°F (20°C)

Drop Weight Tear

<=LAST -50°F (28°C) Drop Weight Tear

Fracture Toughness

<=LAST

Fracture Toughness

<=LAST
<=LAST

Notes:
1. Tertiary Service Class-Toughness Testing Not Required
2. Fracture Toughness testingfor steels per ASTM E1290, E992, E399, E813
or equivalent; for titanium per E399.
3. Charpy V-notch tests per ASTM
E23 or equivalent
4. Drop Weight Tear Test per ASTM E208
or equivalent.
5. Castings generallyare not recommendedfor primary serviœ. However, if deemed suitable, toughness requirements should
be specified
by owner.

7.3.2ForgingsandExtrusions
7.3.2.1
General

This section covers steel and titanium forgings and extrusions. Forgings and extrusions should be procured in accordancewithawrittenspecificationand
Quality Assurance
be considSystem. The following text identifies elements to
ered in development of the written specification.

c. Will there be stress relief after welding?
d Will the selected composition achieve specified mechanicross
calproperties(includingtoughness)inthecritical
section and in the
HAZ for forgingsto be welded?
7.3.2.2.1
Steel

It is recommended that all primary service class forgings
and extrusions be manufactured by a steel making practice
that includes vacuum degassing or argon-oxygen decarbur7.3.2.2 Alloy Selection and Process of
ization resultingin a fullykilled steel and afine (ASTM 5 or
Manufacture
finer) prior austenitic grain structure.
Thespecificchemicalcompositionshould
be mutually
A range of chemical composition specifications may be
considered suitable for forgings and extrusions, depending on
approved between the tubular manufacturer and operator after
the design requirements. The following chemical composithoroughreview of performancecriteria,manufacturing
method and required properties.
tion specifications maybe considered for forgings and extrusions:
The designer should consult with manufacturers and experts
as to the appropriate specifications
for the desired application.
a. AISI41xx.
When selecting a suitable composition, designers and metalb. AISI 43xx.
lurgists shouldas a minimum, consider the following:
c. AISI 86xx.
a Will the forging or extrusion contain structural weldment? d ASTM Al 82 Grade F22.
b. Will repair welding be allowed?
e. ASTM A336 Class F22.
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f. ASTM A350 Grade LF6 and LF787.
g. ASTM A508 Class 2,2a, 3.3% 4,4b,5, and 22B.
h. ASTM A541 Class 2,2a,3,3%4,7,7B,8,22B, and 22.
i. ASTM A707 Grade L3,14,15,18.
j. ASTM A739 Grade B22.
k. ASTM A859.
1. MILS-23009 (HY80, HY100).

Forprimaryserviceclassforgingsandextrusions,steel
cleanliness shouldbe verified by magnetic particle step-down
tests (e.g., A M s 2300 or 2301) or by microcleanliness tests
such as ASTM E45or equivalent.
7.3.2.2.2
Titanium
It is recommended that all primary service class forgings
be manufactured using the guidelines of ASTM
B 381. It
should be noted that some of the titanium alloys are proprietary to specific manufacturers.

7.3.2.3.3 Fracture Toughness Tests (Forgings and
Extrusions)

Primary service class steel components-frilcture toughness tests anddropweighttests (DWT) are recommended
(e.g., as per ASTM E1290, ASTM E992, ASTM E399, or
ASTM E813 or equivalent, and DWT per ASTM E208 or
equivalent).Testtemperatuteforfracturetoughnesstests
should be per Table7.
Secondaryserviceclasssteel
componentsxharpy Vnotch(CVN)impacttestswithminimumvalues
for both
absorbed energy and percent shear
area are recommended
(e.g., as per ASTM E23 and DWT tests per ASTM E208 or
equivalent). Test temperature shouldbe per Table 7.
For both primary and secondary class titanium components, the plane-strain fracture toughness tests (per ASTM E399 orquivalent) are recommended. Test temperature should
be per Table 7.
Tertiaryserviceclasscomponents-fracturetoughness
testing is notrequired.

7.3.2.3MaterialsQualification

For primary service class forgings and extrusions, qualification test samples(QTS) should be used to qualify mechanical properties after h a l heat treatment. The QTS should be
sized to realistically represent the forging or extrusion at the
critical cross section. QTS may take the form of prolongations, sacrificial forgings,
trepanned or cored samples,or separately forged test bars. Separately forged test bars should
have a forging reduction representative of theactual forgings
or extrusions to be qualifiedandshould
be heattreated
together with the forgings or extrusions they are to represent.
Separately forged test bars should have an equivalent round
(ER, as definedbyAS-1260 for example) greater than or
equal to the forgings theyare to represent; however, ER need
not exceed 10 inches (254 mm).
Mechanical properties for secondary service class forgings
or extrusions should be verified by testing QTS meeting the
guidelines of API Spec 6A,
Section 407.
7.3.2.3.2MechanicalProperties
Mechanical Properties shouldbe c o n h e d for base-metal,
weld-metal and heat-affected-zone for forgings or extrusions
which will be welded.
As a minimum, the following mechanical (tensile) properties should be confirmed for forgings or extrusions by tests
performed on the QTS:

7.3.2.3.3.1Heat-TreatmentControls
Quality heat treatment should be performed in furnaces
meeting thecalibrationanduniformityguidelinesofBSI
M54; A M s 2750; API Spec 6A Appendix H, or equivalent.
7.3.2.3.3.2
NondestructiveTesting

All forgings and extrusions should be ultrasonically 0
examinedandshouldhavetheirfinish-machinedsurfaces
examined by the magnetic-particle (MT) or liquid penetrant
method
7.3.2.3.4

Steel

Applicable standards for steel forgings and extrusions are
ASTM A388 or " D - 2 1 5 4 or equivalent for UT and
ASTM A275or MIL-STD-1907 or equivalentfor MT.
For primary service class steel components,
UT acceptance
criteria should,as a minimum, be in Compliance with ASTM
A745 PL-1 or MILSTD-2154 Class A, and MT acceptance
should be in compliance with ASME BPV Sec. WII Div.1
App.6 or MIL-STD-1907 GradeA (or their equivalents).
For secondary service class steel components, UT acceptance criteria should, as a minimum, be in compliance with
ASTMA745 PL-2 or MIL-STD-2154ClassB,and
MT
acceptance shouldbe in compliance with ASTM A788
S 18 or
MIL-STD-1907 GradeB (or their equivalents).

a Yield strength.

7.3.2.3.5
Titanium

b. Ultimate tensile strength.
c. Percent elongation.
d. Percent reduction of area.

Applicable standards for titanium forgings and extrusion
are A M s 2236 or MIL STD 2154 or equivalent for UT and
MIL STD 6866 or equivalent for liquid penetrant inspection.
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General

7.3.3.3.1 Qualification Test Samples (QTS)
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Qualification test samples (QTSs) should be used to qualCastings should be procured in accordance with a written
ify the mechanical properties of all castings after final heat
(API Spec QI, or
specification and Quality Assurance System
treatment on a heat and heat-treat lot basis. The location and
equivalent). Castings should not in general be used for priconfiguration of the QTS shall be by agreement between cusmary service class unless NDT and mechanical properhes
tomer
and manufacturer to assure that the properties of the
recommended in 7.3.2.1 for primary service class forgings
QTS
will
be representative
of the entire cast part.
be verified.Thegeneralguidanceof
andextrusionscan
For
steels,
the
QTS
shall
comply with ASTM A703 SupASTM A703 for steels and ASTM B367 for titanium should
S26
(or equivalent), except that the
plementary
Requirement
be complied with. Additional elements to be considered in
thickness
upon
which
the
dimensions
of the QTS are based
development of the written specification include:
should be defined as the diameterof the largest circle that can
be inscribed within the critical cross section of the casting at
7.3.3.2 Alloy Selection and Process of
quality heat treatment.
Manufacture
7.3.3.3.2MechanicalProperties
Thespecificchemicalcompositionshould
be mutually
approved between the tubular manufacturer and operator after
Asaminimum,thefollowingmechanicalproperties
thorough review of performance criteria and required propershould be confirmed for the castings by tests performed on
ties.Thedesignershouldconsultwithmanufacturersand
the QTS:
experts as to the appropriate specifications for the desired
application.
a. Yield strength.
b.
Ultimate tensile strength.
The following questions can be of primary importance
c.
Percent
elongation.
when selecting a suitable composition:
d Percent reductionin area.
a. Will the casting contain structural weldments?
b. W111repair weldingbe allowed?
7.3.3.3.3FractureToughness(Castings)
c. W111there be stress relief after welding?
Primary service class-As mentioned in Table
7, for prid Will the selected composition achieve specified mechanimaryservice,castingsshouldbeverycarefullyevaluated,
cal properties in the critical cross section?
particularly if welding is involved.
Secondaryserviceclas+Forsteels,CharpyV-notch
(CVN) impact tests with minimum values forboth absorbed
energy, percent shear area and/or lateral expansion
are recomA range of chemical composition specifications may be
or
equivalent). Test temperamended (e.g., as per ASTM E23
considered suitable for castings and extrusions, depending on
ture should be per Table
7.
specthe design requirements. General chemical Composition
For
titanium
alloys,
fracture
toughness tests @er ASTM
ifications considered suitable for castings
are:
E399orequivalent) are recommended.Testtemperatures
7.
should be per Table
a. AISI 41xx.
Special
attention
should
be given to welding procedures
b. AISI 86xx.
(see
7.4).
c. ASTM A352 All Grades.
7.3.3.2.1

Steel

d. ASTM A487 All Grades.
e. MIL-S-23008(HY80,HYIOO).

7.3.3.4Heat-TreatmentControls

steelmakingpracticethatincludesvacuumdegassingor
argon-oxygen decarburization.

Quality heat treatment should be performed in furnaces
meeting the calibration and uniformity guidelines
of MIL-H6875; MIL-STD-1684; BSI M54; AMs 2750; A P I Spec 6A,
Appendix H; or equivalent.

7.3.3.2.2
Titanium

7.3.3.5
Inspection

ASTM B367 may be used as a guideline specification for
titanium castings. Castings should be done under vacuum.
After casting, the parts should be hot-isostatic press (HIP)
treated tominimize voids and porosity.

Allcastingsshouldbeeitherradiographically(RT)or
ultrasonically (UT) examined and should have their fìnishmachined surfaces examined by the magnetic-particle (MT)
method to acceptedstandards.

It is recommended that all castings be manufacturedby a
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For steel castings, ASTM A703 Supplementary Requirements S5 or S7 and ASTM A703 Supplementary Requirement S6 may be used as referencefor RT, UT, and MT
respectively.
For titanium castings, A M s 2236 or MIL STD 2154 or
equivalent and MIL STD 6866 or equivalent may be used as
referencefor RTorUTandliquidpenetrant
inspection,
respectively.
Acceptance criteria for RT should, as a minimum. be in
compliance with Severity Level 3 in low-stressed areas and
ASME BPV Code SectionWI Division I Appendix 7 for critical areas (or their equivalents). Acceptance criteria for UT
should be Quality Level 3 in noncritical regions and Quality
Level 1 in highly stressed or fatigue hot-spot regions.Accep
tance criteria for MT should be in compliance with ASTM
E125 SeverityDegree 2 for surface indication 'Qpes II through
V and 3/16" maximum for 'Qpe I linear indications in non-critical regions (or equivalent standards). MT acceptance criteria
for critical regions shouldbe in compliance with ASMEBPV
Code Section WI Division I Appendix 7 (or equivalent).
7.3.4StructuralShapesandPlates
7.3.4.1
General
Structural shapes and plates should be procured in accordance with a written specification which clearly defines performance and acceptance criteria. The general requirement
of
a Quality Assurance System should be implemented by the
manufacturer. Certified mill testreports or certified reports of
tests made by the fabricatoror a testing laboratory constitute
evidence of conformity with the specification. Unidentified
materials should notbe used.

2RD

c. ASTMA516
d. ASTM A537
e. ASTM A572
f. ASTMA709
g. ASTM A710
h.AE'I2H
i. API2W
j. API2Y

Grade 65.
Classes I and II.
Grades 42.50.
Grades 36"2,50T2,50T3.
GradeA Class 3.
Grade 42.
Grades 42,50,5OT, 60.
Grades 42,50,5OT, 60.

Additional steel speciíications that might beof interest are
listed in documents suchas API Rp 2A.
7.3.4.2.2
Titanium
The plate specification most commonly referenced
to manufacture and test productis ASTM B 265.
Titanium plateis produced from intermediate slab product
and hot rolled to the requird dimensional tolerances. Plate
product is then low-temperature annealedto minimize the hot
rolling stresses. Titanium forms
a tightly adhering scale anda
thin, tough, oxygen-rich, surface layer known as alpha case.
This surfacelayermust
be removedbyshot-blasting
or
An alpha-case-free
machine-grinding and chemically etching.
surface enhances the ability to form, machine and weldtitanium.
Heat treating4everal of the alpha beta (Grades
5,23,24,
and 25) or beta titanium alloys (Grades 19, 20, and 21) are
heat treatable, reaching mechanical properties above those
stated in ASTM. A commonheattreatingspecificationis
MIL-H-81200.
7.3.4.3MaterialsQualification

7.3.4.2 Alloy Selection and Process of
Manufacture

7.3.4.3.1MechanicalProperties

Steels and titanium alloys are available ina wide range of
compositionsandproperties.Thedesignershouldselect
a
specification which provides therequired strength level while
also addressing:

a Weldability, including the use of special welding procedures, if required.
b. Fatigue problems which may resulth m the use of higher
working stress.
c. Notch toughness in relation to other elements of fracture
control, such as fabrication, inspection procedures, service
stresses, temperature, and corrosion environment.
7.3.4.2.1

As a minimum,thefollowingmechanicalproperties
should be specified and confirmed:

a Yield strength.
b. Ultimate strength.
c. Percent elongation.
d Percent reduction ofarea
7.3.4.3.2 Fracture Toughness (Structural Shapes
and Plates)
Fracture toughness is recommended and test temperatures
should be per Table 7.

Steal

The following is a partial listing of specifications for steel
shapes and plate that have
been used successfully in offshore
structures and marine risers:

a ASTMA36.
b. ASTMA131

Grades A, B, D, E,CS,AH32,AH36,
DH32, DH36, EH32,EH36.

7.3.4.4
Inspection
Applicationand seMce environmentwillinfluencethe
NDT requirements. Qpically, higher alloyed alpha beta and
beta grades require an ultrasonic inspection to AMs 2631
Class A. Finish material surfaces are routinely dye penetrant
inspected to MIL-1-6866.
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Arc Welding

7.4
WELDING

7.4.2.2.2Plasma

7.4.1
General

PAW welding may be used when qualified in accordance
with this section and approved by the user.

7.4.1.1 Scope

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

This section establishes the recommended practices for arc
7.4.2.2.3Other
Processes
welding of wrought and cast steel and titanium materials for
Titanium is readily welded by other conventional processes
risers and attachments thereto. For steels, welding should be
beam (EBW), friction
includinglaser(LBW),electron
conducted in accordance with 7.4 and API Std 1104 and sup(FRW),and flash welding0.
plements.Unlessotherwise specified in the contractdocuments, longitudinal weldseams in the manufacture of steel pipe
are acceptable provided they complywith the applicable pipe
7.4.2.2.4
Consumables
specification.For sour service, NACE MR0175 should apply.
Filler metal shall comply with ANSUAWS A5.16.
The user
should
specify
the
level
of
testing
per
ANSVAWS
A5.01,
7.4.1.2WeldingTerms
Schedule J (chemistry only for each lot shipped) or Schedule
Weldingtermsanddefinitionspertainingtowelding
as
K (tests specified by the purchaser for each lot shipped).
used in this document conformto the standard definitionsof
Filler metals shallbe selected to nominally match base metal
API Std 1 104 for steels.
AWS A3.0 and supplemented by
chemistry.
When mounting or removing
titanium spools, the wire sur7.4.2QualityControl
faceshallnotbehandledotherthanwithlint-free,clean
Detailed written procedures should be established for con- gloves. Wire whichhasbeenimproperlyhandledshallbe
titatrol of welding quality. The following procedures are recom- removed from the spool and discarded. Manually-fed
nium wire or rod shall
be wiped with a clean, acetone-soaked
mended prior to starting fabrication:
cloth before welding and handled thereafter with clean, linta. Welding and weld repair.
or
free gloves. Priorto reinitiating welding, titanium wire rod
b. Storage, control, and identification of welding consumables.
shall be cut back approximately one-half inch.
c. Welder qualification records.
d. Inspection/NDE.
7.4.2.2.5ShieldingGas
e. Monitoring the progress and quality
of welding.
Conventional welding processes, such as GTAW, hot wire
7.4.2.1WeldingProcessesandConsumablesGTAW, and PAW, need not be performed in a chamber, proSteel
vided proper shielding is provided. Protection should
be proall
titanium
surfaces
above
800°F
in
order
to prevent
vided
to
7.4.2.1 .i Low Hydrogen
contamination by air. Separate gas supplies are needed for
Excluding the root pass, all welding
of steel with a nominal primary shielding (weld torch)of the molten puddle, secondyield strengthof 40 ksi or more, or a weld throat thickness
in
ary shielding (trailing)of the cooling weld and heat-affected
excess of l/2 inch, should be accomplished with low hydroof the weld and base metal.
base metal and backside shielding
gen processes (i.e., less than15 mY1OOg).
Backside shielding maybe accomplished with either a purge
or backing shield. Argon
or mixtures of argon and heliumare
7.4.2.1.2 Gas Metal Arc Welding-Short Circuit Arc
preferred as shielding gas. Inert shielding gases should be at
GMAW-S welding should be limitedto secondary and terleast 99.995 percent pure and capable of providing a dew
tiary welds or root passes in one-sided butt welds without
be
point of 4 0 ° F at the work piece. Shielding gas hoses shall
backing.
new or shall not have been used to carry anything except weld
gases. Rubber hoses are prohibited. All gas lines and equip7.4.2.1.3
Consumables
ment should be prepurged prior to use.
The effectivenessofshielding should be evaluated prior
to
Fillermetal,fluxes,andshieldinggasesshouldcomply
production welding.An arc should be struck on scrap metal.
API STD 1104.
with the requirements of
as an indicatorof shielding
The colorof the weld can be used
effectiveness and indirectly, weld quality.
Weld colors reflect
7.4.2.2Welding Processes andConsumablesthe degree to which the weld was exposedto oxygen at eleTitanium
vated temperatures.A bright silvery metallic luster can gener7.4.2.2.1 Gas Tungsten Arc Welding
ally be taken as an indication of an uncontaminated weld.
Straw color indicates decreased shielding in the secondary
GTAW welding should be used whenever possible.
Process
wire brushing. If
variations suchas hot wire filler metal additions or buried arc shielding. Lightstraw should be removed by
straw coloration is observed, welding practice and shielding
may be used when qualifiedin accordance withthis section.
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technique should be reviewed. Contaminated welds, as eviare
denced by blue. purple. gold, gray, and powdery white
contaminated, and weld properties are likely to be deleteriously affected and should
be removed.
7.4.3
Qualification
7.4.3.1
General
Welding procedures and each welder or welding operator
IX for
should be qualified in accordance with ASME Section
titanium alloys and ASME Section IX or API Std 1 1 0 4 for
steels and the additional recommendations of7.4. The weldingprocedureshould
be adhered to duringweldingperformed underthis document.
7.4.3.2EssentialVariables

0 7 3 2 2 9 0O b 3 0 7 3 96 5 1
2RD

7.4.3.5MaterialChemistry
7.4.3.5.1

Steel

Testpieces for procedurequalification of carbonsteel
should be selected from the higher range of carbon equivalents. All qualifiedprocedures are based upon the carbon
equivalent (Pcm)of the parent metal defined
in Equation 55.

Si M n + C u + C r + N i + M o + I + 5 B (55)
20
60 15 1 0

Pcm=C+- +
30

where
P m = carbonequivalent.

C, Si,etc. = elements.

Welding qualifications maybe based on ASME SectionIX
or API Std 1 1 0 4 and should also comply with the essential
variable range ofthis document:

Procedures are qualified for welding materials witha Pcm
up to0.02 percent higher(by product analysis) than the material qualified.Hedadle analysis may be used if approved by
the
company when product analysis is not reported. Use of
a. A singleweldingproceduremaycoverseveralessential
higher Pcm steels will requirea new welding procedure qualvariable changes as long as separate procedure qualification
exists for each essential variable or the procedure qualification ification.
to the essential variables.
incorporated the subject changes
b. A change in the trailing shieldor backing shield designor
method constitutes an essential variable.
c. An increase in the maximum time between completion of
the root bead and the
start of the secondbead does not constitute an essential variable.
d. The addition or deletion of post-weld heat-treatment and
or a change in post-weld heat-treatment time or temperature
constitute an essential variable.
e. A change from automatid mechanized GTAW to manual
GTAW or vice versais an essential variable.

7.4.3.3MaterialStrengtWGrade

7.4.3.5.2
Titanium
Where specified by the user, chemical analysis shall
be
taken at the root and face surface. As a minimum, the elements of the Wer metal specification should be checked. The
interstitial elements in the weld metal should not exceed
the
limits of the filler metal and/or the base metal specification.
7.4.3.6

ReducedSection Tensionlests

In addition to the tensile requirements of ASME Section
IX for titanium and ASME Section IX or API Std 1 1 0 4 for
steels, transverse weld tensile tests should not fail in the weld
metal. Overmatching ofthe weld metalis desired.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

Test pieces for welding procedure qualifications shouldbe
of the same strength (yield and tensile)grade and classifica7.4.3.7Bend Tests
tion as production material. Heat-treatmentor manufactwing
Bendtestsshallbeperformed
as partofqualification
process should be similar to that used on the job. When availwith ASME
requirements for steel and titanium in accordance
able, actualjob material should be used.
Section IX. For steel and titanium grades with P-numbers, the
mandreldiametershouldcomplywithASMESection
IX,
7.4.3.4 Base Metal Weld Prequalification-Tubulars
QW-466. l. The mandrel diameter shall
be 16 times thespeciIftubulars are to be joinedeither to themselves or to
men thicknessfor Ti-6Al-4V.
mechanical connectors via girth welds, it is recommended
that a prequalification program be conducted, in a fashion
7.4.3.8MacrosectionExamination
analogous to M I RP 2 2 . This should confirm that the heatOneweld area sampleshouldbeground,polishedand
affected-zone of the tubulars will perform
in an acceptable
etched with a suitable solution to give clear defìnition of the
fracture toughness,
fashion,relativetotensileproperties,
weld heat-a€fected-zone (HAZ) and fusion line microstruchardness,anddelayedcrackingsusceptibility.Evaluation
tures under the microscope. For acceptable qualification, the
should be conducted on those HAZ in the post-weld condimacrotechtestspecimen,wheninspected
visually, should
tion that will be utilized in service (i.e.. as-welded vs. postconform to the requirements for visual examination.
weld heat-treated).
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in Figure 42. Only root location
tests are required for base material thickness less than 3/4 in. (20 mm). The absorbed energy
and percent shear requirements shall
be specified by the owner.

7.4.3.9.1 Steel
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

For
acceptable
qualification,
the
maximum
hardness
7.4.3.10.1.2
CTODTesting
should be determined using Vickers hardness tests (ASTM
E92) HvlO. Rockwell and Brinell hardness tests and converWhenspecifiedbytheowner,CTODtestingshouldbe
are not acceptsions from Rockwell or Brinell hardness tests
conducted in accordance with API Std 1104 paragraph A.3.2.
able. Hardness test locations shouldbe carried out as shown
The level of fracture toughness should be specified by the
325
in Figure 41. Maximumacceptablehardnessshallbe
owner.
HvlO.Ifanyindividualhardnessvalueexceedsthelimit
specified, two further sections should be taken, both of which 7.4.3.10.2
Titanium
should meet the specified requirements.
Fracturetoughnesstestingshall be conducted in accorE3W. The fatigue crack shall
be located in
dance with ASTM
7.4.3.9.2
Titanium
the weld metal and HAZ
the (O to 1mm from the fusion line).
For acceptable qualification, the maximum allowable dif- Specimen shall be
BBB, L-C orientation. Acceptance criteria
ference between the base metal, HAZ and the weld metal
shall be as agreed upon by manufacturer and operator.
averages shall not exceed
30 (HvlO) for each traverse. Hardness test locations should be carried outas shown in Figure
7.4.3.10.3 Welders and Welding Operators
41. The hardness test should use the Vickers method witha
Weldersandweldingoperatorsshouldbequalifiedin
10 kg.load.
accordance
withASMESection IX or API Std 1104for
A photograph or photo macrograph
of 1X to 3X magnificasteels.
Welders
shouldbequalifiedforthetypeofwork
HAZ and the
tion clearly showing the hardness indentations,
assigned
and
should
beissuedcertificatesofqualification
weld zone should be included in test
theresults.
describing the materials, processes, electrode classifications,
positions, and any restrictions of qualification.
7.4.3.10ToughnessTesting(Welds)
Welder qualification tests should be required if there is
Test temperatures for welded structure fracture toughness
some specific reason to question a welder’s ability
or the
testing are given in Table 8.
welder is not engaged in the given process of welding (i.e.,
SAW or FCAW) for a period of 6 months or more.
7.4.3.10.1 Steel
7.4.4WeldingWorkmanship
7.4.3.10.1.1CharpyTesting
7.4.4.1TackWelds
Charpy V-notch impact testing should be performed
in accordance with ASTM A370. Weld metal, fusion line, and
HAZ
Tack welds may be used in lieu of lineup clamps for butt
welds to hold members in alignment. All tack welds should
tests are required. The Charpy test specimen locations
are given
Table &Toughness Testing Requirements for Welds

Service
Test
Recommended
erature
d
Form
Material

may
t

->
Testing Testing

Base Metal

Steel

Secondary
Test

Fracture Toughness

<=LAST -36°F(20°C)

Drop Weight Tear <=LAST
Drop-50°F
Weight
Tear
<=LAST
(28°C)
I

I

I

I

<=LAST -36°F (20°C)

Charpy
l

l

I

Charpy V-notch Impact <=LAST -36°F(20°C)
<=LAST Fracture Toughness

Weld Metal

Charpy V-notch Impact <=LAST -50°F (28°C)
Fusion Line,HAZ
Titanium-Base Metal, Weld
Metal, Fusion Line, and
HAZ

Charpy V-notch Impact <=LAST -36°F(20°C)

Fracture Toughness

<=LAST

Charpy V-notch Impact <=LAST-18°F (20°C)

Fracture Toughness

<=LAST

I

I

Note:

Tertiary Service Class-toughness testing not required.
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nium reacts readily at elevated temperatures with air, moisture, oil, grease, dirt, refiactories, and most other metals to
form brittle compounds.Any surface of the weld joint members which will see temperatures above600°F,or a minimum
distance of two inches fromthe weld edge, shouldbe cleaned
with non-chlorinated solvents suchas acetone. Solvents shall
be new or re-distilled solvents only. Once cleaned, the cleanliness of the joint should be preserved.

be made by qualified welders using a welding procedure for
the root pass of an approved procedure. Tack welds should
have the same preheat requirements
as for the root pass of the
appropriate structural welding procedure.
7.4.4.2TemporaryAttachments
The same care and p d u r e s used in permanent welds
should be used in welding temporary attachments.

7.4.4.4.3 Priorto
interpasscleaning,eachweld
bead
should be evaluated for color bythe welder/welding operator.
Interpass cleaning is not required as long as the weld is a
bright silvery metallic luster.

7.4.4.3 Preheat and Interpass Temperature
Contractor should developa general preheat control procedure. The procedure should specify the method
of heat application and control, maximum temperature
of the surface, and
time requiredfor each application.
7.4.4.3.1

Steel

Preheating may be accomplished by any suitable method,
provided that it is uniform and that the temperature does not
fall below the prescribed minimum duringthe actual welding
operations.Pyrometerthermocouplesand/ortemperatureindicating crayons or quivalent should be used to assure the
required temperature is obtained prior to and maintained during the welding operation.
Minimum preheat for all steel should be the greater
of
38°C (100°F) or the minimum qualified by testing, whichever
is higher.
Maximumpreheat or interpasstemperatureshouldnot
exceed 232°C (50O0F9unless otherwise qualified.
7.4.4.3.2
Titanium
When welding titanium,the methods of measuringthe preheat and interpass temperatures shall be restricted to those
that do not leave contaminants on the surface of the metal.
Appropriatemethodsincludethermocouplesandcontact
pyrometers. Temperature indicating crayons are prohibited.
Preheat and interpass temperature should
be measured within
approximately one inch ofthe weld joint edge adjacentto the
area of the start of the next weld bead, Flame heating should
not be used for preheating.
The minimum preheatfor titanium should be greater than
6O"F, or the minimumqualifiedbytesting,whichever
is
higher.
Themaximuminterpasstemperatureshallnotexceed
350°F unless otherwise qualified.
7.4.4.4 Welding Environment
Cleanliness
7.4.4.4.1

and Joint

Contractor should develop a cleaning procedure.

7.4.4.4.2 Priortoweldingtitaniumanditsalloys.
it is
imperative that weld joints be free of mill scale, dirt, dust,
grease, oil, moisture, and other potential contaminants.lïta-

7.4.4.4.4 Theuseofsandpaper or steel wool, which can
leave particles behind, is a source of contamination and is
prohibited for pre-weld and interpass cleaning. Rotary files,
files, burrs, and stainless steel brushes shall
be new, not previously used on anyother material and degreased with acetone
prior to initial use. Tools for use on titanium shall be maintained and stored from other tooling so they do not pick up
contaminants.
When welding titanium, a cleanenvironment is
clean and isolated from
dirt
producing operations such as grinding, cutting, machining,
and painting. During welding, the area should be free of air
drafts and temperature and humidity should
be controlled.
7.4.4.4.5

requid.The area should be kept

7.4.4.5JointFit-Up
7.4.4.5.1 Good fit-up is more critical for titanium than for
other materials. Uniform fit-up minimizes bum-through and
controls underbead contour. Poor fit-up may increase posthe
sibility of contamination from air trapped in the joint. Weld
joint offset should be specified in each welding procedure.
Joint offset refersto the weld land preparation mismatch.
7.4.4.5.2 Passes shall not start and stop at the same point.
Passes should be staggered in sucha manner as to overlap the
preceding pass a minimum of50 mm whenever possible.
7.4.4.6Weld

Defect Repair

7.4.4.6.1 Authorization for repairofwelds,removaland
repair of welddefects and testing of weld repairs should
be in
accordance with7.4. Defects other than
cracks in the root and
filler beads may be repaired with prior company authorizain the cap passmay be
tion.Defectsotherthancracks
repaired without prior company authorization. When repairs
are made in previously repairedareas, a procedure similar to
that for repair of cracks shall be used. Cracked welds
shall be
discarded unless repair is authorized by the company. All
repairs shall meet thestandard of inspection setforth in 7.4.
7.4.4.6.2 For
all
repair
welding,
written
procedures
approved by the company shall be utilized. These may be

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---
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1104 for steels and the additional requirements
of this specification. Each inspection or examination should be carried out
using a written procedure approved by the company.

Repair-Castings

7.4.4.7.1 It should be anticipatedthatcastingswillhave
regions requiring weld repair. Weld repair procedures should
be qualified in compliance with an agreed upon established
industry standard (e.g., ASME BPV Code Section
M,ASTM
A488, or equivalent) as a minimum. It should be demonstrated that both weld metal and heat-affected-zone regions
achieve the mechanical properties and
NDT specifications for
the remainderof the casting.

7.4.6.2PersonnelQualifications
All inspectors shouldbe AWS QCl certified (or acceptable
equivalent) except specialty technicians (PT,MT, UT, and
RT) should be qualified and certified according to the guidelines ASNT SNT-TC-IAor equivalent. Additionally,all specialtytechniciansmayberequiredtodemonstratetheir
capabilities with a practical site test for company approval.

7.4.6.3InspectionRequirements

7.4.4.7.2 Authorizationforrepair of welds,removaland
repair of weld defects, and testing of weld repairs should be
in accordance with
AFT Std 1104.
7.4.4.7.3 For all
repair
welding,
written
procedures
approved by the company should be utilized. These may be
based on company approved full penetration groove welding
procedures specifically qualified for repairs.
7.4.4.8ArcStrikes
Arc strikes should be made only in the weld groove.
A procedure should be established for determining the extent of
any methods for repairing damage to materials resulting from
inadvertent arc strikes outsideof the weld groove. The methods of defining the hardened zone, presence of cracks, and
surface integrity restoration should
be detailed.
7.4.5FabricationDetails

Inspection Requirements should comply with Table
9. All
welds should be visually examined in accordance with API
STD 1104.
On titanium alloy welds, visual inspection shall include
examination of theweld’scolor.Theweldshouldhavea
bright silvery metallic luster. Blue, purple, gold, gray, powdery white, or straw-colored welds indicate contamination
and shouldbe removed.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

~

7.4.6.4RadiographicExamination
Welds that are subject to radiographic examination should
of ASME Section
comply with the quality level requirements
V, Article 2 and/or API Std 1104. Wire type image quality
indicators (IQI) may be usedin lieu of plaque type penetrameters. Where wire penetrameters
are used, the maximum wire
diameter used to verify film sensitivity should comply with
ASME Section V, Article 2, Table T-276.

7.4.5.1
General
Fabricationtolerancesshouldbe
ments.

7.4.6.5MagneticParticleExamination/Dye
Penetrant

as percontractdocu-

7.4.6.5.1 Steelweldssubjecttomagneticparticletesting
of A P I Std
should complywith the quality level requirements
1104.Magneticparticleinspectionshould
be bythewet
method using a white background and black ink. Magnetic
OD and ID for primary
Particle inspection is required on both
Appendix 6.If the weldID is inaccessible, then magnetic particle inspection after root pass is laid should be done from the
OD.

7.4.5.2TemporaryWelds
7.4.5.2.1

Temporaryweldsorfabricationaidsshouldnot

be madeonprimarymemberswithoutpriorcompany

approval. Where allowed on primary members, these welds
should be subject to the same weldingand material requirements as other welds. These welds should not be within
made
2 in. (50 mm) of other weldsin secondary members.
7.4.5.2.2 All areas h m which temporary attachments are
completely removed shouldbe examined by magnetic particle. Gouges deeper than allowed the
bymaterial specification
thickness tolerance should be replaced
or repaired.
7.4.6
InspectionExamination

7.4.6.5.2 Dye penetrant inspection is requiredon both OD
and ID for primary titanium welds
in accordance withASME
Section V, with acceptance criteriaas set inASME Section 8,
Div. 1,Annex 8. If the weld ID is inaccessible, then dye penebe done from
trant examination after root pass is laid should
the OD.

7.4.6.1
General

7.4.6.6UltrasonicExamination

Inspection and nondestructive examination should comply
with the requirements of ASME Section V and/or API Std

be
7.4.6.6.1 Ultrasonicexaminationproceduresshould
established by an ASNT Level III ultrasonic specialist. The
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Table 9-Inspection Requirements
Radiographic
. .
-on

Classification*material

Ultrasonic

Magnetic ParticldDye

Examination

Penetrant Examination

ASME Sec. V m b andm

API RP 2Xb andor

ASME Sec,VIII Div. l.,

API 11043

API 1104c

APP 6

ASME Sec. WbDiv. 1,

A M s 263ob

W 5 1

ASME Sec. VLII Div. 1,
APP. 8

Secondary

AFT STD 1104b

not required

Tertiary

not required

Steel

primary

Titanium

Notes:
BMaterial classification as defined in 8.2 of this document.
bExamine by either UT or RT.
C A S definedby Company. Supplemental requirementsm y be specified by Compy.

7.4.6.6.2 Forultrasonicinspectiononsteelwelds,
the
essential variables listed inA P I RP 2X should be detailed in
the written procedure, which should be submitted for company approval priorto use during trial and subsequent examinations.Variationsfromtheprovenprocedureshouldbe
cause for requalification.
7.4.6.6.3 Ultrasonicinspectionoftitaniumweldsshould
be in accordance with AMs 2630. Both straight and angle
beam techniques should be employed.An ultrasonic standard
should be developed for each pipe wall thickness, with the
weld included.
7.4.6.6.4 Through-thickness UT examination-Plate
or
pipe to be used in applications where the member
is subject to
substantial
Z-direction
loading
should
be ultrasonically
examined. Examination and reporting requirements of A578
should apply.

'

7.4.6.6.5 The intersect location (footprint), including a 6inch (150-mm) wide band, should
be examined in accordance
with A578 acceptance standard-level III.

bers and establish minimum sensitivity parameters for nondestructive examination of such welds. Acceptance criteria
may be established basedon fitness-for-purpose or engineering critical assessment procedures. For further description
or
reference to this approach see Reference 10.
7.4.7PostweldHeatTreatment
When required by the owner, a written PWHT procedure
should be supplied to thecompany for approval.
7.4.8Reportsand

Records

The following reports and
data sheets shouldbe supplied to
the company representative:

a Mill test reports and certificates.
b. Company approved welding procedure package.
c. Welder and/or welding operator qualification test results.
d Temperature charts or recordsfor all stress relieving and
or postweld heat treating (when required by company
spifications and/or regulatory authorities).
e. NDE reports and results.
f. As-built construction drawings.

7.4.6.6.6 Memberswithflawsthatwouldinterferewith
weld inspection maybe positioned so that acceptable material
is located under the footprintarea.

7.5

7.4.6.6.7 Weldrepairsofmemberswithunacceptable
flaws up to 10 in? (6450 mm2) may be made using a company approved weld repairprocedure.

Selection of bolting, studs, and nuts for components covered by this RP should consider the effects ofa marine environment and the corrosion protection measures that may be
employed at each location. Marine environments reveal that
localized corrosion resistanceis a common limitation of otherwise corrosion resistant materials. Threaded fasteners, by
in crevice cornature, create tight crevices which often result
rosion and pitting attack. Dissimilar material assembly often

7.4.6.7

Acceptance Criteria

Companyshallsetacceptancecriteria
if differentfrom
aforementioned standards for critical welds of primary mem-
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7.5.2.2.4 Titanium bolting coatings-Titanium alloys generally require an anti-galling treatment for threaded components. The recommended practice is to pretreat the surface
A M s 2487 except with testwith a neutral bath anodize (e.g.,
ing requirementsas negotiated between the supplier and purto coatthe
threads with
bonded
a
chaser)
and
then
molydisulfide based solid dry film lubricant (e.g., MIL-L46010 Qpe II).The coatings both mitigate galling concerns
and, simultaneously, make negligible any galvanic interaction
the titanium bolting may have with less noble surrounding
metals. For galling mitigation it may be necessary to only
coat the external thread or the internal thread. The bearing
surface should be coated. Additional installation lubricants
are not considered detrimental.
are not necessary but

results in galvanic interaction, creating localized generation
of hydrogen, often resulting in hydrogen embrittlement.
As a
minimum, the following should
be considered:
a. External fluids.
b. Internal fluids.
c. Crevice corrosion.
d. Dissimilar metal effects.
e. Cathodic protection effects.
f.coatings.
g.Preload.
h. Tensioning system.
7.5.2
Materials
7.5.2.1 Steel

7.5.2.3Nickel-Copper-AluminumAlloys

7.5.2.1.1 Boltingmaterialsmanufacturedfromcarbonor
alloy steel should not be used in submerged or splash zone
service at hardness levels exceeding Rockwell C35. ASTM
specifications(latestrevisions)thancanproducesuitable
bolting, studs, and nutsare:

7.5.2.3.1 Nickel-copper-aluminumalloy 500 andnickelcopper-alloy 400 are alternative marine environment bolting
materials. These are not susceptible to general seawater corrosion, but they are susceptible to crevice corrosion, pitting,
stress corrosion cracking, and galvanic attack. The latest revisions of the following ASTM specifications are suitable for
bolting, studs, or nuts:

a. ASTMA193.
b. ASTM A194.

c. ASTM A320.
7.5.2.1.2 Note that the materials definedin these specificationsaremoreresistant
to generalcorrosionthanhigh
strength carbonor alloy steel; however, theyare all susceptible to general corrosion, crevice corrosion, pitting corrosion,
stress corrosion cracking, corrosion fatigue, galvanic attack,
and MIC. The above specifications or their equivalents may
be applied, but careful design consideration
is recommended.
7.5.2.2
Titanium
7.5.2.2.1 Titaniumandtitaniumalloysarerecommended
as preferred marine fastener materials for bolts, studs, and
nuts covered bythis W.These alloysare immune to ambient
seawater general corrosion, crevice corrosion, pitting, stress
corrosion cracking, galvanic attack, andMIC and are highly
resistant to corrosion fatigue.

a
b.
c.
d.

ASTM F467.
ASTM F467M.
ASTM F468.
ASTM F468M.

7.5.2.3.2 These alloys are known to have galling problems
similar to the titanium alloys. Liberal application of installation lubricantsor applications of a solid film lubricant recis
ommended. Theabovespecifications or theirequivalents
should be applied.
7.6 NON-METALLIC MATERIALS FOR RISER END
CONNECTIONWIERMINATIONS
7.6.1FlexElementElastomers
7.6.1.1 Elastomers are usedinrisersystemsinlaminated
flexelements. In laminatedflexelements,rubberlayersare
designed to be permanently bonded to reinforcements (usually steel). The strength and durability
of the bond should be
shown to be adequate for the fluid, temperature, and loading
conditions during the life of the project. The rubber layers
should be designed
to operate primarilyin shear/compression
to prevent bond failures and to maximize fatigue life.

7.5.2.2.2 All titanium alloys listedin the latest revisionsof
the following ASTM specifications are suitable for all wet,
splash zone ordry, bolting, studs, and nuts applications:
a
b.
c.
d.

ASTM F467.
ASTM F467M.
ASTM F468.
ASTM F468M.

7.5.2.2.3 Optimumtoughnessandductilityareachieved
from theASTM Titanium Grade 19 (Beta-C@) alloy for high
strength applications and ASTM Titanium Grade 4 for low
and medium strength requirements. The above specifications
be applied.
or their equivalents should

7.6.1.2 There is awide range of different elastomers available, andit is not adequateto specify by material name.A full
material specification must be developed for each application
This
and must be specific to the compound being considered.
specificationshouldexplicitlytakeintoaccount:a)fluid
chemical composition, b) operation and upset conditions temperatures, c) operatingpressure,d)materialdeformations
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Table 1O-Generic Material Propertiesfor Various
Elastomer Categories

duringservice, e) depressurizationfrequencyandrate,
f)
cyclic loading, and g) qualification test requirements.
7.6.1.3 Some commonly used
elastomer
categories
include:

Elastomer Category

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

a. m:
Natural
rubber.
b.Chloroprene.
CR:
c. EPDM: Ethylene-Propylene-Diene.
Nitrile
rubber.
d. NBR
e. HNBR: Hydrogenatednitrilerubber.
f. FKM:
Fluorocarbon
rubber.
g. FFKM: Tetrafluoroethylene-propyleneterpolymer.

7.6.1.5 Final selection of an elastomercompoundshould
be based on resultsof material qualificationtests that arerepresentative of service conditions. Thesetests should be specified in the material specification and should be approved by
bothuserandvendor.It
is advisable to review the track
=ordl prior experience with the candidate elastomeric compounds in flexelement service priorto making the finalmaterial selection.
7.6.1.6 It is suggested,thatthematerialspecification
include:

a. Shear modulus (over a range of temperahues before and
after aging).
b. Ductile-brittle transition temperature (if applicableto service conditions).
c. Bond strength to metallic reinforcement (e.g., peel adhesion strength).
d. Aging resistance (e.g., modulus stability over service life).
e. Tear strength(e.g.,trousertear
to relate to extreme
deformations).
f. Fatigue resistance (using project conditions ofstrain, temperature and fluid environment).
g. Explosive decompression resistance.
h. Creep or stress relaxation (if appropriate).
i. Swelling and equilibrium absorption in service fluids.
7.6.1.7 Proper material evaluation, selection and specification are required for a long-term, maintenance-free service.
The large number of elastomeric material compositionsp s sible gives scope for tuning the properties for optimum performance.

Properties

N R , C R , EPDM

Lowresistance to swell in hydrocarbons oil
and gas. Good mechanical properties.Good
low tempeproperties.

NBR,HNBR

Moderate to good resistance to swell in
hydrocarbons. Modemte high temperam
and chemical resistance. Good mechanical
properties. May stiffen at low temperatures.
Poor H2S resistance.

FKM,FFKM

High resistance to swelling in hydrocarbon
oil and gas. Good chemical resistanœ at elevated temperatures.Poor mechanical properties. May stiffen at low tempemum.

7.6.1.4 Table 10 provides some generic material properties
of various categories of elastomers that can be usefulin preliminary materials selection.

rial grades shouldbe guided by functional requirements. The
following data on candidate grades should be reviewed:

a. Stress-strain curve, modulusat prescribed strain levels.
b. Hardness.
c. Change in properties for the anticipated service conditions
over anticipated service life.
d ProPeay variation over thickness.
7.6.2.2 As with elastomers,polyurethane is a familyof
polymers that can have a wide range of properties. In some
cases, spedìcation of the supplier, the generic type, sup
plier’s trade name, and grade may
be required
7.6.2.3 Manufacturing of polyurethanes parts, especially in
large size, may q u i r e specialized equipmentandexperienced personnel. Special consideration should
be given to
quality control and previous experience of a contractor in
similar types of jobs and under similar environmental conditions.
7.7

FOAMBUOYANCY

7.7.1
General
There are two basic types of foam materials usedfor buoyancy: closed cell and syntactic foams. The former are normally limited to shallow depths, while the latter canbe used
to greater depths, provided the materialis correctly designed
and constructed.
7.7.2Closed

Cell Foams

7.6.2BendStiffenerMaterials

7.7.2.1 Several kinds of closed cell foam
common use:

7.6.2.1 Bend-stiffener materials are typically molded solid
or reinforcedpolyurethanes.Selection
of the appropriate
grade of polyurethane and care in processing during fabrication are critical for stiffener performance. Selectionof mate-

a. Polyvinyl chloride(PVC) foam.
b. Polypropylene foam.
c. Polyurethane foam.
d. Ionomer foam.
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7.7.2.2 Closed cell foams are relatively lightweight (4 to
12 lb/cu.ft.), resilient and inexpensive. They can be provided
with tough outer skins to resist handling damage. However,
most closed cell foamsare not strong enough to survive prolonged immersion beyond a depth of about 200 feet. Manufacturer’s data should be closely examined before specifying
closed cell foam for any deep long-term application.
7.7.3SyntacticFoam
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7.7.5 Manufacturing, Inspection, and Testing
7.7.5.1 A Quality Assurance Plan (QAP) shall be submitted by the manufacturer and approvedby the customer prior
to starting production. The manufacturer shall establish a process control and record system that identifies the process variablesassociatedwiththemanufacture
of eachindividual
program,
buoyancy module.The inspection frequency, testing
and type of test shall
be defined as part of the QM,

7.7.5.2 The minimum recommended tests for qualification
Syntactic foam is a composite material combining presand acceptance of modules to be used for buoyancy applicasure-competentspheresofvaryingsizesandconstruction
tions shouldbe:
(e.g., macrospheresandor microspheres) with various matrix
a.Buoyancyverification:Modulesshall
be immersedin
or binder materials, such as epoxy resin. m i c a l syntactic
water to verify buoyancy.The inspection intervals and maxifoamdensities are intherange of 18 to 32 Ib/cu.ft. The
be defined in the
mum
acceptance
tolerance
should
spheres are used to occupy a large portion of the product’s
specifications.
volume to reduce the overall density and provide a buoyant
force without significant reduction of the hydrostatic strength. b. Crush strength: The crush strength of the foam used in the
modules shall be determined and shall be higher than the
The size, structure, and material composition of the spheres
are varied by design to generate foam products that
are suitpressure at service depth times the appropriate safety factor.
able for the targeted service water depths.
c. Buoyancy losses: The loss of buoyancy caused by compression and water ingress shall be determined at the service
depth. Theminimum duration of the test shall be defined by
7.7.4SpecificationandProcurement
the designer andthe materials specialist and shall take into
7.7.4.1 A specifications document should be developed to
accounttheeffect
of theprotectivelayer on thewater
ensure that manufactured products will provide desired buoy-ingress rate.
ant lift force to the riser system at depths
of service and for
the duration of service required by the user. The specifica7.8 COATINGS
tions should reflect and balance these key considerations:
7.8.1
General
a. Maximum and servicdoperating depth.
Corrosion of external steel surfaces may be mitigated by
b. Time at depth (durationof service).
cathodic
protection, proper material selectionbyorthe useof
c. Permissible change in buoyancy during service.
protective
coatings,
including
flame-sprayed
aluminum.
d. Total buoyancy requirements (at all phases of service).
Whenever one of the first two options is preferred, the of
use
e. Densityneededtoachievebuoyancy
(lift force)within
protective coatings maybe useful to extend the effective life
constraints.
of the risers and reduce maintenance costs.
f. Handling and installation loads.
g. Service environment.
7.8.2 CoatingMaterials
7.7.4.2 The specification should include testing and quali7.8.2.1 Coatingmaterialscommonlyusedforsteelrisers
fication requirements that can demonstrate that the product’s include
fusion-bonded
or liquid
epoxy,
polyethylene,
crushing strength properties, service depth, long-term averagepolypropylene,polyurethane,andsyntheticrubbers
(neostructural stability are adequate.
density(buoyancy),and
prene or EPDM). These materials are often combined and
Such evidence is usually provided by hydrostatic testing of
applied as systems in which one or more layersare applied,
full-size parts orof adequately-sized samples.
not only to inhibit corrosion but also to provide protection
from handling damage.
7.7.4.3 In addition,allmetallichardware associated with
foam buoyancy products (e.g., fasteners) shouldbe compati7.8.2.2 Some coating materials, such as the epoxies, have
ble with other metals in the riser system, or appropriate anti- excellent adhesion to steel but are somewhat brittle and are
corrosion measures shouldbe taken. Caution is advised that
sensitive to physical abuse. These are often combined with
polyethylene or polypropylene,whichhavepoorbonding
surface 01 near-surface buoyancy components may
be subject
characteristics but are tough and have excellent resistance to
to biological attack and fouling. Appropriate coatings suror
abuse.Therubbercoatingshavebothgoodadhesionand
face impregnations may be required to prevent degradation of
toughness.
service.
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7.8.4Coating

7.8.2.3 While risers are usually coated prior to installation,
coating systems designed to be applied underwater can be
applied in-situ for repair and rehabilitation of damaged or
deterioratingcoatings.Internalsurfaces
are only coated
where it is necessary to satisfy particular needs, such as prostreams, for
tection from highlycorrosiveand/orabrasive
reduction of paraffin adhesion or for stream flow enhancement. Coatings for these purposesare usually specialty materials such as baked liquid or fusion-bonded epoxies, epoxyphenolics, or phenolics.

In addition to proper coating materials selection, application systems play a key part in assuring good coatings. The
following factors should be considered in reviewing the application system:
a. Coating plants maybe in proximity but maybe completely
independent of steel pipe mills, or the steel pipe mill may
have its own coating system and/or coating yard. This could
affect candidate coating selection and application and
require
additional attention.
b. Knowledge and experience of plant personnel, quality of
facilities, and laboratories. A well-managed control laboratory, with good quality control procedures
is desirable.
c. Good pipe storage and handling facilities
are vital to minimize coatingdamageduetohandlingandtransportation,
often a major source of problems.

7.8.2.4 Temporary protection of the interior of risers may
be achieved using vapor phase inhibitors or various rust-preventative oils or waxes. In each case, protection
is short-lived,
and protection of more than nine months should not be considered.
7.8.3 Selection of Coating System

In-situ application is generally restricted to field welded
joints,repair, or rehabilitation.

7.8.3.1 Risercoatingselectionmust be madebasedon a
numberof considerations, including: 1) compatibilitywith
sea water andpressure due to water depth,
2) installation and/
orin-serviceloadsandimpact(particularly
at thesplash
zone), 3) tolerance to marine plant and animal growth (seaweed, barnacles, etc.), 4) temperature gradients between cold
seawater and hot/warm steel (hot-wall effect), and 5 ) ultraviolet light exposure effects.

7.8.4.1

a. Utilization of knowledgeable and experienced organizations and personnel.
b. Qualification of candidate coating systems using the track
record, history and performance experience of similar materials in like service.
c. Qualification of candidate coating systems using
suitable
techniques under typical performance conditions. The useof
standardAmericanSociety for TestingMaterials (ASTM)
tests to evaluate:

d. Estimation of performance chatacteristics and coating life
using analytical and mathematical tools.
e. An awareness of the sensitivity of application quality and
techniques on the candidate coatings, including the need and
ease of repair and/or rehabilitation of damageddeteriorated
or
systems.

Surface Preparation

7.8.4.1.1 An important factor in successful coating is surfacepreparation. For immersionconditions,whitemetal
blasting @SO-8505-1, Sa 3) should be achieved, preferably
using rotary blasters.Chemicaltreatmentofthesurface
should be considered,particularlywithsystemsinvolving
epoxy or where excessive surface chemical or salt contamination is likely.

7.8.3.2 It is recommended that the selection of a coating
system should also involve:

1. Cathodic
disbondment
at ambient
and
elevated
temperatures.
2. Bending characteristics.
3. Impact resistance.
4. Resistance to abrasion.
5. Accelerated weathering.

Systems Application

7.8.4.1.2 Surface preparation at site is performed primarily
for welded joints prior to coating or for areas of coating
repair. Blastcleaning methods are likelyto be manually operated, and care should be taken to avoid undesirable surface
contamination. White metal blast-cleaning is advantageous,
though near white (Saz1/2) may be acceptable depending on
the coating system.
7.8.4.2
Pipe-Handling
Most riser coatings systems are chosen in part, for their
toughness.However,damagecausedbypoorhandling
is
commonand can be easilyavoided.Handlingequipment
should be padded on all contact faces. Slings should be of
nylon (or an alternate malleable material), and sharp impact
of any kind shouldbe avoided.
7.8.4.3

Quality Control

7.8.4.3.1 A detailedqualityplanshould be preparedand
approved by both manufacturer and operator prior to comto ensure that the
mencement of work, followed by inspection
agreed upon criteriaare met.
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7.8.4.3.2 Sources that address coating systems quality and
recommended practices include:
a. International Standards Organization (EO).
b. Deutches Institutefur Normung (DIN).
c. National Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE).
d. Canadian Standards Association (CSA).
e. Steel Structures Painting Council (SSPC).
f. American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM).

7.8.5 Field Welds (Joints)
7.8.5.1 Riser field welded joints may be protected by application of the same coatingas that used for the riser pipe
or by
use of an alternate coating. Field joints canbe protected with
manually applied systems involving liquid epoxy, composite
materials. The steel
tapesandwraps,andheatshrinkable
should be cleaned to at least Sa2l/, (near white) or betterto
achieve an optimum bond.
7.8.5.2 Since field-weld joint coatings have the potential
of
being inferior to the pipe coating, adjustments in cathodic
protection requirements should be considered to provide
sup
plemental corrosion protection.
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flaws in fatigue life assessment is outlined in BS: PD6493.
The values ofC and m depend on material and applied condias constant overa limited range of AK
tions and can be taken
only. In addition tothe material strength/ grade and
test environment, the crack growth rates can depend on cycling frequency, microstructural features;R ratio (mean stress level)
and test specimen configuration.
In the absence of specific data, the following subsections
provide recommendations on the fatigue crack growth rate
constants for steels and titanium alloys in typical marine riser
service conditions. Where specific crack growth rate data
are
available for the material and service conditions, they can be
used in accordance with the general procedure
for planar flaw
assessment described inPD6493.
7.9.2.1FerriticSteels
7.9.2.1.1 Table 11 provides the values of the crack growth
rate constants C and m (taken from BS: PD6493) for WdN
(in units of idcycle) and AK (in units of ksi-din) for ferritic
steels with yield strengths below 87 ksi. These provide the
upper bound to published data on ferritic steels (base metal,
weld, and HAZ).

Table 1 1“Fatigue Crack Growth Rate Constants for
187 ksi
Ferritic Steels with Yield Strengths
Sacrificial anode assemblies are frequently used in conjunction with coatingsto provide a synergistic protective sysC
Condition Service
m
tem.Anodeassemblies are generallyattached to uncoated
4.84 x l&lo
3.0
field joints, where the anode material provides adequate pro- Air, cathodically protected or isolated
from marine environment,temp. 212°F
tection. If all field joints are to be coated, including those
where anodes are attached, the connection should be made
Splash zone/ freely corroding,
temp.
3.17 x i t 9
3.0
before final coating ofthe joint area, ora repair to the coating 68°F
will be necessary.
7.9
FATIGUE
7.9.1GeneralConsiderations
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7.8.6OtherConsiderations

7.9.2.1.2 For steels with yield strengths greater than
87 ksi,
specific crack growth rate data should be obtained for the
material and service condition of interest, giving careful consideration to the effects of testing frequency and waveform.
Careful thought should also be given to the statistical confidence whichthe crack growth ratedata give in the overall life
prediction.

7.9.1.1 Fatigue cracks can originate from planar and nonplanarflaws,and
theEfore bothtypesareconsideredin
fatigue assessment. Fracture mechanics principles should be
used to describe the behavior of planar flaws using experimental WdN versus AK (fatiguecrackgrowthratevs.
applied stress intensity factor) data. Assessment of non-planar7.9.2.2 Titanium Alloys
flaws should be done using experimental S-N (stress vs. numVery limited fatigue crack growth rate data on titanium
ber of cyclesdata).
alloys in marine environmentsis available in the open litera7.9.1.2 This sectionappliesonlytofatigueassessmentof
ture. It appears that titanium alloys are more sensitive to the
steels andtitanium alloys and notto the metallic components
material grade, microstructural properties, cycling frequency,
of flexible pipe.
etc. than steels. Itis recommended that specific crack growth
rate data should be obtained for the material and service con7.9.2 Fatigue Crack Growth Rates
dition of interest, giving careful consideration to the effects
of
testing frequency and waveform. Careful thought should also
The rate of fatigue crack growth can be represented by
be given to the statistical confidence which the crack
growth
Equation 60 for all values of AK. The recommended general
rate data give in the overall life prediction.
procedure for use of the crack growth rate curves for planar
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7.9.3 S N Data

7.9.3.1.2 Base Metals

7.9.3.1

In the absence of specific test data allowing
use of a different S-N curve, it is recommendedthattheDOE-Bcurve
should be the basic componentS-N fatigue design curvefor
steels: 1) with yield strengths less than 87 ksi, 2) that see service in air, or 3) are cathodically protected or isolated from
the marine environment. Other curves may also be used if
supported by test data. The component S-N curve should be
determined as the lower bound
of a two-sided, 95 percent predictioninterval.Considerationmay
be given to fixing the
slope inthis type of statistical analysis on the basis
of fracture
mechanics or other mechanistic arguments.
As an alternative to using the above DOE-B curve or a
stress-based approach using S-N data, specific fatigue curves
for specific base metalsmay also be developed using strainbased approaches and strain-controlled fatigue test
data on
representative materids.1
Under freely-corroding or unprotected conditions in seawater, the basicS-N curve shouldbe reduced by a factor of 2
on life, following guidance in UK DOE, “Offshore Installation Guidance on Design and Construction,”Part II, Section
4.2.1.10.
For higher strength steels where corrosion protection
is
beingprovidedbycathodicprotectionsystems,
candidate
fatigue curves shouldbe qualified by testdata under representative conditions. Caution is advised that, when coupled to
cathodic protection potentials more negative than 4>.8V,the
fatigue resistanceof higher strength steels candeteriorate due
to hydrogen embrittlement.

Steel

7.9.3.1.1
Weldments
In the absence of specificlarge scale testdata allowing use
of a different S-N curve, it is recommended that an appropriate S-N fatigue curve froma recognized national or international standard be the basic component S-N fatigue design
curve for riser girth welds in steels: 1) with yield strengths
less than 87 ksi and 2) that see service in air or are cathodícally protectedor isolated from the marine environment.
Fatigue performanceof riser girth welds may be improved
if any of the following conditions are fulfilled:

a Welds are ground flush on the ID and OD and inspection
procedures that include, as a minimum, visual inspection of
the ID and OD to ensure no undercuts or suckbacks and either
X-ray or volumetricultrasonicinspectionconsistentwith
Table 9.
b. Special profilecontrolprocesses(e.g..mechanized
or
GTAW pulsed root) and technique are used in the welding
processandthat: 1) minimizeaxialandangularmisalignment, 2) minimize stress concentrations associated with
reentrant angles and weldbead height, and3) which result in
no undercuts, suck-backs (internal concavity), or insufficient
as
throat all around the circumference, followed by inspection
above.
Curves that are not in national or international standards
may also be usedif supportedbylarge
scale test data on
welds. Caution is advised that test welds should be made as
they would in service and tested under conditions representative of those in service. The componentS-N curve should be
determined as the lower bound of
a two-sided, 95 percent prebe given to fixing the
dictioninterval.Considerationmay
slope inthis type of statistical analysison the basisof frachm
mechanics or other mechanistic arguments.
Under kly-corroding or unprotected conditions in seawater, the basicS-N curve shouldbe reduced by a factor of 2
on life, following guidance in UK DOE, “Offshore Installation Guidance on Design and Construction,”part II, Section
4.2. l . 10.
For higher strength steels, where corrosion protection
is
being providedbycathodicprotectionsystems,
candidate
fatigue curves should
be qualified by testdata under representative conditions. Caution is advised that, when coupled to
cathodic protection potentials more negative than 4 8 V , the
fatigue resistance of higher strength steels may
deteriorate
due to hydrogen embrittlement.
For all welds other than the riser guth welds, the guidance
in AWS D1.l or UK
on fatiguecurveselectionprovided
DOE, “Offshore Installation Guidance on Design and Construction,” Part II, Section 4.2. l.10 may be used.
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7.9.3.2 Titanium-Base Metal and Welds
7.9.3.2.1 Very limited fatigue S-N data on titanium alloys
and welds in marine environmentsis available in the open literature. It appears that titanium alloys are more sensitive to
thematerialgrade,microstructuralproperties,cycling
frequency, etc. than steels. It is recommended that specificS-N
data shouldbe obtained for the material and service condition
of interest (e.g., air, seawater isolated from cathodic polarization, seawater exposed to cathodic polarization, etc.) giving
careful consideration to the effects of testing frequency and
waveform. Caution is advised that where welds are anticipated, S-N data should be obtained on representative welds
made as they would be in serviceand tested under conditions
representative of those in service. The componentS-Ncurve
should be determined as the lower bound of a two-sided, 95
percent prediction interval. Consideration may
be given to
fixing the slope inthis type of statistical analysis on the basis
of fracturemechanics or other mechanistic arguments.
7.9.3.2.2 Caution is also advisedthatwhencoupled
to
cathodic protection potentials more negative than
4.8V (typically used to protect steels), the fatigue resistance
of some titanium alloys can
deteriorate,
a phenomenon
related
to
hydrogen embrittlementor “hydriding” describedin Section 8.
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7.9.4 Flexible Pipe

7.10 CORROSION
External corrosion of carbon steel is best controlled by
cathodic protection and/or a combination
of cathodic protection and coatings, as detailed in 7.5.2. Provisions should be
made to control not only internal corrosion problems but to
include such problemsas paraffìn formation and hydrate formation. These latter problems can occur internally with all
riser materials.
7.10.1 Internal
Riser materials selection and internal corrosion mitigation
strategies should take into consideration compatibility with
all fluids that are expected to be in contact with the riser,
including:

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

a. Produced well fluids,including hydrocarbons, acidic gases
(C02 and H2S), and brines.
b. Drilling, completion and workoverfluids.
c. Hydrate, paraffin and corrosion control fluids and other
chemicals.

In addressing fluid compatibility, the following should be
considered as a minimum:
a. Period of exposure.
b. Concentration of C02, H2S, brines, etc.in the fluid.
c. Flow rates and solids production.

Steel

7.1 0.1.1.1 In steel risers for sweet wells, internal corrosion
is typically controlledby using appropriate corrosion inhibitors. Field and laboratory test data on inhibitor effectiveness
under anticipated service conditions should be reviewed by
supplier and operator priorto inhibitor selection. Where such
data is unavailable, inhibitor qualification testing is recommended to
ensure
adequate
corrosion
control
can
be
achieved. When produced H2S or souring from water flooding is anticipated,materialsselectionshould be basedon
NACE MRO1-75 guidelines.
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7.1 0.1.1.2 Inhibitors that have been suitably qualified may

Both the tensilearmors and the hoop stress resistance layers are fatigue critical components and should be checked.
'Qpically, both layers are made up of high strength steels
sour service,
(100 to 120 ksi yield) except when designed for
where it is then limited by
NACE guidelines. For flexible pipe
stressed for functional loads and dynamic curvature variations, the procedures outlined in 7.9.2 and7.9.3 are applicable hereas well. FatiguedddN and S-N curves used mustbe
supported by manufacturer-supplied or independently gathered data for the specific material and environment seen by
the pipe layers.

7.10.1.1

m 0732290 Ob30750 232 m

be used to mitigate corrosion from drilling, completion and

workover fluidsas well. Whererisers are exposed to these fluids only for a short term andor at low temperatures, use of
corrosion inhibitors may not be necessary
if supported by laboratory corrosion test data or field experience under similar
conditions.
7.10.1.1.3 Suppliers should be consulted on the compatibility of well control fluids and chemicals including par&,
hydrate, and corrosion and scale control fluids.
7.10.1.2

Titanium

7.1 0.1.2.1 Titanium alloys are highly corrosion resistant
to
produced well fluids including all hydrocarbons, acidic gases
(CO, and H2S), elemental sulfur and sweet and
sour chloride
brines at elevated temperatures. Where produced
H2S or souring from water flooding is expected, titanium alloys listed
in
NACE specification MRO1-75 should be considered. Caution
is advised that, in the presence
of acidified brines at temperatures exceeding-8O"C, crevice corrosion andstress corrosion
cracking (SCC) susceptibilityof some of the more common
alloy grades is enhanced. Titanium alloys containing minor
ruthenium (0.1 percent RU)^ or palladium (0.05 percent Pd)
levels andor containing at least3.5 wt. percent molybdenum
are reported to mitigate this susceptibility and may be considered.19293
7.10.1.2.2 Titaniumalloysarealsogenerallyresistantto
welldrillingandcompletionfluids.However,caution
is
advised as before. Chloride or bromide-based brine completion fluids at temperatures exceeding -80°C enhance susceptibility to crevicecorrosionandSCC,andcarefulalloy
selection must be made.
7.10.1.2.3 Titaniumalloyrisercomponentsmay
also be
periodically exposed to well workover fluids. For acidizing
treatments, exposure of titanium alloys to hydrofluoric(HF)
containing acids should always be avoided due to rapid metal
dissolution. Alternative acidizing solutions include 10 to 12
wt. percent HCl solutions inhibited with an appropriate oxidizing species (i.e., 1 percent sodium molybdate) or uninhibited organic acids (i.e., 10 percent acetic
or formic acids) are
suitable.
7.10.1.2.4 Methanol
injected
downhole
to dissolve
hydrates must contain at least 2.5 wt. percent water to prevent
stresscorrosioncracking
of titaniumalloyscomponents.
Anhydrous methanol grades should be avoided or sufficient
water should be added prior to injection. Commercially available, less-flammable methanol solvent grades containing2.5
to 30 wt. percent waterare recommended.
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7.10.2External
7.10.2.1

L998

Steel

Caution is advised that the experience base with these options
to mitigate hydrogen embrittlement is limited, and prototype
testing to demonstrate electrical isolation, serviceability, and
integrity over service life
is recommended.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

7.1 0.2.1.1 Corrosion of external steel surfaces may be mitigated by cathodic protectionor by the use of protectivecoat7.11
WEAR
i n g ~ ? *Weight
~ * ~ is often a significant factor in floating and
tension-leg platform, and the use of coatings combined with
7.11.1 Steel
cathodicprotectionresultsinsignificantlyreducingthe
be causedby
weight requirement for sacrificial anodes. Additionally, it has 7.11.1.1 Theinternalerosionorwearcan
abrasive
elements
in
the
produced
fluid,
such
as
sand and pasbeen shown that the sphere of influence of a given anode is
sage or rotation of downhole equipment. It can also be caused
markedly enhanced for wellcoated pipelines, allowing for
by a high flow rate and turbulent flow characteristics at flow
of the riser, generadditional weight savings. The splash zone
are changes in the riser. This should be taken into account
ally from meansea level to about the plus
ten foot elevationis
the most severe environment encountered from the standpoint when selecting materialsthat will be in contact with the flow.
of external corrosion. Areas that are periodically wet, that is
7.1 1.1.2 Risers with multiphase flow, or flow of fluids connot totally immersed, are not protected by cathodic protection
taining particles (such as sand or proppant), must be able to
and thus mustbe protected by other means, suchas corrosion
resist erosion. Some guidelines are provided
for gas-liquid
allowance, monel sheathing, vulcanized rubber or high build
flows inAPI FW 14E. For liquids carrying particles, less guidepoxy systems.
ance is available in the open literature.Resistance to erosion
be demonstrated
under the expected conditions should either
7.1 0.2.1.2 Caution is advised that high strength steels may
experimentally or be analyzed using a calculation p d u r e
be susceptible to hydrogenembrittlementundercathodic
that hasbeen sufficiently verified with experimental results.
polarization conditions at potentials more negativethan -0.8
V(SCE). Qualification testing under cathodic conditions
to
7.11.2 Titanium
ensure hydrogen embrittlement resistance of base material
and weldsis advisable.
Titanium alloysmay exhibit higher wear rates than steel
in
situations of high bearing load contact with rotating, sliding
7.10.2.2
Titanium
or reciprocating steel components [2]. These situations may
exist during drilling or well workover operations involving
7.10.2.2.1 Titaniumalloys are resistant to corrosionand
contact
with steel drill strings or wire lines. Although casual
erosion-corrosion, uniform attack, pitting attack and microbiandor
light
contact is permissible,sustainedhighcontact
ologically-influencedcorrosion(MIC)innaturalseawater
be mitigated through the useof wear resistant
load
wear
can
due to the pmtective surface oxide film. Similarly, weld and
surface
linings
or rubber drill string collars. Wear resistant
heat-affected-zone metal (performed per approved processes
surface
linings
or coatings include polymers (rubbers and
and procedures) may be expected to exhibit corrosion resisthermoplastics),
hardandor soft metal electro- or electtolesstance equivalent to that of wrought base metal.
plated coatings or plasma-sprayedhardcoatings. Coating/
7.10.2.2.2 Long-termhydrogenabsorptionandpossible
liner selection will depend on the specific component and
embrittlement in titanium alloys exposed to high cathodic
application, relativeto wear and fatigue performance
requirepotentialsfromcathodicprotectionsystemsintended
for
ments.
neighboring steel components need careful consideration in
t e m of alloy selection and mitigation measures. The lower
7.1 1.3 Wear of the Flexible Pipe PlasticLayers
strength 01 alloys are more susceptible to hydrogen embrittleWear in plastic materials constituting the flexible pipe is
ment than the a-ßand ß alloys. Depending on the riser comdue
to an abrasion process. Abrasion can take place in two
ponent and application, total electrical isolation of the or
riser
different
locations:
component, using monolithic insulating joints or comrnerciallyavailableinsulatingflangegasketsandflangebolt
a Wear of innermost layer.
sleevdwasher kits may be considered. The insulating/isolab. Wear of external layer.
tion joints must be demonstrated to be suitable for the service
conditions,includingpressure,temperature,anddynamic
7.1 1.3.1 Wear of Innermost Layer
loading conditions where applicable. Where electrical isolation is not achievable or practical, the applicationof insulat7.11.3.1.1 Under certainconditions,the wellflowmay
coatings
of
proven,
seawater-resistant
ing OD surface
contain sand and othertypes of abrasive particles. Fora flexipolymers suchas 6 to 1O mm thick polyurethane, polychloroble pipe witha thermoplastic inner layer, evensmall amounts
prene rubber, andEPDM rubber coatings, may be considered. of sand can cause some local material losses
due to abrasion.
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7.1 1.3.1.2 Manufacturers and designers should ensure that
local deMeases in thickness do not affect the service life of
the whole system.
7.1 1.3.2 Wear of External Layer
7.1 1.3.2.1 The flexible pipe sections resting on the
sea-bed
can move from their as-installed position due to functional
andenvironmentalforces(includingmovementsdueto
expansion and settlement).
7.11.3.2.2 Limitations on allowable deterioration or abrasion of the external layer due to interaction with the sea-bed
can determine limits on allowable displacements.

7.1 1.3.2.3 The manufacturer/designer should determine if
any predicted abrasion is acceptable on the basis
of the geotechnical data provided by the operator, as well as the thermoplastic properties.
7.12MARINEGROWTHANDBIOLOGICAL
CONSIDERATIONS

m
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elastomericbackingthatelectricallyinsulatesthecoppernickel from the steel riser. The elastomeric material may provide corrosion protection with the overlying copper-nickel
sheath providing resistance to marine fouling. Other variations may apply copper particles
or thermally sprayed copper
over an electrically insulating coating. Care should be taken
to assure electrical ísolation of the copper based materials
h m the riser and the cathodic protection system. Cathodic
protection will retard copper corrosion such that copper ions
due to corrosion are no longer released, and the coppersurface will foul. Also the use
of copper systemsin the vicinity
of aluminum or aluminum coating may cause accelerated corrosion of the aluminum.
7.12.4 Low surface energy coatings function by presenting
asurface to whichthemarineorganismscannotreadily
attach. This approach is a developing technology and does not
havetheproblemsassociatedwithtoxicreleasesystems.
However, service life may be limited relative to the structural
materialsandmetallictoxics.Further,thenature
of these
as resistant to mechanical
coatings are such that they are not
as epoxies.7~8~9
damage as corrosion protective coatings like

organisms
will
often
attach
to
risers,
7.12.1 Marine
increasingriserweightandcross-sectional
area. Marine
7.13
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Intemutional OffshoreMechanics and ArcticEngineering
Symposium, Vol. III pp. 445-451,ASME, New York,March,
1987.This paper providesan overview ofthe fouling problem
for offshore jackets, a discussion
of the various approaches
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control fouling on jackets and their merits and an extensive
list of references.
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jackets.
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Figure 41-Vickers Hardness Test Location
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Location of Charpy Test Bar Notch88for All Single Sided Groove Welds

I

Location of Charpy Test Bar Notches for All Double Sided Groove Welds

I
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Heat affected zone:2 m m from fusion
line at cap and root

Fusion line and center of weld
at cap and root

Locationof Charpy Test Bar Notchesfor All Single-Bevel Groove Welds

I

Note: For base material thicknesses less than19 m m

( 3 4 inch) only root location tests

are required.

Figure 42"Charpy Test Specimen Location for Welding Procedure Qualification
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ANNEX A+INFORMATIVE)
A.1

Glossary

A.1.9breech-blockcoupling:
A couplingwhichis
engaged by small-angle rotation of one member into an interlack with another member.

As a starting point for the compilation
of a glossary for
this
W,the definitions are essentially taken from MI RP 164:
A.l.10buoyancycontrolline:
An auxiliaryline dediRecommended Practicefor Design, Selection, Operation and
cated
to
controlling,
charging,
or
discharging
air-can buoyMaintenance of Marine DrillingRiser Systems, November 1,
ancy
chambers.
1993. In some cases, revisions have been made to accommo-

date both drilling and production risers.
The goalof this glossary isto focus on those terms specific
to risers of floating production systems and tension leg platforms. Particular attention is given to the many acronyms
found in the text.

A.l.ll buoyancyequipment: Devicesaddedtoriser
joints to reduce their apparent weight, thereby reducing riser
for risers typically take
top-tension requirements. The devices
the formof syntactic foam modules or metal open-bottom
air
chambers.

A.l.l accumulator (riser tensioner): A pressurevessel charged with gas (generally nitrogen) over liquid with
pressure on the gas side maintained by its connection with
high-pressure gas reservoirs (bottles). High pressure hydraulic fluid from the liquid side of the accumulator is used to
energize a riser tensioner cylinder.

A.1.12 charpy V-notch (CVN):
ness test.

Type of fracture tough-

A.1.13 Chinese lantern: A flexible pipe geometry.
A.1.14 choke and kill ( C M ) lines: External conduits,
arranged laterally along the riser pipe, and usedto circulate
fluids into and out of the bore
well to control well pressure.

A.1.2aircanbuoyancy:
Tensionappliedtotheriser
string by the net buoyancy of an air chamber created by a
closed-top, open-bottom cylinder forming an air-filled annular space around the outside
of the riser pipe.

A.1.15 control pod: An assembly of subseavalvesand
regulators which when activated from the surface will direct
hydraulic fluid through special porting to operate
BOP equipment.

A.1.3apparentweight:
Weight minus buoyancy(commonly referred toas weight in water, wet weight, net
lift, submerged weight,or effective weight).

A.1.16crack-tipopeningdisplacement
(CTOD): A
measure of crack severity which can compared against a critical value at the onset of unstable crack propagation,

A.1.4 auxiliary line: A conduit (excluding choke and kill
lines) attachedto the outsideof the riser main pipe. Examples
include: Hydraulic supply line, buoyancy control line, and
mud boost line.

A.1.17 cumulative fatigue damage analysis: Fatigue
life prediction method based on use ofstress
a vs. number of
cycles curve(S-N) and the Palmgren-Miner Rule for damage
computation under variable amplitude loading.

A.1.18designenvironmentalcase:
SetofenvironA.1.5 ball joint: A ball and socket assembly having cenmental conditions included in a particular Design Case.
tral through passage equal
to or greater than the riser internal
A.1.19 design fatigue life: The life predicted by cumudiameter that may be positioned in the riser string to reduce
ratio calculations.
lative fatigue damage
local bending stresses.
A.1.6 bend restrictor:
A device that prevents a flexible
pipe from being bent below a given radius (e.g., a tapered
conical innersurface through which the flexible pipe passes).
A.1.7 bend stiffeners: Device used to increase and distribute bending stiffness in localized areas of flexible pipe.
They are often made
of polymeric molded material surrounding the pipe and attached to the end fitting.

A.1.20 design load: Load goveming a design.
A.1.21 design pressure: Pressure governing a design.
A.1.22dog-typecoupling: A couplinghavingwedges
(dogs) thatare mechanically driven between the box and
pin
for engagement.
A.1.23 drape hose: A flexible line connecting a choke,
kill or auxiliary line terminal fitting the
on telescopic joint to
the appropriate piping on the rig structure.
A U-shaped bend
or “drape” in this line allows for relative movement between
the outer barrel
of the telescopic joint and the vessel.

A.1.8 BOP stack: An assembly of well control equipment
includingBOPS,spools,valves,hydraulicconnectors,and
nipples that connects to the subsea wellhead. Common usage
of thistermsometimesincludestheLowerMarineRiser
A.1.24 drift off: An unintended lateral moveof a dynamically positioned vesseloff of its intended location relative to
Package (Lm).
137
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A.1.25 drive off: Anunintendedmoveof a dynamically
positioned vesseloff location driven bythe vessel’s main propulsion or stationkeeping thrusters.
A.1.26 drop weight test ( D m : Qpe of fracture toughness test.
A.1.27
dynamic
positioning
(automatic
station
keeping): A computerized meansof maintaining a vessel on
location by selectively driving thrusters.

A.1.42 fleet angle: In marine drilling riser nomenclature,
the fleet angle is the angle between the vertical axis and a
riser tensioner lineat the point where theline connects to the
telescopic joint.
A.1.43flexjoint:
A laminated
metalandelastomer
to or
assembly,having
a centralthrough-passageequal
greater in diameter than the interfacing pipe or tubing bore,
that is positioned in the riser stringto reduce the local bending stresses.

A.1.28 effective hydraulic cylinder area:
Net area of
moving parts exposedto tensioner hydraulic pressure.

A.1.44floatingproductionsystem
(FPS): Any of
several types of surfaceplatformscomprising
a hulland
mooring system, that can support clusters of risers and production and drilling equipment.

A.1.29 effective tension: The axial tension calculated at
any point along a riser by considering only the top tension
and the apparent weight of
the riser andits contents.

A.1.45 gooseneck A type of terminal fitting using a
pipe section with a semicircular bend to achieve a nominal
180 degree change in flow direction.

A.l.30 effective weight:

See apparent weight.

A.1.31elasticplasticfracturemechanics
(EPFM):
A type of fracture mechanics analysis suitable for predicting
failure in highly ductile materials. Uses such measures
as
CTOD or J-integral.
A.1.32 elastomer: Any of the class of materials, including natural and synthetic rubbers, whichreturn to their original shape after being subjected
to large deformations.
A.1.33emergencyshutdown
(ESD): To shut off
operationdpduction and fluid flow on an emergency basis.

A.1.46 guidelineless reentry: Establishment of a connection between the BOP stack and the subsea wellhead or
between theLMRP and the BOP stack using
a TV image and/
or acoustic signals instead of guidelinesto guide the orientation and alignment.

A1.47 handlingtool(running tool): A devicethat
joins to the upper end
of a riser joint to permit lifting and lowering of the joint and the assembled riser string in demck
the
by the elevators.
A.1.48 hang&

Riser when disco~ectedfrom seabed.

A.1.34 expansion bend: A bend placed in a line to provide for expansion and contraction.

A.1.49heataffectedzone
(HAZ): Regionaround
weld that has been
affected during welding.

A.1.35 expansion loop:

A.l .XI heave: Vessel motion in the vertical direction.

See expansion bend.

A.1.36 factory acceptance testing: Testing by a manufacturer of a particular product to validate its conformance
to performance specifications and ratings.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

the wellhead, generally caused
by loss of stationkeeping control or propulsion.

a

A.1.37 fail safe: Term applied to equipment or a system
so designed that, in the event
of failure or malfunction of any
part of the system, devices are automatically activated stato
bilize or secure the safetyof the operation.

A.1.51 hot-spot stress:
Highest stress intheregionor
component under consideration. The basic characteristic of
a
peak stress is that it causes no significant distortion and is
principallyobjectionable as a possible initiation site for a
fatigue crack. These stresses
are highly localized andoccur at
geometric discontinuities. Sometimes referred as Local Peak
stress.

A.1.38 fatigue weather (or wave) scatter diagram:
Table listing occurrence ofseastates in terms of wave height
and period.

A.1.52hydraulicconnector:
A mechanicalconnector
that is activated hydraulically and connectsthe BOP stack to
the wellheador the LMRP to the BOP stack.

A.1.39 fillup line: The line through which fluid is added
to the riser annulus.

A.1.53hydraulicsupplyline:
An auxiliarylinefrom
the vessel to the subsea BOP stack that supplies control system operating fluidto the LMRP and BOP stack.

A.1.40 fitness-for-service: A concept that impliesthat
anitem is fit for service when it can beoperatedsafely
through outits design life.
A.1.41 flange-type coupling:
two flanges joined
by bolts.

Copyright American Petroleum Institute
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A couplingconsistingof

A1.54 instrumentedriserjoint (IRJ): A riser joint
equipped with sensorsfor monitoring parameters suchas tension in the riser pipe wall, riser angle, riser internal fluid temperature, pressure, etc.
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A.1.55 J-lay: A pipe laying technique in which the pipe
departs the vessel at a near-vertical angle.
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A.1.69 low frequency motion: Motion response at frequencies below wave frequencies typically with periods ranging from30 to 300 seconds.

A.1.56 JONSWAP spectrum: A wavespectrumnorin fetch-limited conditions.It has
mally used to describe seas
three governingparameters,significantwaveheight,peak
period, and peakedness factor.

A.1.70 madeup length: The net length contributed to a
riserstringbyamade-uprisercomponent(overalljoint
length minusbodpin engagement).
A.1.71 marine drilling riser:
A tubular conduit serving
as an extension of the well bore from the equipment on the
wellhead at the sea floor to the floating drilling vessel.

A.1.57 jumper hose: A flexible section of choke, kill, or
auxiliary line that provides a conduit aroundflexhall
a
joint
that can accommodate the angular motion
at the flexhall
joint.
A.1.58keelhauling:
A techniqueforhandling
major
pieces of equipment offshore by transferring the item under
the keel of the vessel
as opposed to bringing it aboard topside.

A.l.72 maximumenvironmentalcondition:
mum condition for designing risers.

Maxi-

A.1.73
maximum
operating
condition:
Maximum
condition in which normal operations are carried out.

A.1.74microbiologically-influenced attack (MC).
A.1.59keyseating:
Theformation of alongitudinal
groove in the bore of a riser system component caused by
A.1.75 minimum bending radius (MBR): A governing
abrasion and wearof the rotating drillstring on the riser com- criteria for flexible pipe risers limiting the of
radius
curvature.
ponent.
A.1.76 mobile offshore drilling unit (MODU):A drillA.l .W kill line:See choke andkill line.
ing rig used exclusively to drill offshore wells and that floats
on the water when being moved from location
to location.
A.1.61landingjoint:
A riser joint temporarily attached
above the telescopic joint and used to land the BOP stack onA.1.77 mud boost line: An auxiliary line which provides
thewellheadwhenthetelescopicjointiscollapsedand
supplementary fluid supply from the surface and injects it
pinned.
into the riserat the LMRP to assist in the circulationof drill
cuttings up the marine riser, when required.
A.1.62landingshoulder:
A shoulderorprojectionon
A.1.78 net lift: See apparent weight.
the external surfaceof a riser couplingor other riser component for supporting
the riser systemor well control equipment
A.1.79 nominal stress: Stress calculated using the nomduring riser deployment and retrieval operations. Sometimes inal pipe wall dimensions of the riser at the locationof conreferred to as Riser Support Shoulder.
cem.
A.1.63 linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFT): A
method of predicting crack growth based on the assumption
of elastic material behavior.
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

A.1.64loadandresistancefactordesign(LRFD):
A design approach separate factors
are assumed for each load
and resistance term.

A.1.80 porch:
hull structure.

The top most part of a pontoon or similar

A.1.81post-weldheat-treatment:

(PWHT).

A.1.82preload:
Compressivebearingloaddeveloped
betweenboxandpinmembersat
theirinterface.This
accomplished by elastic
deformation
developed
during
makeup of the coupling.

is

A.1.65lowermarineriserpackage(LMRP):
The
upper section of a two-section subsea BOP stack consisting
A.1.83 pup joint: A joint of pipe or tubing shorter than
of the hydraulic connector, annularBOP, ball/flex joint, riser
standard length.
adapter, jumper hoses for the choke, kill and auxiliary lines,
quick
connectldisconnect
connectors:
and subsea controlp o d s . This interfaces with the BOP stack. A.1.84
(QCDC).
A.1.66
lowest
anticipated
service
temperature
A.1.85 rated load: A nominalappliedloadingcondition
(LAST): temperature used in establishing temperatures for
used during riser design, analysis, and testing based on maxifracture toughness testing.
mum anticipated service loading.
A.1.67 local peak stress: See hot-spot stress.
A.1.86responseamplitudeoperator(RAO):
For
A.l.68 lock-in: Synchronization of vortex-shedding freregular waves,it is the ratioof a vessel's motion to the wave
of
quency and structural vibration frequency producing resonant amplitude causing that motion and presented over a range
wave periods.
flow induced vibration.
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A.1.87 riser adapter:
ball joint.
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A.1.88 riser annulus: The space around pipe (drillpipe,
casing, or tubing) suspended ina risec its outer boundary is
the internalsurface of the riser main pipe.
A.1.89
riser
connector
(LMRP connector): A
hydraulically operated connector that joins theL
"to the
top ofthe BOP stack.
A.l .W riser disconnect:The operation of unlatching of
the riser connector to separate the riser andLh4RP from the
BOP stack.
A.1.91 riser hang-off system: A means for supporting
a d i ~ ~ ~ ~ eriser
c t efrom
d the drilling vessel during a storm
without inducing excessive stresses in the riser.
A.1.92 riser joint:
A sectionofrisermaintubehaving
ends fitted with coupling elements and includes choke, kill,
and (optional) auxiliary lines and their support bands.

A.1.102runningtool:
Specializedtoolsused
to run
equipment in a well, such as a wireline running tool or various types of tubing-type running tools.
A.1.103 service life: Thelengthof time that a component will be in service assumed in design.
A.l.l O4 spar: A spar-buoy shaped FPS hull.
A.l .lo5 slip joint (telescopic joint):A riser joint having an inner barrel and an outer barrel with a sealing means
between. The inner and outer barrels of the telescopic joint
move relative to each other to compensate for the required
change in the lengthof the riser stringas the riser bends and
the vessel experiences surge,sway and heave.
A.1.106 specified minimum yield strength: The tensilestressat 0.5 percentelongationof the specimen gage
length.
A.1.107 stab: A mating box and pin assembly that providespressure-tightengagementoftwopipe
joints. An
external mechanism is normally used to keep the box and
pin engaged. For example, riser joint choke and kill stabs
are retained in the stab mode by the make-up of the riser
coupling.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

A.l.93 riser main tube (riser pipe):
Theseamless or
electric welded pipe which forms the principal conduit
of the
riser joint. For example, in reference to a drilling riser, the
riser main tube is the conduit for containing the return fluid
flow from the well and for guiding drill string, logging tools, A.l.l O8 standard riser joint: A joint of typical length
casing, etc. into the well.
for a particular drilling vessel's riser storage racks, the derrick
Vdoor s
z
ie,riser handling equipment capacityor a particular
A.1.94riserrecoilsystem:
A meansoflimiting
the
riser
purchase.
upward acceleration ofthe riser whena disconnect is made at
the riser connector.
A.l.l O9 steel catenary riser (SCR): A prolongation of
A.1.95 riser spacer frame: A purpose designed frameto
maintain lateral separation among risers.

a subsea pipeline attached atoFPS in a catenary shape.
A.1.110 storm choke: See subsurface safety valve.

A.1.96 riser spider: A device having retractable jaws or
dogs used to support the riser string on the uppermost couof the
pling support shoulder during deployment and retrieval
riser.

A.1.111 storm disconnect: A riser d i s c ~ ~ etoc tavoid
excessive loading from vessel motions amplified by inclement weather conditions.

A.1.97 riser string: A deployed assemblyof riser joints.

A.1.112strakes:
Helicallywoundappendagesattached
to the outside of the riser to suppress vortex induced vibrations (also helicalstrakes).

A.1.98 riser support shoulder:
A shoulder or projection on the external surface of a riser coupling or other riser
component for supporting the riser system or well control
equipment during riser deployment and retrieval operations.
Sometimes referred toas Landing Shoulder.
A.1.99 riser tensioner: Means for providing and maintaining top tension on the deployed riser string
to help control
lower flex element angle, to reduce pipe bending stress, and
to prevent pipe buckling.
A.l.l O0 riser tensioner ring:The structural interface of
the telescopicjoint outer barrel and the riser tensioners.
A.l.lO1 rotary kelly bushing (RKB): Commonly used
vertical reference from the drillfloor.
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A.1.113 stress amplification factor (SAF): Equal to
the local peak alternating stress in a component (including
welds) divided by the nominal alternating stress in the pipe
wall at the location of the component. This factor is used to
account for the increase in the stresses caused by geometric
stress amplifiers whichOCCUT in the riser component.
A.1.114 stress concentration factor (SCF): Equal to
the localpeak alternating stress divided by the nominal stress
in the component.
A.1.115 stress joints: A stress or taper joint provides a
means of distributing riser curvature arising from bendingat
either end.
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A.1.116 strumming: The in-line or transverse oscillation
of a riser in a current induced
by the periodic shedding
of vortiCeS.

A.1.127 tension leg platform
(TLP): A columnstabilized platform that has vertical prone motions restrained by
tendons.

A.1.117 submerged weight:

A.1.128 terminal fitting: The connection between a rigid
drape
choke, kill or auxiliary line on a telescopic joint and
its
hose, effecting a nominal
180 degree turn in flow direction.

See apparent weight.

A.1.118 subsea fillup valve: A special valve that allows
the riserannulus to beopened to thesea. To prevent riser colbe opened by an automatic actuator conlapse, the valve may
trolled by a differential-pressure sensor.
A.1.119subsurfacecontrolledsub-surfacesafety
valve: (SSC).
A.1.120subsurfacesafetyvalve
(SSSV): A device
installed in the tubing string
of a producing well that shuts
in
the flow should it exceed a preset rate.

A.1.129thrustcollar:
A devicefortransmittingthe
buoyant forceof a buoyancy module to the
riser joint.
A.1.130 type certification testing:Testing by a manu(or prototype) of a prodfacturer of a representative specimen
to validate the integrityof other
uct to qualify the design and
products of the same design, materials, and manufacture.
A.1.131
upper/lower
riser
connector
package:
(UPRC/LR€‘C).

A.1.121 support brackets: Brackets positioned at interA.1.132vortexinducedvibration
(VIV): Thein-line
vals along a riser joint that provide intermediate radial and
and transverse oscillation ofriser
a in a current induced by the
lateral support from the riser pipe to choke, kill, and auxiliary
periodic sheddingof vortices.
lines.
A.1.133 wave frequency motion: Motion of the FPS at
A.1.122 surge: Vessel motion alongthe fordafi axis.
the frequenciesof incident waves.

A.1.124 syntactic foam: Typically a composite material
in a matrixor binder.
of hollow spherical fillers

A.1.134wellheadconnector(stackconnector):
A
hydraulically operated connector that joins equipment
to the
subsea wellhead (e.g., BOP stack “stack connector,” subsea
production or injection treeor “tree connector,” production or
injection risers or “riser connectors”).

A.1.125 telescopic joint (slip joint): See slip joint.

A.1.135 wet weight: See apparent weight.

A.1.123sway:
axis.

Vesselmotionalong

theportlstarboard

A.1.136 working stress design:
Designbasedonnot
A.1.126 telescopic joint packer: The means of sealing
the annular space between the inner and outer barrels of the exceeding allowable stresses as distinguished from a loadand-resistance factor design.
telescopic joint.
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ANNEX B”(INF0RMATIVE)
Detailed Functional Considerationsby Riser Type

maintained at all times and under
gency conditions.

Thefunctionalconsiderationsforeach
of theprincipal
types of risers(production,injectionservice,exporthales,
drilling, and workover)
are listed below:

B.l

all operating and emer-

B.2.3 Provide a smooth, unobstructed passage for inspection tools to and from the subsea equipment. The design of
the injection riser should facilitate in-line service and maintenance functions.

ProductionRisers

B.2.4 Minimizethenumber of flowrestrictionsandthe
pressure drop between the floating production system and the
subsea equipment.

B.l.l Are required to transfer the produced (oil,
gas, water,
or a combination of these) fluids from the subsea wellhead
and Christmas tree or manifold, to the floating production
vessel.
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

8.2.5 Withstandthe full working pressure of the booster
pumps or compressors on the floating production system and
B.1.2 Transferwellcompletion,workover,
or killfluids
the subsea completion.
and other remedial fluids from the floating production system
to the subsea production equipment.
B.2.6 Facilitatetheinstallation,maintenance,and
abandonment
operations.
8.1.3 Provideandmaintainthenecessarycontrolofthe
wells and produced fluidsat all times and under all operating B.2.7 Providemeansforintegritymonitoringandvisual
and emergency conditions.
inspection while installed and in service.
B.1.4 Provide a smooth, unobstructed passage for mechanical tools and pigs to and from the subsea production equipment. The designof the production riser should facilitate inline service and maintenance functions, such
as conventional
Pi¿%&%*
B.1.5 Minimizethenumber of flowrestrictionsandthe
pressure drop between the subsea equipment and the floating
production system.
8.1.6 Are able to withstand the maximum operating pressure of the subsea equipment and process equipment on the
floating production system.
8.1.7 Facilitateinstallation,maintenance,andabandonment operations.

8.2.9 Withstand the design loads under normal operating,
emergency and survival conditions.
B.2.10 Minimize the maintenance requirements in terms
of
frequency, involvement, complexity,
or costs.

8.3

Export Risers

8.3.1 Transfer the processed (oil, gas, water, or combination of these) fluids from the floating production system to
another facility, which may include a fixed drilling/production platform, a floating, processing, and/or storage vessel,
or
a shuttle tanker.
B.3.2 Provide a smooth, unobstructed passage for inspection tools and pigs between the floating production system
and the processed fluid receiving facility. The design of the
export riser should also facilitate in-line service and service
functions, suchas conventional pigging.

B.1.8 Providemeansforintegritymonitoringandvisual
inspection while installed andin service.
B.1.9 Meet the required design operating life.
B.l.l O Withstand the design loads under normal operating,
emergency, and survival conditions.
B.1.11 Minimize the maintenance requirements in termsof
frequency, involvement, complexityor costs.

8.2

8.2.8 Meet the required design operating life.

8.3.3 Minimizethenumber of flowrestrictionsandthe
pressure drop between the floating production system and the
processed fluid receiving facility.
8.3.4 Prevent excessive formation of paraffin deposits on
the internal wall surfaces.

InjectionServiceRisers

B.3.5 Prevent the formationof hydrates in the line.
8.2.1 Are required to transfer high pressure water or gas
from the floating production system to the sub-sea wellheads 8.3.6 Withstand the full working pressure of the transfer
pumps andor compressors and the process equipment on the
for reservoir pressure maintenance and other production manreceiving facility.
agement purposes.
8.3.7 Facilitatetheinstallation,maintenance,andabandonment operations.

8.2.2 Provide and ensure that the necessary control of the
are
injectionwellsandotherproductionservicefunctions
143
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8.3.8 Providemeansforintegritymonitoringandvisual
inspection while installed and in service.

8.4.13 Allow means of connecting riser joints together in
safe and convenient manner on the drill floor.

8.3.9 Meet therequired design operating life of the field.

8.4.14 Allow a means of attaching hoists or slings to the
drilling riser for safe handling the
ondrilling vessel.

8.3.10 Withstand the design loads under normal operating,
emergency, and survival conditions.
8.3.1 1 Minimize the maintenance requirements in terms of
frequency involvement, complexity,or costs.

6.4

DrillingRisers

8.4.15 Allow a means of storing the drilling riser on the
lines.
drilling vessel without damage to extemal
8.4.16 Provide for the attachmentof buoyancy modules to
assist in supporting the riser and reduce operating tension
requirements.

8.4.1 Provide a continuation of the drilling wellbore from
the subsea BOP stack to the floating drilling vessel.

6.4.17 Provide for the attachment of spoilers or strakes to
reduce the drag and vibration in the drilling riserhigh
by currents.

8.4.2 Provide a continuationof thewellborefromthe
marine housing to the BOP stack on the floating vessel.

8.5 Workover and Completion Risers

8.4.3 Provide a conduit to contain drilling fluids and allow
their circulation to andh m the wellbore.
8.4.4 Act as a guide for drilling tools being
pulled out ofthe wellbore.

run into or

8.4.5 Provide a containment of the drilling string while it
is being rotated under normal drilling.
8.4.6 Allow controlled
circulation
of drilling
fluids
through the choke and kill lines during well-control operations.
8.4.7 Provide a means of connecting the subsea BOP stack
to the pressure control manifold on the floating vessel by
means of choke andkill lines.
8.4.8 Providecontainmentforuncontrolledflowofshallow gas and allow safe diverting of the uncontrolled flow
away from personnel andthe drilling vessel.
8.4.9 Supportexternalconduitssuch
lines.

as chokeandkill

8.4.10 SupportexternalBOPcontrollinesforguidelineless drilling operations.

8.5.1 Provide a continuation of the wellbore from the subsea tree to the floating workover vessel.
8.5.2 Provide a conduit h m the individual bores of a sub-

sea tree to the surface workover vessel.
8.5.3 Allow unobstructed access to single or multiple tubing bores and the wellbore annulus from
the workover vessel.
8.5.4 Provide a conduit to contain completion of workover
fluids and allow their circulation
to and from the wellbore.
8.5.5 Act as a guide for workover tools being run into or
pulled out of the wellbore.
8.5.6 Allowmeansofconnectingworkoverriserjoints
drill floor.
together in a safe and convenient manner on the
8.5.7 Allow means of adjusting the relative lengthsof dual
tubing strings.
8.5.8 Serve as a running string for the subseatree.
8.5.9 Serves as a running string for the tubing hanger.
8.5.10 Allow for running the completion riser throughthe
head system.
drilling riser and well
8.5.11 Act as a guide for the passageof tools and plugs to
and from the wellbore by wireline.

8.4.11 Provide a means for
circulating
drilling
fluid
through the drilling riser
to increase riser annular fluid velocity while drilling.

8.5.12 Provide a means for attaching external or connecting internal control lines
to the subseatree or running tools.

8.4.12 Serve as a running and retrieving string for the
BOP
and LMRP.

8.5.13 Allow for the injectionof chemicals at or below the
subsea tree if required.
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ANNEX C"(INF0RMATIVE)
DesignCriteriaExampleProblem

thegridwasnotfmeenoughatthetransition
toyieldaccurate
peak stresses. This is acceptable, since a fatigue analysis is
not being performed in this example.

C.l.l Thefollowingisanexampleproblemthatdemonstrates how to use the design criteria
provided in Section5 for
rigid risers. The example is a simple cylindrical pipe with a
C.1.6 Figure C 4 shows the Von Mises effective stress conuniform internal diameter and astep increase in outside diam- tours in the vicinity of the thickness where the stresses will
be
eter. The pipe isloadedwithinternalpressureandexternalamaximum.
force. All pertinent stresses were calculated using a finite elec.1 The following allowable stresses are given in 5.2.3:
ment model, since this is currently the most commonly used
Cf = designcasefactor(see 4.4).
method of stressanalysis.Although it isnotnecessarytouse
a finite element model to calculate stresses, this method is
loads
C, =
for
steel.
recommended
for
all
but
very
simple
geometries
and
where hand calculations are accurate. Note that the bending
Cf = 1.O for maximum operating design case.
referred to in this Annex is the local bending across a cross
section and not the global bending computed by global riser
for primary membrane:
analysis.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

C.l

C.1.2 Figure C-1 showsthegeometryanddimensions of
the example problem. The nomenclature for the dimensions
is:
R, = outsideradius.

for primary membrane plus bending:

R, = 2.5 inches.
Ri = insideradius.

op+ ob < 60,000 psi

Ri = 1.0inches.
R, = intermediateradius.

for primary plus secondary:

R, = 1.5inches.

op+

C.1.3 Theloads are shownFigure C-2. Thevaluesand
nomenclature for theloads are:

+

< 3.0 CaCfOy

ap+ ob c 120,000 psi

P = internal pressure.

C.1.8 Section 5.2.1 requires that the principal stresses at all
critical
sectionsbe calculated and classifiedas either primary
P = loo00 psi.
membrane, primary bendingor secondary. FigureC-5 shows
U = axialtension.
the two critical sections in the example. SectionAA is critical, becauseit is the minimum section away from any disconF = 1OOOOO lbs.
tinuities. This is the critical section from the standpoint of
C.1.4 It is assumed that these are the loads during the max- primary stresses. Section BB is critical, becauseit is the secimumoperating load designcase,and the materialyield
tionatthediscontinuitywhereprimaryplussecondary
strength is:
stresseswill be largest. This isverifiedbythestressplot
shown inFigure C-4.
oy = 60,000 psi
C.1.9 Figures C-6 and C-7 showthecalculatedvaluesof
C.1.5 Figure C-3 shows theelementgrid,loads,and
hoop, axial and radial stress components across sectionsAA
boundary conditionsfor the finite element model
of the tube.
and BB. These stresses were taken directly
from the finite eleAs the figure shows, the model was axisymmetric and applied
ment output. Notice that since there is no transverse shear
the axial forcesas a uniform pressure on the ends of the tube.
force or torsional moment on the sections, these stress comThe nodes on the
s m a l l end were axially fixed to prevent rigid
ponents are also the principal stresses.
be caused by computer round-off
body movements that might
of the two pressure end loads. The
ANSYS finite element pro- C.1.10 The primary and secondary stresses that are comparedwiththeallowablesarethevonMisesequivalent
gram and thePLANE42 element type were used. Notice that
145
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stresses calculated from the stress components after they
are
linearized across sections. Figures C-8 and C-9 show the linearized stresses in the hoop, axial and radial
directions across
sections AA and BB. The ANSYS linearizingcommands
were used to generate these curves. Most finite element programs have linearizing routines that will adequately perform
the linearizing function. However, iffinite
a element program
does not havethis capability or stresses were calculatedusing
someothertechnique,linearizingcan
be adequately performed using hand calculations
or curve fitting programs.

C.l.11 The stresses are then separated into membrane and
bending components. For linear stressesacross a section, the
membrane and bending componentsare calculated using the
following equations:

o,,,= (o,

+qy2

cir= -9882 psi
O,

= 30 psi
Dir + 0 0 ,

om,=2

o,,,,= 4 9 2 6 psi

od = bendingstress
od = (o,- oiy2

where

o, = stress at outside surface.
oi = stress at inside surface.

C.1.12 First consider section AA:
in the hoop direction:

in the radial direction:

od, = -4956 psi

C.1.13 The membrane stresses, o,,,,are primary membrane
stresses, and the bending stresses, od, are primary bending
stresses. Also, all of the membrane and bendingstresses calculated in the preceding page are principal stresses. Hence,
the three principal primary membrane stresses at sectionAA
are:
0 1 = o,

o1 = 25.465 psi

0 2 = O&

0 2 = 19,990 psi

6 3 = %r

o3 = 4 9 2 6 psi

and the von Mises membrane
stress is:

o&=

2

oih iooh

o& = 19,990 psi

o&=
o&

2

=¡h

= 14,760 psi

in the axial direction:

o, = 25,420 psi
O,=

= 25,510 psi

,o = 28,057 psi The allowable for this stress is
4
O
0
,O
O psi, thus it is acceptable.
The three principalprimarymembraneplusbending
stresses at the inside surface are:
Ol=CT,,+O&

01 = 25,420 psi

o2=o&+o&

02 = 24,750 psi

o3 = ow + ad,

o3 = -9882 psi

and the von Mises membrane plus bendingstress is:

oh = 34,972 psi The allowable
,
o = 25,465 psi
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o,, = -841 psi
+Gor
om,=(Tir
-

2

@==&-o&

o2 = 15,230psi

o3 =,o - o&

o3 = 30 psi

om,= -5181 psi

and the Von Mises membrane plus bending
stress is:
and theVon Mises membrane plus local bending stress is:

= 22,203 psi The allowable for this stress is
6 0 , O O O psi, thus it is acceptable.

obbe= 30,007 psi The allowable for

C.1.15 Nextconsidersection BB. This section is next to
thetransitionandwillincludeprimaryandsecondary
stresses. The followingare the linearized stresses taken from
Figure C-9.
in the hoop direction:
oih = 26,820 psi

o,h = 20,550 psi

this stress is
120,000psi, thusit is acceptable.

c.1.16 The membrane stresses,o
,
, are primary membrane
stresses, and the bending stresses, od,are primary bending
stresses. Notice that the geometry and dimensions are identical for sectionsAA and BB. The only difference is thatsection BB isnearadiscontinuitywhichcausessecondary
BB are
stresses. Thus, the primary bending stresses in section
the same values as those in section AA which have already
been shown acceptable.Also, all of the membrane and bending stresses calculated in the proceeding page are principal
stresses.Hence,the
three principalprimarymembrane
stresses at sectionBB are:

o h = 23,685 psi

o1 = ,
o

01

= 24,895 psi

- Ooh
o&= -

oz = o&

02

= 23,685 psi

(33 = om,

o3 = -5181 psi

2

o& = 3135 psi
and theVon Mises membranestress is:

,o = 29,490 psi The allowable for this stress is
ok = 16,330psi

o, = 33,460 psi
+ Coa
om= Gia
-

40,000 psi, thusit is acceptable.
C.1.17 The three principal primary membrane plus bend-

ing stresses at the inside surface
are:

2

,o = 24,895 psi
o2=oh-o&

0 2 = 16,330psi

o& = -8565 psi
and theVon Mises membrane plus bending stress is:
in the radial direction:

oh = 32,396 psi The allowable for
oir= -9521
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C.1.18 The three principalprimarymembraneplusbend-and
ing stressesat the inside surface are:

the vonMisesmembraneplusbending stress is:

this stress is
120,000psi,
is thus it acceptable.

ob = 30,007 psi The allowable for
01=Om-0&

6
1 = 33,460 psi

02=0&-0dh

0 2 = 20,550 psi
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ANNEX D+INFORMATIVE)
D.3.3 STRESS LIMITS FOR THE MATRIX

Composite Riser Design

D.3.3.1 Thehighperformancecompositetubecan
be
designed to allow micro-cracking
of the resin matrix to occur
during its service life.In this case, the wallof the composite
High performance composite materials have been used in
the aerospace industry for many years for applications where tube will no longer be water-tight. Pressure barriers such as
internal and external liners will need to used.
be It should be
high strength andlow weight are required. Their application
to deepwater risers has been a of
topic
research since the early pointed out that micro-cracking of the resin matrix will not
cause structural failure of the high performance composite
1980s. Such researchhas intensified in recent years.
tube. The structural integrity of the high performance composite tubeis governed by the integrity of the long continuous
D.2 Definition
fibers.
The term “High Performance Composites” is used here for D.3.3.2 If the high performance composite tubeis required
those long continuous fibrous composites used in the conto maintain water-tightness during its entire service life, the
struction of heavily loaded structural components. Failure of
allowable designstress limits of the matrix dominated stress
these structural components is often governed by the failure
components will need to be established. They can be deterof the high performance composites in the fiber direction. mined either through long term testing of the high performancecompositetubeorthroughvalidatedanalytical
methods utilizing well characterized material properties and
D.3 Composite Riser Joint Components
appropriate anisotropic failure criteria.
A riser joint
of high performance composites will generally
include the following four components:
D.3.4ENDPIECEDESIGN
a. A high performance composite tube body madeof multiThe tube end piece will normally be made from metal to
ple layers of continuous fibers embedded in a resin matrix.
allow for easy coupling to other riser joints. Stresses in the
The fibers in each layer may
be of various types, such as high
endpieceshouldbeanalyzedusingthefiniteelement
strength carbon fiber, high modulus carbon fiber, aramid fiber,method.
S-glass, and E-glass fibers. More than onetype of fiber may
be used in each layer. Fibers in different layers may orient at D.3.5TUBEENDPIECECONNECTION
different angles to the composite tubeaxis. The resin matrix
Theinterfacebetweenthehighperformancecomposite
can beof either thermosetor thermoplastic.
tube
and the metal end piece is critical to the structural integb. Tubemetalendpieces,withconnectorstoalloweasy
rity of thecompositeriser.Structuralconnectioncanbe
make up of riser joints.
achieved byvariousmeanssuch
as pinning,bonding,etc.
c. An internal liner.
Care should be taken to avoid localized high stresses at the
d. An external liner.
tube to metalend piece interface which could jeopardize the
integrity and service life of the composite riser.
D.3.1TUBEBODYANALYSIS
D.3.6 INTERNALLINER
The global stiffness of the high performance composite
tube and the stresses induced in different layers within the
The internal liner can
be used to providea pressure barrier
for the high performance composite tube. The internal liner
tube body due to either applied loads andor thermal effects
should be calculated based on thick-walled anisotropic com- must be compatible with the fluids and gases that will be
encountered during the entire service life of the composite
posite cylinder analysis. Finite element methods which can
riser. The liner can be installed before
or after the fabrication
account for thick-walled effect can be
alsoused.
of thehighperformancecompositetube.
If theliner is
installed
before
the
fabrication
of
the
composite
tube, it must
D.3.2STRESSLIMITSFORFIBERS
be capable of withstanding all mechanical and thermal loads
The allowable design stress of the fibers used in the conduring all phases
of the fabrication process. Depending on the
struction of the high performance composite tube will to
need service environment, the liner might need to be bonded
to the
be clearly specified.In establishing the allowable fiber design composite tube body. Note that the internal liner considered
stress, care should be taken to account for the effect of the
here does not include any resin rich liner that
is fabricated inoperating environment, temperature, loading history, service
situ with the composite tube. The resin rich liner is considered as part of the composite tube.
life requirements, etc.

D.l

General
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0.3.7 EXTERNALLINER

D.4.3PLATFORhURISERCONNECTION

The extemal liner can
be used to provide a pressure barrier
for the high performance composite tube. The external liner
be able to
must be compatible with the surrounding fluid and
provide some protection against accidental damage due
to
handling the high performance composite
tube.

For TLPs in deep water, composite riserscan be designed
to operate without compensating tensioners.If this option is
adopted itis important for the designerto verify the effectsof
changes of internal pressureor temperature. These can lead
to
axial stretch of the riser and henceto a reduction in effective
three options. He can incorporate a
tension. The designer has
of each riser; he can
tension adjustment system at the top end
verify that the riser stretch and associated reduction in effective tensionare acceptable; he can exploit the special features
of composites and designthe tube to have small (or even negative) axial stretch under the effect of internal pressure and
temperature.

D.3.8LINEWENDPIECEJUNCTIONS
The junctions between the liners and the tube end pieces
are critical items requiring special attention. They must be
designed to remain pressure tight during the entire
life of the
tube. The junctions should be designed to avoid excessive
large local strains in the liner at the transition between the
composite tube body and the metal end piece.

D.4.4
FATIGUEIAGINGICORROSION

D.4 Loadsand Constraints-Some

Particular Points
D.4.1EXTERNALPRESSURE
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The design must consider the possibility of a sudden loss
of internal pressure in the riser during work-over or other
operations, when theinternalpressure may fallto atmospheric pressure. Either the composite tube must
be designed
to resist the resulting differential external pressure,
or quipment such as a fill-up valve must be incorporated into the
riser system to ensure that extemal differential pressure can
neverexceed a specifiedvalue,whichtherisermust
be
designed to resist.

The effectsof fatigue, aging, and corrosion on composites
are importantandcomplicatedsubjectsrequiring
further
research. The effectsare very Merent according to the types
of composites used and to the operational environment.

D.4.5 INSPECTIONANDNON-DESTRUCTIVE
TESTING
The recommendations given in5.7.3 of the main body of
this document should form the basis for inspection and non-

destructive testingof the composite riser.

D.4.2 AXIALSTRAIN

D.4.6DEVELOPMENTSFORSPECIFIC
APPLICATIONS

Composite production risers maybe used with production
tubings made from other materials, such as steel, with very
different elastic characteristics. It is important to ensure that
to the over
the axial strainof the composite riser does not lead
be necessary to
stressing of the production tubings. It may
equip the latter with expansionjoints. This is particularly
are designed to be
likely to be the case if the composite risers
connected to the platform without tensioners.

Composite risers will continue to remain
as a research subject. However, serious considerations should
be given to evaluate this technology for specific applications. Development
ofadvanceddesignconceptsandreliabilityanalysistechniques are essential to the advancement of composite riser
technology. For composite risersto be a reality for deep water
applications, work must begin to quahfy composite risersfor
specific applications.
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A M s 2236
A M s 2uKKi
A M s 2301G
AMs 2487

AMs 2630B
AMs 2631B
AMs 275OC

PremiumAimrafS-QualitySteelCleanliness
Magnetic Particle InspectionPmedure
Magnetic
Particle
Inspection,
Aimrafr
Qualiry Steel Cleanliness
AnodicTreatmentof
lïtanium and Emnium Alloys, Solution
p H 12.4 Maximum
Inspection,UltrasonicProductOver
0.5
inch (12.7 mm) Thick
UltrasonicInspection, lïtanium and Titanium Alloy Bar
and Billet
Pyrometry

E.1.3 ANSCAMERICAN NATIONALSTANDARDS
INSTITUTE
E.1.4
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E.1.2

L998

ASMEINTERNATIONAL

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Co&
ASME Pressure Vessels¿
Piping
i
ASME QW 466.1 QualijìcationStandard for Welding
and Brazing
Procedures,
Welders,
Brazers, and Welding and Brazing
Operators

E.1.5ASNT-AMERICANSOCIETY
FOR
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING

SNT-TC-1A Recommended Practice-Personnel Qual@cation
E.1.6 ASTM-AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING
AND MATERIALS
A36lA36M Carbon Structuml Steel
A131lA13 Structuml Steelfor Ships
A182JA18 Forged or Rolled Alloy-Steel Pipe Flanges,
ForgedFittings, and Valves and Parts for
High-Temperature Service
A193lA19 Alloy-Steel and Stainless Steel Bolting Materials for High-Temperature Service
A194lA19 Carbon and Alloy Steel Nuts for Bolts for
High-pressure and High-lèmperature Service
Particle
Examination
of Steel
A2751A27 Magnetic
Forgings
A320lA32 Alloy Steel Bolting Materials for Low-Temperature Service
A336lA33 Alloy Steel Forgings for Pressure and HighTempemture Parts
and
Low-Alloy
Steel
Forgings,
A350lA35 Carbon
Requiring Notch Toughness Testing for Piping Components

A352A35

Steel
Castings,
Ferritic
and
Martensitic,
for
Pressure-Containing Parts, Suitablefor LowTemperature Service
Mechanical Testingof Steel Products
A370
Examination
of
Heavy
Steel
A388lA38 Ultrasonic
Forgings
for Pressure Service
A487lA48 Steel Castings Suitable
of
A488lA48 SteelCastings,Welding,Qualifications
procedures and Personnel
and
Tempered
Vacum-Treated
A508lA50 Quenched
Carbon and Alloy Steel Forgings
for Pressure
Vessels
for
A 5 1 6 I A 5 1 PressureVesselPlates,CarbonSteel,
Moderate-and Lower-Temperature Service
A5371A53 PressureVesselPlates,Heat-TreatedCarbon-Manganese-Silicon Steel
A541lA54 Quenched and Tempered Carbon and Alloy
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A57ZA57 High-StrengthLow-AlloyColumbium-vanad i m Structural Steel
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A703lA709 SteelCastings,GeneralRequirements,
Pressure-Containing Parts
A707IA70 Forged Carbon and Alloy Steel Flanges for
Low-Tempemture Service
A709/A70 Carbon and High-Strength Lao-Alloy StructuralSteelShapes,Plates,
and Bars and
Quenched-and-Tempered
Alloy
Structural
Steel Platesfor Bridges
A7 10lA71 Age-Haniening Low-Carbon Nickel-CopperChromium-Molybdenum-Columbium
Alloy
Structural Steel Plates
Steel Bars, Alloy, Hot- Wrought,
for Elevated
A739
Temperature or Pressure-ContainingParts,
or Both
A745lA74 UltrasonicEmmination of AusteniticSteel
Forgings
Steel Forgings, General Requirements
A788
for PresA859lA85 Age-Hardening Alloy Steel Forgings
sure Vessel Components
lïtnnium and lïtanium Alloy Strip, Sheet, and
B265
Plate
Seamless and Welded lìtanium and Etanium
B337
Alloy Pipe
Seamless and Welded lïtanium and Titanium
B338
Alloy Tubes forCohnsers
and Heat
Exchangers
lïtanium and Etanium Alloy Castings
B367
lïtanium and lïtanium Alloy Forgings
B381
of Metallic
NotchedBarImpactTesting
E23
Materials
Determining the Inclusion Content of Steel
M5
E92
WckersHardness ofMetallic Materials
MagneticParticleIndications
on Femus
E125
Castings
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E399

E813
E992
E1290
F467
F467M

F468
F468M
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ConductingDrop-WeightTest to Determine
Nil-Ductility Transition Temperature of Ferritic Steels
Plane-Strain Fracture Toughness of Metallic
Materials
JIC, A Measure of Fracture Toughness
Determination
of
Fracture
Toughness
of
Steels Using EquivalentEnergy Methodology
Crack-YipOpeningDisplacement(CTOD)
Fracture Toughness Measurement
NonFemus Nutsfor General Use
NonFemus Nutsfor General Use[Metric]
Studs
Nonferrous Bolts, Hex Cap Scraus, and
for General Use
Nonfemus Bolts, Hex Cap Screws,and Studr
for General Use[Metric]

E.1.7AWS-AMERICANWELDINGSOCIETY

AWS A3.0
AWS A501

AWS Dl.1

StandardWeldingTerms and Definitions
Filler Metal Procurement Guidelines
StructuralWeldingCode-Steel

E.1.8BSI-BRITISHSTANDARDINSTITUTE
BS: PD6493 Guidance on Methods for Assessingthe
Acceptability ofFlaw
in FusionWelded
structures

M54
E.1.9DOE-DEPARTMENT

DOE

OF ENERGY (U.K.)

Offshore
Installation
Guidance
Design
on
and Construction

E.l.10 ISO- INTERNATIONALORGANIZATION
FOR STANDARDIZATION

8505-1

m 0732270

Ob10775 672

m

(FPSS) AND TENSION-LEG
PLATFORMS (TLPS)

9002
E.1.11MIL.STD-MILITARYSTANDARD
(DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE)
H 6866

H 81200B

L4601OD
S23008D
S23009C

STD 1907
STD 2154

Inspection,
Liquid
Penetrant
HeatTreatmentof
Etanium andYitanium
Alloys
Lubricant,SolidFilm,HeatCured,
Comsion Inhibiting
Steel
Castings,
Alloy,
High
Eeld
Strength
(M-80and M-100)
Steel
Forgings,
Alloy,
High
Yield
Strength
(HF80 and HY-100)
Inspection,LiquidPenetrantandMagnetic
Particle, Soundness Requirementsfor Materials, Parts and Weldments
Inspection,
Ultrasonic,
Wrought
Metals,
Processfor Department of Defense

STD 6866
E.1.12NACEINTERNATIONAL
Metallic
material
requirements
for resistance to suljìde stress cracking (SSC) for
petroleumproduction,drilling,gathering
and flowline equipment, and Jield processing facilities to beused in H#-bearing
hydrocarbon service
W-0176-83 ControlofCorrosion for Steel,Fixe&Offshore Platforms Associated with Petroleum
Production
TMO177-90 Laboratory Testing of Metalsfor Resistance
to Sulfide Stress Cracking in H2S
Environments
TM028487 EvaluationofPipelinesSteels
for Resistance to Stepwise Cracking

MR-01-75
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ANNEX F-(INFORMATIVE)
F.l

Design
Considerations
for
Hybrid
Risers

Table
F-1-Relative
Density
of Different
Types
of Buoyancy

This annex
outlines
most
important
the design
considerations
F.l.l

BUOYANCY

F.l.l.l The buoyancy used to support the riser may come
from three sources:
a. Syntactic foam buoyancy modules.
b. Air filled structural member.
c. Near surface air tanks.

&Ph

syntactic

*Air at Hydrostatic

(feet)

Foam

Pressure

1500

0.40

0.06

3000

0.45

0.1 1

4500

0.50

0.16

Note:

*Excludes weight of can.
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F.1.1.2 Allforms ofbuoyancyhavereducedeffectivenessatlargerdepthsorharsherenvironmentsmaynotbefeasible
at increaseddepthasshownbelow.Itmaythereforeappear
as theprocessofpressurizingthebuoyancysystem
as the
preferable to mount the buoyancy near the top of the riser. riser is lowered through
the water column may limit the speed
This approachresultsinlargertensileloadsbeingappliedofinstallation.
over much of the riser than if the buoyancy is distributed
F.1.1.5 Syntactic foam buoyancy is the most expensive of
along the entire length. A further consideration is that while
the three types of buoyancy but serves a number of functions
syntactic foam is the most expensive of the three buoyancy
apartfromprovidingupthrusttotheriser.Theseinclude,
types, it is arguably the simplestform of buoyancy to impleguidance for the peripheral lines during installation, thermal
ment offshore and can reduce the cost
of offshore operations.
insulation and protection of the peripheral lines from directly
However, the limitations of installation handling equipment
appliedhydrodynamicloads,andlocalvortexshedding
are such that neither excessive weight nor buoyancy can be
effects. For installation either
by tow-out or running from the
experienced at any stage
of installation. The optimum system
production
vessel,
syntactic
foam
buoyancycansimplify
is therefore likely to consist of a combination of all three
installation procedures. The buoyancy modules also provide a
forms of buoyancy,withthedistributionofeachvarying
convenientsurfaceformountingvortexinducedvibration
of
according to the application and installation method. Some
suppression devices. As with other forms of buoyancy, the
the factors influencing selection
are now discussed.
effectiveness of the syntactic foam buoyancy is reduced at
F.1.1.3 Buoyancy fromthenearsurfaceairtanksortheincreasedwaterdepth.
However,whenconsideringthecomF-1, the relative reduction in effeccentral structural member may be provided by air at ambient parative densities in Table
pressure or a pressurized air-up type system, fed from the tiveness at increased depth is less than that
of a pressurized air
base of thecan. Air at ambient pressure offers the simplest can type system. At greater depths, when the weight
of air
solution.However, at increasedwaterdepthstheincreaseincans
are takenintoconsideration,similareffectivenessmay
be produced from syntactic foam and &-can buoyancy sysexternal pressure loads require increased can wall thickness
whichgivesreducedupthrust.
Thepressurizedsystemofferstems.
the advantage of enabling the cans to be designed for relaF-1.2 ~ N S T A L ~ T ~ O N
tively small hydrostaticpressuresthroughoutthewatercolumn, though with increased design complexity. As a result,
air
m o u n d atthetopofthe r i s r arelikelytoprovide
F.1.2.1 Hybridrisersmaybeinstalledbyrunningfromthe
the
least
expensive
form
upthrust.
of production
vessel
in the same
manner
as
a drilling
riser
by
or
tow-out and upending as used for flowline bundles andTLP
F.1.1.4 Asmalldiameterstructuralmemberiswell
suited
Theselectedmethodhas
a significantimpact on the
to use of air
at ambient pressure. This is the
most simple form
of the
riser.
Whichever
is
adopted
the
design
of air-can, and offers the benefit of providing the facility for
process must produce a loweffectiveriser
at all stages
inspection. At h e r d e p h , where external pressure of installation, needed for safe handling while ensuring th&
starts determining the wall thickness, it may be beneficial to
satisfactoryhydrodynamicresponse is
flood the lower portion of the can. Where a larger diameter
structuralmember is warranted,an air uptypesystemwith
F.l.2.2 Thedifferencesbetweenthe two processesconsist
manybulkheadsalongtheriserlength,possiblyeveryjoint,ofthestagesinvolved
in gettingtheassembledriserstring
may be more appropriate. Application of this type of system vertically orientated below the production vessel. For installa159
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tion by tow-out this consists of launch, by lifting the riser
ftom the beach or pulling off a runway, trimming, involving
ballasting of peripheral lines and attachment of drag
chains or
floats so the riser is at the correct depth for towing, tow-out,
and upending. For installationby running theprocess consists
of thejoint make-up procedure which involves connecting the
(if not
structural member flange, coupling peripheral lines
installedlater),fittingvortexvibrationsuppressionstrakes
where needed and floodingthe central member(if peripheral
lines not installed) to control weight and upthrust. The joint
make-upprocedureandballastingoperations
required for
running result ina longer offshore operations than tow-out.
F.1.2.3 Installationbytow-outprobablyoffersthelowest
weight design solution which in turn offers lowest buoyancy
cost. Other potential benefits may also be realized but these
must be weighed against the associated disadvantages which
are not found in installation by running. These include the
following:

m 0732290 Ob30777 4b5 m

offered by the turretof an FPSO, which can make satisfactory
configuration of the jumper hoses more difficult, particularly
if
severe surface currents must
be accommodated.In harsh environments, with both severe wave and surface current loading,
an offset riser may be needed
to produce a satisíàctoxy flexible
jumper hose arrangement.
F.1.3.3 Tethering or tensioning of the riser from a semisubmersible can be conveniently achieved with the drilling riser
is a
tensioner or guidewire tensioners, if the production vessel
drilling rig conversion. Modification
of these devicesmay be
needed or alternative methods of tethering may
be more suitThese include longable, depending on design requirements.
lift the FDP,stroke, the need for
term tether load, capacity to
tether release if simultaneous drilling or workover is to be
conducted, space limitations in turret
the of an FPSO, and low
load variation withstroke to minimize stress fluctuations and
fatigue damage in
the riser.

F.1.4 SIMULTANEOUS OPERATIONS AND RISER
POSITION
connections versus possible need to use lower grade steel piping and inability to replace individual lines.
F.1.4.1 The opportunity for conducting workovers or drillb. Smaller installation weather windows versus accumulation ing on a well while producing from adjacent wells can be a
driving factor for the selection of a hybrid riser system and
of fatigue damage during tow-out.
have a significant impact on design of the vessel andseabed
F.1.2.4 The advantages and disadvantages of each method
interfaces. At the seabed, the riser may be c o ~ e ~ t to
e dthe
vary from application to application. In harsh environments
well template, as opposed to a stand-alone base. This may
with short installation weather windows, installation by towsimpllfyflowline connections andenable cost reduction
outmay be themostfavorable. In mildenvironments, or
through use of a multifunction base structure. The requirewhere the riser has a small number of lines, runningmay be
ment forsimultaneousoperationscanalso
be a factor in
more appropriate.
determining the level of tensioning or tethering provided by
the vessel and the position of the vessel relative to the riser.
F.1.2.5 The final stagesof installation are similar with both
Three basic approaches can be followed:
tow-out and running. The FPS is prepared by attachment of
the flexible hoses to the pontoons withli-ee ends tied back in
a. Centrally located below the vessel moonpool and tethered.
the moonpool area.The riseris positioned vertically such that
b. Offsetfromvesselmoonpool,but
tetheml beneaththe
the top assembly is at a convenient point for attachment of
vessel.
flexible hoses to the goosenecks. When
all flexible lines are in
c. Offset from vessel and freestanding.
place the riseris lowered and latchedto the riser base.
F.1.4.2 In the first option, the riser must be able to freeF.1.3VESSELINTERFACE
standinmildenvironmentalconditions.
This enablesthe
to a suitable
tether to be d i ~ c o ~ t ~and
t e dthe vessel winched
F.1.3.1 The interfaces between a hybrid riser and the vessel
positionforoperating on thetemplatewells.Thesecond
consist of the flowline connections to the hull anda tensionoption is similar to the k t with the advantage that the riser
to maintaincompatibility
ing or tetheringarrangement
need not be untethered and offers extended scope
for conbetween the lateral movements of the vesselthe
and
riser. The
ducting workover operations. The second option has the disone existing hybrid riseris used with a semisubmersible vesadvantage thatthe jumper hose layout is more restrictedif the
sel, but the required interfaces can also be provided by a
moonpool area is to kept clear. The third option may furoffer
tanker type FPSO.
ther improvement in scope for conducting well operations
F.1.3.2 Hybrid risers are generally considered most suitable
while producing. However, the large offsets that are experifor usewithsemisubmersiblevessels.
The maindifFerence
needed.
enced byFPSs can result in long jumper hoses being
between semisubmersible and FPSO interíàces is the MerThis adds to weight, increases the buoyancy requirement and
ence in offtake circumference provided at the vessel, which
is
adds to cost which must be traded off with the additional
opportunities for well operations that may
be achievedby
smaller for an FPSO. The dimensionsof the semisubmersible
pontoons provide greater spacing between jumper hoses than
adopting the offset design.
--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

a. All-welded construction and greater reliability of flowline
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F.1.5PERIPHERALLINES
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(FPSS) AND TENSION-LEG
PLATFORMS (TLPS)

extension between different line types
peripheral lines.
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F.l S.1 The peripheral flowlines are conventionally located
on the outside of the structural member in guide tubes runF.1.6 RISER BASE
ning through the syntactic foam buoyancy. The lines contribThe riser is attached to the base foundation by way of a
ute to the bending stiffness and combined effective tension
of
stress joint or flex-joint and hydraulic connector. Titanium
the riser as a whole by way of the lateral restraining forces
stress joint, as this provides greater
provided by the guides.To accommodate differences in tem- has been used for the base
flexibility than steel, thus reducing the required stress joint
perature and end cap pressure extension between different
size andbase1oading.lLoading
on thebasecanalsobe
linetypesand the structuralmemberthelines are free to
reduced with anall steel design by reducing the diameterof
move axially within the guides. Lines may be supported at
the structural member just above the stress joint, allowing
either the top or base
of the riser.If top supported, the strucsmallerradii of curvatureto be accommodatedalongthe
turalmembermustbedesignedforthecompressiveload
stress joint andgivingreductioninbase
loading. Much
applied by the lines. Axial movements are accommodated at
greater reduction to bending loads applied to the connector
upper flowline terthe base of the riser and the design of the
if a flex-joint is implemented
and foundation can be achieved
minations is simplified as no axial movement needbe accominstead of a stress joint. However, the concentration of rotamodated. When bottom supported, the peripheral lines must
tion at a single point creates greater difficulty in design
of the
be designed for self-weight compression and buckling resistransition from the vertical peripheral lines to the riser base
tance at the base. The base piping interface is simplified
as no
piping.
thermal movements must be accommodated and the jumper
hose interface is more complex due to the axial movements
that must be accommodated In very deep water applications,
F.2 Bibliography
the supportloads may be considerable and the thermal move1. Fisher, E. and Holley, P., “Development and Deployment
ments and end cap pressure extension may be difficult
to
of a Freestanding Production Riser in the Gulfof Mexico,”
accommodate at one end of the riser. In such situations supOTC 1995, PaperNo. OTC 7770.
ports and expansion loops may be needed at a number of
points along the riser length in order to rationalize the design2. Hatton, S.A., “Hybrid Risers-A Cost Effective Deepwater Riser System?” The 2nd Annual International Forum on
of thestructuralmemberandlateralrestrainingloadsfor
be designed
which the guide tubes must
Deepwater Technology, DEEF”EC’95, Aberdeen. IIR, London, March 1995.
F.1.5.2 As analternative to locatingtheflowlinesonthe
3. Smith, I. andLangrock, D., “A Riser System for Very
outside of the structural member, a designhas been proposed
DeepwaterApplications,”The2ndAnnualInternational
whereby theflowlines are contained within thestructural
Forum on Deepwater Technology, DEEPTEC’95, Aberdeen.
member in the same way
as a flowlineb ~ n d l eThis
. ~ approach
W, London, March 1995.
mayrequiredifferentmethodsofaccommodatingrelative
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ANNEX G”(INF0RMATIVE)
G.l

DifferencesFromOther Codes

G.l.l The methods of design by analysis specified in the
ASME Pressure Vessel Code, Section
VIII, Division 2 are utilized inthis document with four important differences:
a. Component stresses are combined using the von Mises
failure theory instead
of the maximum shearstress.
b. Thebasicallowablestressis
2/3 theminimumyield
strength and is independent of the ultimate strength whereas
the ASME Code limits it to the lesserof 2/3 of yield or 1/3 of
the ultimate.
c. The allowable stressis modified by a design case factor.
d. The criterion for local primary membrane stress has been
eliminated.
G.1.2 The reasons for making these changes to the meth-

ods in the ASME code are as follows.

G.1.6 The design case factor was introduced to modify the
allowable stress based on the probabilityof occurrence of a
design case and the consequencesof a failure for the conditions of the design case. This type of factor is common in
design codes. For example, API RF’ 2A-WSD permits a l/3
increaseinallowablestresses(from
0.60, to 0.80,) for
stresses due in part to design environmental conditions.
G.1.7 The ASME Fressure Vessel Code does not use a factor like this, because the predominate loads are operational
and not environmental. Thus, the loads on pressure vessels
are not as random as those on some other systems likeFPS
risers.
G.1.8 The ASME criterionforlocalprimarymembrane
stresses was eliminated, because these stresses do not normally occur in risers, and they will not cause failure.

G.1.9 For several reasons, the allowable stresses inthis RP
differ from those in
API RP 164, which is for marine drilling
risers used on floating drilling vessels. The typical marine
in many water depths and different envidrilling riser is used
ronments during its life. This makes it very difficult for an
analysttopredictlifetimeloadsandthus
to estimatethe
riser’s fatigue life. Moreover, drilling risersare retrieved freinspected on deck for fatigue cracks. They
quently and can be
are also usually retrieved, or at least disconnected from the
6.1.4 This recommendedpracticedoesnotconsiderthe
On the other hand,
W S risers operultimate strength in setting the basic allowable stress. Instead,well, for the worst storms.
In addition, most FPS risrupture is prevented by not allowing the use of brittle materi-ate fora long time at one location.
ersremaininplacethroughallstormsand
are retrieved
als that mightbe susceptible to rupture.
infrequently if at all before final removal.
G.1.5 The ASME code,ontheotherhand,specifiesthe
basic allowable stress as the lessor of 2/3 the yield or l/3 the
ultimate.Theultimatelimitpreventsrupture.

--`,,``,,`,````,```,,,,`,,``,``-`-`,,`,,`,`,,`---

G.1.3 The von Mises failure theory was adopted insteadof
the maximum shear stress theory because experimentaldata
shows it more accurately predicts the onsetof yield for ducshear
tilematerials.The ASME codeusesthemaximum
stress theory even though it is slightly less accurate, because
it is easierto use and is always conservative compared to von
Mises.
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Training and Seminars

Ph: 202-682-8490
Fax: 202-682-8222

Inspector
Certification
Programs

Ph: 202-682-8161
FIX: 202-962-4739

American Petroleum Institute
Quality Registrar

Ph: 202-962-4791
Fax: 202-682-8070

Monogram
Licensing

Ph: 202-962-4791
F a : 202-682-8070

Program

Engine Oil Licensing and
Certification System

Ph: 202-682-8233

Petroleum Test Laboratory
Accreditation Program

Ph: 202-682-8064

FIX: 202-962-4739
Fax: 202-962-4739

In addition, petroleum industry technical, patent,
and business
information is available online through API EnCompass’”. Call
212-366-4040 or fax 2 12-366-4298 to discover more.

To obtain a free copy of the API
Publications,
Programs, and Services
Catalog,call 202-682-8375 or fax your
request to 202-962-4776. Or see the
online interactive
version of the catalog
on our World
Wide
Web
site
http://www.api.org.
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